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Preface to the German Edition
This book, unlike other investigations into the work and person of Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, concerns itself more with his words than with his build
ings. There is a simple explanation for this shift of interest. The writings of
this great architect, which contain the key to his thought and to his archi
tecture, have, compared to his buildings, remained largely unexplored.
Yet the Mies material in the Mies van der Rohe Archive at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, the Manuscript Division of the Library of Con
gress in Washington, and the archives in Chicago challenge us not only to
follow Mies's thought to its sources but also to turn the word over to Mies
himself by publishing all of his writings. This attempt to reconstruct Mies's
conceptual edifice draws on another, so far unevaluated but autheriiic
source, namely the markings left behind in his books in the form of under
linings. They afford insight into the spiritual dimension of his philosophy.
Indeed, it would be almost impossible to demonstrate a close connection
between philosophy and building were it not for Mies's private library of
approximately BOO volumes preserved almost intact at the University of Illi
nois at Chicago in the Special Collections Department. The effort to estab
lish a philosophical foundation for building in the age of technology makes
Mies's statements important witnesses to a period of historical transition,
whose importance has been unimpaired by the passage of half a century.
I am indebted to many persons who deserve more than the usual thanks.
Gretchen Lagana of the University of Illinois Library, Special Collections
Department, in Chicago and Pierre Adler of the Mies van der Rohe Archive
of the Museum of Modern Art in New York have personally supported my
work. I am also indebted to Dirk Lohan who continues Mies's architectural
office in Chicago, not only for making private archival material very gener
ously available, a circumstance that was of invaluable help to me, but also
for his frankness. I also thank Franz
cago, author of an excellent recent

*hulze of Lake Forest College, Chi

Ml�s

biography, for his cooperation and

friendly encouragement, as well as Richard Pommer of Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York. I am further grateful to George Danforth and
George Schipporeit, Mies's successors at liT, and to Rolf Achilles of the
Centennial Project of liT, to all of whom I feel myself bound in friendship.
I thank them for the confidence they have placed in my work and for the
enthusiastic support I have received from them. To my American friends
I dedicate this book.
Many others have participated in my work, directly or indirectly, especially
Sergius Ruegenberg of Berlin, a longtime co-worker of Mies van der Rohe
in the twenties, Tilmann Buddensieg of the University of Bonn, Werner
Dahlheim and the late Hans Reuther of the Technical University of Berlin,
Wolf Tegethoff of Kiel, and Theo Buck of Milan, as well as my Berlin Mies-

friends Clod Zillich, Jasper Halfmann. Hans Kallhoff. Christoph Langhof,
Ben Tonon, and Theo Brenner.
A generous grant from the Stiltung Votkswagenwerk enabled me to carry
on my research. extending over almost two years, and undertake the
required travels to New York, Chicago, and Washington. Ditta Ahmadi
assisted in the preparation of the manuscript with critical pa tience.Pub

Introduction:
Mies van der Rohe in the Histor iography
of Modern Architecture
Each material Is only worth what we make of II.

Mles van der Roho,

1938

lish er Wolf Jobst Siedler made it possible. for the first time. for a book on

Mies to come out in Berlin, the city in which, between 1905 and 1938, he

Mies van der Rohe participated in the dialogue on the "New Building" in its

contributed so decisively to the architecture of our century .

decisive historical phases not only as polemicist but also as critic. Sharing
the basic convictions of modernism, he felt part of an avant-garde, an

Berlin
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advance commando fighting for the development of a new art attuned to
modern modes of living. By dismissing the ballast of inherited tradition and
by accepting the demands of the epoch, he oriented his consciousness
toward the threshold of a new age. This sensibility, in accordance ·with a
modern spirit, opened itself to the future and embraced its new technology
and const ru ction methods.
In his very first statements from the early twenties, Mies had already
accepted the inevitability of progress. But the fervor of his manifestos,
which proclaimed his initial commitment to the new conditions. soon was
accompanied by doubt that added a note of critical distance to his endorse
ment of modernism. It was not so much the acknowledging of the facts of
the new epoch , with its own inventory of technology and economy, but the
attitude man assumed toward these givens that became decisive in his
view. Architecture therefore was no longer viewed merely as a matter of
function and technology, as Mies had originally defined it in the twenties,
but as a "life process, " an "expression of man's ability to assert himself and
master his surroundings."'
In the concluding words of his speech at the meeting of the Deutsche
Werkbund in Vienna in 1930, Mies emphasized very emphatically that he
rejected those mechanistic and functionalistic doctrines that were later to
be equated with modern building:

J

The new time is a fact; it exists whether we say yes or no to it.... It is a
pure gi ven ....What is decisive is only how we assert ourselves toward
these give ns.

l

It is here that the spiritua problems begin.
What matters is not the what but only the how. That we produce goods
and the means by which we produce them says nothing spiritually.
Whether we build high or flat, with steel or w ith glass, says nothing as to
the value of this way of building.
Whether one aims for centralization or decentralization in urban planning
is a practical question, not one of values.

Pavilion, and the Tugendhat House are outstanding achievements that

But it is exactly this question of values that is decisive.

We must set new values and point out ultimate goals in order to gain new

criteria.

For the meaning and justification of each epoch, even the new one, lies

only in providing conditions under which the spirit can exist. 2

Closeness and distance, call and warning, a yes and a no speak out of

these sentences. Mies van der Rohe, who had by then, with the building of
the Barcelona Pavilion and the Tugendhat House, risen to a prominent

established Mies van der Rohe's reputation as one of the great building

masters of modern European architecture.

Extreme precision and consequentiality, extraordinary simplicity and gener

osity were the characteristic features of Mies's architecture. His buildings

are platonic objects that seem to declare the universally valid principles of
architecture. Conveying a pronounced sense of space, mass, and propor

tion, they not only invite contemplation but also call for a physical appropri

ation of space by movement. They reflect-as Mies expressed it in that

position within the ranks of modern architecture, accepted the function

fateful year 1933 in regard to the designs for houses with courtyards-"a

potential, did not constitute in and of itself the proper theme for architec

relinquish any more."5

orientedness of his age as a precondition that, while harboring its own

ture. Fighting on two fronts, his skeptical rationalism opposed any type of

unilateral reductiveness. One learns from the comments Mies made around

1930 that he refused to leave building in the grip of technology, but neither

did he want to see it turned over to "clever speculation." Neither anony

mous technical power nor acts of free interpretation by individualistic artists

were accorded priority. "The building art"-so Mies printed in boldface-"is

always the spatial expression of spiritual decisions."3 And decisions, so one
may add, demand criteria and principles: they demand intellectual rules

based on a logic of order by means of which the relationship between fact
and significance, between object and subject, can impart meaning to life.

According to Peter Blake, it is this emphatic sense of order, a characteristic

typical of all Mies's buildings and projects, that enabled him to arrive at

"architectural statements of such overwhelming precision, simplicity, and
single-mindedness that their impact is that of a major revelation."4 All

Mies's statements, written, drawn, or built, are, each in its own way. decla
rations of principle or demonstrations of an idea. It is due to this

cpnse

�

quentiality and perfectionism that Mies's work has found a firm pl ce in the
history of twentieth-century building. Mies's insistence on disciplirted form

and unhesitating liberality, on finality and objectivity, accounts for the capti
vating aura that surrounds his works and may also account for the emo

tional response Mies's work encountered, in the form either of acceptance

or, occasionally, of virulent criticism. But beyond that, history has shown

that only a few avant-garde projects and modern buildings have withstood

the test of time as well as his-and that despite the ease with which the
apparent Miesian simplicity blended with the anonymity of modern life.

In retrospect, Mies's projects appear almost inevitable in their compelling

logic. That applies particularly to those utopian projects designed between

1919 and 1924 that practically catapulted Mies to the forefront of the avant

J

measure of freedom" gained for the modern individual "that we will not

Mies conceived of building as arising out of a field of tension that consisted

of intrinsic lawfulness on one hand and creative freedom on the other. It
should afford the "required privacy combined with the freedom of open

room forms"6 and provide a "defining" but not a "confining space"7 suitable

for contemporary living. Behind this concept of space and architecture that

defined "building" in a philosophical sense as a "giving form to reality"6

stood for Mies the question of the "value and dignity of human existence,"
namely: "Is the world as it presents itself bearable for man? . . . Can it be

shaped so as to be worthwhile to live in?"9

To elevate architecture into the expression of spiritual decision meant that
it must first be conquered as idea. Only an "architecture of spiritual rela

tions [Architektur der geistigen Beziehungen]" was autonomous enough to

be secured against unilateral incursions of either a technical or a subjective
kind. This concept of a self-reliant architecture arose out of an intellectual

tradition founded in the eighteenth century in the architectural writings of

Marc-Antoine Laugier and Carlo Lodoli and brought forward into the twen

tieth century by way of Gottfried Semper, Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc,

Julien Guadet, Auguste Choisy, and

with its enlightened postulate of an

arises out of this tradition.

ttendrikus Berlage. Mies's architecture

e.� vironment shaped by man himself

Mies was to remain loyal to this rationalism, which had lost its basis in

Germany after 1933, even after his emigration to the U.S. in 1938. Crown
Hall {1950-56), Lake Shore Drive Apartments in Chicago (1945-50), and

the Seagram Building in New York (1957) represent major milestones in

the development of architecture right up to the present time.

Only in the final phase of his life and after his death on August 17, 1969,

was Mies acclaimed one of the great building masters of the century. There

garde. His pro ects for Glass Skyscrapers, for an Office Building, for a Con

was a drastic increase in the volume of commissions and the number of

heroic phase of modernism, which reached its apex with the buildings

1947, when Philip Johnson published the first edition of his monograph on

crete Country House and Brick Country House introduced the so-called

erected between 1927 and 1929. The Weissenhofsiedlung, the Barcelona

XII

publications concerning his work in the last decade of his life. But back in
Mies van der Rohe, he was probably one of the least known pioneers of

modernism. At that time, the sixty-one-year-old Mies had erected barely
XIII

twenty buildings and published a similarly modest number of terse state

and therefore perpetuates an incorrect rendering remained undiscovered

to Le Corbusier, who had developed an extraordinarily rich publishing activ

dealing with data and their analysis. 13

ments and manifestos in dispersed and typically remote places. In contrast

ity, Mies's aversion to self-promotion prevented him from making those pro
pagandistic efforts by means of which Le Corbusier, Gropius, and other

leading representatives of the New Building attracted international attention

in their effort to disseminate their ideas and publicize their buildings.

The interest in Mies van der Rohe awakened by Johnson culminated in the
sixties in a series of monographs that largely followed in Johnson's foot
steps. The latter had initiated a canonical interpretation of Mies that-cum
grana sa/is-was perpetuated in the works of Max Bill (1955), Arthur Drex
ler (1960), Peter Blake (1960), Werner Blaser (1965-72), James Speyer
(1968), Ludwig Glaeser (1969), Martin Pawley (1970), Peter Carter (1974),
Lorenzo Papi (1974), and David Spaeth (1985); it has not undergone

essential enrichment until the present time.10 Only the monograph of Mies's
longtime friend and former Bauhaus colleague Ludwig Hilberseimer of 1956
constitutes a worthwhile exception. 1 1 Hilberseimer did not put the �nalysis

of buildings in the foreground but attempted to approach Mies's philosophy

from a theoretical point of view, setting it in the context of historical continu
ity ranging from Leon Battista Alberti's concept of concinnitas to Kasimir
Malevich's suprematist reduction.

In the last decade of his life, overwhelmed by commissions and honors,

until Wolf Tegethoff's publication in 1981, which has set new criteria for

The Mies school had succumbed to an uncritical fascination with its own

hero. Respectful reproductions and misunderstood personal contact on one

hand, and simplification and watering down of ideas and principles by com
mercial vulgarization on the other, resulted in an atmosphere of discomfort

out of which arose in the sixties and seventies a critique not only directed

toward Mies alone, but toward modernism in general. Pronouncements
once cited as Miesian aphorisms now underwent provocative heretical

transformations. The monkish homily "less is more," attributed by Johnson
to Mies as personal motto,14 had become a regular slogan supposedly

summing up Mies. Robert Venturi expanded it in his Complexity and Con

tradiction of 1966 into a still respectful "more is not less."15 For Sybil

Moholy-Nagy, the question heading her essay "Has 'less is more' become

'less is nothing'?"16 was simply a rhetorical one.

This change of attitude toward the dogmas of functionalism and purism

delineated itself in the development of architecture since the late fifties in a

demand for greater expressiveness and plasticity. Robert Venturi gave the

oretical foundation to these trends in the sixties. Calling for a more context
enriched architecture in his "gentle manifesto," he pleads for a reclaiming

of complexity. The vulgarized concept of "less is more"17 has led, according

Mies was turned into a mythic figure. A proud series of monographs and a

to Venturi, to an architecture that has become anemic and boring and

ing, around whom, not least on account of his retiring ways, a regular cult

and contradiction affirmed the delight in contradiction but decidedly

veritable flood of articles paid homage to him as master of modern build

developed. While friends and pupils wrapped Mies in a sort of aura, how
ever, he experienced a downright cheapening at the hands of tho1e epi
gones who had risen from the ranks of everyday practice. The se'}l uctive

could be dispatched with "less is a bore." Venturi's theory of complexity
denied-though this has hardly come to attention-incoherence and

caprice, as well as picturesqueness and excess. Appreciation of complexity
in architecture does not stand in conflict with demands for simplicity. Ven

simplicity of the Miesian structure, which gave no clue to the ardu,bus pro

turi recognized that the buildings of Mies van der Rohe opened valuable

mately exhausted by commercial imitation.

ity and formal language represented

The question of how far the publicistic propaganda contributed to this vul

Critique concerned with more nuanced evaluation was drowned out by the
more clamorous polemical arguments now attacking the icons of modern
ism. Bertrand Goldberg, one of the early dissidents of the Chicago School

cess of distillation out of which it arose, was narrowly codified an� ulti

garization of the architectural legacy is in itself worthy of investigation. In

each of the monographs one inevitably finds the identical basic inventory of

reproduced materials; dates are simply taken over. In those instances

where originals were no longer available, the authors simply made new

drawings. An example of this is the legendary blueprint reconstructions of

Werner Blaser for the Brick Country House, where the walls radiate far into
the landscape and the building substance dissolves into a complex of wall
screens. This painfully accurate blueprint, made by Blaser for his 1965
monograph during a period of contact with Mies himself, gives no clue as

to authorship; yet it largely determined the conception of this project, inso
far as this reconstruction was readily accepted in other circles as a Mies
drawing. 12 That this reconstruction shows a number of differences and

deviations from the original, which exists only in badly reproduced copies,
xlv

opportunities for the development of architecture but also that their selectiv

tJ'Iimitation.18

that had formed around Mies, confronted it with the defiant motto "rich is
right." Stanley Tigerman, who also originated in these circles, illuminated

this change of parameter with a photomontage to which he gave the title
"Titanic." Meant ironically, but not without a symbolical play on reality, it
showed Crown Hall, the incunabulum of modern steel and glass construc

tion of the early fifties-a building that Mies himself had called one of his
best19-sinking into Lake Michigan.2o
The critical voices that accompanied Mies's work were seldom free of
polemic. One can hear it reverberate in the question "Can one live in

House Tugendhat?"-the title of Justus Bier's 1931 essay, in which he
XV

"The Seven Crutches of Modern Architecture."26 "What has happened to
the Mies van der Rohe Fan Club?" was the consternated question with

which Banham opened his essay "Almost Nothing Is Too Much" in 1962,27
in which he once more reiterated the virtues of Mies's architecture.

The crisis around Mies cannot be explained merely by the general discom

fort with modern architecture in the sixties. It was, one must conclude, to a

certain degree created from within. The monographs on Mies were partially
to blame for the manner in which Mies was presented and finally con
sumed. Mies's image had become static.28

Philip Johnson, who had been enthused over Mies in the twenties on

account of his cool objectivity and his aloofness from the avant-garde

movements of that period and who preferred him over Le Corbusier and

Oud because he saw him as "less factorylike, more classical,"29 established
an image of Mies that was merely consolidated in the hands of his succes
sors. Contradictions within the work, to the degree they were then notice
able, were played down; the early work had been subjected, presumably

on Mies's own initiative, to a strict process of selection, and the twenties

The Titanic, 1978, photomontage by Stanley Tigerman.

and thirties were presented as a preparatory phase for the mature achieve

spoke of display living and insufferable presentation style.21 Of the critics of
the succeeding period such as Joseph Rykwert, who denounced the cam
pus of liT in 1 949 as a "slick, lucid, sickening scheme,"22 one could form a
separate chronicle. It would lead us from the journalistic battles that raged
around the Farnsworth House,23 to the aggressiveness against modernism
typical of the McCarthy era, right up to Mies's last building, the New
National Gallery in Berlin, which Julius Posener, carried away by a conflict

between admiration and disdain, called a junk dealer's den (Krambude).24
Fascination and polemic have their common roots in the problematic of the
Miesian architecture that refuses to subordinate aesthetic consid rations to
social ones.

1

Both critics and admirers tended toward polarization. Reyner Banham saw

the sterility of this tendency and summed up the situation with the question
"Absolute good or absolute bad?" On one hand, a worldwide network of

admirers elevated the buildings of Mies to the rank of absolutes of architec
tural perfection, seeing in them the emanation of an ideal Cartesian model;

on the other hand, there were those who, like Lewis Mumford, perceived
Mies as a Procrustes demanding that human nature adapt itself to his
architectural idiosyncracies.25

These extreme judgments, rather than saying something about the archi

ment of the American years. The message superimposed over the oeuvre

was one of timeless perfection, obsessive attention to detail, and a delight

in expensive and luxurious material. In subsequent writing, according to the
merciless summary of Richard Padovan, "ideas and whole phrases" were

merely "lifted from one work of homage to the next," reducing to meaning
lessness the one-sided and granite image of the great architect-now a
monolithic symbol for universality and perfection-through constant

repetition.30

Indeed, as Padovan points out, there exists only a single truly deviationist

interpretation of Mies, namely that of Bruno Zevi, submitted in the pioneer

ing work Poetica dell'architettura neoplastica (Milan, 1 953). This turns out,

however, to be no less unilateral than the canonizing approach via John

t

son. Zevi does not follow the well-trodq n path and the teleological model

of a career moving in orderly progression toward a single aim-a theory

that reads almost like Mies's own concept of the gradually unfolding form
but rather attempts to interpret Mies's career in terms of contradictory

concepts: classicism and neoplasticism. Both concepts for Zevi are ideo

logically loaded; classicism is equated with despotism and rigidity; neoplas

ticism, as emancipation from the symmetrical axis and the traditional form

and-order concepts, is equated with freedom and democracy. Provided one
accepts these definitions, one could view the development of Mies in terms

tecture itself, indicated a confusion in the camp of the critics and could only

of a parabola. At its apex stand the buildings of around 1 930-the Barce

mastery-the purification of a mature concept of structure-his pupils, with

Building Exhibition of 1 931-which could be viewed as the realization of

lead to sympt�ms of exhaustion. While Mies entered upon a final phase of
Philip Johnson in the lead, began to deny him their allegiance. Johnson

lona Pavilion, the Tugendhat House, and the Model House for the Berlin

neoplastic aims formulated by the De Stijl movement. The ascending

signaled this process of detachment in his 1 955 publication of the lecture

branch of this parabola would correspond, according to Zevi, to a phase of

XVI
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liberation from neoclassicism, the descending branch to a gradual sinking

Schinkel, who moved freely from absolute symmetry to Greek freedom in

merit it was to have transposed the volumetric language of neoplasticism

type. These works with their pavilion system prefigure the panoramic con

back into neoclassicism with the buildings after Barcelona. Mies, whose

into spatial terms, relocked himself, according to Zevi, into the shackles of

his urban architecture and his country houses influenced by the Italian villa

ception of modern space that was taken up again as a theme by Mies, who

formalism. Rationalism regressed again to neoclassicism.3'

realized it with the means of his own period.

The battle between classicism and neoplasticism in the work of Mies van

The modernism of the twentieth century attempted to solve this conflict on

der Rohe is much more complex than Zevi perceives it. It is not a single

parabola but an ongoing oscillation, with many hesitations and changes of

a new level by liberating the classical building type from the polarity of

inside and outside, from the enclosed interior space and the hierarchy of

position,32 as an exact analysis of buildings and ideas will show. The dia

individual elements. The revolt against the classical principles aimed at

ideas is constantly present in Mies's work. Mies did not simply exchange

clear separation of inside and outside and of concentricity were replaced

levels, as is evident from the simultaneity of neoclassical country houses

of tensions rather than harmony.

lectical exchange between proclassical and anticlassical concepts and

old values for new ones, but continued the dialogue on successively new
and bold experiments. Even in the apex of the parabola the traditional val

ues have by no means become obsolete. If one draws on sources such as

replacing them with new, antithetical ones. The Vitruvian concepts of a

by centrifugality and a free interplay of contrasting elements, an equilibrium
If the work of Mies van der Rohe contains contradictory elements, it is due

the notebook of 1928, exploited here for the first time, that yields informa

to the circumstance that the modernism of the twenties was itself burdened

the high point of his career on established values. Not so much an

toricizing and opens up a broader perspective, it also reobstructs the view.

idea at the apex of the parabola. In accordance with the motto "Everything

authoritarianism, and the optimistic equation of the "free plan" with democ

tion as to Mies's readings, it becomes quite clear that Mies relied even at
exchange of old values for new ones but their synthesis is the presiding

by a historical legacy. While Bruno Zevi's work breaks with canonical his

The oversimplified identification of classicism (type, block, geometry) with

decisive happens despite" (Friedrich Nietzsche) that had been the maxim

racy, obstructs a more profound understanding of modernism-and not

desire for a more profound traditionalism that led Mies to those works thai

ry's architectural history that only by rehabilitating classicism could a new

of Adolf Loos, one could reverse Zevi's argument and hold that it was the

only of Mies van der Rohe. It is one of the productive ironies of this centu

formulated classical modernism around 1930.

modernism of considerable complexity and contradiction emerge.

The history of modernism in its entirety, from the enlightenment of around

Postmodernism, with its somewhat diffuse sympathy for history, has con

1800 until the twentieth century, can be viewed as a comparable conflict, a

tributed to a renewed appreciation of classicism, as indicated by such

perpetual dialogue of pro- and anti classical concepts. However� one should

mind-stretching terms as "postmodern classicism" or the daredevil procla

organicism and a repressive classicism, as Zevi postulates. In �eneral, the

postmodernism, demanding a semantic revamping of the term "classicism,"

f

not view this dialogue merely as a simple dualism between a li�erating

proclassical tendency leans toward the essentially typical. It is countered

by an anticlassical attitude that attempts to deny, as far as possible, that

art is subject to the strictures of type. This configuration does not appear

for the first time with the modernism of our century, which started in oppo

mation of a "free-style classicism."33 The architectural theories underlying

indirectly answer the one-sided interpretation and ideological fixation of

l
s

Zevian provenance. As "classicism witho t tears" (Charles Jencks), liber
)
ated from the oppressive overtones of i ( forerunners, it is supposedly dif

ferentiated from them by its free and nonpredetermined employment of

sition to academism and classicism around 1900 but which simultaneously,

formS.34 This revolutionizing of the term "classicism" in the sense of a post

ture. The contradiction between proclassical and anticlassical attitudes is

Not only because history is always present in it-a circumstance that

as the type as ideal can never be fully realized, so it can never be totally

one has tired of those at best ironic quotation games, the desire for poeti

under the sign of the Doric column, prepared the way for modern architec

intrinsically as old as architecture itself and is not unilaterally solvable. Just

abolished without exposing architecture to anarchy, for it is already implicit

in the basic principles of construction.

This conflic(is evident throughout the history of the European building arts:

modern eclecticism, however, also throws new light on Mies's architecture.

should endear it to the postmodern point of view-but also because, after

cal serenity and structural honesty will awaken all the more. Thus the say
ings of Mies retain an unexpected currency, for the problems he and his

contemporaries faced touch us today more than ever.

in the eighteenth-century battle between the baroque tradition and the

The idea that history constitutes a potential and necessary enrichment of

between cubic hermeticism and purposeful asymmetry in Karl Friedrich

phers of modernism-is presently undergoing a rehabilitation. The tradi

romanticism of English landscape gardening; or in the contradiction

XVIII

meaning-a thesis fundamentally called into question by the historiogra

tional view of modernism is itself in need of revision, however. The acrossxlx

the-board accusation that modern architecture was hostile to tradition and

the Museum of Modern Art in New York was only established in 1968.

ity of scale, is partially the result of a dogmatically limited historiography.

these primary sources. The type of insight that can be gained by a thor

tecture has exerted influence both on the level of perception and reception.

work on Mies's villas and country house projects after 1922,40 which has

disdainful of context, that it resulted in uniformity and that it lacked sensitiv
One-sided interpretation with a particular historical slant on modern archi
For this reason, the critique of modern architecture must also include a

critique of the historiography of modern architecture as disseminated by

such influential teaching texts as Sigfried Giedion's Space, Time and

Architecture (1941), in which the history of modernism is presented as

unambiguous. That the type of history writing that sees history in terms of

linear processes does not stand up to careful analysis has been proven by

the brilliant essays of Wittkower's pupil Colin Rowe in the fifties; they pre

pared the way for a more critical interpretive attitude toward modernism in

which the problems of historical continuity in particular come under
scrutiny.35

In regard to the work of Mies van der Rohe, this implies that one must look

not only for unity and universality, but also for discontinuities and reciprocal

interactions. A critical view of the history of modern architecture indicates

the need for a nuanced reappraisal. The research of our time has to

occupy itself not only with modernism's break with tradition, but also with

the complex and contradictory underground network of historical roots that
nourished it.

"In their best work history is always present," said Aldo Rossi of those

whom he viewed as his precursors, namely Adolf Loos and Mies van der

Rohe, who for him represent modern architecture.36 After one has experi

enced buildings ruled exclusively by the laws of functionalism, the

�

reproaches raised against the architecture of Mies van der Ro e appear in

Publications that appeared before that date could not have benefited from

ough study of the bequest has been demonstrated by Wolf Tegethoff's

raised doubts about the reliability of present datings and attributions.

Mies's theoretical legacy has so far not been the subject of an independent

study. Philip Johnson had attached a selection of Mies's most important

writings to his monograph, thereby calling attention to this important aspect

of Mies's activity. Today the programmatic announcements of the early

manifestos belong to the fixed inventory of the architectural-and art histor
ical-theory of our century. Practically no publication on the architecture of
modernism can avoid making reference to them.41

It is therefore amazing that a comprehensive edition of the writings of Mies

does not yet exist42 and that those of his writings that are on hand in the

archives of New York, Chicago, and Washington have not been published

even by recent researchers. The modest volume of known writings has

apparently not enticed anyone to subject them to special scrutiny. Com

pared to the volume of theoretical works delivered by his great contempor
aries Le Corbusier or Frank Lloyd Wright, the writings of Mies are sparse.

As Lorenzo Papi has it, Mies did not want to add to "his constructive work
a personal 'literature' that could have explained his thoughts and reason

ings."43 He was taciturn from an inner conviction; it was part of his Weltan

schauung expressed in the phrase "The most important things can anyway

not be discussed,"44 an assertion that seems to echo the well-known con

cluding sentence of Ludwig Wittgenstein's Tractatus logico-philosophicus:

a different light. In Rossi's eyes the rejection of primitive functipnalism in

"What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence."•s

ment, a specific quality of Miesian architecture. Particularly hi� insistence

such an expressive silence is an elemental part of Mies's reality structure

favor of pure symbolism and pure poetry actually becomes a �ositive ele
on creating art-already expressed in the term "building art" that he

Peter Blake has characterized Mies aptly as a "man of few words."•s That

f

is attested by both his written and his b4 t declarations. Mies's frugal prose

employed instead of "architecture"-made Mies one of the few able to cre

has its own horizon of values, the width1of which has tempted others to

the pressures of industry.37

well as confusing essay by Peter Serenyi, "Spinoza, Hegel and Mies,"47

ate objects of timeless beauty despite the vagaries of the marketplace and

"Throw light on the inner contradictions," demanded Richard Padovan in

his spirited plea for a reinterpretation of Mies van der Rohe. Padovan's aim

was not to devalue him but rather "to show him as a more interesting,

more vulnerable, and today a more relevant figure than he has often been

burden his work retroactively with philosophical speculations. The short as

illustrates this type of misunderstanding, to which Mies himself had opened

the doors by the persistent use of philosophical quotations from Thomas

Aquinas and Augustine.

For Mies "the question as to the nature of the building art" was of decisive

made out to be: an architect who not only reflected and shared in the

significance.48 It led him to search for the truth "in the quarries of ancient

phases of h is career, every stage in the history of modern architecture."38

tual orientation of architectural truth, without which there could be no clarity

struggles and conflicts of his time, but moreover embodied in the several

The abundance of publications on the work of Mies, made accessible by

the Annotated Bibliography and Chronology of 1979 with its 732 entries,39

only partially meets today's demands. The Mies van der Rohe Archive in

XX

and medieval philosophy."49 From this question came the search for a spiri

in the relationship between essence and appearance, necessity and possi

bility, construction and form. The problems of the building art cannot be

viewed apart from the problems of being. Architecture must serve life not

xxl

only practically but also spiritually and constitute a support for ideas that

touch on the entire existence of man. In the realm of values lie the actual,

decisive problems of architecture, and it is of this that architecture must
speak in the language of the building art if it wants to participate in the

The Double Work Field:
Architect as Author

larger discourse concerned with a new "genuine order."

The architect must be skilled In writing so that by written explanations [to his

This readiness to view things in a fundamental way, this concern with "gen

Marcus Vttruvius Polito, Ten Books on Architecture, c. 30 ac

work) he can create a permanent memorial.

uine questions-questions about value and purpose,"50 makes Mies van

der Rohe's writings unique testimonies of the architectural theory of our

The phrase "create, artist, do not talk" remains always true.
H. P. Berlage, Gedanken fiber den Sill 1n der Baukunsl, 1905

century, for they point to problems that touch on the spiritual core of our

period. For Mies, the actual task of the building art of our time consisted in

the need to strive for a balance between man and civilization, technology

and architecture, history and epoch; it must be motivated by the hope that

"it should be possible to bring the old and the new forces of our civilization
into harmony with each other."51 The ongoing discussion in regar? to con

temporary problems demonstrates that this aim, then as now-and not only

for architecture-has remained relevant.

"Today we are again occupied with stylistic forms; I want to warn that we
have to be mindful of ourselves," wrote Sergius Ruegenberg, a longtime

associate of Mies in the twenties, in his congratulatory address on the

occasion of Mies's fiftieth birthday on March 27, 1936, which was published
as an editorial letter in Die Bauwelt. Ruegenberg concluded with a sen

tence to which, a half century later, nothing needs to be added: "and if

•

someone does not find himself, let me remind him of Mies van der Rohe."52

XXII

"My main work has been the planning of buildings. I have never written nor

spoken much."' Writing about architecture was apparently for Mies an

enterprise full of inherent contradictions. This is already indicated by the
brevity of his contributions, which leads one to conclude that he did not

have a real love for writing; presumably thoughts were committed to paper

under considerable resistance and only formulated in the first place due to

some external pressure. The internal or external forces that led Mies to

express himself publicly remain unknown, due to the fragmentary nature of

the sources.2 Only a reconstruction of circumstances allows us an insight
into his motives.

Mies stepped in front of the public for the first time in the summer of 1922

with an article in a journal. Up to that time, the professional press had paid
little attention to his architectural work. Only the Riehl House in Potsdam
Neubabelsberg, built in 1907, the first independent project of the twenty

one-year-old, and his competition entry for the design of a Bismarck

Memorial had been noted.3 Mies introduced himself as architect and author
in the journal Fruhlicht, edited by Bruno Taut, with an untitled qrticle con

sisting of two designs for skyscrapers with dematerializing glass exteriors,

accompanied by a short commentary.

The circumstance that led Mies to step in front of the public had probably
been the Friedrichstrasse competition, which had been announced in

December 1921 with the decision handed down early in 1922. Mies had

Lo.�•1, .,

participated with a radical entry that proposed a 20-floor glass skyscraper,

which by the summer of 1922 he presented in two different versions. The

.

,, •••

�•• a.,, tl•••••••
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design had met with complete noncomprehension on the part of the jury
and had been laid aside as a utopian joke.•

'

This Glass Skyscraper project, which arose seemingly unexpe�ted out of

b

the work Mies had thus far produced, was also without preced nt in the

Three pages of Mies's article on glass skyscrapers, in Fruhficht, no. 4
(1922).

architectural background.5 It represented the beginning of a s�ries of

designs that was to include the Office Building, Concrete Country House,

and Brick Country House, in which the essential possibilities latent in the

ing all traditional standards of measure !Jlents, they speak the language of a
new time: The language of our time."6 (J

entirely related to their potential, bringing it to salient expression and deny

That Mies introduced his glass visions in the journal Fruhlicht, the forum of

new construction methods and materials were explored in an aesthetic
ing any commitment to historical forms.

Traditional massivity had been totally overcome and the standard fa<;ade
had been dematerialized into a unique play of light reflections on the

glassy exterior that wrapped the structural skeleton in a transparent veil.

This bold project revealed the creative possibilities of a longed-for futuristic

architecture in programmatic form. Carl Gottfried, who introduced the glass

towers of Mies van der Rohe in the journal Qualitat in August 1922, cele
brated their artistic form as "going beyond the times" and "contrary to all

ornamental individualism," as "impersonal, timeless," and for that reason as

"building art in the highest sense. In their heightened monumentality, scorn-

the expressionist movement, is not without particular significance. The

crystalline stereometry of the skyscraper certainly seems to relate to the

glass-and-crystal euphoria of expressionism. The glass polygons strive

upward, in the eyes of the critic, with "towerlike, Gothic force" and show in

their refractive, crystalline sharpness characteristics related to expression
ism.7 Perhaps one could view the watercolor fantasies of Hans Scharoun

of 1920 as forerunners of Mies's skyscraper designs once the polygonal,

crystalline structure behind the crackling, bursting, and overpowering sur

face had been laid bare. "High the transparent, the clear! High purity! High

the crystal! and high and ever higher the flowing, the graceful, the sharp
edged, the sparkling, the flashing, the lightweight-high eternal building!"

This emphatic heralding of a coming architecture, with which Bruno Taut
2

3
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in 1920,8 furnishes attributes �hatstripped of expressionistic hyperbole and the mystical connotations of a
crystalline world architecture-might just as well have served to describe

opened the first issue of

Frilhlicht

the near expressionism of Mies's skyscrapers.

The apparent proximity to expressionism that might have suggested them
as a suitable topic for

Fruh/icht

is, however, only superficial. Mies was one

of the few who, unlike Peter Behrens, Walter Gropius, and others, did not
retreat penitently from the tradition of a rarified prewar classicism into the

Bauhiltten world of the medieval craftsman.9 The glassy visions of the Mie

sian cathedral of the future did not harken back to medieval mysticism but

advanced the myth of a new time characterized by a preference for reason
and abstraction.

and secured him a high degree of independence against short-lived con

temporary trends.

l

Mies retained a critical distance becau e he was unwilling to jettison old

values as long as commensurate new ones had not yet been found. "The

sudden liberation from ancient restrictions and aims," through which "even
more lasting values have lost . . . clear definition," did not yet represent in
itself a value system. 10 "In regard to the new, also, the attitude is not the

same. Here also, it is the inner attitude of man that counts." This thought

for a lecture, entrusted by Mies to his notebook, typifies his skeptical
rationalism. 1 1

The classicistic villa projects stand only i n seeming contradiction t o the

bold glass fantasies of 1921 . In reality they secured a continuity of devel

The villa projects of 1921 , designed simultaneously with the skyscrapers,

opment that, after 1924-after Mies had mastered in a series of prototypi

retained for Mies valid working ideas commensurate with honest building. It

methods and materials-continued on without any immediately noticeable

4

5

prove that the principles of Schinkel's classicism, even after 1918, still

was this imperturbable insistence on outdated principles that insulated Mies

cal, analytical designs the architectural possibilities of the new construction

reference to those experiments in abstract form. The Mosler House in

Potsdam-Neubabelsberg, the construction of which began in September
� 924,

is the last example in which the classicizing tradition of Behrens is

still visibly present. True, Mies reduced that reference to such extreme sim
plicity that the city surveyor's office felt it must interfere. One was afraid

that the house "without embellishment . . . would appear like an army bar
racks" and would, on account of its blandness, disturb the urban image. 12

"It is a futile endeavor to use contents and forms of earlier building periods

today. Even the strongest artistic talent will then fail. We find again and

again that excellent building masters fail because their work does not serve

the will of the epoch . . . . In the final analysis, they remain dilettantes

despite their great talent, for the elan with which one undertakes the wrong
thing is irrelevant. It is the essential that matters. One cannot walk forward

Mies's design for the Friedrichstrasse skyscraper, 1921.

Hans Scharoun, watercolor, 1920.

6

7

the future" to the reified, concrete world of the machine age, the

Zeitgeist

of which demanded visible realization according to a new definition of

order.

It is this matter-of-fact sobriety, so much at odds with the quasi-religious,

dreamy pathos of

FrOh/icht,

that pervaded Mies's text. Compared to the

illustrations of the bold skyscraper designs, the artless words appear

almost defensive. Mies accompanied the extraordinary glass towers with

plain sentences, according to which the towers' appearance was quite sim
ply the result of the givens of the site, the manner of construction, and the

optical effect of the glass panels. The lack of understanding Mies had

experienced from a competition jury still swearing allegiance to the expres
sionist fashion'6 seemed to necessitate a justification that made the "rea
sonable meaning of the new form-giving" explicit. •1

Mies described his concept and work method, whict'1 appeared to follow the
principles of a deliberate theory, with the dryness of a manual. The design

'(
•

was explained in terms of a creative process that called for the interlocking
of theoretical demands with formal decisions. "The writing and talking of

artists about their work" was, as Theo van Doesburg explained in the intro
duction to his book on the Bauhaus, "the natural result of the general mis

I•

per, 1921.
Sketch and ground plan for the Friedrichstrasse skyscra

understanding of the new art orientation by the lay public." Thus, the artists

of the new direction considered it a "duty to support their work with

words . . . . Theory followed the creative activity as a necessary sequel.
Artists do not write

the instrument of the will of the
while looking backward, and one cannot be
striving of our epoch is
epoch if one lives in the past. . . . The entire
the mystics will remaJ n episodes.
directed toward the secular. The efforts of
e more profound, e will not
Although our understanding of life has becom
gesture but ratipnality and
build cathedrals . . . . We do not value the great
'
in 1924 in the article� "Baukunst
reality."'3 With these sentences published
the Epoch), Mies not only
und Zeitwille!" (Build ing Art and the Will of
refused to endorse a
rejected misunderstood traditionialism but also
speculation ," as expounded
wrongly understood modernism of "aesthetic
y passed its apex. The sky
by an expressionism that, by 1922, had alread
entally, a symbolic significance,
scrapers in FrOhlicht assumed, almost accid
reality, the approaching end of
for they signaled, with their sober sense of
1922 issue of FrOhlicht, numb er
the expressionist movement. The summer
Mies had spoken up for the first
4 in the new series and the one in which

r

about

art, but

from within the domain of

This double requirement as outlined by Doesburg, namely "to give a logical
explanation as well as defend the new art direction," was realized in the

parallel rendering of text and project wi�h which Mies introduced his work.19

time, was the last publication of the journal.14

Escape into utopias, almost necessary after the traumatic war experience,

now yielded to a mood that rejected fantasy for a new "enthusiasm for the
immediately real."15 The longing for harmony, projected by expressionism
into the transcendental, now shifted to an equally invisible abstract realm
that was, however, not metaphysically but rationalistically secured. The

art."•a

vanishing point of utopianism now shifted from the imaginary "cathedral of

Mosier House, Potsdam-Neubabelsberg, 1924-1926.
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design for his Concrete Office Building, which showed a continuous hori
zontal fenestration uninterrupted by supports, and the design for a Con

The double requirement was already evident in the visual presentation of

explanation" of the design by describing the construction and the resulting

}

consequences, we find a proclamation assertively heralding the new ?rl.
Any aesthetic speculation
any doctrine

� � � � ; ,:',\':
1�1(:�·.
��

and any formalism

we reject.

With this apodictic beginning dispatching with all prior art, Mies introduced
his manifesto "Burohaus" (Office Building). A bracket in the text encom

passes the terms "speculation," "doctrine," and "formalism," which are can

celed by an uncompromising "we reject" i n widely spaced letters. The
l <' h n e u

unequivocability of this gesture, dictated by an energetic will meant to sug

w l r tth.

gest clarity, determination, and strength, is carried through in the subse

quent lines that announce, in the full awareness of stating an eternal truth:

Building art is the spatially apprehended will of the epoch.

Gcstni!N die Form nus dcm W('5('11 dcr /\ufHnhc mit dcu
1\\llll.'ln unscccr Zeit.
Ons lsi

Alive. Changing. New.
Not the yesterday, not the tomorrow, only
the today, is formable.

u u se rc /\rh c 1 1.

R

u

dcr /\rhcll

1111!ICielll,

Only this building creates.

dN Orgnn\snllon

11111 !legliccletl wlc 1\cr

�

dcr l<tflrht'lt

UrHflllismus d<'S

U('lrlt'h<'S.

II

Ml\T E R i l\ L D E ��
NACHSTEN NU M M E R N :

Fh11 1 Element u11d Erfntdung

Ill(

a�uindu�lric

0d

pia

,

'

Create form out of the nature of the task with
the means of our time.
That is our work.
clcr (:)konomlc.

GriiRll'r E fekt

umh Pnn:ccr!Orllle.

'

�

Only now follows the heading "Burohau and the actual
text on the render
ing of the design, couched in similarly general terms.
The nature of the
building task, the type, and the constructive though t determ
ine the logical

Neue Oplo}( 1 BaultandiVcr}( u.

I • I
, Ou? lntewalion<11c· Vcrkchrslclchcnspracflc.

Kindcrsp•eltcug

neue WDhnh,luS

ucrinw�tem /\uf·

Ucl trnncuch.•r Uhulcrkon�

7 opograpltw dcr Typograplt<c

I

mil

Lunapar}( I Pltolo·

flcrobal•c des Scltausp•eler>

Mies van dar Rohe, "Office Building," published in G, no. 1 (July 1923),

.I
Concrete Country House, 1923.
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the text's immediately intelligible arrangement. Before giving a "logical

Nur dicscs Onnen gC'slnllcl.

G

(form-giving) and that received its pro

(Material for Elementary Form-Giving)-two additional breakthroughs: the

�

Nld1t tins Gcstcrn, nldtl dns Morgcu. nur dns 1-lculc lsi fouuhnr.

..

Gestaltung

aesthetic possibilities afforded by the cantilevering capabilities of concrete.

Bnukunst ist rntltll!lelnl\ter Zt>Uwl\le.
\Vedtsl!lud.
Neu.

B

that stood for the word

grammatic meaning from the subtitle

crete Country House. Both projects demonstrated the constructive and

l.tbentllg.

':::·:

His next publications followed the same pattern. In July and September

1923 Mies presented, in the first two issues of the periodical G-a letter
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Sketch for the Brick Country House
.
, publi.shed In
the catalog of the Berlin Art Exhibition,
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Brick Country House, 1924.
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Mies.van der Rohe, "Building," published in G, no. 2 (September 1923), illustrated with a
model of the Concrete Country House.

Brick Country House, 1924, plan.
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s announces:
clamation like a banner, Mie
whi ch frame the ope ning pro
building problems.
We know no forms, only
work.
but the result of our
Form is not the goal

Simon House (1900), located on the Matthaikirchstrasse in the Tiergarten,

was chosen as example of the type of traditional house now being tar
geted. The rejection letter Mies received from the editor of the

Zeitung,

is formalism.
Even the will to style
.
We have other worries

cuvity from aesthetic spe
to liberate building acti
It is our specific concern
uld b�, namely
again what alone it sho
lators and make building
BUILDING [BAUEN].

ss Skyscraper Proj
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New Building with his bold and
only as
not
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as author and editor.20 After
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Frankfurter Zeitung rega
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without the desired effect. Mie
participation on G remained
ustrielles
ber 3 containing his essay "lnd
his petition a copy of G num
an appeal for a
which was accompanied by
Bauen" (Industrial Buil ding ),

Dear Mr. Mies van der Rohe! I have glanced through your periodical, but
belteve that an editorial participation on our side cannot be contemplated.
What is suitable for one does not suit all. 1 have absolute sympathy for

such a radical publication, but it has no place in the framework of our
publishing house. By a funny chance it was exactly the house of my
mother that you chalked up in red, which has amused me greatly, but of
course, it has in no way influenced my decision. With best regards' yours'

As the former G editor Hans Richter reported in his memoirs, Mies was

"main co-worker" and as such the "only one who effectively influenced this

'hand-made' periodical, which I was able to keep afloat until 1926. This

was due to his style, his personality, and his financial support."23

Richter was a painter, writer, and experimental film maker who had studied

architecture from 1906 to 1909, had been in contact with the expressionist
Sturm

since 1912, had maintained close ties with dadaism, and had been a

coworker on Theo van Doesburg's periodical De

Stijl

published since 1917·
'

like Mies himself, he was a member of the Novembergruppe founded in
December 1918. Mies had joined this artists' association in 1922. It had
survived the disbanding of the

Arbeitsrat tor Kunst

(Work Council for the

Arts) in 1921 and Mies had been its president between 1923 and 1925 .2•
It was from this circle around the Novembergruppe, which distanced itself

from the individualism of the expressionist ideology.and engaged in a

search for universally valid, suprapersonal, elementary concepts, that the

periodical G arose.25 One of its founders and coeditors was Werner Graff
'

�

�

who ma ntained a close relationship wit Theo van Doesburg. van Does_
burg VISited
Hans Richter 1n Berlin in the winter of 1920 and it is presum

ably from this period that we can date his first contacts with Mies.2s In the

beginning of 1921 van Doesburg settled for two years in Weimar, where he

organized the opposition to the crafts-oriented teaching of Walter Gropius's
Bauhaus. The third in this association of editors of the first number of G

was the Russian architect El Lissitzky, who after completing his architec
tural studies in Darmstadt had returned to Moscow in 1914 and then

attempted in 1920 to start a constructivist movement in Dusseldorf. It was

on the initiative of Lissitzky that the van Diemen gallery showed the influen

tial First Russian Art Exhibition in 1922, which introduced for the first time

the work of the Russian constructivists in Germany.

Besides Mies, the main contributors of the periodical G, which published a

mere six issues at irregular intervals between 1923 and 1926, consisted of

15
14

Frankfurter

signed by Heinrich Simon, was not without a note of irony:

Heinrich Simon. 22
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Poster for the Werkbund exhibition "The Dwelling," Stuttgart. 1927. Doslgn by Willi

Baumoister, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, and Werner Graff.

Mondrianesque world of universal harmony. The square, set in the heading
of G next to the capital letter, referred to the brotherhood of the representa
tives of De Sfijl and those of

G.

It served as motto for a specific artistic

ideology much as the guitar was a favorite still-life motif serving as emblem
for cubism.30

unserer

The two periodicals publicized each other: van Doesburg's monthly De

Woh ntor"'

Stijl

y
�nking "before all other art periodicals

presented G as "Het orgaan der Cons uck
tivisten in Europa,'03' and G rec
ommended De

halten

Stijl to its readers as

of the cultivated world . . . on account of its character and consequentiality.
. . . If one generally looks to a publication for

wlr

Stijl for

information,

one looks to De

more; where others simply state, it sets aims and fights for them."32

The latter also applied to the provocative orientation of G and the articles

tOr

Mies contributed. Their avant-garde tenor did not aim at explanations but
proclaimed the postulate of the new aims with revolutionary fervor.
By means of G and the Novembergruppe, Mies could take up contacts with

..

notw endig

the leading representatives of European modernism and publicize his own
declarations of principle, both in drawings and in words. The November
gruppe, which was represented by its own exhibit at the annual Grosse
Berliner Kunstausstellung, also offered the opportunity to introduce radical

the Simon House
-" of dwe4Ung forms, with
""
·-u
lla
tI e
a lundamena
G 00 3. an appeal for
of the old.
out as an example
·

experiments and compare them with the work of other modern architects,
including those from abroad.33
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Mies could rightfully declare in 1924, on the basis of his axiomatic designs
in which constructive thinking had been advanced as a basis for artistic

drier
, C i n e m a calen
rait"
d u c re u r ·abst

formulation, that he knew of "no other work that is perceived so elementar
ily as construction and is so far removed from dusty magic without falling
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into the mistake of the artistic."34 If this self-praise shows that Mies was, at
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that time, conscious of his historic achievement, it also shows that, though
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pleased with his role as leading advocate of the New Building, he became
its spokesman only hesitatingly.
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Schwarz said in 1929, to "get Mies started."35 Several essays that had

been promised were either never delivered36 or else arrived too late,37 and
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Mies's answer to the editor was no less typical: "Since I am no writer, I find

writing difficult; in the same time I cGuld have comP,Ieted a new design."40

I

Even the Bauhaus Book that was suggested to Mies by Walter Gropius in

September 1925, since "it would be so important and nice if you would

write this volume on your architectural ideas," did not come together in

O

1928 as announced by the publisher' pr<;>spectus.41 Unrealized, too,

remained the volume Mies was asked to contribute to the series conceived

in 1925 by the Frankfurt neurologist Hans Prinzhorn:

erei Lebendigen Wissens

Das Weltbild. Bilch

(Image of the World: Library of Living Knowl

edge). This encyclopedic and ambitious undertaking was to consist of

about a hundred volumes in "mass editions at reasonable prices" and was
meant by Prinzhorn to give "a comprehensive rendering of the structure of

the present world." Prinzhorn urged Mies in numerous letters and assured
him that "then as now, it is very important to me that your

Baukunst

should

be among the first three volumes, for one can very well demonstrate from it
what the characteristics of the whole project are."42

Of all the opportunities that presented themselves, Mies apparently availed

himself only of those that were unavoidable. He was caught in the wake of
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those principles he had evoked by his radically conceived designs, and
people now expected him to take a public stand on these issues.

Invitations for speeches and requests for articles in the professional press
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increasingly testified to the interest that began to be taken in the architect

times. The spirit of the new building art wanted to be actively represented.

And so it was that Mies gave a lecture on this topic on November 27,

1925, as part of a lecture series scheduled by the Kunstgewerbeschule of

Bremen, in which the philosophers Nicolai Hartmann ("On the Revolution in

the Ethical World Consciousness") and Romano Guardini ("The Crisis of

the Will to Education and the Nature of Living Education") also spoke.

·

•

•

However, Mies was soon to perceive all this flattering attention, on account

of the concomitant attitude of expectation, as a burdensome. obligation. In

:':'c:��:!

regard to his lecture in Bremen, he noted i n a letter: "My lecture in Bremen

was of course not brilliant. I have the impression that this circle expected
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extraordinary things of me and I had, of course, to be disappointing, since
my perception of building is so very simple and, furthermore, I would nec

essarily refuse to hide myself behind fanciful theories only to satisfy an

audience."43

Since the early twenties, Mies had worked
with many renowned intellec
tuals and stood in a network of influences
capable of exerting extraordinary
stimulation, but which also called for an articu
late expression of one's own
views. Mies was committed to current debat
es by his active collaboration in
the Novembergruppe since 1922, in the Deuts
che Werkbund since 1 924,
and in the architects' association Der Ring since
1 925. Furthermore, due to
his collaboration at the periodical G, which
perceived itself as the mouth
piece of the most important contemporary poste
xpressionist trends in
Europe, he had direct contacts with the most
prominent artists of the new
art forms and with their thoughts.
Mies did not want to hide behi

2Jl theories that explicated the work itself. A

specific, rigid theory only shackled, in his opinion, the creative forces. From
this point of view, one can understand the evasive commonplaces that are

often found in his written testimonials and lectures, frequently triggering

criticism. This occurred, for example, on the occasion of his lecture "The
Preconditions of Architectural Work." The 1 928 reviewer who "apprecia

tively admired the perceptual clarity and the convincing lines" but who

Prospectus for Bauhaus Books by the publishing firm Albert Langen.

lamented the dearth of "convincing amplitude of explicative detail" formu

lated the thrust of his critique by stating that "the creative artist van der

Rohe has far more ideas than the lecturer Mies van der Rohe. This is

beneficial for the building art of today, but less so for the audience of lec

tures."44 However, this critique could not distract Mies from his convictions.

"Is criticism then so easy? Is real criticism not just as rare as real art?"

with these questions Mies opened his lecture of 1 930 "On the Meaning and

Task of Criticism" in order to direct attention to "the preconditions of criti22
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cism" because "I believe that without adequate clarity on that issue real

criticism cannot be practiced."45

Clarification had to be the first task of thinking; one must, first of all, "illumi

nate the spiritual and concrete situation in which we find ourselves, make it
visible, order its currents."46 Subsequently, ordering models have to be

designed to serve as bridges into praxis, by means of which is it possible

to create conditions within which the creative forces can unfold. This was

the thrust of the conclusion of the lecture 'The New Time" given at the

Werkbund meeting of 1930, in which Mies saw meaning and justification of
the new time exclusively in the way it offered "conditions under which the

spirit can exist."47 Only through the idea can the given world find meaning,

and it is the noble task of architecture to demonstrate a correspondence to
philosophical precepts by creating its own type of order. And this is how

Mies expressed it on the occasion of his inaugural address �s director of
the architectural department of Armour Institute of Technology in Chicago

in 1938, a speech that, better than any testimony, formulated his "philoso

phy of the building art": "We want to know what it can be, what it must be,

and what it should not be . . . . But we want to give each thing what is

suitable to its nature. We would do this so perfectly that the world of our·

creations will blossom from within. More we do not want; more we cannot
do."48 Theory as well as building praxis should not be an' ''object of clever

speculation"49 but should be fitted into the context of a larger world vjew

and its concept of truth. The main proposition of the Miesian theory of art
insofar as that term is even permissible here-formulated in the beginning

of the twenties, states: "absolute truthfulness and rejection of all formal

cheating."50 If there was a formula obligatory for postexpressionist modern

r

ism, then it was this sentence that pointed to the main concern of the
I

artistic currents of that time, namely the unconditional de and to overcome

01

the art of illusion as it had been practiced in the past by , re-creation of
reality.

};d

Note on the back of Mies's man
.
uscript "Buildin • 1923. •It �s
.
main
all bUilding activity from aes
ly our concern to liberate
.
thetic speciarsts.
make burld
rng agam what it always has
been. Building. Barbarians have
approac�ed lfle problem wrth
the least imaginable measure of boldness. Cupboards
that look l"k
' e skyscraper models:

The negation of illusion and the call for truthfulness were, in spite of differ
ences of interpretation, the common premise of a movement in which art

was no longer assigned an imitative role in society but an essentially for

mative one. The new art was not satisfied with merely erecting an image of

order to ward off chaos. It searched rather for universal principles by

means of which the real objective world itself could be ordered. This was

the constructive meaning of elementary form-giving, which did not want to
represent or interpret but which, by the creation of "more exact relation

ships" (Mondrian), aimed at changing or re-creating reality itself. For this

reason "knowledge of the time, its tasks and means, were necessary pre
requisites for the work of the building artist," because the building art, so

Mies emphasized over and over again, "is in reality only understandable as
a life process."51 It was this outlook that gave rise to the call to liberate

"building activity from aesthetic speculators" and that concluded with that

24
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almost banal-appearing tautology of a nonpredicative sentence: "Make

influence,so common properties cannot be denied. Both searched for a

building again what alone it should be, namely BUILDING."52

��

�

poetic f r ula fo their Platonic concept of truth, both perceived clarity as a

This program of overcoming the world of appearances and of transposing

prerequ1s1te. The1r theoretical work reveals certain parallels insofar as the

new as one might suppose. It originated in the Platonic concept that truth

crete language-by the employment of the artless word.

art into a life praxis is based on an art theory by no means as radically

wordless art should be expressed by a metaphor-free, matter-of-fact, con

renders testimony of itself. According to this concept, the beautiful is not

The written legacy of Mies van der Rohe, the published articles and the so

the subjective creation of an individual but-as radiance of truth-ontologi

far unpublished manuscripts, notes, and jottings, give an exact impression

cal reality. "Beauty is the radiance of truth"-this postulate of the late

of the struggle for the formulation of these principles. Spiritual and formal

antique Neoplatonist Augustine, recorded for the first time in Mies's note

perfection are here seen, much as in the building arts, as the ideal. The

book in 1928, and later frequently quoted in debates and interviews,

�

s me can be said of the theoretical work of Mondrian. Hans M. Wingler

appealed in the twenties not only to Mies.

g1ves a definition of this in the postscript to the reprint of the Mondrian

Truth, from the Platonic point of view, reveals itself, and therefore "Create,

Bauhaus Book of 1925 in a sentence that-also applicable to Mies-could

artist! Do not talk!" could be claimed by Mies as motto. To stand up for

not have been formulated more succinctly: he "was not particLtJarly fond of
.
wnhng, compared to the other protagonists of abstract art; he often

one's convictions is a necessity, but for the artist, as Mies emphasized at

the end of a lecture, it is ultimately the "performance that matters."53

repeated himself-and he compressed. This constant and imperturbable

effort at condensation is what characterizes him as almost no one else."s9

True art, Piet Mondrian explained in 191 7 with arguments similar to those
with which Plato condemned the Sophists, needs "in no way an explana

tion in words."54 Mondrian, who had been heavily influenced by cosmogony
and theosophy and who embedded the Platonic truth of the new art into a
philosophical universalism, offered a corresponding explanation for that

ambivalent relationship with the word that found its counterpart in the frugal

prose of Mies van der Rohe.

I
Although the explicating word is superfluous, according to the Platonic the-·

ory of the self-revelatory nature of truth, making it unnecessary for the art
ist to add explanations to his own work, art should nowadays not remain

silent, for "today's artist" so Mondrian has it, "ploughs- a double work
1
field."55 He should testify to the truth not only throughj his work "but also
through the word," more precisely though the "artlesl\� word." The only per
missible form is a logical explanation by means of which "today's artist"

can, in regard to his art, reach for the word. "Especially now, when the new
in the form-giving praxis is so unknown, not yet common property, it

appears necessary that the artist does that himself-later, let it be comple
mented or improved by the philosopher, the scientist, the theologian, or by

whoever is able to improve or complement what has been said. For the
time being, only those understand the new work methods who arrive at
them by work. . . . Truth reveals itself, says Spinoza, but knowledge of

truth can be achieved faster and more profoundly by means of words . . . .

Thus the contemporary artist does not explain his work but he creates clar
ity in regard to the nature of his work."56

There were no work-related contacts between Mies and Mondrian as there
were between Mies and van Doesburg.57 Yet although Mies, when asked

about the apparent relationship of his architectonic structures to the com
positional principles of Mondrian, always energetically rejected a direct
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shaped. Before phenomena could be dealt with one had to understand

1

one's own time. According to Mies, "genuine questions" had to be asked,3
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were held suitable to the new time's "objective character" that revealed
itself in its technical nature as "the great anonymous trait."s

The search for transcendent principles applicable to architecture was part

Rohe. 1961
Ludwig Mies van der
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questions that touch on the "innermost nature of the epoch,"4 for only they

sentence of
not the tradition of form"-this
"A feeling for life must guide art,
cts the
bus Johannes Pieter Oud2 refle
1921 by the Dutch architect Jaco
theories so
nt that had to articulate its own
consensus of a modern moveme
d, and
nize
orga
ent could be determined,
that the driving forces of the pres

must erect for itself. In the outstanding architectural and art theoretical writ

ings of the early twentieth century, this search had already begun to delin

eate itself. A. Schmarsow's

Wesen der architektonischen SchOpfung

(Leipzig, 1 894), Otto Wagner's
Berlage's

Moderne Architektur

Gedanken uber den Sti/ in der Baukunst

Grundlagen und Entwicklung der Architektur

lngenieur-Asthetik

(Vienna, 1 896), H. P.

(Leipzig, 1905) and

(Berlin, 1908), and J. A. Lux's

(Munich, 191 O) were all milestones pointing the w;fy to a

new attitude toward building. In these writings it was no longer the architect

as inventor of forms who was seen as playing the decisive role; one

searched instead for the patterns that were innate in the contemporary giv

ens and for the constructive means that were available.

That the "confused time" around 1910 looked with particular interest toward

the clarifying role of theory is attested by the publication of the first German
edition of probably the most important work of "classical" architectural the

ory, namely Leon Battista Alberti's

Ten Books on Architecture,

in 1912.s

Here one could find what amounts to an affirmation of the modern princi

ples of functionality and simplicity. This text, which warns against literal

copying of historical examples and suggests instead the assimilation of

artistic intent, proposes an abstract and conceptual understanding of the

building art. Then, there were the fundamental works of Heinrich Wolfflin
.

which addressed the problem of stylistic development in terms of a
geist,

Zeit-

'

or spirit of the epoch.

Mies owned a 1917 edition of Wolfflin's
.

Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe
I

(1915); th1s book has remained in his ct'JIIection, where one can also find

the works of Alois Riegl and Wilhelm Worringer.7 The sparse underlinings
Mies left in these books-as compared with those in other philosophical

works-support the assumption that he approached art and architectural

theories without particular enthusiasm. Mies's devastating words on art his

torians in the early twenties further support that assumption.

The "inquiry into the nature of the building art" did not lead to art theoretical

works but into the "quarries of antique and medieval philosophy," where he
searched for the "nature of truth."8 Mies set out in search of essences. It

was the result of his inclinations and his background. His lack of academic
learning set certain limits to his understanding of theoretical literature. The

educational resources Mies could draw on were not so much scientific as

philosophical-religious in nature. His education at the Catholic cathedral

school of Aachen left him not only with a lifelong predilection for the build-
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started to read intensely and began to think independently. 13

The accidental encounter with the Berlin weekly Die

a previously unknown intellectual world. It was in Die

Zukunft,

the mouth

piece of anti-Wilhelminian rebellion, which had the reputation of being "the
most read, most admired, and most hated of the political weeklies in Ger
many," that around the turn of the century one could find articles by the

renowned art critics Karl Scheffler, Julius Meier-Graefe, and Alfred Licht

wark, the Danish literary critic Georg Brandes, and the Berlin historian Kurt
Breysig. 14 The two latter were trend-setting Nietzscheans and trustees of

the Nietzsche archives in Weimar, which under the aegis of Elisabeth
Forster-Nietzsche used Die

Zukunft

as house organ. Furthermore one finds

among the contributing authors such artists as Henry van der Velde and

that
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August Endell-both of whom can also be viewed as Nietzscheans1s_as

well as writers of the caliber of a Richard Dehmel, Stefan Zweig, Heinrich
Mann, and August Strindberg. The economic historian Werner Sombart

and the philosophers Georg Simmel and Alois Riehl round out the list of
renowned contributors of those years.

Mies's first glance into Die

Zukunft

proved of symbolic significance. Volume

52 from September 27, 1902, reading almost like a prophecy of Mies's

future, contained an essay by the Berlin philosopher Alois Riehl ("From

Heraclitus to Spinoza") as well as a report by Meier-Graefe on the art exhi

i n.
that Mies transposed, in his own fash 9
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bition in Turin16 where Peter Behrens with his Egyplifin·style
and pro
.
foundly serious vestibule had caused a considerable stir.17 Five years down

the road Mies would come face to face with Alois Riehl and Peter Behrens,
and these encounters were to have a decisive influence on his intellectual
and artistic development.

1

What Mies read after this first brush with philosophy can only be recon

structed piecemeal. His statements on this matter are contradictory and

�

cannot be ascertained with any d gree of accuracy. Mies's claim of having

owned 3,000 books at the time of his emigration in 1938 is disputed by

Philip Johnson, who had close contacts with Mies in the twenties. Johnson

claims that Mies did not read at all: "Anyway he had only three books."1a

The deciphering of a notebook from the year 1928, which is largely filled

with excerpts, indicates that Mies not only read but actually studied certain

texts closely. These writings on the philosophy of technology and religion
resonate in his opinions of that period.

His formative background predisposed Mies toward the absolute and the
c:

e
(ij

a..
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"'

metaphysical, and he consequently tended toward a corresponding world

view. In the notebook of 1 928 Mies remarked: "Only philosophical under

standing reveals the true ordering principles of our service and thence the
value and dignity of our existence."19 Philosophical understanding had, in

contrast to other modes of perception, the advantage of profundity and
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which Mies

read from then on regularly, brought him for the first time into contact with

ture of our time."10

,
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ding , as he admitted, Mies found his
content far exceeded his understan
kened.12 From this time on, beginning
curiosity and intellectual interest awa

Zukunft,

simplicity because it furnishes methods that permit the separation of the

essential from the trivial. In this "restraint" lay the "only way" that would

lead to insight and thus to "the creation of important architectural works."20

That philosophy has to be taken into account had already been empha
sized by Vitruvius in the introduction of his Ten Books on Architecture.

Only the study of philosophy produces the perfect architect of noble atti

tude, explained Vitruvius. Furthermore, philosophy "explains the nature of

things."2' Similarly, "the lonely seeker of truth," as Walter Gropius respect
fully called Mies, appeared to lay claim to its values.22 "If one wants to

understand the epoch in which one lives," explains Mies, "one must come

to understand its nature and not everything that one sees." "But," so he

adds, "the essential is not easy to find, for the overall form unfolds itself

very slowly. 23

Ever since antiquity, architecture has been part and parcel of a philosophi

cal thought edifice held to be in harmony with the general laws of being

and with ultimate, objective principles, deriving therefrom its eternal laws.

Only in the nineteenth century was this continuity broken, for in this epoch

people were no longer able to fuse the new practical-technical givens with
tradition-determined values and ideologies to arrive at a symbolic system

with a justifiable world view. The inquiry into the "nature of the epoch," so
passionately pursued by Mies and his generation, indicates that this con

text had been lost and that a self-understood relationship between the
world of facts and the world of meanings no longer existed.

This loss of identity had manifested itself in the architecture of the late

nineteenth century as a drastic contradiction between the forms of the aca

demic, traditional styles on the one hand and the new typology of construc

Jhtltn.
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(September 27, 1902).
Title page of Die Zukunft. no. 52

t

tion projects and building tasks on the other. The separation of "art form"
'
from "core form" by means of which Carl Boetticher in the middle of the
nineteenth century still sought to stem the gradual divergence between

function and representation ended in an eclecticism that could not prevent,
J

let alone abolish, the accelerating se�aration of construction from form and

engineer from architect.24 This fissure was only bridgeable by a fundamen

tal reappraisal. Either function had to be legitimized and had to be viewed
as an art form in its own right, as had been advocated by the Deutsche

Werkbund before 1919, or one had to draw the uncomfortable conclusion,

with Karl Kraus and Adolf Loos, that with respect to the serviceable things
in life one simply had to suspend artistic demands.25

It became the task of twentieth-century architecture to redefine the interde

pendence of function and value, construction and form, and stake out a

new base of support. Such an architecture, in the eyes of Mies, could only
be realized if architects reformulated their discipline themselves. They had

to display that heroic and "ascetic" frame of mind equated by Mies with the
"thirst to partake of the fountainhead of being."26
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The rapport that existed between Mies and his first client is evident from

r:
Fro m Ac cid en t to Or de

a single, inconspicuous pencil entry made by Mies. On the occasion of

Riehl's eightieth birthday on April 27, 1 924, a printed invitation had been
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great thinkers can be comp
der Gegenwart. 1908
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issued "to a limited circle of 1 00 friends and pupils" to "honor the revered

man on April 27 by means of a speech and an honorary gift to convey their

feelings of loyal devotion." That Mies belonged to this circle is proven by
the circumstance that the invitation was among his papers. Donations

"even those that correspond to present German conditions"-should enable

the celebrant to have, "besides a good book that might delight him, also a
good old wine and some cigars on his birthday table" in those difficult

times.
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friends and pupils is not known. Possibly it was an accidental oversight, or
perhaps Mies had neglected to send in his donation in good time. What

matters is that Mies counted himself in the circle of friends. In the margin

of his copy of the congratulatory address, at the place where, in alphabeti
cal order, his name should have been listed among the choir of congratu
lants and friends, he retroactively added a handwritten omission sign and

discovery of
had begun in Aachen with the
The chain of circumstances that
he very
er continued in Berlin in 1907 :
philosophy in a drawing table draw
own
his
r
as architect and executed unde
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Why Mies was not mentioned on the printed congratulatory address listing

his name "Ludwig Mies v. d. Rohe, Berlin."6

Through the Riehls, Mies gained access in 1 907 to that new world of which
he had first learned by reading

Die Zukunft.

The Riehls opened for him the

doors to those circles out of which his later patrons were to come, intellec
tuals and artists, as well as men of industry and finance? In Riehl's house
Mies came in contact with the intellectual world of Berlin. Here he met

among others Walther Rathenau; Werner Jaeger, the philologist of classical

languages;6 the art historian Heinrich Wolfflin-and also the latter's fiancee

Ada Bruhn, whom Mies married in 1g.13;9 the philosqpher Eduard

Spranger; and presumably also the philosopher of' religion Romano Guar

dini, who noticeably influenced Mies's thoughts toward the end of the

twenties.
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Excerpt from the congratulatory address for the eightieth birthday of Alois Riehl: list of
congratulants.
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hardly be so amusing, so hum
anly gripping as the buildings
of the last
decade have been. "' 2
Behind the solid authenticity of
the Riehl House, which must have
appeared to Jaumann like the
work of a model pup il, hid a pers
onal and
novel concept, the intent of whic
h could only be found if one look
ed
beyond the surface. In the laye
ring of volumes, the geometrizin
g of the
forms, and t e tightly stretched
wall planes that were articulate
d by the
_ InCIS
_ ion of
precis
a pilaster beam structure, the
intrinsic grammatical order
of archltectomc composition app
ears as if drawn on the surface
in low
r lief. It is a skeleton structure
that splits the function of the wall
s into
either protective or supportive and
that realizes itself structurally and
spa
!Jally by means of a frame stru
cture that dissolves the building
volume on
the narrow s1de into a full-width
loggia.
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The ur e to ard bstraction , impl
ied by the precision of the geomet
rizing
form , IS evident In the tension
of a linear field of forces that stre
tches over
the Simple bwldtng volume and
imparts to it, by means of this syst
em of
coordinates, its actual support.
The bass chord is sounded by
a continuous
wall that defines, by means of
an energetic line, the circumferenc
e of the
garden terrain.

�

�panning the terrain in almost monumental width, this extended

Alois Riehl, around 1914.

wall dimin
IShes, turns bracketlike at a righ
t angle to the house, and encomp
asses the
upper garden terrain which it shap
es, in an embracing gesture, into
a
terrace.

At first glance the Riehl House seems to resemble "the building style of

1800," the plain classicism of which Paul Mebes had so effectively called to

the attention of his contemporaries in 1907 in his publications and which he

recommended to the architects of Wilhelminian historicism on account of its
'

Biedermeier clarity and simplicity. 10 The studied patrician rdticence of the

�

exterior, referred to by Mies, was well suited to a country ouse in the villa

suburb Neubabelsberg on the outskirts of middle-class re�ldential Potsdam.
In contrast to the neighboring villas built in the individualizing taste preva

lent at the turn of the century, the Riehl House stood out by its pleasant
inconspicuousness.

Mies's 1907 debut was discussed in the professional press in two illus

trated essays. The journal Moderne Bauformen praised the generous

impression made by the effective siting on the terrain and talked approv

ingly of its classical simplicity and clarity of design, 1 1 and Anton Jaumann,

though still looking longingly back to the turn of the century, wrote with

head-shaking approbation in lnnendekoration: "It is the young generation,

amazingly, that here preaches moderation; it corrects its teachers and sur

passe§ them in exemplariness . . . . This work is simply so free of fault that

one would never suppose that it is the first independent building of a young

architect. . . . Certainly," prophesied Jaumann, impressed but imperturb

able, "we will see in the next ten years a considerable number of excellent,

well-executed, competent works from this 'coming generation,' but they will

Mies in front of the Riehl House,
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1912 _

Riehl country house in Potsdam-Neubabelsberg, 1907, site plan and floor plans.

'

t

"Riehl tombstone," entry in Mies's notebook.

'

�

From the other, lower side, this retention wall appears as a bare plane that

secures the building visually on the sloping site. With openings provided
only at the location of the house, the wall seems as if driven into the

ground, guaranteeing the self-assuredness of the siting against the softly
molded background of the natural surroundings. On this boundary line,
nature is invited to intrude symbolically to soften the hard lines with its

creeping vegetation. The pedestal with its stratifying effect beams out an

imperturbable, almost majestic tranquility, as if it were created for eternity.

Alois Riehl's study.

On top of this podium rises, from an asymmetrical position, as apex of a

hierarchical arrangement, a prominently positioned "classical" portico, com
pose<! of the posts of the loggia and the climbing, triangular gable.

Thus the side wall, ennobled by this architectonic symbol of dignity with its
implication of centrality and hierarchical order, becomes the actual front of
the house. Like a prostyle, its longitudinal axis rises from the blocklike

massive podium, enriched by the tensions inherent in the spatial asymme-
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Riehl House, parlor.

'

Riehl House, view from the upper garden.

Riehl House in 1985.

Riehl House, sitting alcove.

The pavilion is the secret theme of the Riehl House. It is the leitmotif, as it

try and the disposition of massing and access arrangement. Instead of the
academic principles of frontality and centrality, Mies stresses a primary

were, pulled into the building from the side. The system of support pilas

and spatial depth. From its exposed placement in the landscape, this coun

are indicative of this process of reinterpretation. Running across the length

heightened, both as to form and content, its steps semiotically forward as

the end posts. After forming an angle around the gable, they are energeti

ters, and in particular the lateral cornices that appear like inserted lintels,

order of a mutually intensifying interactivity between plastic appearance

of the house, they impart a horizontal thrust that seems to extend beyond

try house as pavilion communicates with the depth of space. Rhetorically
an architectonic and plastic monument irrevocably fusing structure with

space. Building and space complement and augment each other to form a
whole.

42
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cally cut through the profile, without any corner molding or other emphasis

that would indicate their termination. The building volume, hovering as if on
imaginary tracks, seems as if penetrated by these axes seemingly coming

43

Riehl House, view from the lower garden.

\�

out of the infinite. The roof overhang, protruding proudly over the loggia,

affirms the impression of a support-free, seemingly weightless cantilever

effect, while the articulation of the pilasters, with their suggested support
of the exterior walls, further encourages that impression.

One would exceed the permissible radius of interpretation if one were to

perceive in these particulars the premonition of a coming architecture, the

characteristic of which was to be a visual withdrawal of gravity and an

opening up of volumes by means of continuous bands of fenestration
resulting in a hovering balance.

What can be stated, however, is that alrEJady in Mies's first work two con•

3>

S'

cepts are present, which one could de t ribe as block type and open pavilion type. The concepts are in conflict with each other, interpenetrating but

not yet brought to an independent and unified solution encompassing the

entire building organism. The Riehl House is, in its overall appearance,
dualistic. It presents two faces: in the frontal view it presents itself as a

longitudinally oriented bourgeois residence that lies like a cube in front of

the terrace garden; from the side, the volume dissolves into a pavilion posi

Peter Behrens, Hagen crematorium, 1 907, ground plan and view.

tioned asymmetrically on a broad base, its volume opened up in a critical
location by means of a pilaster system.
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The pavilion theme was one of the first building tasks with which Mies

struggled in Berlin. The clubhouse for the Berlin Lawn Tennis Club in Zeh
lendorf, entrusted to Bruno Paul, was erected concurrently with the Riehl

House and is comparable to it. Both design and execution had been

assigned to Paul's co-worker Mies.'3 Translated into another material and
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Left, Bruno Paul, clubhouse of the Berlin Lawn Tennis Club. around 1908. Right, Potor

Werner House, Berhn-Zehlendorf, 1913, exterior view

Behrens, Elektra Boathouse of the Allgemeine ElektrtZJiits·Gesellschaft
t
{AEG) '" Bor11n

and room with furniture by Mies.

Obersch0newelde, 1 9 1 1 .

formal language and appearing under different conditions of purpose and

Around 1 930 Mies was abl e to realize his concepts. The new materials and

space, we encounter here again the familiar image of th� prostyle , this

methods, "genuine building elements," and their "space-toppling power"

time, however, on account of a softly molded hip roof, deprived of the

served the concept of an ideal art, for they offered that "measure of free

gable contour. Here, too, the building block is clearly articulated into a tri

dom in spatial composition that we will not relinquish any more. Only now

partite symmetry and the cubic volume is unilaterally hollowed out by a

can we articulate space, open it up and connect it to the landscape,

loggia that is rhythmically defined by its post and pilaster arrangement

thereby filling the spatial needs of modem man. Simplicity of construction,

.

Even in the Werner House of 1913, Mles· adheres to the pattern of a house
type with a symmetrical front as adva nce d by the Riehl House. The formal

clarity of tectonic

means, and purity of material shall be the bearers of a

new beauty."'0

lang uage proves itself variable and easily adaptable to the wishes of the

The Riehl House demonstrates how conventional means can be trans·

client, whose sympathies appa re ntly tended in the direction of regional styl·

formed into elements of a clearly articulated spatial reference system. The

lng. The side loggia, which up to then had dissolved the building volume
'

house is pos ited in an original structur�d setting where It enters into a

asymmetrically, now becomes a building part in its own right. It expands

dialogue with a tension field of referential axes con�tituting the actual prin·

Into a pergola that in turn extends into the garden, pullin the terrace gar

ciples of architectonic order. The hermetic microcosm of the house with its

�

den toward the front of the house just as in Schinkel's C.harlottenh of, which

precisely fitted interi or spaces interacts with the equally well articulated

had been revised by Peter Behren's Wiegand House in 1912-a project in

immediate garde n surroundings by mea9s of the space-binding energy of

which Mies probably had pa rtici pated.14

these axes, which by final extension ·also draw in the dimensions of the

This dualism that manifested itself in the Riehl House in a double faQade,
in a conflict between block and pavilion, In a symmetrical concept and an
asymmetrical positioning also remains the dominant formal theme in the

..
.

open landscape. This concept of reference systems that imparts to the
modest Riehl House of 1907 its particular generosity was to become the
inimitable characteristic of Mies's architectural and formal language.

,

villas and country houses of the twenties. In the Barcelona Pavilion of

1929

The Miesian principle of creation aimed at liberating things from their isola

Mies brought this dualism to a resolution on a higher plane of abstraction

tion and transposing them into an ordering system that Imparts a higher

by means of a new equation.1� There he achieved his aim of employing

meaning to its otherwise disparate elements. By means of this building

steel and glass. modern materials and building methods, to their full archi·

order an architecture of spiritual references emerges. This philosophy of

tectonic potential as "genuine building elements and as foundation for a

building transforms a simple mural extension into the spinal cord of an

new building art" (Mies). What had been foreshadowed and searched for in

organism that unites house, garden, and surroundings. The wall extension

the Riehl House in 1907, but had there been barely suggested. was

defines site and place with a single , deliberate line. It fur nishes the needed

brought to fulfillment in a building in which classical and modern values

contrast to the plastic volumetricity, articulates the immediate surroundings,

fuse to a unique aesthetic experience.

and responds to the wooded hillside on the opposite side of the lake. Mies
designed a cadence that, with its far-reaching spatial rhythm, treed the
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New National Gallery, Berlin,

1962-1967.

.

Left, Werner House, plan. Right, Peter Behrens, Wiegand House, Serlin-Dahlem,
plan.

1912,

Left, sketch for the bedroom of the Werner House. Right, Peter Behrens, reception room in
the German Embassy in St. Petersburg, 1 9 1 2 .

Farnsworth House, Plano. Illinois,

48
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1 945-1950.

architectural elements from their respective limitations only to release them
into a larger context of transcendence.

The longing for unification and summarization, for harmony, stood in the
center of this art, which called for participation in the cosmos and which

conceived of itself as a metaphor for the great and the absolute. This was
the lesson the stonemason's son from Aachen had brought with him to

Berlin. In the Riehl House and in all later villas and country house projects,
he aimed at unifying nature and human consciousness into a complemen

tary whole in order to fill the need for another type of reality. The Riehl

House marks the beginning of a development that was to end with the

3

The "Great Form" and the "Will to Style"
With those who create, who harvest, and who rejoice I want to associate: the
rainbow w/11 1 show them and all the stairs to the Superman.
Friedrich Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra. Prologue

The coming style will be above all a style of redemption and of vital calm . . .

a style of heroic monumentality. I want to call this style, In contrast to all the
styles of the past, the style of perfected man.
Theo van Ooesburg, Der Wille zum Stll,

1922

prostyle of the Farnsworth House of 1950-1955. The dialectic of structure

Since the exhibition at the Mathildenhohe in Darmstadt in 1901, Peter Beh

pavilion-crystallized into a sort of steel temple of the twentieth century

eyes of his contemporaries he seemed exceptionally well suited to fulfill the

and openness-the intellectual theme and the arc.hitectonic problem of the
that was no longer merely a place for living but a site dedic�ted to the

contemplation of nature and a silent dialogue with the world . That part of

rens had become the leading spokesman for the new direction in art. In the
longing of the epoch for its own style. Viewing art as "comprehensibly sym
bolic of a time's sensibilities toward life,"' he articulated the scientifically

the structure that embodies the meaning has stepped ouf of the confines

oriented turn away from historicism that had been ushered in by the art

no longer reducible, totally glassed-in Platonic frame that, with its sand

whom held that a new concept of style would have to be inclusive.2

tact with the ground, as if it were not of this world.

idealizing abstractions, from cultural and intellectual processes, the artist

of the wall of the Riehl House with its pilasters and found its way into a

blasted, seamless and faultless post system, comes only in symbolic con

The designation of the Riehl House as "Kiosterli" (little monastery), chosen

theoreticians August Schmarsow, Alois Riegl, and Heinrich Wolfflin, all of
Reversing the theory that wanted to distill objective statements of principle,

Peter Behrens promoted self-objectivization, so that "all of life" would

become "a great art equivalence" and "all can be ordered, chosen, and

by the patron-indicated by a stone plate. inserted into the exterior plaster
finish17-gave a perhaps not so accidental metaphor to a religious longing.

formed harmoniously, and be plugged into the larger circuits."3 Peter Beh

house in the landscape and in the ambience of the interior spaces is indic

(will to art), known to him from his reading.4 Both searched for that formula,

The contemplative concentration that is conveyed by the placement of the

rens formulated his artistic program analogous to Alois Riegl's Kunstwollen

ative of a specific attitude that may very well have been shared by patron

that "agreement of all the elements of an art work with each other and with

and architect in search of profound principles.

'
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At the time Mies received the commission for the Riehl Hb use, he was
4
employed in the atelier of Bruno Paul, who had made a name
for himself
•

as caricaturist at the Munich Simp/icissimus (a satirical periodical) and also

as a leading German furniture designer. Paul's modern and solid, Prussian

styled Empire style made him a natural for the interior designs of modern
ocean liners, the luxury of which was in keeping with his tastes. 18

That Mies was misplaced in this environment was patently obvious. Paul
Thiersch, his boss in Bruno Paul's studio, remarked appreciatively: "You
should work for Behrens."19 When the latter founded his Berlin atelier in

1907 and looked for colleagues, he could himself have taken note of Mies.

Peter Behrens set up his atelier only a few blocks from the Riehl House in
Neubabelsberg.

its innermost essence," that would rev�al that "intrins!c lawfulness" that
underlies life and art.5

In bis lecture "Was ist monumentale Kunst?" (What Is Monumental Art?) of

1908 Behrens offered a more precise definition of an art that subordinate
J

•

to a greater law, is also the true expres'Sion of its time. The paired con-

cepts "abstraction and empathy," employed by Wilhelm Worringer in the

title of his influential dissertation,6 reappeared in Behrens's argument of

1908: the largeness of the new style does not depend on preexisting or

actual spatial expanse but on an "intensity" of shared "sensations." The
monumental, so explained Behrens, depends "absolutely not on spatial

size. The actual proportions are totally irrelevant. . . . a magnitude of this

type cannot be expressed materially; it achieves its effect on a more pro

found level. . . . We can only sense it but we are nevertheless under its
spell. We believe in it as if in a miracle."7

That Mies, during the time he worked for Bruno Paul, had come in contact
with the work of Peter Behrens can be taken for granted. Behrens and

Paul knew each other from their Munich years and had exhibited together

in the Munchener Vereinigten Werkstatten fUr Kunst im Handwerk as repre-
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assumption that the crematorium, as sacral structure, demanded such

sentatives of the new applied arts movement.8 After the turn of the century,

severe formal pathos. The exhibition architecture of Behrens, too, although

both had turned from undulating art nouveau lines to a straight-lined style,

designed for profane, short-lived events, is subjected to the same physical

and both had switched from the applied arts to architecture. The fact that

and spatial discipline. The exhibition hall he designed for the Northwest

Bruno Paul employed a co-worker of Behrens in 1907 as his office man

German Art Exhibition in Oldenburg in 1905 could, in its solemnity, easily

ager attests to that connection.

be taken for a crematorium, and the crematorium, with its open and inviting

If one looks at the oeuvre of Peter Behrens executed before 1907 with

loggia, is quite thinkable as an exhibition hall.

the Riehl House in mind, the similarities with his crematorium in Hagen,

Peter Behrens transferred the experiences he had gained in the exhibition

erected in 1906-1907, become obvious. The crematorium was one of the

first artistically executed buildings of this type ever to be built in Prussia.

field into architecture. The crematorium presented itself as pavilion and

ing achieved "great fame . . . so that it belongs without doubt to the best

directed. This building was intended not only to attract attention but to con

made a dramatic statement of climax toward which all attention was

As Fritz Hoeber has demonstrated in his Behrens monograph, this build

trol it. It dominated the axially symmetric step formation, and the geometri

known works of its designer. Almost every time Behrens is mentioned, one

cal incrustations of the fagade mirrored the absolute lawfulness of a tightly

refers to this modern San Miniato."9 Even before the crematorium was

stretched spatiality with the crystal of the building volume itself as termi � at

erected, in 1906, a special folio with the design drawings, site p lans, per
spectives, and model photos had been published,10 which might have been

ing apex.

accessible to Mies as a source of inspiration at the time he designed the

This solemn staging of space and architecture, evoking the mood of a "pil

Riehl House. One can furthermore assume that Paul Thiersch, who was

grim's procession,"13 demonstrates the concept of the will to art that had

proud of having participated in the Hagen project as co-worker of Beh

been, at the turn of the century, passionately adopted by Behrens, under

rens , 1 1 called Mies's attention both to the building and to this publication.

the influence of Nietzsche's "great style."14 Commenting on his own resi
dence on the Mathildenh6he, Behrens noted in the exhibition catalog of

The crematorium in Hagen and the Riehl House are similar in several

1 90 1 : "The rhythmical movement upward imparts an inner sense of eleva

respects. Both buildings, positioned halfway up a slope, interpret the site

tion toward something"-a sentence one could also apply, as Hoeber did,

as a three-tiered terrace embankment; in both, a pedestal wall establishes

the basis for the spatial configuration and heightens� lastic corporeality

to the crematorium.

�the building. What Mies only implies analogically is declared by Behrens

The "Zarathustra style"15 of Behrens set the scene, in Nietzsche's words,

with overt, solemn self-confidence: the prostyle temple rises over the reten

for "the stairs to the Superman" who built "life itself of posts and stairs":

tion wall as a "massive gable structure" (Hoeber) that forms the apex of a
strictly axial and symmetric composition.

to "peer into far distances and blissful beauty-that requires height! and
because it requires height, it requires ste s and a str�ggle between steps
and climber! Life wants to climb and, in climbing, to transcend itself."16

'
I
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What the critics found distinctive in this complex was equall applicable
to Mies's Riehl House. Max Creutz spoke in 1908 of the "creation of an
�

This is the meaning of Behrens's sentence, "We want to be elevated, not

deceived."17 The desire for a serious, hjg -tlignity raised the "solemn, final,

unrestricted feeling of spatiality" and ascribed the "allusion to the eternal,"

]t

already noticeable during construction, to the circumstance that Behrens

unapproachable, eternal"18 to the mythical source of the new art, thereby

went beyond the spatial confines and fitted the structure into a larger, uni

giving actuality to those classical qualities of the monument so familiar to

versal whole. 12

Mies from his childhood. Heinrich Wolfflin, who, like all representatives of

the cultural bourgeoisie, had been fascinated by the prophet and martyr

The prostyle reference and the spatial interlocking thus seem, at first

figure Nietzsche, 19 had, by the turn of the century, already codified the

glance, to suggest a close connection between the crematorium and the
Riehl House. On closer inspection, however, fundamental differences

emerge. Although Mies and Behrens both searched for a clearly articu

\

lated, definite spatial linkage, they differed markedly in their respective per

ception of space and form.

The systematic geometrizing, to which Behrens subjected the building and
its environment by means of a strict axiality of passage and a similarly

severe treatment of the planes, was alien to Mies. This difference is by
no means explainable by the dissimilarity of the building tasks and the
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"new conviction" and "new beauty" in his art theory. In his Klassische Kun.sL
- of 1 899, he had equated it with a "feeling for the significant, the solemn,

and the grand" on which the "noble," the "grand gesture," and the "classical

calm" is based, the beauty of which is expressed through the "moderate,"
the "important," the "simple," the "comprehensive," the "clear," and the
"regular."20

Monumental solemnity-so Behrens had it, totally in agreement with

Nietzsche-aims at touching the emotions to move them to their profound-
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est. Behrens's architecture of worship pointed to that place "from which
power issues forth or to which one tenders ardent veneration."21 In this

sphere of a first and a last, which lies like an undeviating matrix over and

before all appearances,22 the Dionysian is epitomized; it does not "ask for

an art that one . . . can love and press to one's heart" but rather for one

as Behrens repeated after his prompter Nietzsche-"in front of which one

sinks to one's knees, which makes us shudder, which overpowers our soul

with magnitude."23 This art of the heretical shudder does not seduce and

does not smile, as a critic remarked in 190 1 : "It does not proffer itself, it

does not come to meet us, we must go toward it and woo it; we must,
even if we do so with some hesitation."24

Behrens's artistic and dramatic energy aimed for that will to style for which

the art historian Alois Riegl had coined the term "will to art" (Kunstwo/len).

It seizes space, subjects the cube of air, only geometrically apprehensible,

to an abstract mathematics of space,25 and posits it symbolically at the feet

of a temple that drapes itself by means of a geometrical, ornamental mar

Peter Behrens, book cover for Friedrich Nietzsche's Also Sprach Zarathustra, 1902.

ble fa<;ade, as with an Apollonian veil. Like a crystal, this temple, dedicated

to the power and veneration of the highest, rises on the stairs of Super

dinates it to a higher aim. In Behrens's concept of the artistic possibilities

man, who could here-as Nietzsche, the forerunner of a new interpretation

inherent in the language of space and volume, we see a characteristic

of the antique, had desired it-stroll under colonnades, "looking up to a

delineate itself that would ten years later become the dominating form

horizon defined by pure, noble lines, next to him the refi�S:tion of his trans

giving principle of modernism. As art liberates itself from the pictorial and

figured self in shining marble, round about him solemnly perambulating or

the imitative to realize its unity with abstract universal laws, it must, quite

tenderly animated figures, talking in harmonious tones, accompanied by

consequentially, demand mathematically precise expression. Modern man

rhythmical gestures."26

confronts nature, by means of geometry, with his own rhythm. The eleva

Behrens's space is constructed mathematically, and his precise geometry

tion, transformation, and transcendence of organic functions in favor of

suggests a "pathos of distance" (Nietzsche) that expresses the demand for

abstract, spiritually more valid forms is his own cultural achievement.

a world that builds to suit its own spirit, that rises above n.?ture and subor-

Nietzsche's aphorism "God is dead! We have killed him!" characterizes the

mental state of modern man, who replaces the old religiosity with a belief

in reason, science, and progress. "Spirit overcomes nature, mechanics

supercede mere animalistic power, philosophy replaces religion": so sounds
7

the unrelenting law stated without illu�n by J. J. P. Oud in 1 92 1 , after the
inevitable had taken place "with iron consequentiality."27

If one returns to the Riehl House from this excursus into the crystalline

world of Zarathustra, it becomes clear that Mies's pavilion is still steeped
in the spirit of a romantic world. Not only geographically, on account of

its position above Lake Griebnitz, but also conceptually, the Riehl House

is oriented toward Glienicke Park lying opposite it, which had been trans

formed by Karl Friedrich Schinkel and his congenial garden architect Peter

Josef Lenne in the first third of the nineteenth century into a dreamscape in

c:
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Peter Behrens, Exhibition Hall for the Northwest German Art Exhibition in Oldenburg, 1 905.
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which architecture and nature are poetically wedded. As to the large con

cepts of plasticity and continuum in space, Mies and Behrens may have

seen eye to eye, but in the manner in which these architectonic values are

thematized, their differing ideological dispositions come clearly to the fore.
In the Riehl House, both the natural and the built worlds retain their inde-
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Unknowingly, Mies had given, in the Riehl House, an analogy to that

pendent existences. Mies did not subscribe to the concept of a distancing

balance between necessity and freedom that the philosopher Eduard

super-order that asserts its will vis-a-vis nature in terms of Apollonian num

Spranger in his eulogy for Alois Riehl in 1924 had attributed to the latter's

ber harmony, from spatial rhythm to the ornamental plane geometry of the

personality: "that touch of greatness, that breath of freedom that he needed

fa<;ade.

for his inner world. Voluntary service was the content of his life. He was

Behrens's concept of spatial rhythm is the result of abstract, cubistic think

the critical Spinozist. . . . He knew nothing more sacred than the great

ing; Mies followed the laws of a natural plasticity, written by an invisible

thought of the universe into which God had poured all his strength. He too

hand and made explicit by form, without, however, redeeming it. The unity

felt the gentle vault of necessity, a truly divine, rational necessity."33 With

of spirit and nature, striven for by Behrens by means of exact "logical con

this spiritual portrait of Alois Riehl one could also illuminate certain aspects

struction" as "monumental synthesis through exclusively artistic means,"

of Mies's personality.

Stil, 2a

The idea that "voluntary service" is "a great privilege" that "unites one with

much as Theo van Doesburg had formulated it in 1922 in Der Wille zum
was attempted by Mies by other means.

the great dimension," and thus constitutes a guideline for life, may very

Mies did not subordinate architecture and nature to a universal measure

well have been the common denominator that brought Mies and Alois Riehl

ment arrived at by analysis or act of will, but let spirit and nature coexist
in their respective spheres of autonomy in which each is e9uivalent. He

together.34 By means of this seemingly self-contradictory concept, free

will-which Nietzsche did not want to see restrained by moral or ethical

searched for a reconciliatory interpenetration of exterior and interior: a
union of architecture and nature in which the built asserts itself as indepen
dent object by means of its plasticity and yet simultaneously unites with

considerations-was to be harnessed to a commitment toward the natural

order of the world. The "conflict between patron and artist, between materi

alist and idealist" or-to put it differently-between functional and sovereign

nature as part of a more comprehensive whole.

reason, was summarized by Mies in notes for a lecture in 1928 by the

resolve: "Not only self-revelation but also service."35

This unity of an absolute and a relative order, of which Schinkel had spo
ken,29 is achieved by complex relationships of an organic rather than an

Mies searched for an equilibrium between a materialistic-metaphysical phi

abstract character. Geometrical-mathematical precision alone cannot bring
about this result. Behrens equated order with the expression of a con

losophy, a "hierarchy of objects," and an idealistic rationalism, a "hierarchy

of awareness attitudes" that he liked to sum up with the words "service to

scious act of will. Mies, by contrast, trusting in a unifying metaphysical
truth, appeared to follow in his first work a lawfulness that is self-revelatory ;
the artist merely brings it to completion by assisting in the process of
unfolding.

value."36 The main sources influencing Mies in that respect were the writ
ings of Friedrich Dessauer, Max Scheler, Leopold Ziegler, and Romano

Guardini, who all occupied themselves in the twenties with the "overthrow

of values" (Scheler) as prophesied by-Nietzsche, exc�pt that they simulta

'
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neously demanded a commitment to ethics, an attitude of "humility" and

Truth can be formed but not autocratically commanded asj an act of subjugation. To express this in the paired concepts Theo van Doesburg con
trasted with each other in 1922 to describe the typicality of the old and the

�

"serviceability toward the world."37

Behrens's type of idealism, with which

new will to style, one could say Behrens realized space as a modern "logi
cal construction," while Mies worked with an untimely "lyrical constellation";
the "heroic monumentality" that, according to van Doesburg, would charac

of willpower. The artist, as incarnation of ideal subjectivity, is called upon to

impress the insignia of the idea upon the banal and common and thus

elevate the world. Much as Nietzsche, Behrens did not believe in mystical

and religious authority."30

powers but in fulfillment through the creative will, which, as "redeemer from

the accidental" (Nietzsche), liberates man from the passive role of specta

Unlike Behrens, Mies had, by 1907, not heeded Nietzsche's call for self

tor and transforms him into an actor on the historical stage of mankind.

redemption exemplified by the motto: "Will liberates!"3' Even later on, Mies

This is how we are to understand the phrase "We want to be elevated, not

retained his materialistic-metaphysical critical distance toward the concepts

deceived" by means of which Behrens, like Zarathustra, joined those "who

of an idealistic rationalism although these would, otherwise, exert consider�
able influence on him. "Will," as a category of the subjective, remained

create, who harvest, and who rejoice."38

suspicious to Mies, who searched for the "intrinsic" and the objective. In his

Asked what he had learned in his years with Peter Behrens, Mies replied:

first manifesto Mies laconically countered van Doesburg, who was also
malism. We have other worries."32
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1908,

taught a greatness that was not a reward from higher forces but the result

terize the coming style should spell out "religious energy" but not "belief

influenced by Nietzsche's "will to style," with: "Even the will to style is for

�ies had come in contact in

"'
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"In one sentence, I could perhaps state that I have learned the great

form."39 This "great form," as leitmotif for all art at the turn of the century,

stood for a concept of culture that wanted, by means of the will to art, to

57

unify all cultural expressions of that period, something the art pluralism of

the nineteenth century had been unable to achieve.
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"Celebration of life and art" was Behrens's motto for that comprehensive

culture (Gesamtkultur) that was to emerge as "symbol of a comprehensive
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sensibility" out of a stylized synthesis of nature and spirit, workday and

feastday, and life and art.40 This total art work of the "great form" reflects
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spiritual life at the turn of the century. Many prominent representatives of

the new architecture besides Behrens, such as Henry van de Velde, Bruno

Taut, Erich Mendelsohn, August Endell, and Le Corbusier, or artists such
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as Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, Giorgio de Chirico, Henri Matisse, Max
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Beckmann, Wassily Kandinsky, Lyonel Feininger, Oskar Schlemmer, and

many others, had also experienced Nietzsche's im pact.•'
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The reception of Nietzsche as philosopher of culture was to �o small

degree precipitated by Alois Riehl, born like Nietzsche in 1 844. Riehl was
the first to come out with a book on the poetic, prophetic philosopher. His

work, Friedrich Nietzsche. Der Kilnstler und der Denker, which appeared
in 1 897,42 was the first monograph ever to appear on Nietzsche; Riehl's

Table of contents of Alois Riehl's Einfiihrung in die Philosophie dar Gegenwart, third
edition (Leipzig, 1908).

philosophical treatise was accepted for the series Klassiker der Philosophie
and by 1 909 had already reached its fifth edition and had been translated

into various languages, contributing considerably to the image of Nietzsche

at the turn of the century.

FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

paraphrased once more Nietzsche's philosphical-aesthetic thought, honor

DER KONSTLER UND DER DENKER.

make "man great and independent" and "translate virtue into nobility." Riehl

'
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EIN ESSAY �

In his Einfilhrung in die Philosophie der Gegenwart (1 903), Alois Riehl

ing him as the philosopher of life, whose aristocratic radicalism aimed to

perceived in Nietzsche's world view, in which life is not merely affirmed but

heightened, the "mirror of the modern soul" that "looks forward to future

possibilities in life" by creating its own system of values and therefore its

own culture: "Nietzsche 'sums up modernity' : he has simultaneously fulfilled

�

and surpassed it''43-an interpretation f Nietzsche affirmed by the impor

\I•'
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tance he assumes in the discourse of today.••

That Mies was not only familiar with Riehl's writings but studied them care
fully is proven by Mies's still-extant copy of Zur Einfilhrung in die Phi/oso

phie der Gegenwart, which shows many underlinings in his hand.45 His

preoccupation with Nietzsche, which was encouraged by Riehl and by Beh
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rens, shows the same basic tenor of rejection mixed with fascination that

was also typical for Riehl. The relationship of Mies to his teacher Behrens
was colored by a similar ambivalence.

(�; II A I I �' I'i

Riehl's position toward Nietzsche was that of a neo-Kantian affirming the

autonomy of the will-insofar as it embodies the principles of philosophical

morality from Socrates to Kant-but rejecting the radical negation of moral

The first published monograph on Nietzsche, written by Alois Riehl (Stuttgart, 1897).

ity that characterizes Nietzsche's stance. Nietzsche's consequent demand
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for man's self-regulation and self-justification was greatly in conflict with

Nietzsche's famous sentence from his first work, Die Geburt der Tragodie

Mies's rather religious mode of thinking, which saw the key for self-realiza

aus dem Geiste der Musik (The Birth of Tragedy out of the Spirit of Music)

tion in service and obedience. On the other hand, the demand that "Life

of 1 872, in which he stated that existence and the world seem eternally

must be affirmed!"-which according to Riehl is the "first imperative of

justifiable only as aesthetic phenomena,5' already anticipated the turn-of

Nietzsche's morality,"46 and which resurfaced in the manifestos of Mies and

the-century aesthetic of the total art work.52 Art is the only realm in which

other artists of the period-contained itself the kernel of a religious attitude.

the lost unity can be regained. The attempt to achieve, by means of art,

a new life praxis was based on the assumption of the primacy of the

"Religion is simultaneously exaltation and surrender, dependence and over

aesthetic.

coming," wrote Eduard Spranger in the festschrift for Alois Riehl in 1914, in
reference to the irreligious Nietzsche who wanted to see "the longing for

The idea of the total art work derived from Nietzsche's thesis of an analogy

redemption" replaced by realistic activity, thus raising the question "whether

between art and life. This thesis was to be emphatically affirmed by the

Nietzsche's irreligiosity did not itself spring from religious roots." With

aesthetic concepts underlying the art of the twentieth century. The avant

Nietzsche, "all conditions for religiosity are present: an exalting of the

garde of modernism was ready, with Nietzsche, the destroyer of all values,

world, above which rises a new awareness supported by inner feelings of

to liberate art and theory from their ties with myth, from the bonds of moral

strength-these are essentially the same characteristics that have brought

ity, religion, and nature, and to release the promise residing in aesthetic

forth the old religion. Whoever feels that great longing in the fi'rst place, this

form by way of art into a new life praxis that is "not the image of appear

driving urgency hungering for satisfaction, whoever smarts under the transi

ance but the unmediated image of will itself "53 or, as Mies calls it in 1924,

toriness of life, in him religion is alive. Indeed, it is a sign of the very

the "instrument of the will of the epoch."54

authenticity of his feelings that transmitted religion appears to him

Behrens appeared predestined for the task of synthesizing art and life. His

inadequate."47

appointment to the artistic advisory board of the Allgemeine Elektrizitats

If one views the last sentence of this citation with the fundamental beliefs

Gesellschaft (AEG) in 1907 made him the first representative of modern

of the building art in mind, one obtains a fairly accurate notion of Mies's

"industrial" design. The modern total art work arose out of the collaboration

position in the early twenties. It is notable for its refutation of any and all

between art and industry: from the letterhead of the firm to all its products,

traditional theories or "moralities" of building, calling instead for a myth of

from the factory to the workers' settlements, it encompassed the world of

"building" and "living" in which only a new attitude toward building was

machinery and daily industrial routines, all of which had to be raised to the

guaranteed. Even though no direct references to Nietzsche can be found

"level of culture." Here, "celebration of life and art" was about to find its

in Mies's writing, his shadowy influence is nevertheless discernible in the

fulfillment.

background. In this respect Mies's acquaintance with the phJiosopher of

�

religion Romano Guardini seems significant. Guardini, who ad been

teaching in Berlin since 1923, occupied himself intensely wi

$ the Antichrist

aspects of Nietzsche, attempting to demonstrate that NietzsChe's postulate
of life affirmation was equivalent to a new religious "attitude" toward the

world-a thought that, after 1928, was also central in Mies's thinking. Mies,
who demanded an "undistorted affirmation of life"48 as the reflection of

the consciousness of the epoch, in 1928 endorsed this religious longing

that had been suggested by the thesis of the "human need for illusion"

(Nietzsche) and the Dionysian myth of life in words that paraphrased all of
Nietzsche: "It must be possible to heighten consciousness and yet sepa

rate it from the purely intellectual. It must be possible to let go of illusions,

see our existence sharply defined, and yet gain a new infinity, an infinity

that springs from the spirit. . . . But all that can only happen if we regain
our belief in the creative powers, if we trust the power of life."49

Nietzsche's definition of culture as a "unanimity of styles comprising all

expressions of a nation,"5o repeated almost verbatim in the art theories

and statements of Behrens, is based on the belief that art dominates life.
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The Ambivalence of Concepts:
Construction or Interpretation of Reality?
Berlage or Behrens? Hegel or Nietzsche?
One rewards a teacher badly If one always remains a student. And why do you
not want to pull on my garland? You were not yet In search of yourselves: then
you found me. Now I ask you to lose me and find yourselves: and only when all
of you have denied me, w/11 1 return to you.
Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo, How One Becomes What One ts

r
The atelier of Peter Behrens was, around 1910, among the best-known

architectural offices of Europe. Here one could find the young generation

of up-and-coming modernists. Walter Gropius, Adolf Meyer, Jean Kramer,

Peter Grossman, and for a time also Le Corbusier were the most outstand
ing talents that worked next to Mies. Yet what kind of instruction Mies

received from Behrens, and what significance that "marvelous feeling for

form"' that Mies ascribed to his teacher had tor his own development and

for the clarification of his own design ideas, cannot be deduced from Mies's
remarks.

In retrospect, it appears, Mies viewed these very decisive years of his com

ing into professional consciousness with strong reservations. In his homage

to Frank Lloyd Wright of 1946, Mies recalled "Peter Behrens' significant
creations for the electrical industry"; they were drawn on as proof that

architecture is the realm of the objective: only "where objective limits made
subjective license impossible" could the "valid solutions" of the time be

found. This was the case, Mies stated, commenting on the renovation

movement of 1910, in the field of industrial architecture, "but in all other

problems of architectural creation, the architect ventured into the danger·

ous realm of the historical."2

Mies added a critical note to this appreciative acknowledgment of industrial

Peter Behrens in a charcoal drawing by Max Liebermann, 1 91 1 ; Hendrik Petrus Barlage,
1910.

classicism.

To some . . . the revival of classic forms seemed reasonable, and 1n the
field of monumental architecture, even imperative. Of course this was not
true of all early twentieth century architecture. Van de Velda and Barlage,
especially, remained steadfastly loyal to their own ideals. . . . Nevertheless,
we young architects found ourselves in painful inner conflict. We were
ready to pledge ourselves to an idea. But the potential '1itality of the archi·

tectural idea of this period had, by that time, been lost.

situation in 1910,3

[his, then, was the

a period Mies later was to describe as confused.4
Apparently Behrens had not been able to come up with what Mies called a
"real idea." "Real ideas," Mies explained on occasion of the dedication of

Crown Hall on April 30, 1956, "are ideas based on reason, ideas relating to

facts."5 It could not be the task of the building arts, serving a real idea in

the sense of this objective idealism, to "invent forms," as Mies called it,
with a side-glance toward Behrens.

That will to style that should reform and ennoble life from the top down via
the axis of aesthetics and synthesize into an "industrial culture," as pro·

posed by Behrens and the Deutsche Werkbund, was apparently subsumed
by Mies under the concept of formalism. The actual problematic of archi·

lecture lies in the realm of intrinsic, objective conditions and relations,

which had to be defined and articulated but could not be commanded. "I

The atelier of Peter Behrens in Neubabelsberg, around 1910. Mies is third from right; left·
most is Walter Gropius, next to him Adolf Meyer.
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then understood that it is not the task of architecture to invent forms. I

attempted to understand the nature of its real task. I asked Peter Behrens
but he could give me no answer. He had never asked himself that

question."6

H . P. BERLrA.GE

This not very complimentary judgment of his erstwhile teacher points to a

widely differing attitude toward building. In retrospect Mies credited not the

"artist-architect" Peter Behrens, but the Baumeister Frank Lloyd Wright and
Hendrik Berlage with the breakthrough experience. Berlage earned the

�

highest esteem and admiration on account of his almost religious belief in
ideals and on account of his upright character; Wright, whose work had

M1T2.0AB·
Bll.IJUNOI?N

been exhibited for the first time in Berlin in 1910 and had been republicized

IMVP.RI..AO VON LlliS BAJU)IBI!IU.I'Nt9o

by Berlage in the twenties, was accorded by Mies the actual role of redeem
er. "Here finally was a master-builder drawing upon the veritable fountain
head of architecture, who with true originality lifted his architectural

creations into the light. Here, again, at last, genuine organic architecture

flowered . . . . The dynamic impulse emanating from his work invigorated a

whole generation. His influence was strongly felt even when it was not
actually visible."7

The implications of the work of the Dutch master architect Berlage, with

whom Mies had become acquainted over the house project for the art col

lector Helen Kroller in The Hague, lay for Mies in its "careful construction,"

which, "honest to the bone," revealed "a totally different attitude." Mies

counted it an advantage that it had "nothing at all to do with classicism . . .
nothing any more with the historical."8 For this reason, Mies judged Bar

lage's 1 898-1903 Amsterdam Exchange a "truly modern building," whereas

Behrens had been of the opinion that "all that Berlage makes is passe."9
The aesthetics of analogy pursued by Behrens in the crossing of classi-

f

cal forms with the methods of technical-industrial produc on appeared to
Mies as a signature style method of "form-giving" and therefore ill-suited

as a basis for building. Barlage's criticism of the motto "appearance for

essence"'0 supported the demand for a supposedly objective creative truth

that must not be understood as form-inventing but as form-finding. Leaning
on Gottfried Semper, whose materialistic theory was directed against the

H. P. Barlage in the hall of the Amsterdam Exchange (photo ca. 1 925). Top, design for the
cover of Barlage's Grundlagen und Entwicklung der Architektur.

"arbitrary," since in nature "everything is necessitated by circumstances and

conditions,"" Berlage proclaimed: "Now you artists, you not only have to

be thrifty with your motifs, but you cannot even invent new ones. Just as

nature reforms its archetypes, so you can only reformulate the original art

forms; you cannot make new ones, and should you try, you will find that

your work will have no lasting meaning, for you have become unnatural
and untruthful."12

This confession of a belief in the "return of the eternally same" (Nietzsche)

was also made by Behrens, albeit from his point of view with a reversed

premise; the consequences he drew from this, though, differed noticeably

from Berlage's.
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For Berlage the question of honesty lay at the center and furnished the

key words that were to reappear in Mies's statements in regard to building
(Bauen) in the early twenties, unconditionally endorsing Berlage's prime

rule. Mies probably did not get acquainted with Berlage's Gedanken ilber

den Stil in der Baukunst-already published in 1905 and reissued in

enlarged format in 1908 under the title Grund/agen und Entwicklung der

Architektur-until his stay in Holland in 1912. The reading of this work left

a long-lasting impression on him.

spirit . . . and stands on one and the same ground with religion (in the

stricter sense of the word) and philosophy."22

Influenced not only by Plato and Hegel but also by Schopenhauer,23 Ber

lage categorically rejected all art that does not pursue an objective idea as

"pseudo-art." The "factual, rational, and therefore clearly constructed" con
stitutes for architecture that particularly Hegelian "region of honesty" that

should form the foundation for the new art. If the modern movement follows
this interpretation of reason, then it functions "also with a religious ten

Berlage pointed to order as the "fundamental principle of style" and, refer

dency, with a religious longing, until finally longing becomes reality and a

runner for "rational construction." It was held out as example for the new

that it is religious, but with an ideal of this earth. But would the ultimate aim

foundation. 1 3

not also be served?"24 The two "great aestheticians" Gottfried Semper
and
'

ring to Viollet-le-Duc, promoted the anonymous medieval cathedral as fore

art, for which the artist, as interpreter of the Zeitgeis�. should lay the

new world is born . . . not with a teleological idea, that is, not in the sense

of all religions thereby not also move closer and would the Christian idea
..

Mies sometimes followed Berlage's arguments verbatim.14 Positions that
,,

the latter had advanced, against the background of the nin�)eenth cen-

tury-the "century of ugliness"-echoed in Mies's pronouncements of

1922-23. Berlage's disgust with the "luxury buildings" and tpe "boulevards
with the competition fac;ades,'' the "villa quarters" and the "villa parks,"15

found its parallel in the condemnation of buildings on the Kurturstendamm

and in Dahlem, that "total lunacy in stone" that Mies-no different from, say
Bruno Taut or Le Corbusier in their estimation of the building art of the

nineteenth century-called "dishonest, stupi? , and insulting."16
'

When Mies, concluding this invective, raised "absolute truthfulness and

rejection of all formal cheating" to the uppermost moral prerequisite, 17 he
revealed himself as a loyal follower of the apostle of truth Berlage, who

had preached: "The lie is the rule, truth has become the exception. So it is
in spiritual life, so it is in art. . . . This pseudo-art, this lie, must be fought

against so that we will again arrive at the essence of archit �ture rather
..
than its appearance. We want this essence, this truth, and once more the
truth, for in art, too, the lie has become the norm, truth th� exception. We

architects must therefore attempt to find our way back to the truth; that
means we must understand again the very nature of architecture."18

Mies viewed Berlage's almost obsessive desire for intrinsic honesty with

Viollet-le-Duc were called upon to legitimize objectivity. The principles of

construction were canonized and became the embodiment of those great

and simple laws of "true art" that control form and remain timelessly valid,
a precondition of all formal beauty. If art and architecture, in particular,

detach themselves from these fixed principles that are practically a law of
nature, to enter upon a path to the arbitrary, then, according to Berlage's

theory of salvation, "all is lost."25

And this is how Mies saw it almost fifty years later: "For over a century

one has attempted, by thought and deed, to come to a closer understand
ing of the nature of the building art. In retrospect it becomes clear that all

attempts to renew the building art from the formal direction have failed.

Wherever important things occurred, they were of a constructive, not of a

formal nature. This is doubtless the reason for the conviction that construc
tion has to be the basis of the building art." Building, so it is noted in

handwriting in the same document, is identical with the "simple deed,'' the

"simple work process and clear building structure." "He who wants a build

ing art must decide. He must subordinate himself to the great objective
'
demands of the epoch. Give construcJi� form to them. Nothing more and
nothing less. Building was always linked to a simple deed, but this deed
has to hit the nail on the head. Only in this sense can one understand
Berlage's saying BUILDING IS SERVING . . . . Let us not deceive our

total sympathy. Berlage, who believed that religious energy forms the foun

selves. Many modern buildings will not stand the test of time. They may

upright piety"19 to be taken over by "love for an ideal."20 Whereas Behrens,

mental one of 'building' [Bauen] and it is this last demand that will seal

dation of all creatures, wanted the void created by the "disappearance of

the "architect of Zarathustra" (Buddensieg), saw the reev�luation of values

as the specific task of modern man (according with Nietzsche's pronounce
ment "where one can no longer love, one should pass by!"21, Berlage

called for_ what Hegel-in reference to the relationship of art toward religion

and philosophy-had described as an essentially rational theology: a phi·

losophy that has to be understood as a "perpetual holy rite in the service of

truth." For, according to Hegel, art, which occupies itself "with truth as the

absolute object of consciousness . . . belongs to the absolute sphere of the
68

conform to all the general rules of the building art except the most funda
their fate. "26

According to the Platonic-Hegelian concept of the objective idea one can
not obtain self-knowledge without a prior understanding of the order of

things. The immanent guarantees the only valid model of eternal truth, the
kernel from which the order of things reveals itself. The ultimate aim of

architecture, as of all art, lies in an absolute value, detached from all that is

subjective and temporal, embodying in its unsullied purity, as "objective
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demand" (Mies), the universal and eternal. This was the basis for that con

spirit loved by the Greeks; and if we have love expressible by a corre

gruence of adaequatio intellectus et rei to which, as "identity of thought

sponding concept of construction, then it must by necessity be totally differ

ship."27 This identity of subject and object, idea and matter, that reconciles

different forms."33

and thing," Mies, leaning on Thomas Aquinas, attributed a "truth relation
belief and reason leads to an idea of beauty that transcends eternal law

and objectivity. The words of Augustine in regard to the revelation of

beauty as the "radiance of truth," to which Mies referred again and again,

point to this type of congruence that he called by the scholastic terms ordo

and adaequatio.

Basing himself on these principles, Mies followed his mentor Barlage into

the exemplary Middle Ages, held synonymous with all-powerful truth. Con
struction, interpreted as a metahistorical category of universal lawfulness,

was declared to be the architectural principle of medieval building. With

Viollet-le-Duc, such a factual, rational, and clear idea of construction had

been established as the basis for a new art. Viollet-le-Duc's "Toute forme,

qui n'est pas ordonnee par Ia structure, dolt etre repoussee" was copied by
Mies in capital letters. Here was the basis for a "truthful attitude" on which

one could found the building art.28

Much as Julien Guadet, who in his Histoire de /'Architecture of 1 899

declared constructive premises to be the precondition for architecture,

Barlage differentiated between "genuine" and "inauthentic" architecture.

Against a norm that gives primacy to constru:tion, the Renaissance had to
appear as a "weak copy" of an original Roman art, in itself already "in a

certain sense . . . suspect" because it "merely mirrored the formal values of
the Greeks and not their spirit."29

How much more then were the nee-styles of the nineteenth century per

ceived as a dilution. This style architecture deserved, in the eyes of Bar

�

ent from theirs and consequently its expression must assume totally

Hegel, too, pointing to both classicism and the Gothic, had warned in his

Asthetik against any well-meaning resumption of past artistic styles: "No

matter how excellent we find the statues of the Greek gods, no matter how

we see God the Father, Christ, and Mary so estimably and perfectly por
trayed: it is no help; we bow the knee no longer."34

Barlage furnished Mies with the basis for a simple theory of the building

art, from which persuasive arguments for a critique of Peter Behrens's

architecture could be launched. How strongly Mies identified with these

thought processes is here particularly explicit: the same reproaches Bl3r

lage leveled in his writings against Gottfried Semper now appear, this time

in reference to Behrens, in Mies's words. It seemed easy to transfer the

accusation of a "fatal sympathy for the High Renaissance,"35 aimed at

Semper, to the aristocratic Renaissancism of Behrens's architecture. Even

the mixture of approbation and criticism Mies entertained in respect to his
teacher Behrens was typical of Barlage's attitude toward Semper. On the
one hand, he admired the lucidity of Semper's theory, which gave full

scope to function and construction; on the other, he reproached him for not
having "applied this consequentially to architecture."36

Mies entertained similar ideas with respect to Behrens. In the eyes of Mies,

Behrens had achieved a considerable historical feat by having broken the
spell nineteenth-century art had exercised over industry and construction

and for having upgraded functional builflings into modern art objects; his

limitations consisted in not having applied the new i<;leas rigorously enough.

lage, at best to be suffered as a "love-lie." In the divergent i erpretation of

"But he did not seriously apply the method to other types of buildings" was

former, as subjective style, could be compared to a grog, stretched in an

while before people realize what they are,doing."37

nee-Renaissance and nee-Gothic, the dogma became evident. While the

act of desperation by the addition of water, the latter, an objective style,

was judged by Barlage with lenient understanding. Of the two main stylistic
trends of the nineteenth century, "only the nee-Gothic has been seminal

since it redirected attention toward medieval art, which harbors the seeds
of the future."30 Mies, too, longed for a building style "that inherits the

Gothic legacy. It is our greatest hope."3'

Barlage was definitely partial toward the Gothic. He perceived in it "the

triumph of an art fundamentally different from the classical" and the "roots

of the art of a new time."32 This dogmatic interpretation of history was

meant to gpen the gate to the spirit of the Gothic, which would guide the
architect on the right path toward a future, authentic building art.

At the same time, the way to the antique was blocked with words that

warned against entering an alien world and ultimately questioned any refer
ence to the historic in general: "For we cannot possess the constructive
70

Mies's comment on Behrens's Turbine Factory-"Funny. It takes quite a
�

l�

From the perspective of Barlage's committedness, which Mies now literally
made his own, Behrens was given credit for having employed the new

steel and glass construction, without, however, exhausting all its possibili

ties, thus solving only half the problem. But more serious than a mere lack
of consistency was the lack of authenticity of construction. The idealizing

rhetoric suggested by the tympanum motif and corner pylons came, in their
subjective will to style, dangerously close to what Barlage had called a

"construction lie."36 From the corner treatment of the Turbine Factory it is

clear that Behrens put more value on formal expression than on construc

tive logic. Its tectonics called for a visually reassuring supporting mass,

although the area is statically unburdened. "The nature of the technical is

determined in its fulfillment. . . . He who builds a factory as if it were a

temple lies and disfigures the landscape."39 This remark, which almost

sounded as if Barlage himself had leveled a devastating critique against

71

Peter Behrens, Mannesmann Administration Building, DOsseldorf,

191 1 .

Peter Behrens, Administration Building of the Continental Works, Hahover,
'

...
...
.

H. P. Berlage, office building, London,

1914.

Peter Behrens, German Embassy in St. Petersburg,
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1912.

1912.

,.

. '

Mies, Office Building, 1923.

Peter Behrens, Turbine Factory of the AEG in Berlin, 1909.

the Turbine Factory, was noted by Mies in his notebook in 1928, although
he proudly announced that he had himself worked on the f�nestration of

the building's courtyard.4o

If one reviews all Mies's references to Behrens, one senses an oppressive

opinionatedness that denies any significant influence of the teacher on the
student. And if one has to draw a conclusion from these utterances, it

would not be farfetched to follow Berlage and extend his laconic verdict on

Semper also to Behrens: "Pity the building arts."41

f

In practice, the opposite was the case; even if written and S oken state

ments largely deny any influence, Mies has proven to be a �upil of Beh

rens. not least by his urge to surpass him. That Mies had more than a

mere personal appreciation for Behrens, and that this continued after the

demise of the prewar ideals, is proven by several incidents. When Mies

published in G no. 3 of June 1924 an article on "Industrial Building" that

called for a radical reorganization of the building process "without concern

for antiquated attitudes and convictions" and proclaimed that the industriali
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zation of the building trades represents the "core problem" of "social, eco

nomic, technical, and even artistic questions," he illustrated his text with the

picture of a "new type of hall structure" whose author was not the "design
engineer" Barlage, but the "artist-architect" Peter Behrens. In the same

publication, for the editing of which Mies was responsible, there was also

an article1:>y Ludwig Hilberseimer called "Konstruktion und Form" that also

contained an example of a Behrens-style hall structure.

Apparently Behrens was one of the few still able to serve as example for

Entry in Mies's notebook, 1928: "The nature of the technical is determined in its fulfillment./
The technical is alien to ornament. Technology as educator./He who builds a factory as if it
were a temple lies and disfigures the landscape."
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the radical demands of modern construction as late as the mid-twenties. In

1924, Mies asked his former teacher to take part in an exhibition within the

circle of the Novembergruppe.42 In the same year, as a gesture of respect,
Behrens was invited to take part in the building of the model housing set

tlement at Stuttgart-Weissenhof, which offered the European avant-garde,
under the aegis of Mies, the opportunity to exhibit their work.

The overcoming of prewar classicism, practically synonymous with the

name of Behrens, was not a mere personal matter, as Mies had it, but a

historical process. Mies admitted that, after his encounter with Berlage, he

had fought an inner battle to liberate himself from "Schinkel's classicism."43

The "great detachment" (Nietzsche) from his teacher Behrens, who had

initiated the veneration for Schinkel of 1910, now also extended to Schinkel
himself, whose buildings Mies had described as exe�plary and an "excel

lent example of classicism-the best I know."44 While Mies declared Schin

Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Charlottenhof Palace, Potsdam,

kel's museum publicly as a building from which one could learn everything

about architecture,45 he confided privately in his notebook: "Schinkel, the

greatest building master of classicism, represents the end of an old and the

1 626.
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beginning of a new time. With the Alles Museum he built a waning period.
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With his boring Gothic churches he was the forerunner of an unspeakably
kitchy century, but with the Building Academy he introduced a new

epoch."46

The detachment from neoclassicism and from the father figure Behrens

was completed, at the latest, in 1929 with the Barcelona Pavilion. Yet at
.
the very height of the liberation process, a new type of identification with

the precursors emerged on a different level. The line of inheritance that an

enthused art criticism had bestowed upon Behrens was now handed to

Mies. Paul Westheim was the first to draw the new connection from Mies to
Schinkel, to be later affirmed by Philip Johnson and others.47 Westheim
explained: "Mies initially understood Schinkel as speaking a

I

�ecific formal

�

language, as was generally held, but he soon discovered be ind the classi

Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Glienicke Palace, Berlin,

cist Schinkel that other Schinkel who had been, as to meaning, technology,
and craftsmanship, the most eminent practical building master of his time,

one who was never prevented by his ideals of the antique from planning

his buildings as clearly and simply arising out of their proper frame of pur

pose. Mies, and in that he appears typical for the most promising of today's

young architects, penetrates to the specifically architectonic in Schinkel;

•

the classicizing formal language, the mere temporal aspect of Schinkel,
becomes irrelevant. This means that Mies, who no longer shows any

C'·
C'· "'

most talented because most original of Schinkel's followers."48
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traces of the so-called Schinkel style, has to be looked upon as one of the
And, indeed, it was Mies who had to redeem the hope the first decade of

the centu r}' had placed in Behrens. Behrens's buildings followed clearly in
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the tradition of Prussian classicism and it was Schinkel49 who was discov
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Schinkel prefigured what this time was looking for. Viewed from the per-
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ered, in 1910, to have been the forerunner of a modern mode of building.
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1624,

manor house and casino.

spective of functional form, one could already make out in his works "defi

nitely modern elements in the sense of today's purpose-oriented artist . . . ,
namely dispositions toward conscious, metropolitan functionalist

architecture. "50

In assimilating industrial techniques, neoclassicism became the actual point

of departure for the new development. The fascination Behrens had exer
cised over the younger generation of architects can be ascribed to this

power of synthesis manifested by the fact that no other architect was occu
Design for the Kroller-Muller House, The Hague, 1912.

pied with such a large number of important commissions. His interpretation
of classicism was based on the thesis that an analogy can be drawn

between antiquity and modernism. The "elective affinity" between industrial
architecture and early antiquity5' appeared to contemporaries like a prom
ise that opened a "gate to heaven, . . . to a new, longed for heaven of our
..

own."52

'

Behrens had resorted to antiquity, much as Berlage had resorted to the

Gothic, not so much to revive its formal language as to revive the spirit of a
past epoch in order to bring up the spirit of one's own. Modern industrial

classicism, so it was hoped, would restore the lost continuity of meaning

disrupted by the nineteenth century and reestablish transcultural values

and "cultural associations" (Behrens). Plastic forcefulness was required to

bestow actuality and conviction to that transposition of values that aimed at
Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Pavilion, Charlottenburg Palace, Berlin, 1 824.

demonstrating the continuity and connectedness of the great design. Beh
rens linked the past and the present in a manner, so one critic has it in

regard to the industrial buildings and technical equipment, that evoked "the

curve backward to the classical codex" but just as deliberately pointed for

ward to the "steely presence"; his work thus "anticipates and searches for
the machines."53

By means of a deliberate reclamation of the formal values of antiquity, with

their rhetorical pathos and authoritative monumentality, one could rightfully
lay claim to objectivity. Much as Hegel was not so much interested in the

historical process itself as in the motiv&ti
hg laws that govern it, the modern
...

interpretation of antiquity with its urge toward abstraction revolutionized his-

,

tory, not because it distilled the Hegelian substrate of a universal construc

lllltllltllt:J.
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tion of truth, but rather because it projected into history the contemporary

principle of an abstract will to form. Analogy constituted a bridge between

the reality of the past and the reality of the present, in order to link both
.

shores.

..

Perls House, Berlin-Zehlendorf, 1910-1 91 1 .

Already when the first indication of a Greek art influence became apparent
in the Dusseldorf work of Peter Behrens in 1905, Julius Meier-Graefe dis

cerned the possibilities of a new aesthetic shining through the folly of that

analogy. Meier-Graefe posed the question of modernity as a question that

had suggested itself by Behrens's analogy but that was not to find its

answer until it was resolved by Mies two decades later: "Should it not be
possible to build in such a manner that not the form but only that cool,
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Urbig House, Potsdam-Neubabelsberg, 1915-1917, garden and street fa<;:ades.
.
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Left, Urbig House, detail of street fa<;:ade.
Dahlem, 1912, garden fa<;:ade.

Right,

Peter Behrens, Wiegand House, Serlin

divine spirit of the Greeks would be resurrected?" This question had been

evoked by the analogical possibilities existing between antiquity and mod

ernism and had opened up a perspective that appeared to promise libera
tion from the restrictions of the historical. "The way to antiquity goes

Urbig House, plan, and condition in 1985.

through our terrain. It must not end in Greece, but must bestow to our
forms Hellenistic clarity, Hellenistic reason, or, let us simply say, the
beautiful."54

The pupil who had repudiated his teacher brought the thesis of the master

to completion. Mies articulated the potential latent in the analogy, giving an

answer that had to resort neither to analogical imagery nor to the mediation

of a specific extraneous formal vocaQu ta/y. He raised the classicizing cur,

lain and revealed the secret archetype slumbering behind it, thus bringing

to fruition the promise Behrens had awakened in regard to Schinkel.

With Mies, so wrote Sergius Ruegenberg, his co-worker from the twenties,
in 1936, "the classical forms, profiles, and capitals . . . were abolished;

what was important was the form and its expression, attained by intrinsic

means"55-a statement that must be accorded considerable weight in view

of the fact that Speer's classicism usurped the classical repertoire.

The "intrinsic form-giving" of Mies no longer resigned itself to a "borrowed
existence" (Nietzsche) satisfied with bringing the epoch merely to the

speaking point by means of a detour over historical terrain. The architec

ture of appearances was replaced by an architecture of being in which the
new language was not merely brought to the point of speaking but spoke

itself. Mies penetrated beyond the irrelevant temporal into the immanent80

81

l

into that sphere of the "specifically architectonic" (Westheim) that, both

intrinsic and modern, created a new metaphor for epochal form-giving.
With his Turbine Factory whose "fagade one never forgets" (Theodor

Heuss, 1 9 1 0), Behrens had awakened the awareness that visual and

rhythmical values can be perceived separately from style. 56 With the Barce
lona Pavilion, of which Behrens prophesied in 1 929 that it would one day

be counted the most beautiful building of the twentieth century, 57 Mies had

expressed-with a space one never forgets-the modern sensibility. That

this building has recently been reconstructed affirms its mythical status as
·

a key structure of modernism. It expresses the sensibility of an epoch that,

instead of the plane with its symbols, prefers genuine sp�tiality in which

structure and composition, form and material, dynami<i and static are fused.
The passage into antiquity, as sketched out by Meier-Graefe, diminished to
a vanishing point in which past and future, primordial beginning. and utopia,
,,

coalesced. It inspired the euphoric vision of a modernism tha� strove

Feldmann House, Serlin-Grunewald, 1921-1922.

primordial beauty with new beauty by means of "simplicity of ,construction,

may very well be the reason why our so highly praised modern style

toward the beautiful in general, toward that essence of all styles that fused

clarity of tectonic means, and purity of material."58 This transhistorical clas-

appears so miserably deprived compared to all the others. Perhaps now

"developed free of all impressionistic moods in the fullness of the light, to

stantial as latticework through which the wind howls.60

on account of the absence of all irrelevancies surpasses even classical ,
.
purity."59

In 1905 Behrens was counted as the great, perhaps only, exception. In the
creative talent of this artistic outsider, who had been attacked as dilettante
and rebel,a' Meier-Graefe saw a latent regulative principle at work that

'

sicism promised an architecture that, in the words of J. J. P. Oud in 1 921 ,

pure relationships, freshness of color, and organic clarity of form, and that

Meier-Graefe's perceptiveness in regard to the developments of 1 905, then

barely discernible, did not stop at a sensibility to form. He was also in tune

with the materialistic wing of the modern movement that, in its quest for

rationality and influenced by the theories of Guadet, Berlage, and Wagner,

insisted on rational construction. His opinion concerning the

�mands for

honesty of function, purpose, and material should prove no less prophetic.

The criteria for a new architecture were not adequately served by a mere

emphasis on rationality and rejection of ornament. However significant the

liberation from ornament may have been-keeping in mind Meier-Graefe's
argument as to the influence of antiquity-the way to construction, too,

although lying in the realm of contemporary necessity, could not stop with

the merely technological but had to lead beyond to a higher goal. Thus, he
warned already in 1 905 of an overemphasis on reason, an experience that
the architecture of our century, dominated as it is by technology and func
tionalism, was not to be spared:

that our style has become logical, it has become in its very logic as insub

guaranteed that things were not taken too literally. The de.cisive criterion,
"the secret of all art" that cannot be attained "by purely logical means"62
or-in the words of the Mies of the late twenties-"by calculation,"63
depended on an equilibrium between the subjecti �e ·and the objective, the
old and the new, the individualistic and the rule.

.
Th is explains why Behrens, according to Mies, had viewed Berlage as out
dated. Semper's critique of the con::;!ryf:tive logic of the Gothic, withheld by

fr

Berlage from his readers despite his equent Semper citations, already
pointed to the problem that Behrens addressed but that was only to be
solved by Mies on an advanced level. Semper had held that beyond the

law of construction there is also the law of the perceiving eye that obeys its
own rules of aesthetics and that searches for a sensible understanding of
the static-constructive situations expressed by form. According to Semper,
the Gothic had not solved the problem of bringing together both these
demands harmoniously; only half the problem, the mechanical one, had

Now that we have finally arrived at reasonable attitudes, the danger is

been solved.64

great that we obtain an art that is only rational, that fills all material and

"Just as there are physical laws, there are also artistic laws," explained

oughly. Even the best of instructions still do not inform us how a house

lished and almost certainly was read by Mies. Behrens here countered indi

functional demands but that cannot prevent one thing: boring us thor

should be built so that it appears pictorial, plastic, engaging. And that

82

Behrens in his lecture "Art and Technology" in 191 0; it was frequently pub
rectly the accusation of the "construction lie" by the concept of the

83
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Feldmann House, view and plan from the records of the building commission.
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Kempner House in Berlin-Charlottenburg, view and plan from the records of the building
commission, 1921-1922.
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The "geometrical basis" (Berlage) constituted a platform for divergent con
cepts. Berlage had been a devotee of the Egyptian number mysticism of

triangulation and of the canonical lawfulness of cathedral structures, while
Behrens paid homage to the "eternal laws of the square and the circle"69

under the emblem of humanism. The one accepted the "living geometry" of

the animal and plant kingdoms as his guiding light, seeing in them laws
"that . . . make us shudder with reverence",70 the other searched for the

rhythmical laws of a spiritual force that enabled man to shape his life har

moniously, to make contact with the "larger currents" and thereby create a

heroic art "before which we sink to our knees, that makes us shudder, that

overpowers our soul by its magnitude."71

Behrens did not aim for an analogy with nature;72 he made no effort "for

the sake of nature to conceal an unmistakable rhythm." His forf!l-givin� did

not follow a "truth of nature," as Berlage believed he detected in the objec

tive law of the construction principle, but was oriented toward form-giving
by means of rhetoric and style. This "truth of form" organized matter

Eichstadt House, Berlin-Zehlendorf, 1920-1921.

according to the artistic rules of measure and proportion. It did not eaves

"pseudoaesthetic" and accused a "certain school of modern aesthetics" of
the mistake of wanting to derive "artistic form from function and technol

ogy. . . . No style can result from construction and material alone. There is
no such thing as a materialistic style and there has never been one. The

all-encompassing unity of an epoch arises out of a much larger complex of
conditions than can be derived from these two factors alone. Technology
cannot permanently be conceived of as an end in itself, but it assumes its
significance and meaning when it is recognized as the most noble instru
ment of our culture. A mature culture, however, speaks only through the
language of art."65

1

�

The antipodes Berlage and Behrens were unanimous in their de and that

an elementary building art had to be reanimated, that contemporary con

tents had to fill it, and that its linguistic possibilities had to reflect the new

conditions. If there was a common lesson they imparted to Mies, it was the
call to solve this artistic task, to which Mies indeed devoted his entire

effort. Thus, the general concepts of his teachers reached by way of diver

gent points of view a programmatical consensus. The restitution of geome

try as a requisite for all architectural composition, the rigorous rejection of
reproductive copying of characteristic style forms, and the expansion of

architectonic form in "a factual direction"66 were not only the prime rules for

drop on nature but set its own laws.

The antipodes Berlage and Behrens circumscribed two different worlds,

and their divergence illustrates the crisis of consciousness that had already
set in in the eighteenth century with the concept of individualism. Already

Immanuel Kant had stated in 1 780 that "reason does not draw its laws . . .

from nature but dictates them to it. "73

This "Copernican turn," as Kant proudly called it, also took place in the

architectural theory of the eighteenth century with the spirit of enlighten
ment that opposed the inherited norms. 9f nature and tradition. The dictum
"Rules should not be based on what is but on what .should be"74 used by

Abbe Laugier to introduce his Essai sur /'architecture, showed up the dif

ference between the old and the new worlds and their respective architec
tures of reality. With the dawning of the i111dustrial age, the conflict
�..

intensified between the traditional belief'in a metaphysically guaranteed

wholeness and the idea of an autonomous, rational individual that insists

on imparting meaning to its own existence.

In the field of architecture, Berlage and Behrens embodied once more

these opposites that had their roots in the discourse of the nineteenth cen
tury. Berlage, searching for ultimate truth and logical lawfulness, repre

sented the point of view of metaphysical idealism (Wesensphilosophie); he

Berlage, but were also implicit in the industrial classicism of Behrens.s7

stood in the shadow of Hegel and Schopenhauer, with whose writings he

of particular interest to Behrens, and in the Grundlagen of 1 908 one could

was influenced by modern existential philosophy, which was most emphati

Barlage's plea for a rhythmical, geometrically composed architecture was

find indirect references to Behrens insofar as two student drawings from

the architectural class of the Dusseldorf Kunstgewerbeschule, directed by
Behrens, were reproduced as exemplary applications of the geometrical

design method.66
86

was familiar. Behrens, who did not ask for ultimate truth but for meanings,
cally propounded by Nietzsche in the latter third of the nineteenth century.

In Nietzsche's eyes, the cultural achievement consists of a "plastic power"

that brings about new values. Much as there is no truth in and for itself, art

87

must not imitate natural law but function as a spiritual supplement that

aims to overcome it.7s

Berlage's method aimed at isolating the logical aspects of nature, of the
entire, to discover fundamentals. What it found was the principle of the
immanent, of a reality behind appearances existing a priori as "simple law

fulness" (Berlage). This "basic ideal idea" was laid bare by a process of
abstraction that dismantled the layers of concrete reality hiding an a priori

order with which the eternally true, pure building art coincided. Transposing
this philosophical method to the field of architecture led necessarily to its
dematerialization : the process of abstraction eliminated the object as form

to distill the inherent from it. One must, so Mondrian described this Platonic
procedure, "form with exactitude what shines through. in nature only

vaguely, and reductively destroy concrete appearances."76 Geometry sym
bolized that ultimate sphere of an objective "basic ideal idea," to which

� �

"logical construction," identical with both natural truth and higH st piritual
ity, corresponded. In the absolute of truth was to be found th creative

�

matrix of all being. Much as Hegel postulated an existing lawfulness, a
Weltgeist that guaranteed the progressive development of h i�tory, Berlage

endowed construction with a mythical power so that the law of historical
progress might also guarantee a process of renovation in the building art.
Functionality and truth in construction spearheaded the attack against

Vitruvian architecture. The transparent world 9f steel construction refused
'
to subordinate itself to a canon of formal laws based on the conc_f:!pts of
monumentality and enclosed form depending on mass. Modern construc

tion called for a building art that must differentiate itself from the traditional
in regard to appearances: it would-so Berlage sketched the physiognomy

of the new form in an apt prophecy-remain flat on the exteriqr, its plastic
articulation would derive from construction, and the architecto ic space
�
would be newly defined "as a more or less assembled compl of walls."n

�

Neoplatonism, which lived on via Berlage in the concepts of De Stijl and

method of creating. Here art claims its rightful terrain in the form of poetic

metaphor and by means of its linguistic instruments, rhythm, harmony, and

proportion, or in Nietzsche's words it creates "reality once more, only

selected, strengthened, and corrected."80 Only the art work allows reality to
be experienced by man as a self-created reality and, ultimately, as a
"reflection of will."

This theory did not understand form as the manifestation of an order resid
ing behind the world of appearances but as the result of a dialogue with

appearances carried on in the imagination of man. Existential philosophy

negates the existence of a reality beyond being that could be looked upon

as a precondition for appearances and phenomena. Spirit is not based in a
world behind things but in human perception, which encounters the world
age
as an interpretative challenge. The enlightenment and the machine
'
..
demystified the old myths by the positivistic methods of modern science,

rendering reality godless. Modern man, who has gained "an open look in

the presence of reality,"81 is forced by an act of "self-legislation" (Aiois

Riehl) to equip himself with his own, new ideals and "prepare a world suit

able to his own existence."82

While Berlage, caught up in a Platonic-Hegelian predicament, could only

wait "until a new world idea is born,"83 Behrens as Nietzschean said "yes to
reality," believing that one had to infuse new passions into values and "set

to work on that part of the world that is amenable to change."84 This ideal
izing of what is given, by "directing the glance toward future possibilities of

life,"85 not only allowed the accommodation of contemporary trends in

architecture but actually called for the inclusion of the machine world and a

synthesis of art and industry. Without this epistemological premise, the aes

thetic enthusiasm for utilitarian structl:lres such as silos and cranes that had
so invigorated the architecture around 1 91 0 woul(f remain just as inexplica
ble as the imagery of steamships, automobiles, and airplanes in the

twenties.

,
.

'

which spoke out of Mies's dematerialized "skin and bone buildings," pur

To Mies, this reevaluative will that SPeke in imagery and that employed

aesthetic means, but can only be constructed by universal, mathematically

that sought the key to reality not so much in a manner of being as in a

sued an image of immanence that cannot be interpreted by subjective,

aesthetic analogies was suspect. It stood in contradiction to that Platonism

abstract means of expression. For this reason the word "aesthetic" might

manner of perceiving. Heinrich Wblfflin had supplied a corresponding view

world."78 This platform also found its apodictic champion in the Mies of the

opened up the traditional, historical imagery for formal reevaluation. His

speculators,"79 something that sounded much like an iconoclastic battle cry

invited that relativism of viewpoints that ultimately permits one, as Zara

building arts from thousands of years of oppression.

Mies refused his allegiance to this approach, as it put the semblance of

as well, as Berlage indicated, "quietly disappear from the architectural

point in his Grundbegriffe of 1 91 5. Wblfflin's thesis of a "history of seeing"

early twenties. He called for a "liberation of building activity from aesthetic

premise that "people probably have always seen as they wanted to see"86

aimed at mobilizing a crusade, as if the issue were the liberation of the

thustra had it, "to ride on any simile to any truth."

Behrens's creative principles, quite in contrast to Berlage's, were primarily

truth in place of the truth. If one built a factory like a temple, as Behrens

based on aesthetics. In the dispute between object and perception, that is,

did, or, even more extreme, juxtaposed a sports car to the Parthenon as

the access to reality and consequently the area of argument for this

the choice, unhesitatingly preferred Le Corbusier over Schultze-Naumburg,

88
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in the wish of the object to be understood by means of its appearance, lies

equivalent, one must expect criticism. And even though Mies, faced with

German Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition,

Peter Behrens, Wiegand House, Serlin-Dahlem,

90

1912,

entry hall.

91

1929.

tion-but toward the imaginative possibilities of the architectonic. For Le

it remained nevertheless "wrong of Le Corbusier to mingle his attitude with

Corbusier the metaphoric task of architecture, which must glorify the victory

that of pure classicism."87

of spirit over matter, began with the "battle against gravity" that had to be

The dichotomy between construction and form embodied by Berlage and

translated into a "sensuous experience." In this drama lay, according to

Behrens in their respective concepts of constructive form-finding and inter

Nietzsche, the actual artistic meaning of the architectonic: buildings are

pretative form-giving reemerged under new conditions in the New Building.

supposed to render visible "pride, triumph over gravity and will to
power. . . . Architecture is a kind of eloquence of power embodied in

Much like Berlage and Behrens, Le Corbusier and Mies agreed on what

architecture should be but disagreed on what it is. Le Corbusier's definition

form."93

of architecture as "the masterly, correct and magnificent play of masses

field of
But it was Berlage whom Mies had styled the great educator in the
n,
architecture. To him he accorded the Nietzschean predicate of Superma
no
But
oraries.
who, as "solitary giant,''94 radiantly surpassed his contemp
it did
matter how unequivocally Mies expressed himself for man and theory,
cal
not release him from the problematic of ambivalence. The uneAuivo
into the
meaning
of
commitment to construction may have put the question
between
background, but it did not answer it. Thus, the imaginary dialogue
d.
continue
career,
his
of
g
beginnin
two worlds, encountered by Mies at the

brought together in light"68 put its trust in the perceiving senses. Le Corbu
sier's buildings demonstrated a wealth of possibilities between mutually

interactive volumes. Mies's dematerializing skin and bone structures strove

to reduce reality to its very kernel, so that beyond all visual apprehension a
preexisting inner order might crystallize.

The divergent orientation of these two architects is also evid�_nt in the func
tion they assigned to geometry. In Mies's minimalism, the �eometrical order
of the supporting frame's posts and beams establishes a rhythm in empty
space; Le Corbusier's purism by contrast saw geometry as the "language

Even if Mies in the early twenties tried to extricate himself, by his uncom

so that the eye could partake, by way of cubistic purity, of the "joys of

tive, his thoughts and statements remained ambivalent. In spite of the

promising attitude that rejected all will to form as academic and specula

of architecture" and deployed the plastic volumes to appeal to the senses,

rhetorical impetus of denial, the executing impulses insisted on perfect

geometry."

form-giving and appearance-and thence on the rights of art.

Mies derived his credo from Barlage's theories that could 'b'e summed up

his
These contradictions drove Mies's typical striving in all phases of
a
career. They challenged him to press for the simplest common denomin
t
absolutis
The
.
richness
tor on one hand, while on the other to strive for
of
desire for veracity and clarity originated in the conscious awareness
in
standing
man,
Modern
ns.
disr�ptio
and
these profound contradictions
;
by
center"
of
loss
'the
front of a threatening "chaos" (Mies), must overcome

by the simple formula "building is serving."8� Le Corbusier, who liked to

compare architects to poets, strictly rejected such functionalist concepts as

unartistic. Their purpose lies in the realm of the practical rather than in that

of art, which must not exhaust itself in the service of the material: "To those

who . . . claim 'architecture means service,' we answer 'architecture means

stirring the emotions.' And "-Le Corbusier added with a sid�long glance

tpward his art
as Mies had expressed in respect to Behrens's-"people h a\te brushed us

creating a new structural framework of values. This contradiction between
self
a belief in an a priori order and the modern demand for subjective
to
g
regulation preoccupied Mies, who-like.,all modern men, accordin
the
Nietzsche-was torn by the resultant c nflict of values; "sitting between

toward the critics who presumably had similar reservations
off as poets.''90

b

Much like Behrens, Le Corbusier perceived buildings as metaphors for

"yes
chairs" and confronted by both myth and enlightenment, he says both
than
and no in one breath." One could not find a more apt motto for Mies
Nietzsche's formula for happiness: "A Yes, a No, a straight line, a goa/."95

strength and moral support. According to his Dionysian definition of the art

of building, inspired by Nietzsche's theory of tragedy, passion builds

"drama out of inert stone.''9' It was this perpetual play of masses in the

light that now had to be performed without the classical stage set. Just as

Leon Battista Alberti had striven five hundred years earlier, the art of build
ing had to realize its dramatic potential exclusively by means of form and
arrangement. Le Corbusier saw the machine for living as a "palace" in

which "each organ of the house, merely by means of its relationship to the

whole, could stir us so movingly as to reveal the magnitude and nobility of

an intent.'�2

This deliberate willing was not inward-directed-for example, toward a ren
dering of the structural building frame, to which Mies paid so much atten-
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IV

Elementary Form-Givin g :
Departure for the Limits of Architecture

1

"heroic finale" (F. Dessauer). The purging of the building art from this his

"Beyond Architecture " : On Eternal Building

tory of decline began with a rejection of all aesthetic and symbolic refer

It is mainly our concern to liberate all building activity from aesthetic specialists.

ences and contents. The clenched fist spoke, as it were, in the rhythmically
insistent verdict of Mies: "Any aesthetic speculation, any doctrine, and any

And make building again what it always has been. Building.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. 1923

formalism we reject."2

Our task steps up to us at each moment. Let us impress the Image of eternity on
our lives.
Friedrich Nietzsche. quoted by Alois Riehl. 1908

This rejection not only repudiated traditional illusionistic art but also turned

its back on any sort of theory or ideology, one could even say "religion," of

the building art. Whether Taut's expressionism or Doesburg's neoplasti

cism, Mies in 1923 branded all concepts that strove for form, or, what was

The most important assignment of life: to begin each day afresh, as if it were
the first day-and yet to assemble and have at one's disposal the entire past
with all Its results and forgotten lessons.
Georg Simmel,

Posthumous Fragments and Essays.

Munich. 1923 (in the library

o/ Mies)
"

By designing a series of projects that were for the most par,t self-generated, 1 Mies left behind the familiar image of architecture. The designs

made between 1921 and 1 924, the Glass Skyscrapers, Offjce Building,

Concrete Country House, and Brick Country House, were unique for that

even more to be avoided, style, as "formalistic." From his perspective of

the absolute, form could no longer claim any rights; it was laid aside with

the laconic remark, "We have other worries," implying that the elimination

of form had been long overdue. Form was no longer a factor in the catalog
'

·'

of architectural categories: "We know no forms, only building problems"

was the appropriate phrase by which this symptom of decline was stricken
from the new consciousness. "Form is not the goal but the result of our

work. There is no form in and for itself. . . . Form as goal is formalism; and
that we reject."3

period in their logic, conception, and formal perfection. Exemplary, defini

This explains why it was practically self-understood that Mies wanted "noth

utopian at the same time; mature and totally thought through, they stood in

wanted to see "all theories" banned from the building arts.4 What this

tive, and yet fantastic in their precise poetry, they were both realistic and

the beginning of a development that had all the appearances of setting a
.
norm for some time to come.

No less radical were the printed manifestos that accompanied these proj
ects; describing the New Building from a different angle, ttiey reveal the
spirit on which these prototypes of modern architecture were based. In

their outspoken and strident tone, these first manifestos weJe as pioneering
as the designs themselves. Both shared the fervor of an u

r>fompromising

diction that stressed an unrhetorical rolling-up-the-sleeves attitude. Clearly,

work and idea, conviction and word are at the command of an identical will.
Like a Reformer, Mies nailed his thesis, so to speak, onto the door of the

old church. He wanted nothing less than the renovation of the building art,

ing whatever to do with the aesthetic traditions of past centuries" and

inquisitorial method exempted from the purge remained ill-defined. A tauto
logical explanation that came dangerously close to a banality, glorifying

rather than defining, mystifying rather than enlightening, proclaimed: "It is

our concern to liberate building activity from aesthetic spec u lators and
make building again what alone it should be, namely BUILDING."5
.,

A postscript in the manuscript shows an illuminating, version of this sen-

tence, putting Mies's understanding of history in the correct light: what mat
tered was "to make building again what it always has been. BUILDING."

What should be and what is, the future ap d the eternal, so this already
implies, fuse together. The new and th eternal b�auty, as Mies explains

elsewhere, are identical. 6

t

from the root on up. The titles "Working Hypotheses" (1923), "Building"

The precondition for this redemption of the absolute and timeless was fur

sober understanding of necessity is demanded from architects of the new

ephemeral layer of deception, had to be peeled from the essence of things

{1 923), and "Building Art and the Will of the Epoch" (1 924) suggest that a

age. The sought-after objectification of architectural form demanded strong
beliefs. The architect's artistic freedom had to give way before the new

desire for truth, which acquired the character of objectivity only according
to the unambiguous rules of functionalism.

The renovation of the building art from its foundation up had to begin with
the reestablishment of a fundamental morality of building. As its apostle,

Mies entered the debate. Part of his program was, first of all, the rejection

of a past, that had, after World War I, experienced a total collapse, a

nished by the philosophical method of abstraction. Concrete reality, a mere

so that the all-valid order of being could be laid bare. Reality should no

longer merely be depicted, but should itself be shaped. This belief united

the representatives of the early twentieth century over and above all differ
ences they may have had otherwise. Much like Plato, who counted archi
tecture among the original and creative rather than the imitative arts, the

representatives of the new art called for an art in tune with universal laws.
New Building, so Mies had it, progresses away from the aesthetic toward

the organic, away from the formal toward the constructive.7 The magical
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word "building" (Bauen) stands for such an image: conforming to a natural

ward toward fictive origins where the forms, as it were, took their begin

by growth; it typifies the work of man that, resting on objective laws yet

This myth nourishes the belief in a building consonant with both an inner

order and the lawful structuring of matter and its movement, it is followed

ning: "building" gropes to regain a lost condition of primordial innocence.

unfolding in freedom, realizes its own order. Thus, at least conceptually, the

order and a presently effective force that, much like life, continually realizes

teristic for elementary form-giving, had been redeemed.

to a modern "building art" (Baukunst) in which echoes the great law of life

hoped-for fusion between an objective and a subjective order, held charac
Mies defined the word "building" only in the most general of terms and

refrained from any specific explication, almost as if no further explanation

were called for. "Building" signified for Mies a type of creating that arises
"out of the nature of the task itself "8 and that operates with the means

itself. Thus, metaphysically charged with creative life force, "building" leads

to which the architect has to pay obeisance: "Their work shall serve life.
Life alone shall be their teacher."10

Even the term "life," a rather romantic category of totalizing character,

remained, initially in a similarly mysterious state of suspension, sharing

typical of the epoch. It stood for a simple, obvious truth the validity of which

with the word "building" a sort of exclusive preserve. The intent not to

to declare itself, based on an imaginary point, on which the "house of

its vanishing point in the origin and immanence myth, which remained

did not need to be proven by theory or doctrine. Rather, a wisdom seemed

deceive oneself, which controlled the tenor of Mies's early manifestos, had

being" (Nietzsche) eternally built itself according to a hidden plan .

itself, even if not an aesthetic, in any case a theoretical speculation. ' Mies's

.
,,

Mies shared the longing of his generation for a newly ordered world. The

redemption myth connotation of the word "building" had first been

employed by the expressionists. In April of 1 91 9, Walter Gropius called
upon the artists, in a pamphlet, to tear down the walls "that our false

innermost nature seemed closer to the religious-mystical orientation of the

expressionist ideology than to his own earlier stance that had aimed at a
new reality and that had given his early projects that rationalistic and
visionary quality.

school knowledge erects between the 'arts' so that we may all become

A commitment to life and to a natural, eternal wisdom, or in other words

since the time no longer understood the all-encompassing, animating

"building" declares the autonomy of architecture: an architecture that devel

builders again!" The fall of our "function-cursed time" seemed predictable,

"authenticity," was what Mies demanded above all else. The primacy of

meaning of building. As a result of this loss of meaning, men were con
.
demned to live in "deserts of ugliness." "Let us understand this clearly:

ops its own elementary grammar out of "inner necessity" (Mies) unaffected

an embarrassing testimony to posterity as to the hell-bent state of our gen

laws of life itself, and with his exquisite, formally accomplished projects,

these gray, hollow, cheerless fakes in which we live and work will render
eration, that forgot the great, the only, art: building."9

The reaction in 1 9 1 9 against everything ideological and against earlier

f of values. Only

forms of knowledge and culture was the result of a vacuu

from the basis of a newly gained faith could the common, new "building
thought" (Gropius) of the future be regained.

While the expressionists shifted toward the fantastic and turned their back

on engineering, Mies, charting a course in the opposite direction, held fast

to a bold realism that refused to heed a "call to building" appealing to

subjective sensibilities and to emotional excess while turning a deaf ear on
reality and the possibilities of contemporary renovation.

"Building," both as word and as concept, circumscribed for Mies a sphere

of ideal purity that, untouched by "aesthetic speculation," guaranteed
unblemished veracity.

by the demands and theories made on it from the outside. With his belief in
a building that does not need to redeem any theories but that fulfills the

where form was explained in terms of a rejection of the laws of formality,

Mies had departed for a realm of abstraction in which the immanent led its

own authentic existence, untouched by human incursions. For Mies the

only valid way, and the only exit out of that dilemma in which the prewar
period with its conflicts was mired, was to penetrate into that realm in

which the objective and the subjectiv�t.<ere still in a state of harmonious

1

coexistence. A new moral foundation or the building art had to be
prepared.

The provocative tone with which Mies promoted his position indicated that

he suggested-at least rhetorically-a tabula rasa, so that the lost myth of

the primordial and truthful could be regained. It is out of this impulse that

he dictated, on December 12, 1923, the following sentences for a lecture to
be given at the meeting of the Bund Deutscher Architekten in Berlin:

In the country it is a self-understood usage to plow under a plot over

The N�w Building must be anchored in unbreakable laws that due to their

grown by weeds without considering the few grains that had managed to

Here was that zero point that one could equate with "the intrinsic"; identical

toward building.

sovereignty command unswerving truthfulness and power of conviction.

survive. We, too, have no other choice if we really strive for a new attitude
.

.

.

We demand . . . for the buildings for our time: abso

with the "archetypal source of being," it was able to nourish a "true building

lute truthfulness and a rejection of all formal cheating. 1 1
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attitude." Thus Mies, in an archaizing act of abstraction, bent the bow back-

By calling for truthfulness and by alluding to a humble if rough, practically

Darwinian law of life that still evoked natural, rustic forms, Mies was hunt

ing for an order of being in which form and life are organically fused. The

world is understood as a great divinely planned harmony. In placing his

confidence in nature and faith, much as Berlage had done, who also

wanted to show the way back to medieval architecture, Mies entered upon
the way to building. At its end, however, was not a luminous "cathedral of

the future" as the last and final aim of art12 but a simple attitude toward

building, which, with a glance toward the Middle Ages, held out factuality,

service to the law of immanence, and personal dedication as preconditions

for a timely building art.

That the medieval, with its dichotomy of world denial and hope, still main

tained a certain relevance in the unstable years after 1 9 1 8 was indicated
by the easy reception of the Gothic elements in expressionism and the

general revival of Neoplatonic notions in philosophy and science . In art

history, too, this epoch found commensurate appreciation. Wilhelm Worrin

ger had published his Formproblem der Gotik in 1 91 2, a work acquired by

Mies in a 1920 edition. 13 This was followed in 1 9 1 7 by Karl Scheffler's Vom

Geist der Gotik, and in 1922 Paul Ludwig Landsberg, a pupil of Max

Scheler, submitted possibly the most important text on the subject, Die

Welt des Mittelalters und wir, according to its subtitle, "A Historical and

Philosophical Investigation into the Meaning of an Epoch." The 1 923 publi

cation of Hans Much's Vom Sinn der Gotik rounds out the series of influen

tial publications that in the twenties found widespread distribution in several
editions. 14

Landsberg's study, written when he was only twenty years old, counts

among the most important of the books that Mies intensively studied in the
'
mid-twenties. This book, which gives an outline of Neoplatoniq philosophy,

�

may have been the volume that led Mies to "the quarries of a tique and

possibility for human existence," suggesting an analogy with "the spiritual

conditions of the present time."16

Landsberg deliberately eschewed "modern" historical methods, relying

instead on a supposedly medieval world view. According to this point of

view, one did not embark upon an "inquiry into the coincidences of external
events," one did not bother with the historical "how it really was" (Ranke),

but one attempted to expose, "in the events of the past, how it eternally is."
What made the Middle Ages so exemplary as a cultural epoch was unity

and uniformity, that ordo that, according to Landsberg, "did not merely rep
resent a coherent view of the world, but the coherent view of the

world"19(underlinings by Mies).

The "fervent attachment to the eternal that was peculiar to medieval man

and that we are so bitterly in need of "20 began to stand in for .that passion
ate longing for the absolute that preoccupied Mies. Mies lined the margin

of the following remarks with a double line: "But man is filled with the urge
to perpetuate himself. . . . No 'return to the Middle Ages' can help us, no

neomysticism, no neoscholasticism-only the rediscovery of the eternal in

the world and in history and also in the Middle Ages. Only the eternal can
be the ultimate example."21

Landsberg saw history as a "temporal realization of a trans-epochal, proto
ideal, and in the final analysis divine plan."22 He found affirmation for his

aprioristic concept of history23 in Hegel's idea of a Zeitgeist, which, with its

"pantheistic echoes," aims beyond individual epochs in search of an innate
sense of the entire. Berlage, too, had called upon Hegel wt'\en he saw in

art not the expression of an individual person but of the Zeitgeist, with the
executing artist merely playing the role of interpreter.24

Mies, so it appeared, wanted to restrict the scope permitted the individual

even more than Hegel had done. He spoke in 1 924 not so much of Zeit

medieval philosophy" in order to find out "what truth really is."15 That

geist as of Zeitwillen-conjuring up an image of time's course as already

numerous underlinings in pencil, reinforces this assumption. 16 What Lands

tence "The building art is always the s

like Mies, who in 1 924 rejected the expressionists' recourse to the Middle

Schopenhaueresque "metaphysics of will" (Aiois Riehl) removed will as a

Landsberg was far from "suggesting an impossible and unenjoyable 'return'

innate essence, thus endowing it with those very characteristics withheld

Landsberg's book was represented in two copies in Mies's library, both with
berg searched for in the Middle Ages corresponded to Mies's quest. Much
Ages with the remark, "the efforts of the mystics will remain episodes,"17

mythologically predestined in the hiddel'\.�uggestions of history. The sen

�

tially apprehended Zeitwille, noth
ing else"25 seems to imply just such a mythic living force. This almost

driving force from the conscious mind of the subject and attributed it to an

to the Middle Ages" (underlined by Mies). A quote by Novalis preceding the

from the individual. Arthur Schopenhauer, to whom Berlage also was

letter and have forgotten the appearing over the appearance"-circum

tion had been called to Schopenhauer by the architect DOiow, who appar

text-"The meaning of the world has been lost, we have remained with the
scribes the goal Mies shared with Landsberg.

The "Middll:! Ages as a term of endearment" did not so much refer to a

specific time period but to a "new love for the Middle Ages . . . that passes

attracted, was no stranger to Mies. Already in his Aachen years his atten
ently had been a Schopenhauer fan. It was DOiow who had invited the

young Mies to dinner on Schopenhauer's birthday and had given him the

advice to go to Berlin.26

through our hearts like a wild tempest," that purifies us by offering "histori

Whether Mies had been able to follow the philosophical debate on the con
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cal farsight" at the end of which the Middle Ages would appear as a "basic

cept of will and take up a specific stance toward it is open to question.
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Inquiries to a book dealer concerning titles by'Ffance. Note at bottom of first page: "Mies
v.d. Rohe, will telephone May 30."

completeness27 with over 40 titles in Mies's library. That Mies acquired the
pamphlets and books of France practically systematically is shown by the

order form to a book dealer toward the end of 1924, making inquiries as to

the price and availability of the titles Grundriss einer vergleichenden Biolo

gie, Die technischen Leistungen der Pflanzen, Der Weg zur Kultur, and

Grundriss einer objektiven Philosophie, with a remark made by the book

dealer on the bottom of the paper: "Mies v.d. Rohe, will telephone May

30."28

The writings of France were also read and debated among Mies's students
at the Bauhaus, and it can be assumed that Mies absorbed many of the

thoughts of this author he so highly valued and that they influenced his
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teaching. So writes the Bauhaus student Karl Kessler, one of Mies's last

a pronounced change. Much as Mies condemned aesthetic speculation as

solved the bauhaus due to financial difficulties . . . the bauhaus is dead, but

ture, so Nietzsche was now seen as responsible for the decline of culture.

good became clear to me on reading the book bios by raoul france. What

the extant books, seems to have had that typical postwar emphasis pro

mony with world laws, just as with the smallest energy measure or with the

Zusammenbruch der Kultur, of which Mies owned a copy.3'

students, in a letter of June 1 6, 1933: "yesterday mies van der rohe dis

the bauhaus spirit lives on . . . and that the direction of our solutions is

this biologist says in respect to engineering and that it must stand in har

a form of personal aggrandizement responsible for the decline of architec
Mies's attitude toward Nietzsche, as far as that can be established from

pounded by Friedrich Muckle's book of 1 921 , Friedrich Nietzsche und der

law of harmony, that is bauhaus thought, that is bauhaus geist. for tuesday

Goethe's sentence "One must treat nature decently if one wants to benefit

nity to discuss questions in regard to the future with mies v.d.r."29

that seems central to his world view. "Decent treatment" in respect to the

a steamer excursion is planned that shall give us once more the opportu

from it," quoted by France and underlined by Mies,32 pointed to a principle

The writings of France, several of which had already appeared before

givens at the place where two worlds intersect was for Mies an act of duty.

early twenties. The moral indignation of the prewar years against individu

nate oneself to a larger, absolute lawfulness as opposed to a self-assured

1 9 1 8, found their perfect sounding board in the intellectual Glimate of the

The ascetic ideal of an education to humility33 demands that one subordi

alism and greed for private profits and dominance, in which was seen the

attitude toward a hypothetically changeable world. Only in the second half

the final analysis, spoke against the modern view of a subject setti�g its

an attempt to complement his original position with the possibility of allow

�

origin of the catastrophe, resulted in a general cultural pessimism th t. in

of the twenties was Mies willing to accord rights to both nature and idea in

own norms. The Middle Ages with their collective workshop comm unes
were seen as models for the sublimation of the individual in favor of an

ing people their own existential self-realization.

anonymous generality; they symbolized an organic order that, much like
nature itself, could be viewed as a region of innocence.

"The best one can do is to find a compromise between the I and this law

[of ecology] and to adjust to it according to the invariables of the surround
ings. That would result in a 'right'-meaning 'best possible'-way of life.

France's early work Der Wert der Wissenschaft: Aphorismen zu einer

More than the best possible is anyway not achievable." This sentence,

Philosophy of Nature and Life), which Mies owned in a third-edition volume

Ein Buch filr Jedermann (Correct Living, a Book for Everyone), published

strong, disciplined, ideal humanity that the Wilhelminian era had wanted to

rules of which were spelled out in the subtitle in the triad "lawfulness-equi

Natur- und Lebensphilosophie (The Value of Scienc;e: Aphorisms on the

underlined by Mies, appeared in a text by France called Richtiges Leben:

of 1 908, was ahead of its time insofar as it announced the demise of the

in 1 924.34 It promised its readers the key to the "right way of living," the

project for itself. Der Wert der Wissenschaft, in fact, critiqued Nietzsche on

librium-adjustment." The right life demands "respect for the whole that,

this very point. France held that Nietzsche was too beholden to the Wilhel'

p
A

minian cult of heroes and its myth of the Nibelungen. Though the S cratic
nature of Nietzsche's thought could perhaps be accepted, his radic l skep
ticism was declared by France to represent that paradigm of an unfortunate

spiritual conduct of which "I want to warn." As a Socratic, Nietzsche had
advanced to the utmost limit of self-destruction: "the collapsed Prometheus

Nietzsche shows us the extreme of theoretical man." As "a great and noble
sacrifice for mankind's coming centuries" Nietzsche could, according to
France, be viewed as "a beneficiary for mankind, one could say a redeem

er who, unaware of his act, sacrificed himself for their sake," provided one
thing was learned from him, namely "how we must not live." It was the
"luminous figure of Goethe" toward which France directed his gaze full of
admiration and hope: Goethe, as Mies underlined, "as the author of Zur

Naturwissenschaft ilberhaupt [Studies in the Natural Sciences], especially

on morphology."�

impenetrably complex, high and hostile, stanc;ts perpetually above us and in

which we are posited [underlined by Mies] . . . . This respect for the whole

must be embraced by us, so that we do not exceed the rights of man. It is,

in the final analysis, the uppermost judge over the design plan of humanity.

If it is missing, caprice will set in and poor, miserable man will swell up with

�

hubris, become unaware of the order, break . sin, become guilty"35 (under
lined by Mies).

In order to gain insight into the whole, one must search for the intrinsic; it

is this search to which France accorded, with as much passion as if it were

an issue between happiness and damnation, the ultimately monopolizing

recognition: "It is characteristic of this insight that it concerns itself with only

one issue, if it wants to decide a judgment. It is that disquieting, world

penetrating question: What is? that stops for nothing and must not stop,
because the entire world will rise against that unfortunate one who

deceives himself in respect to what 'really is' and who, seduced by alienat

If Georg Simmel and Alois Riehl, the turn-of-the-century discoverers of

ing words or by his own imagination, acts falsely"36 (underlinings by Mies).

ethics and of moral and cultural science, by 1 91 8 the mood had undergone

the same uncompromising stance against "seduction" in the building art by

Nietzsche, saw in him above all, beyond the cult of genius, a proponent of
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And did Mies not, at the same time as these words were written, turn with
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any and all subjective theory and aesthetic speculation, against "alienating

speculative, proved to have its own religious energy. In the festschrift for

words" and "one's own imagination"?

Alois Riehl, Spranger called this an attitude of modern man, for whom the

"One must not be consumed by work. . . . Man is a harmonious creature

"longing for redemption."41

requiring change from work to rest-One must search out nature-You

should love properly" (underlinings by Mies). These were the "five com

"strictness of . . . research [and] the realism of action" totally replace the

The Miesian return to facts, to building, rested on a desire for belonging to

mandments of plasmatics" postulated by France as the biologically eternal

a whole that could not be constituted simply as an intellectual phenomenon

man is not permitted to transgress, either spiritually or materially. The har

promises pronounced by the titles of books acquired by Mies, one discerns

laws of the correct way of life that determine the balance beyond which

but had to be postulated as existing on a higher level. If one looks at the

mony to be striven for brings with it "thousands of resignations and self

a mosaic of longings appearing behind the sober word "building" that

stringent education to which man, then as now, has subjected himself, for it

to the whole" or a philosophy of the organic that has its center in the abso

the will to power, referred to by France as the devil itself, but the "will to

immediate present. It is in this remote place that we have to search for the

denials" (double lines by a vehement Mies in the margin), as it is the most

pursues a heroic goal: "the submission of the will to cognition."37 It is not

the disciplining of will," as it were, that was held out as the ascetic ideal of
the new Superman acting in accord with objective laws.

'

I•

Mies, in search of an absolute order that, according to E. Zederbauer's
book Die Harmonie im We/tall, in der Natur und in der Kunst, buil ds itself

up in step formation, found refuge in a biological parallel. The anatomical

vocabulary of such terms as "skeleton" and "skin-ar:'d-bone structure" point
in that direction. The biological analogy directs the aura of absolute values

from the aesthetic toward the realm of being. France's writings such as

Das Sinnesleben der Pflanzen ( 1 905), Die Pflanze, a/s Erfinder (1 920), Die

imparts to it an entire horizon of significance. It is circumscribed by a "will

lute, from where a bridge, built "from the eternal in man,"42 reaches into the

roots of Mies's Zeitwille. Oswald Spengler, in his biologizing and Schopenhauerist pessimistic history of culture Der Untergang des Abendlandes

(1 920-1922), described history in terms of ascending and descending time
periods. Into the mythical trajectory of an ascending period Mies wanted to
plant building as expression of Zeitwi//e: "History is that which approaches
man out of a dark past and wants by way of him to progress beyond into

the future"43-a sentence that, underlined by Mies, appeared significant to
him.

The path to the nature of things and to the laws of life aimed at an organic

Seele der Pflanze (1 924), Die technischen Leistungen der Pflanze (1919),

whole that preexisted as a dark, prehistoric matrix in matter itself. To illumi

Mies in that respect.

century. Freudian psychology explored the individual conscience; Carl Gus

But his reading of the humanities also complemented this attitude. Natural

science in the beginning of the twentieth century had brought to light many

collective subconscious; Johann Jakob Bach?,fen traced the content of
archetypal symbols and religions. The myth of nature and, history, the two

matter. This branch of knowledge confirmed the experience of the arts, that

point of departure and set its norms, experienced a brilliant theoretical ren

and particularly Das Gesetz des Lebens (1921 ), may have encouraged

r

new facts, revealing the limited validity of our concept of space, ti e, and

the classical terms to describe phenomena were no longer adequate.

Thinkers such as Henri Bergson or Max Scheler, who had come to Mies's

attention, took their starting points from the exact sciences when taking the

"old but always new risk of metaphysics";38 around 1 920 they articulated

the need of the epoch for a spiritual support system.39

nate it had been the ambition of modern science in the early twentieth

tav Jung's teaching on archetypes delivered a sequel with its theory of the

reference points of the old world from which Vitruvian architecture took its

ovation and was, through art and building, one� more affirmed.
. ..(\
The principles of New Building were, as Hugo Haring, the theoretician of

organic building who befriended Mies, wrote, not without tradition. "The tra

dition of the New Building, the tradition of building organically, is older even

than architecture," for the "structural basics of organic building are elemen

To judge from the composition of his library, in which Johann Jakob von

tary, are preexisting in nature, practically deeded to man."44 This sounds

resented with several works, Mies remained attached throughout his life to

of a dark past. "Building" was hardly to be understood differently: it was an

UexkOII, Werner Heisenberg, Karl Jaspers, and Erwin Schrodiger were rep

that coordination between nature, physics, and philosophy that had evolved
in the twenties.•0

similar to Spengler's mystic concept that has history come toward man out

art fed by the archaic streams of the subconscious and the secret

resources of being and, finally, not unsimilar to the world of antiquity, ani

Access to the Intellectual discourse of the twenties had been facilitated by

mated by nature deities, comprehensible only as part of cosmological spec

Spranger. In this intellectual arena Mies found his own metaphysical cast of

differently in those years45-had to be traced back to "a history of struc·

personal contact with Alois Riehl and his pupil and successor Eduard

mind affirmed, which, particularly in the harshness of its rejection of the
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ulation. For Haring, the history of cultures-and Mies certainly saw it no

lures," and this development was held by him "to be irreversible . . . . For it
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is crucial that the idea of the organic structure is accepted in a cosmologi

lecture, from introducing Haring's design for the Garkau Estate next to

more architecture . . . . On the terrain of organic structure one can only

giving."52

cal sense . . . . For us, this is what building means, that there will be no

'build. '"46

According to Haring's theory, which, with its concept of "achievement," sub

scribed to a similarly strict idea of "service," form was the result of the

"intrinsic" dwelling within the object. Mies was in agreement with this point,
which was referred to in Haring's terminology as "organic formalism"

(Organwerk). A great part of Haring's theory may have been formulated

under the influence of Mies, while, on the other hand, Mies may have

obtained certain ideas from Haring. In 1 923-1924 Mies allowed Haring to
use a workroom in his atelier, and he carried on an active intellectual

exchange with him. Despite their differing opinions on the relationship
between form and function, both shared a belief in the intrinsic.
In a letter beginning "My dear Mies!" of January 22, 1925,

f-laring advised

Mies not to accept the post of city building commissioner of. Magdeburg as
successor to Bruno Taut and encouraged Mies with the following sen'

tences that emphasized their common goal: "I am of the opinion that we

will soon obtain other offers. Unless you are motivated by economic con

siderations, it would, in my eyes, be a mistake to go to M. You know how

important it is to be in Berlin in respect to what we want to accomplish . . . .

I would miss you very much; our cooperation appears very valuable to
_
me."47 And in 1 952 Haring recalled: "We marched from the very beginning

Mies's own work as an illustration of "what we mean by elementary form
Both Mies and Haring denied that form is the goal of form-giving. Form

must, as it were, appear of itself, as the result of objective decisions, but it

should not be brought about according to a specific theory of aesthetics.

With his three demands-"Form is not the goal but the result of our work.

There is no form in and for itself; form as goal is formalism and that we

reject. Form is conditioned by and intertwined with its task, yes, is its most
elementary expression"-Mies saw himself, as he mentioned in a letter to

Walter Jakstein of September 1 3, 1 923, "in a position of outright contradic
tion to Weimar [meaning the Bauhaus] and all of what otherwise postures
as modern."53

The problematic inherent in Mies's "categorical imperative" of form, which

saw the How exclusively determined by the What, was pointed out by Jak
stein in his reply to the manuscript sent to him by Mies: "Above all, the

observation of these three demands seems a matter of conscience, for

who could unequivocally determine whether he found the form as result of
his work, or whether it was already aimed at? At least, it would require a

very sharp eye. But which artist really knows how he set about his work
and whether or not the Will to Form has not subconsciously influenced
him?"54

in opposite directions, yet what we had in common played also a great

role: this shared ground has not been lost, except that our ways retained

their meaning; they lie in different endeavors."48

Both searched for the organic in building. Haring's Organwopen was

p
d'

remarkably receptive toward Mies's architecture. In the Barc lona Pavilion

Haring saw cube and square reduced to their "true form gri ," and this

building appeared to him to possess an organic quality m�ch "like the
structure of plant growth."49 Mies, however, who was in search of an

"organic principle of order, that makes the parts meaningful and measura
ble while determining their relationship to the whole,"50 confronted the

organic form-giving of Haring with the same reserve he assumed toward all

art trends of his time: an attitude that pronounced a yes and a no, near

ness and distance, hope and doubt, occasionally simultaneously, suspe?t
ing everywhere a new formalism. In the following sentences, Mies accused

both his colleagues Walter Gropius and Haring of formalism: "Gropius is, in
his strict forms, almost as formal as Haring with his curves; with both, form

is not always simply result. Gropius believes that he works constructively

and HariAg believes he is organic, but I believe both are to a large degree

formalists; I see no difference between an animated and a severe form;

Haring is, in respect to Gropius, a baroque nature, Gropius is, in respect to
Haring, a classicist."51 Yet this critique did not prevent Mies, in a 1 924
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art), van de Velde, Obrist, and Muthesius.3 That aestheticizing gaze at con

Construction as Promise of Art:

struction, favored by Mies in 1922, had already been explained by Schef

B u i l d i n g Art in the Raw

fler: "Fantasy becomes productive; it influences the eye to ignore disturbing

I want to learn more and more to see as beautiful what Is necessary In things;
then shall I be one of those who make things beautiful.

We want to be tree and not be exposed to the sad spectacle of those who throw
themselves consistently Into the spokes of the wheel of progress. But It we want
to develop In the masses an awareness of the beauty of these new horizons,
new lines, and new heights, It Is necessary to awaken a delight In this natural
beauty. . . . Whatever has to be done, let It be done joyfully; tor freedom means
to obey the necessary voluntarily and joyfully.

t

Naked construction Is truth-compelling. Where It still stands withou dress Its
skeleton shows, clearer and grander than the finished building, the bold con

Erich Mendelsohn. Amerika. Bilderbuch eines Architekten.

rists called the miracle of new horizons, heights, and lines,5 to which they,

however, accorded only a secondary degree of beauty.6 The tectonic expe
rience conveyed by the "overpowering impression" of the "high-reaching"
and the enthusiasm for the logic of the "bold constructive thought"

endowed the naked construction frame with a quality that raised it to the
level of an ideal architectural structure. In the raw structure of the steel

skeleton, an intrinsic form seemed to manifest itself that implicitly forbade

1910

struction In Iron and reinforced concrete.

construction into art much as a flower before it breaks into bloom."4

Mies stood under the spell of a concept that the prewar architectural theo

Friedrich Nietzsche. Die lrOhliche Wissenschalt

Josef August Lux. lngenieur·Aslhetik.

details, it completes the primitive, and it dreams the beauty still asleep in

any masking or decoration.

With the raising of the walls, this impression is completely destroyed; the
constructive thought, the necessary basis for artistic form-giving, is annihi
lated and frequently smothered by a meaningless and trivial jumble of
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forms. At very best one remains impressed by the sheer magnitude, and

"Only skyscrapers under construction reveal the bold constructive thoughts,

yet these buildings could have been more than just manifestations of our

ing."' So announced Mies when he first stepped in front of the public in the

the attempt to solve a new task with traditional forms; rather one should

and then the impression of the high-reaching steel skeletons is overpower

technical skill. This would mean, however, that one would have to give up

summer of 1 922, in a sentence that already cpntained in a nutshell the

attempt to give form to the new task out of the nature of this task.1

typical aspects of his theory. This sentence indicates the starting point from

Mies wanted to keep the skeleton free of all covering and confusing formal

technical potential but the construction's appearance that is given an

own architectural form not harkening back to any other. Henry van de

which architectonic reality is to be perceived: it is not construction in its

admiring glance. Mies's first and, one may conclude, primary interest is not
so much ignited by the technical as by the aesthetic. It is his �oncern to
redeem the aesthetic sensations triggered by construction's ap pearance
and to translate them into architectonic reality.

•

additions and treat it as a new type of experimental architec\ure with its

Velde had postulated such a functional form in 1901 and had demanded a
total rejection of any and all ornament and pretense �o· typical of the
epochs of the past. The purely functional form of technical equipment, of
steamships and locomotives, was held up as prototype for modern form

nical and not the other way around.2 It is the aesthetic fascination with the

giving. The character of their wayward be�uty arose out of the congruence
of form and function. The "honesty" of·t Kese objects was equivalent with

form and space. Mies does not approach construction from the point of its

sobriety, for they were, in the eyes of van de Velda, exactly "what they

In Mies's contemplation of the skyscraper, the aesthetic precedes the tech

"bold constructive thoughts" that anticipates the new possibilities dwelling in

their aesthetic quality. They could be perceived as beautiful due to their

reality of purpose and function but from the intensity of experienced

should be."6

final appearance of the building. The incomplete and not yet realized is ,

themselves from the "straitjacket of historical style imitation," rejecting "any

impression. This is why its condition "under construction" determined the

seen aesthetically as the most satisfying state. The skeleton, with the

In the terms of this ethics of design, Mies's glass skyscrapers had freed

compromise with formal solutions borrowed from the building art." This

severe grace of engineered construction clearly manifested, becomes the

demand had been raised by J. A. Lux in 1 9 1 0 in his lngenieur-Asthetik in

mathematical logic. Such virtues had already attracted defenders as early

nations Mies had raised naked construction to a norm that testified to the

ideal. Lacking any rhetoric, it is bounded by the precision of an almost

as 1900. In his well-known book Moderne Baukunst of 1 908, for example,
Karl Scheffler had succinctly described the ascendance of aesthetics over

construction as propagated by the representatives of Sachkunst (object

regard to the "hybrid" character of the American skyscrapers.9 In his expla

necessity of an "aesthetic of honesty" demanded by the frame construction.
Rather than gloss over or hide the supposedly ugly appearance of con

struction, this aesthetic had to affirm construction and function.
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Pencil sketches for the Seagram Building project, Chicago, 1957.

Mies rejected as "nonsense" any attempt to salvage a higher aesthetic for

the skeletal structures by means of artistic additions, much as Nietzsche
had challenged historicists: "Off with your coats or be what' you seem!"'0

Only an "increase of ideas rather than of material" would lead to the goal:
The purposes of our tasks are for the most part very 'simple
and clear.
.

'

One only has to recognize and formulate them, then they will lead of

themselves to significant building solutions. Skyscrapers, office buildings,
and commercial structures practically call forth clear, comprehensive solu'

.

tions, and these can only be cripp/ed"'Jecause one repeatedly attempts to

adapt these buildings to outdated attitudes and forms. ' '

The task that had to be solved was one of principle. The apodictic manner
860 and 880 Lake Shore Drive under construction,

Chicago, 1948-1 951.

in which Mies staked out his position left little doubt as to that. The new

construction image of a skeleton with its minimum of mass that touches the
earth only by means of a few points of support called for a new definition

of space and volume. The filigree pattern of free-span construction mem

bers that almost appear to surpass material limitations broke with the tradi
tional view of inert, massive walls and rigid internal spaces that were the

result of masonry construction. The building mass that had, under the old

rules, been proportioned according to the rules of light and shade was now

subject to different laws. The skeletal structure supported premises like

those suggested by the contructivists Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner in
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their Realist Manifesto of 1920. This manifesto, which in certain passages

dealing with the relationship of "time" and "life" reads almost like an antici

pation of Mies's position, spoke the spatial language of the period. Volume

has to be liberated from mass; the notion of mass as plastic and volume as

painterly and plastic-spatial had to be overcome; only depth remained

acceptable as spatial element. 12

Even though Mies was collaborating with the circle of G people and sub

stantially contributing to their magazine-which introduced itself in an ad in
1 924 to the readers of the Dutch magazine De Stijl as "Het orgaan der

planes from which, along with mass, optical gravity seemed to be

withdrawn. 17

Thus the definition of space had to be thematized by means of the empty
place, the opening rather than the wall. Instead of using brick fillers, Mies

stretched gigantic, uninterrupted glass planes around his skyscrapers. He

thereby abandoned the traditional principle of the wall enclosure into which
openings were cut. The legibility of these planes remained confusingly
ambiguous. They were simultaneously reflecting and transparent and

changed, as Curt Gravenkamp still had it in 1 930, "from a large window so

Construcktivisten in Europa"13-he by no means wanted to be perceived as

to speak into a wall," or "into a wall that is only window. Actually, however,

right-angled support system indicative of anatomy, th,ere was hardly room

the ultimate potential of an age-old material."18

a constructivist. In Mies's notion of construction as an e�gineered, simple,

for the dynamic construction poems of the Russian constructivists. Indeed,

Mies's categorical imperative of elementary form-giving that meant to "bring
'
about a clear separation of attitudes" was particularly directeo against the

constructivists. That "ugly constructivist formalism" challeng�d Mies to clar
ify his position anew with all explicitness in the second number of G. 14

Only a few weeks earlier Mies had expressed to Theo van Doesburg his
concern that from the direction of the Weimar Bauhaus "a constructivist

fashion might send a wavelike flood over Germany. I regret that very much
because that would make the work of the real constructive' artists much

more difficult. One could see in Weimar how easy it is to juggle constructiv
.
ist forms if one aims merely for the formal; there, form is goal, while in our

work it is result. It appears important to me to demonstrate a clear separa
tion between constructivist formalism and actual constructive work."15

Doesburg, on a postcard from De Stij/, endorsed Mies's evaluation with a

comment that brought Doesburg's tense relationship to the Bauhaus
t

el
the Bauhaus. People turn everything into kitsch. Not one of ·' he artists had

sharply into focus: "Dear Mies . . . I agree with you complet Y in regard to

the courage to attack . . . . These people have done nothing and will a/ways
remain passive. They only talk, but they do nothing. I am 'quite

disheartened."16

The skeleton, standing for construction in general, filled the need of the

neither wall nor window, but something totally new that only now unlocks

That the use of large glass planes permitting the constructio� skeleton to

be externally visible brought with it its own problems became evident from
Mies's subsequent experiments. The desired effect of transparency came

about only under certain light conditions. The preserved model photos and

representation drawings of his Glass House projects reveal the contradic

tion that resides behind the implied simplicity. ("The novel constructive prin
ciple of these buildings becomes clear if one employs glass in place of the

now no longer supportive outer walls.") As Mies correctly noted, the use of

glass called for "new approaches." Above all one had to decide between

either achieving the desired light reflection or demonstrating the postulate
of the construction principle, for the nature of the material did not allow

both at the same time. 19

Mies set the ideal image of the steel skeleton like a vision over a building

art that was to be renovated from its foundation on up. In this very first and

simplest of structures, all preconditions of his buildi,ng philosophy were met.
In his search for the intrinsic he had practically pulled from the building the

skin that had traditionally constituted its garment. The experiments aimed

at discovering expressive potentials in o�der to wed the new aesthetics with
the construction. Viewing a skyscraper.\mder construction as an aesthetic
object came rather close to the philosophical confession of a dormant real
ity behind appearances. From this point of view the anatomy of the skele

new art of building and space. It brought the theoretical achievements of

ton could be endowed with a "chaste beauty" (Scheffler) that it would be a

thus corresponded to the inner desires of the architects, who felt that the

the nineteenth century as aesthetically hopeless even if absolutely neces

such a system in 1 9 1 4 with his Domino house, which consisted of two

sess a new "austere beauty" ( J. A. Lux). While the generation of Semper

steel and concrete construction to their most common denominator and

traditional architecture was finished. Le Corbusier had already invented

horizontal concrete slabs supported by set-back posts and connected by a

staircase. This simplest of structures, meant for serial production, was the

kernel around which one could evolve a new formal language. In the skele

ton the dematerialization of a fixed body had progressed to its ultimate

limits. This architectural extreme crystallized as a latticework of "mainly

empty spaces" (Max Dessoir) that left only a pattern of pure lines and
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sacrilege to cover by extraneous additions. Iron construction, written off by
sary for practical reasons, was discovered by the twentieth century to pos
perceived iron as inhospitable to the arts, critics like Scheffler around the

turn of the century began to recognize the aesthetics of engineering implicit

in iron construction. Scheffler went so far as to argue that iron contained

the "traits of heroic monumentality."20

Forthrightly functional, the raw structure possessed a particular sort of

beauty. Mies's skyscraper studies were based on this premise. Scheffler,
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already raising this issue in 1 902 on occasion of the Berlin elevated street

car system then under construction, remarked this almost casually, basing
himself on an observation that corresponded very nearly to that of Mies:

When the railroad was still under construction we experienced sensations
here and there. . . . As long as the constructive intent was exclusively at
work, the skeleton, still without its garment, showed the purpose and func
tion of each part, and while the assembly began, as it were, at the inter

section of problems of statics, the appearance, in its primitivity, had

frequently the effect of an art promise. . . . In summary: one experiences
these days the strongest architectonic impressions from half-finished proj
ects. A raw structure without doors or windows, undressed covered by
j

'

the fine, dusty clay of the local bricks, with the unbro.ken tendency toward
vertical thrust not yet hidden under plaster-of-paris ornaments, impresses
one, in the monumental relationships between the large, undetailed mass
ing, in all its somber primitivity, as beautiful-or at least as foreeful. 21

What Scheffler here pronounced paved the way for Mies's theory of the

skin and bone structure, which derived a premonition of a COfTling architec

lively b e traced back to any historical form and the order o f its composi
tional principles could, as a sort of genetic constant of all building, claim

transhistorical validity. As Landsberg had it, its only prototype was in the

eternal.

The simple lawfulness of elementary building, claimed by Mies in his theory

of the skeleton and the skin and bones structure, was based on an arche

typal principle of building that justified itself out of the conditions of purpose
and material handling and was not dependent on any further theoretical

explanation or legitimization. The anatomical anthropomorphism seemed

seductively plausible: "A healthy building"-so Walter Gropius in a lecture

in 1 91 9-"requires a healthy bone structure, much as the human organism,
and what the bone structure is for the human body, the technical-tectonic

part of a building is in relationship to its appearance."24 Against a back

ground of biological analogies such as skin and bone structure, a literature

that talked of the "technical achievements of the plants" could be conceived
of as relevant.

"Primitive" building of ethnic cultures, arising out of climatic, biological, and

ture out of the matter-of-fact monumentality of the raw-structure method but

geographical conditions, also offered possibilities for comparisons. For his

the prevention of irrelevancies. How this art promise of the raw structure

December 12, 1 923, Mies had a slide collection composed exclusively of

which now demanded more than the mere rejection of historical dress and

could be redeemed was demonstrated by the bold skyscraper projects of

already mentioned lecture at the Berlin Bund Deutscher Architekten of

Mies, the contours of which had already bee� schematically announced by
Scheffler: did not Mies's projects show just that "unbroken tendency toward

vertical thrust" of which Scheffler had spoken, and did they not gain, by the
mere "energetic outline of their volume," a plastic explicitness of form, and

finally were they not buildings "without windows" insofar as the windows

had become walls? Under Mies's hands, the "austere primitivity" of conI
.
struct1on-under-way was transposed into its positive counteri age: it
rr
gained crystalline elegance by constructive simplicity that m e possible a

cJ!

"one hundred percent architecture of light,"22 a vision that would, without an

advanced technical culture, have been impossible.

The way to the new art was to be found in simplicity, in the primitive. The
art promise of primitivity discussed by Scheffler was articulated by Adolf

Behne in 1 9 1 7 when he turned against any sort of pseudo-art and taste

mongering with the sentence "Understand the primitive in life, then art will

arise on the horizon."23 One could almost say the same of the belief in the

intrinsic and in basic construction held by Mies. Raised to archetypal status
and thus standing beyond any historical form, with its simple and typical

traits arising only out of the meaningful and essential, tectonic composition
found its contemporary expression in the steel skeleton.

Here the destruction of the object as appearance was completed right

down to its ultimate intrinsicness, and an essentially simple structure

remained as archetype, as fundamental as the molecular construction of

the elements. As model of a primordial building plan, it could not deriva-

Post and beam hut from Leo Frobenius, Das unbekannte Afrika, 1923.
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structure "of modern sensibility and [filling] those conditions that 1 also long

for and strive for in our houses." The steamship lmperator, built in Kiel in

1912, was held up as an example: "A floating apartment building, created

according to the needs and means of our time . . . . We would be enviable if

we had buildings on dry land that would suit our needs equally well. Only

when we experience the needs and means of our epoch so elementarily
will we obtain a new building attitude."25

The primitive hut and the ocean liner were held out by Mies as models for
purposeful form-giving. Both stood for that artless work built on an objec

tive basis in which the plain primitivity of the past and the "sophisticatedly
primitive grandeur of certain engineering projects" (Scheffler) of the

machine age meet on an equal basis. Both searched for a fusion of pur

pose, construction, and form. In this endeavor, the uncivilized native and

the modern engineer could shake hands across the centuries.

Adolf Loos, in his essay Architektur of 1908, had held a very similar con

cept of Western building art. Loos saw in the absence of decoration and in

Uic llilltc de, Wiltlcu

the freedom from ornament a symbol of unspoiled states of mind that he

atttributed to peasants and engineers, for they built from within the security

'Tribal hut," reproduction from Le Corbusier, Stlidtebau (Stuttgart, 1926).

of their instinct in harmony with the universe without devoting thoughts to

architecture. Somewhat later this picture of the engineer as a noble savage

buildings from "outside the realm of the Greco-Roman culture," a selection
he justified with: "I have done this on purpos7. because to me an axe

stroke in Hildesheim is closer than a chisel stroke in Athens." That this
'

"closer" did not refer to a geographical but to an inner proximity was made

clear in the subsequent slide lecture where the skin and bone structure

was endowed with a family tree.

The examples drawn on by Mies were:

•

f

a leaf hut: "Have you ever seen anything more perfect in. terms of function
and use of material? Is that not the best possible use of the jungle

shadow?"

•

an Eskimo house: "Now I take you into night and ice. Moss and seal skins
have here become building materials. Walrus ribs form the roof structure."

· an Eskimo summer tent: "This fellow even has a summer villa. The build
ing material is skin and bones."

A northern German farm house, a frame structure, was shown at the end

of the sequence: "All the pictures I have shown correspond in every way to
the needs of the inhabitants. This is all we ask for ourselves. Only the
means that are of our time."

Only at the end of the lecture did Mies arch over to the present time,

expressing his regret that there are no comparative buildings "equally

responsive to the needs of modern man." In his final slide Mies showed a
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aspired to build like engineers, in a manner suitable to the machine age,
still stood under the influence of this image.26

Le Corbusier's "machine for living" made this thesis into <!- spectacular con

cept. In his Vers une architecture of 1922, which met with great interest in

the circle of the G people,27 Le Corbusier attributed to the engineers that

· an Indian tent: "This is the typical residence of a nomad. li ht and
transportable."

was undermined by the futurists. Yet the coming generation that had

new contemporary "spirit of construc!ibn and synthesis." The engineers
'
belonged in his eyes to the "most active creators oi contemporary aesthet

ics" just because they believed themselves "far removed from any aesthetic

activity"; furthermore, they were "in accord with the principles that Bra'

mante and Raphael had applied a 16® time ag'o ."28 Even though the for-

eign language obstructed access to Le Corbusier's thought, the illustrations
alone may have sufficed to convey to Mies Le Corbusier's hidden mes

sage. In this manifesto the entire arsenal of technical objects held by the

machine enthusiasts of the prewar years as exemplary for the new object

art was introduced: silos, factories, and cranes, motors and automobiles,
airplanes and ocean liners-but also the "primitive temple" in form of a

tent.29 Le Corbusier held these strangely beautiful objects up for those

"eyes that do not see" and put them more or less directly on equal footing

with the significant structures of European history, the Parthenon and Pan

theon, the Colosseum and the triumphal arch, the cathedral and the Cam
pidoglio. The provocative comparison of the Parthenon with a sports car

that viewed both as state-of-the-art precision products suggested a parallel
between a modern engineering achievement and the building art of antiq-
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uity. All veneration for the engineer aside, though, the artist's primacy

remained uncontested. Poesy, and thus art, spoke the final word in the
machine for living ao

Mies was yet far removed in 1 923 from such a double position in which,

beside the objective demands of the form-giving subject, the artist was

seen as exercising a decisive function. The will to the absolute rebelled

against having a subject as originator of a contemporary building art. Mies

was on the march with those "simple, uncompromising ones," as Carl Ein
stein called them, "to a nearby, necessary task."3' Mies dismissed the

epoch of the bourgeois individual unsentimentally and pitilessly with the
flourish: "The individual becomes less and less important; his fate no

longer interests us." This sentence from "Baukunst und Zeitwille!"-written

in 1 924, but still echoing the activist tenor of 191 9-affirmed one more time

that the rules of the new architecture arose out of a collective .spirit and

were thus committed to a social goal. One had to overcome modern man's
isolation and dislocation, as it stood at odds with the "objective character"

of the times. It alone determined the "critical achievements in all areas,"
and the man of the new time had to adjust to it.32

For the architect this meant that he had to orient himself toward those

building types in which that "great anonymous trait of our time" became

manifest. The engineering buildings arose with "great natural ease without

their builders becoming known"; they were "typical examples" of the "will of

the epoch" and also pointed the way to the "technical means we will have
"Antediluvian behemoth ready to jump": loading cranes from Werner Lindner,
Die /ngenieur'
bauten (Berlin, 1923).

to employ in the future." The optimism implied by this surrender to the will

of the epoch that was expected to bring about the good by an autonomous
process can be heard in Mies's conviction: the "demands of the time for

realism and functionality" had only to bf.l ,fulfilled consistently enough and
without any regard for the traditional emotive contenJs, and then the utilitar
ian structures would develop of themselves, as "representatives of the will

of the epoch" as it were, "into a type of building art" symbolic of its time.

This autonomy of progress that demande,f:l a conditionless surrender to the
.
requirements of the present ti e corre onded to Mies's definition of the

�

$

building art, which in the final analysis "is always the spatially apprehended
will of the epoch, nothing else."

Everything depended on a clear understanding of this "simple truth." "One

will have to understand that all building art arises out of its own epoch and
can only manifest itself in addressing vital tasks with the means of its own

time," stressed Mies with the self-assuredness of one who believes himself
in intimate contact with the objective truth of the will of the epoch. Any

deviation from this attitude that obscures this simple fact or loses sight of it

.is just as superfluous as the trivial decorations on the construction skele

ton. The spirit of the epoch requires that glassy clarity and steely uncom
promising attitude demonstrated by the skyscraper projects. The new

matter-of-fact attitude appeals to "reason and reality" and opposes any
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romanticism that stands in the way of the unpathetic striving of the time

"toward the secular."

Mies viewed the buildings of the past with the same sobriety. If one could

relinquish that attitude of "romanticism" one could discover in the cathedral,

in the "masonry structures of antiquity," and in the "brick and concrete con

structions of the Romans" those "incredibly bold engineering feats" that

stand witness to the will of the epoch. This will to construction perceived

the Greek temple, as Ludwig Hilberseimer had it somewhat later in the
third issue of G of July 1 924, as "a perfect product of engineering in

stone."33 Le Corbusier by contrast had caused history to affirm his plastic

will to form. Over and above construction, cathedrals and temples speak of
a search for the Dionysian "drama, . . . a sensation of sehtimental nature,"
as the decisive criterion of the building art. To assemble the stones for the
Parthenon that had previously lain "inert in the quarries of Pentelicus,

•'

unshaped," one had to be, in Le Corbusier's eyes, "not an en�ineer, but a

"

great sculptor."34

Construction-"that loyal safekeeper of an epoch's spirit," as Mies was

later lovingly to describe it-represents that quality that reaches, as an

eternal constant of building, beyond the epoch. As the "objective basis" for

any development of building forms, it not only determines form but, as Mies

had it, was "form itself."35 The itinerary that was to lead to that "forming"
principle had already been indicated by the representatives of the func

tional building method of 1 91 0, when they demanded of building artists the

courage to "become engineers again.''36 The engineer was honored as the
actual architect of the modern period.37 Thus building, and ultimately also
'

the history of building, were seen through his X-ray eyes that penetrate to

the elementary construction or the bones, as it were. For Mies, building as
"work process" was basically a mythic act, "linked to a simpl� deed, but

�

this deed has to hit the nail right on the head." Of course, t s could only

occur if the architect subordinated himself to the "great objective demands
of the epoch," assisting them to assume spatial form.38

•

Mies's logic of the building art rested on this foundation. It inspired him to

the bold abstractions that emerged in both his project drawings and his

statements. Viewing building in this light, the connection between a primi

tive hut and an ocean liner could easily be drawn. Mies found a justification

Pages from Werner Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten.

last page where the message of Lindner's publication was summarized:

"Form shall never be goal, but it is the by-product, so to speak, of a work
executed according to function and above all the constructive potential of

the available materials."39 Graff had already prophesied in the first number

of G that "the new type of engineer will arrive"-the prototype of the mod

ern, creative man with the unqualified characteristic "to think and form ele

mentarily . . . , to make manifest, radically and uncontestably, the elements

of each respective formal realm."40

Lindner's publication, brought out by the Deutscher Bund Heimatschutz
(German Association for the Preservation of the Homeland) and the
Deutsche Werkbund, was by no means motivated by an avant-garde intent;

�

nevertheless, it inadvertently broke a !a e for elementary form-giving.
Arguments and proofs were furnished that lent support to the demands
raised by Mies and Graff in G. The terse, concentrated text, well supported
by its morphologically progressive series of illustrations, explored the

basics of "good form-giving." The quintessence of the study affirmed that

for his beliefs in the widely disseminated book Die lngenieurbauten in ihrer

not only engineering structures but ultimately "all building activity" is subject

by Werner Lindner in the spring of 1 923. The reasonings of this study are

according to Lindner, the first law of building, and only on the basis of this

guten Gestaltung (Buildings by Engineers in Their Good Form) published

clearly noticeable in Mies's lecture of December 1 2, 1923. Shortly before,

Werner Graff had reviewed this book in G no. 2 of September 1 923-in the
same issue that carried the "Building" manifesto on its title page-complete
with illustrations and quotes that were interchangeable with Mies's prose in

the "Building" manifesto. The dictum "form is not the goal but the result of

our work" that adorned the title page of this issue of G was echoed on the
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to immutable laws. "You can only build if you know how to construct" was,
premise could one even talk of a building art. Its task consisted in arriving

at an aesthetic evaluation of the new construction and imbuing it "with a

soul."41

The "ground rule for all good form-giving" that is "valid for all times and in

all situations" calls for "a thorough assessment of the factual requirements

. . . a clear differentiation between the essential and superfluous, and, built
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on this, a skill, both practical and artistic."42 Mies consistently represented

this methodical progression of form-giving: first in his statements of princi

ple, then in his concept of building, and later in the structuring of his teach
ing programs at the Bauhaus and the Armour Institute of Technology in

Chicago.43

For Lindner, buildings by engineers made no "romantic concessions,"44 a

belief totally endorsed by Mies in his article "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" Lind
ner's publication devoted a special chapter to "Churches as Buildings by
Engineers," perhaps encouraging Mies to categorize all buildings of the

past under this heading.45 The circumstance that Mies suggested for his

"Baukunst und Zeitwille!," which was to appear in Der Querschnitt in the

spring of 1 924, "three meaningful illustrations" from Lindner's work-since

"the spirit of our time" is revealed "almost exclusively by engineer-made

buildings"46-proves once again how much stimulation Mies owed to thi's

work. Moreover, Mies's raw-structure aesthetic also found affirmation here,

for Lindner praised the raw-structure-like "skeletal condition of the com

pleted iron assembly" as "exquisite" and only regretted that its convincing

self-assurance crumbles into "the petty and unharmonic" after completion,

as regards both detail and the total aspect: "the simpler and clearer the

entire and all its details are formed, and the more obviously logic and func

tion are expressed, the greater will be the effect." The ultimate proof for the
"lasting effect of such plain forthright beauty" could be found in "well

formed old buildings."47

For Lindner, the key term to label the timelessly valid method of elementary

form-giving was "organically developed construction." It corresponded to a

"living building organism" that showed a "clear, organic, and harmonic orga

nization with respect to both the inside spatial organization and the volume

formation on the outside."48 For Mies the "spirit of the new building art"
Raw sulfur silo in Marseille from Werner Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten, drawn upon
for his "Baukunst und Zeitwille!"

existed in the "organic building method" that created "its formal values out
.
of its function" and thereby-as there was no "new" or "old" functionality
obeyed the universal law of elementary form-giy

i.Q9.49 The new art, trying to

tie in with a primal order, wanted, according to its leading spokesman Piet
Mondrian, to reconstruct all being "out of the universal, the profoundest

essence of all being." The basic "principle of all form-giving of the future"

could not nor needed to be invented; being universal it "is already present";
residing as a perpetual energy at "the core of all things," it need only be

expressed by a contemporary consciousness. 50 This explains Mies's con

cept of a universal principle of building as something that "always has

been" and "always should be," namely a process that corresponds directly

to the task at hand and that is realized by the means of each respective
period.

This secret of good form-giving, as Lindner attested, was employed by both

the ancient and the modern engineer: without "chasing after effects" and

without "contraband symbolism . . . unconcerned with guesswork and art
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mongering . . . factual and with natural responses." Works that arise out of
such "organically developed construction" are understandable "at first
glance as purposefu l." They need neither "rhetorical enhancement nor
explanatory comment," for in them the archetype becomes manifest and
"wondrous, old prototypes of human resourcefulness and handiwork" are
revived.51 Such engineered, functional structures represent a phase one

could describe in Nietzschean terms as an "innocence of becoming" or, as
Erich Mendelsohn expressed it in poetic terms in his 1925 Bilderbuch
eines Architekten (Picture Book of an Architect), as "childhood forms."

Mendelsohn illustrated this metaphor with the picture of an American grain
silo, representing so to speak its architectonic psychogram. These forms
fascinated because they were "awkward, of primordial forcefulne'ss, sub
missive to a dire need. Primitive in their purpose . . . startled by an over

whelming necessity, the preliminary phase as it were of a future world here
still in its organizing state."52

These novel and startling engineering structures, not really comparah le to
any others, pointed to a lawfulness equivalent to the highest form of exis
e
tence where "primitive force" and "protoforms of things to come" se med to
coincide. They could only be described in terms of a comparison to analo
gous archetypes: modern loading cranes appeared to Lindner as "gigantic
monsters poised for attack" or "prehistoric behemoths." It is this af(ir ity

between mechanical and organic forms that helped to bring out the poten
tial beauty of the purely mechanical. The obvious similarity of airplanes and
submarines to dragonflies and fish was, according to Walter Riezler's 1926
essay "Die Baukunst am Scheidewege" (Building Art at the Crossroads),
"instant proof" of the astounding and meaningful similarity between
mechanical and organic forms, opening vistas to an encompassing, univer
sal "uniformity of the world."SJ

It was on the image of such a primitive but authentic archetype thatt-Mies

based his 1923 lecture in which he drew an analogy between the primitive
hut and modern engineering, between leaf hut and ocean liner. The primi

tive and the technological were summoned to the witness stand to testify
for the new form-giving that did not want to imitate reality but recreate it

according to a "primal order." In view of this shift from imitation to concep
tion, the emphasis on the ethnological and technical was equivalent to an

act of cognition. The primitive became the touchstone for modern art. Tribal
art challenges forth the self-same question as engineering structures,

namely to what extent they can even be regarded as art, insofar as classi

cal art theory failed to account for either. In painting, Gauguin and Picasso

had already found exemplary prototypes before 1 9 1 4 that could be assimi

lated. Mies now attempted to introduce a similar process in architecture by

falling back on the primitive "buildings" of Indians and jungle inhabitants.

"Disgust with one's own art" led to this turn toward the primitive, according

to Victor Wallerstein in Das Kunstblatt of 191 7,54 a judgment that also

spoke out of Mies's words when he provocatively turned his back on that
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"total lunacy in stone" to divert attention from these "aesthetic junk heaps"
toward elementary, primitive building.

What negro sculpture-newly called to attention by Carl Einstein, a one
time pupil of Alois Riehl and Heinrich Wolfflin, in his book Afrikanische

Plastik of 1 9 1 255-was to art could be compared to what the simple native

hut signified for Mies. For demonstration purposes. Mies supplied himself

with the richly illustrated publication Das unbekannte Afrika (The Unknown

Africa) by Leo Frobenius, which had appeared in 1 923 and was laid out for

a long time in Mies's office alongside Karl Friedrich Schinkel's volume of
designs for Orianda.5s

The immediacy of the primordial guarantees the authenticity of a vital build
ing art. Mies's model of the skin and bone structure, a term in which one

can hear Semper's garment theory reverberate-it also leaned on the.a'rt

expressions of natives-only needed the approbation of suitable materials
and purposes; "walrus ribs and skin" had to be exchanged for steel and

glass. Mass, reduced to the minimal structure of post and beam (Raum

fachwerk) constructed of steel "trunks" of industrial origin, embodied a

technical variation of that magnified jungle shadow, wrested not from "natu
ral" nature but from the "technical" nature of the industrial age. Technical

ersatz nature replaced mimesis of natureY With the help of girders, the
"main nerve of iron architecture" ( J. A. Lux), Mies copied the Laugerian

native hut for the twentieth century; it lives on in the "flesh less ribs" ( J. A.

Lux) of the steel skeleton and its unadorned supports, which now come

into the purview of art. The task facing the modern building artist was the

conquest of the elementary iron language, the grammar of which, com

posed of angle irons, T-beams, or other girders, was determined by mathe

matical laws.

'

The poeticizing of the steel structure, rather than its constructive-technological potential, was largely to determine the building routines of the twentieth

century.

�ven though Mies's initial statements h� been i� harsh contradic

tion to th1s approach, he worked it ceaselessly, li-om his first skyscraper

project in the twenties up to his last commission, the New National Gallery
in Berlin. His buildings are not really technical objects like those of the

engineer, but ideals of the building art where-and that is by no means

unproblematical-the demonstration of an idea came before the realization

of the practical task. Mies delivered ideal "constructions" in the sense of

aesthetic metaphors, in which the technical was sublimated to the artistic

with eloquent precision.58 William H. Jordy, in his essay "The Laconic

Splendor of the Metal Frame," gave a penetrating summary of Mies's inten
tion. 59 Much as Nietzsche's theory of aesthetics demanded, Mies treated "a

familiar, perhaps commonplace theme"-the "everyday melody" of the steel

skeleton-by circumscribing it inventively, elevating it and heightening it to

a symbolic level in order to disclose in the original theme "a whole world of

profundity, power and beauty."ao
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Mles on the building site of the Farnsworth House. "Perhaps one accuses me of having
reduced architecture to practically nothing. It is true that I have eliminated from architecture
much that is superfluous, that I liberated it from a lot of trivia with which it was habitually
decorated, that I have left only its function and simplicity. . . . A building with freestanding
supports that carry the girders has no need of doors and windows-but on the other hand
it is uninhabitable if it is open on all sides." Marc-Antoine Laugier, Essai sur /'architecture.

The Vitruvian primal hut according to Marc-Antoine Laugier, Essai sur /'architecture (2d ed.,
Paris, 1755).
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This sort of raw-structure aesthetic that-practically in reversal of the Rui

nenromantik-aims at its own type of aesthetic experience, derived not

from what had been but from what is in the process of becoming, from the

unfinished and practically unreal, has to be accompanied by a reevaluation

of aesthetic perception. "The new eye" ( J . A. Lux) upsets the traditional;

instead of noticing a devastation, it "perceives the rise of a new type of

beauty" and registers "technical construction, art history to the contrary, as

artistic, or at least aesthetic."63

Naked construction compels truth: "We can no longer view that as beautiful

Le Corbusier, Domino construction system, 1914.

that is not also truthful!"64 The abstract beauty of the construction appear

ance calls for someone who can stand up to this sort of beauty and who is
not shocked but delighted by that shudder that overcomes him when look

ing at the bold measurements, the large-spanned voids of space, the terri-

h

fying thinness of the skeleton. This "new person" has to "carry wit in

•

himself a sense for the proportion of the inner powers residing in an iron

grid in order to absorb its full beauty."65
Mies, construction system for the Bacardi Office Building, Santiago, Cuba, project of 1 957.

The modern industrial age calls for a man who, much like the steel frame
itself, is "right-angled in body and soul''-an expression of Nietzsche's

employed by Ludwig Hilberseimer when he characterized the Office Build

The preconditions for an artistic assimilation of a new type of ��nstruction
·
by a new type of Gestaltung has been shown with great clarity by Herman
Sorge! in his Theorie der Baukunst (Theory of the Building Art) of 1 9 1 8. The iron structure demands a "new aesthetic attitude" and "its own corre

sponding aesthetic that must carefully take its characteristics i[ltO consider
ation and must not be prejudiced . . . . Those who deny the ratibnality factor

ing of Mies.66 This energetic, right-angled frame of mind has been written
into the face of the heroic man of the Bauhaus age with Oskar Schlem

mer's profile constructed out of angle pieces.67 And, in a photographic por

trait of the same time (p. 238), Mies presents himself in much the same

way.

in their critique of building aesthetics will never arrive at an appreciation of
iron structure, for its beauty arises out of the internal static stresses of the

�

post system. This post system [Stabsystem] must be aesthetic lly so com
posed that it appeals to reason, soul, and eye, thus making it gratifying:

that is the artistic task."61

According to Sorge!, this could only be brought about if the architect was
interested not only in construction, the "supports and internal bone struc

ture of the material," but also "in the aesthetic fit" that lays bare the mus
cles and tendons of the building's organism. The aesthetic-anatomical

Oskar Schlemmer, emblem for the Bauhaus, 1923.

outlook on construction, peculiar to Mies, demanded correspondingly

changed sensibilities of perception and a reevaluation of sensibilities.

Already in what Sorge! called the Werkform (the form of work in progress),
the aesthetic qualities had to be discovered. This being "under construc
tion," the fascination of which inspired the Miesian experiments of 1 922,

appeared to Sorge! as a process of appropriation that stimulated peculiar

creative potential: "The construction appearance stimulates the fantasy

toward new contents of mood and form. The struggle with the technical

during the building process often yields unexpected aesthetic results."62
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3

the new building art, directed against all praxis-alienated building theory

The Building Master of Today

and against ivory-tower aesthetics in all its forms. The concept of function

alism, raised by Mies to a norm, was based on a philosophy that revolved

We are! We will!
And we create!

Oskar Schlemmer, Manifesto to the first Bauhaus Exhibition,

around the idea of the intrinsic, or, as Mies circumscribed it, "the nature of

1923

the task," for without a grasp of these "first" relationships it was impossible
to work in an authentic manner. This was the point where Mies's work

But we want to become those that we are, the new ones, the unique ones, the
Incomparable ones, those who create their own laws, those who create

immanent" (Wesensforschung), as Gropius called it, typified the new form

giving attitude (Gestaltungsgeist) that penetrated "to the bottom of things."3

themselves!
Friedrich Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra

Intellectual matters too concerning the architecture of the epoch were pri·

Since 1914 many have acquired a brand-new Intellectual outfit. Many begin, for
'
the first time In their life, to think.
Henry Ford, My life and Work,

thesis as touchstone of his ideology could be proven, for "probing for the

1922

and
"Never have the building trades been more talked about than today,
I•

never has one been further removed from understanding the nature of
building. For this reason the question as to the nature of the building art is

today of decisive importance. For only when it has been clearly understood
can the struggle for the principles of a new building art be ?Onducted pur
posefully and effectively. Until then it will remain a chaos of confusing
forces."' This diagnosis of the architectural efforts of the time, made by
Mies in the summer of 1924, gives a poor rating to the efforts of the mod

ern movement. The restlessness of a period iQ search of itself with its
diverse and often competing art movements and isms he summarily inter

marily a sort of raw-structure rendering of the architect's frame of mind.
In this general trend, Mies's opinions differed much less from those of

other artists of his time than he himself appeared to have thought. Neo
plastic, constructivist, and functionalist concepts all based their discourse

on a Platonic platform insofar as they believed in the idea of universal truth

and strict objectivity. On the basis of such a history of ideas, something like
a "Creative International," as suggested at the 1922 constructivist congress

at Weimar, was quite conceivable.•

Mies entered into this general debate with propositions that revealed a pro
nounced preference for principles. The texts of the first manifestos and the

accompanying drawings formed a propagandistic unit that could not fail to

be effective. To the large-format original drawings-the perspectives for the
Friedrichstrasse Skyscraper and for the Concrete Office Building measure

preted as a "chaos of confusing forces" that would remain sterile as long
'
as there was no clear understanding of the "nature of building."2

over two meters!-corresponded a polemical expressiveness that, by

The turbulent debates around the Bauhaus reflected the ferment in which

brilliance; the omission of detail in word and image aug�ented their sug

the European avant-garde was caught up in the early twentie�. The Dutch

b

man van Doesburg chastised the expressionistically oriented ' rts and

crafts trend of the early Bauhaus with furious polemics, culminating in a

provocatively meant summons of a Congress of Constructivists and Dada

ists to Weimar in September 1 922. The final break between ltten and Gro
pius occurred in 1923. The appointment of the constructivist U1szl6

Moholy-Nagy to the Bauhaus, which triggered Mies's already mentioned

panicky fear of a wave of constructivist fashion, brought with it a reformula

tion of the Bauhaus idea under the motto "Art and Technique," which intro
duced a new-the actual-era of the Bauhaus. Three exhibitions in 1 923,
in which he participated with his Berlin works, drastically proved to Mies

the extent of the pluralism of the new architectural movements: the Berlin
Art Exhibition, in which El Lissitzky showed his Proun Room, the De Stijl

Exhibition in Paris, and the International Architecture Exhibition in Weimar,

in which Le Corbusier with his Cite Contemporaine was also represented.

From within this spectrum of concepts Mies conducted, with the imperturb·

able steadfastness of a religious founder, his battle for the foundation of

means of a deliberate rejection of the traditional rhetoric, created the

impression of aloofness. Text and drawings demonstrated forcefulness and

gestiveness. The generalizing character of Mies's texts elevated the state·

ments into an ideal sphere that sidestepped social problems and fused the
realistic and the fantastic very effectively. With his "book drama"-for as

such was his glass skyscraper still beingytewed in. 1 928 by a critics-Mies
�
conveyed a precisely calculated image.6
With his programmatical propositions, Mies aimed no doubt at a direct

effect. This is already attested to by the circumstance that he brought out

his manifesto "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" in a periodical that counted among

the most important organs of the new art-Querschnitt, published by Her
mann von Wedderkop. The apparently purposefully inserted, reviewlike

pointer to Mies's essay in the periodical Der Neubau, published by Walter
Curt Behrendt, can also be considered part of this strategy. 7

As is evident from the correspondence of those years, Mies privately criti
cized other modernists, but he restrained himself from taking public posi

tions or leveling direct critiques. His manifestos, rendered in the tenor of a

radical fundamentalism, only held forth on general principles and then pro-
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ceeded, without any transition, to introduce his own projects. His lecture of

acceptable as preordained fact. "Not the yesterday, not the tomorrow, only

December 1 923 that reached from tribal art to the machine was based on

the today is formable" was Mies's work thesis in 1923, which, with its

1 9 1 8 he totally blocked out the world that lay between the primitive hut and

an invisible kernel. Nor did one's own existence need any justification from

anything of the past was worthy of consideration.

tomorrow." And this was the maxim under which the constructivists wanted

this principle: in order to convey the existence of a vacuum of values after

unconditional realism, carried the metaphysical will of the epoch along as

the ocean liner. Neither the achievements in the building art up to then nor

either the past or the future: ''Today is the deed. We will acount for it

The intellectual problems occupying Mies turned around the question
whether form is a direct outcome of purpose and construction, or-and he
was to expand his position after 1927 by an existentially enlarged dimen
sion-whether form is "derived from life or for its own sake."6 Those
memorable sentences in which Mies created epigrams for , himself in the
early twenties were not lacking in "Baukunst und Zeitw!lle!" In the manu

script of February 7, 1924, Mies noted down: "We do not solve formal
problems but building problems, and form is not the goal but the result of
s
our work. This is the essence of our striving."9 This declaration, epa rating

entire worlds was the litmus test of his building ideology. It was held up to
indicate the demarcation between real modern building and the old
architecture.

Mies's notorious, almost pedantic insistence on this principle was justified
from another side. In the first chapter of his text Neues Wohnen-Neues

Bauen (1 927), Adolf Behne, one of the most perceptive critics of modern
architecture, put his finger on the sore point when he held, in agreement
.
with Mies, that opinions divide into "two differe'nt directions or attitudes . . . .

Form is not the first, but the last consideration in a healthy architectonic
work process . . . . By thinking clearly, one has to arrive at go9d form, thus

one cannot begin with form." While other publications of 1 927 already
announced the "triumph of the new building style," Behne's survey affirmed
I
Mies's evaluation of 1 924: "Let us be quite open: in surveying, the achieve�
ments up to now, we cannot find a particularly bountiful harv t. But then,
what is asked of the building masters is nothing less than a Copernican
revolution."10

The architect, and next to him modern man who had chosen intellectual
freedom, stood in front of this "Copernican revolution" that challenged forth
independent thinking and an independent building art. The choice of a cen
ter of orientation from which form and idea emanate made the building
art-as defined by Mies for the first time in 1926--a matter of "spiritual
decisions."11 The elementary concept of the immanence of form, so Mies

continued his thought processes in the manuscript of "Baukunst und Zeit
wille!," "still separates us from many. Even from most of the modern build
ing masters. But it unites us with all the disciplines of modern life."

How the disciplines of modern life were recognizable has been made clear
by Mies in the preceding essays: they were determined by the "objective

to conquer the present. "We leave the past behind like a corpse. We leave
the future to the soothsayers. We grasp the today."12

"Real thinking" cannot be left to historians or prophets. Louis Henry Sulli

van had already presented a similar argument in 1 901 : "You cannot think

in the past, you can only think of the past. You cannot think in the future,

you can only think of the future. But reality is of, in, by and for the present,

and the present only. Bear this strictly in mind, it is highly important, it must
lie at the root of your new education."13

The Miesian order of thinking followed this maxim, wanting to reconcile the
essential and the existential, the eternal being and the present in a "truth
relationship." This was the constant theme of Mies's modernism over the

decades. With the question "Where do we go now?" that summarized the
problematic of identity as it appeared to him, Mies confronted an epoch

that was in danger of losing the immanent and thus itself.

The building of civilization is not simple, since the past, the present, and
the future have a share in it. It is difficult to define and difficult to under
stand. What belongs to the past cannot be changed any more. The pres
ent must be affirmed and mastered. But the future stands open-open for
the creative thought and the creative deed. It is against this background
that architecture arises. Consequently, architecture should only stand in

contact with the most significant elements of civilizati?n: Only a relation

ship that touches on the innermost nature of the epoch is authentic. I call
this relationship a truth relationship. Truth in the sense of Thomas Aquinas:

as adaequatio intellectus et rei, as congru�nce of thought and thing. 14
.
. .
The authenticity of existence was the g; t problem toward the solution of

�

which both art and philosophy worked. The synthesis of "Baukunst und

Zeitwille!" required a conditionless acceptance of the present and a rebel

lious attitude toward the authority of history. That the structure of the pres

ent was "principally different from earlier epochs" was made evident by the

new "work methods" that wrested the preconditions for making a living from

the building trades. Mies believed that those who still recommend handi

craft methods in the twentieth century in the assumption that they possess

an innate ethical value have "no inkling of the interrelationships of the new

time. Even handicrafts are only a work method and a form of economics,
nothing more . . . . But it is never the work method but the work itself that
has value."15

character" of the "outstanding achievements" that gave structure to the

epoch. The objective was indicated by the empirical reality and thus
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It would be difficult to conceive of someone more qualified than Mies to put

"That eternal preoccupation with the past is our undoing." With this sen

a final end to the debate about the value of handicrafts that was still being

tence Mies suggested in 1 924 a rethinking of history, which, much as art,

masons" and was familiar with the handicrafts "not only as an aesthetic

challenges; they are more important than the entire historical rubbish." The

My receptiveness to the beauty of handwork does not prevent me from

tence that could have fallen from the lips of Zarathustra-a "full-blooded

conducted at the Bauhaus, for he was born into "an old family of stone
onlooker," as he did not fail to emphasize.

recognizing that handicrafts as a form of economic production are lost.
The few real craftsmen still alive in Germany are rarities whose work can
be acquired only by very rich people. What really matters is something
totally different. Our needs have assumed such proportions that they can
no longer be met with the methods of craftsmanship. T�is spells the end
of the crafts. . . . Whoever has the courage to maint�in that we can still

exist without industry must bring the proof for that. The need for even a

single machine abolishes handicrafts as an economic form.
,,
Theories that wanted to renovate art by means of handicrafts, as

expounded by the expressionists and early Bauhaus members, were not

proposed by practitioners but "by aesthetes under the bearT) of an electric
lamp" and were presented on "paper that has been produced by

machines, . . . bound by machines" for their "propaganda mission." Accord
ing to Mies one should have "devoted only one percent greater care to

improving the bad binding of the book and one would have done a greater

service to humanity."

Historians-"people who lack a feeling for the essential and whose profes

sion it is to concern themselves with antiquities"-always attempt to "set up

the results of old epochs as examples for our time." Mies particularly hated

the academic-historical faculty that sees the world through the "scholarly

glasses of archaeology" ( J. A. Lux); it provoked him to blun� polemics,

�
here again it is the historians that recommend an outdated form, always

that-like the following-were later eliminated from the man script. "And
the same mistake. Here, too, they mistake form for essence." The repre

sentatives of an art theory alienated from living praxis, and the academic

specialists in particular, were a thorn in Mies's side. The liberation of build
ing from "aesthetic speculation and specialization" was part and parcel of

his attack against the class of educated philistines who stood, like "the art

lovers and the intellectuals . . . too remote from real life to draw meaningful
conclusions."16 Mies blamed the historians with obstructing insight into ,

essential things because they confuse effect with cause. The art historian

has given birth to the "academic belief" (Nietzsche) that "buildings exist for

the sake of architecture," as Mies noted in his manuscript of 1 924. Amaz

ingly, there was a "total lack of historical understanding connected with this

love for historical things," which has led to a complete misunderstanding of

the "real interdependence of things, both what concerns the new and what
concerns the old."17

should be recommitted to the present: "Life confronts us daily with new

present time needs-so Mies circumscribed the avant-garde with a sen

generation," full of "power and grandeur":18 "creative people who look for

ward, who are unafraid to solve each task without prejudice and from the

bottom on up, and who do not dwell excessively on the results. The result

is simply a by-product."19

This vitalistic self-assurance perceived history as nothing but the result of
living, rather than the opposite. The consequence of such a reasoning

would be: "In regard to art, a clear understanding of tradition means rebel
'
lion, not subordination."20 In the last issue of G in 1926, the new under
standing of history as a reaction to the failure of the historically cultivated

intellectuals to cope with the world was poured into the formula: "History is

what happens today. And only based on such a profound and affirmative

understanding of today can the past again take on meaning."21 Only what
stands up to the probing gaze of today deserves to be called permanent.

History has to go with the times. History writing either practices "living his

tory"-"history of the motivating forces of an epoch"-or it remains, like the

traditional history here under fire, an "epitaph on a funeral stone" and

therefore "is to the artist 'of no concern' (or at best whether he is 'in it' or
not) . . . . Art history that is uncommitted warms us up only with central

heating."

The hatred of academicism, inherited from Nietzsche, who derisively called
it "the German education," was part ancJ. parcel of Mies:s polemic against

"our historical schooling." "We need no examples," wrote Mies in his manu

script of "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" only a few paragraphs after he had writ

ten about the exemplary engineer-made buildings. These buildings were

�

held out as exemplary precisely becal! 1hey were perceived as having no

immediately preceding historical prototype.22

The engineer-made building embodies the new ideal without prototype and
the eternally new under the banner of which the change of all values in
favor of "life" must be undertaken. The "no" to tradition resulted from a

"yes" to life, as that followed the eternal laws of the historical process and
not the life-remote "school theory" (Mies). It is part of the nature of the

historical process, in which both the eternal and the new coexist on equal

footing, "that the certainty of the old must be sacrificed for the content of

the new." "No ethical progress was thinkable" without this, as Mies under
lined in a copy of Eduard Spranger's Lebensformen. 23

"Each past deserves to be condemned." With this battle cry Nietzsche in

1874 had challenged the Unzeitgemassen (the untimely ones) to battle and

thrown the gauntlet into the ring of historicism. Without courage for one's
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own existence, one cannot undertake the step into the present. The will to

necessity and gives that body to it that it demands from him. . . . With him

ity and in the longing for a life free from the dictates of history. To be fit for

and that will be able to recognize and master the tasks of an internation·

dissolve a part of the past."24 Nietzsche's "first imperative" (A. Riehl)-the

The possibilities for the building arts inherent in the times were demon

the present manifests itself in the confidence one places in one's own vital
living, man must have "from time to time the strength to break up and

affirmation of life-points to the precondition one has to accept if one

wishes to master one's own existence. According to Mies, it is "the duty of
each generation to assume a positive attitude toward life, rather than
remain caught up in dusty thinking."25

a tradition begins to revive that once had been able to build pyramids,
ally organized society. 29

strated by Mies with a persistence that differentiated him from many of his
contemporaries. He drew his consequences without making concessions.

The spreading industrialization took over the building trades by necessity,

and this process of restructuring took place "without regard for old percep

Mies's demand for an "undistorted affirmation of life"26 corresponds to that

linearity of consciousness held to be the property of moder� man. The "big
yes to everything" represents for Nietzsche the criterion !or the "great

style": a style-longed for by modern man-that is not "merely art, but real

tions and values." Crafts-oriented building practices with their antiquated

finishing methods had to be fundamentally overhauled, much like the aes
thetic perceptions themselves. This long-overdue procedure had to be

effected without undue sentimentality, and Mies was convinced that indus

ity, truth, life" itself.27 The "practical sense" (Tatsachensinn), "the last and
most valuable of all senses" (Nietzsche), ennobles the new man ,who sets

trialization would destroy the building trades in their present form. But he

theorizing or moralizing, or by engaging in the idealistic window dressing of

longer built by the wheelwright."30 It is in the tenor of this statement that we

who regrets, so he adds, "that the house of the future will no longer be

his own laws for life and art and who does not go in search of them by

erected by artisans must keep in mind that the automobile, too, is no

classical education.

have to understand the final sentence of "Baukunst und Zeitwille!": "The

The will of the epoch, like Nietzsche's "will to life," circumscribes the crea

automobile."3'

tive principle, in which "the eternal joy of becoming itself''28 is revealed.

The rebirth of the creative principle was the ultimate aim of the new art; in

world did not become poorer when the stagecoach was replaced by the
Mies saw "the core problem of our time" quite correctly in the industrializa·

essence it corresponded to a belief in "eternal n;currence" that Zarathus
tran teaching handed down from Heraclitus and 'the pre-Socratics. The

tion of the building trades.32 In 1 9 1 0 Walter Gropius had suggested to the

Hegelian antithesis) by a nonhistoricizing history.

posed a similar solution in Vom sparsamen Bauen (On Thrifty Building)

belief in the eternally new perceived history as canceled (in the sense of a

Hans Richter, characterizing the new type of building artist, stated in a

1925 essay: 'The old architect has nothing to give to his time any more. It

!

is the new building artist who must realize it." The latter is more concerned

with "creating actual relationships than mere symbols standing for them."

The task of "the young generation all over the world" consists in affirming
the "existence of the creative" and forcing its own time "into conscious

ness." The new "sense of the factual" that Richter spoke of, and the affir

mation of the present and the belief in an eternally valid creative principle,

were the trademarks of this "new building master." He was embodied in the
person of Mies:

The new building master has to reckon with a new sensuousness {he
must possess it]: with the sensuousness of a more consistent, more preju
dice-free person, a gradually more practical and less sentimental society,
a world of rapid mobility, a world of sharpest calculation; and he must do
all that with the composure of a man who does not depend on occasional
flashes of insight but who draws from a profound understanding. . . . He
says yes to the time with all its preconditions and perspectives; the time
as a sum of all possibilities alone appears to him just and reasonable, so
that he accepts its tasks and limitations, he believes in the today by
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Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft (AEG) a program for an industrial resi·
dential complex, and in 1 91 8 Peter Behrens and Heinrich de Fries pro

with a model for a garden city.33 How far developments in this area had
progressed technically can be seen froiJ) the catalogs ?f American mail

order houses-also circulating in Europe-in which t>y 1 91 0 one-family

houses were offered that could be assembled from ready-made parts at

favotable prices.34 The need for mass housing had, under the increasing

pressures of a general housing shortage efter the war, become an urgent

1

social task that was unsolvable without he novel methods of building eco
nomics and building techniques.

A first step toward a scientific-technical production method in the building

trades had been undertaken by Behrens in 1 91 8-1 919 with his concept of

a "group building method" that worked by means of a "simplification of work
procedures along the lines of the Taylor system."35 But rationalizations of

this sort, which attempted to increase effectiveness by using larger sizes of
stone and more systematic planning, appeared in 1 924 no longer far

reaching enough. Industrialization of building had to begin on a new level.

The "first prerequisite" as Mies saw it was "finding a building material" that
could practically be distilled out of the conditions of industrial production

itself and that not only permitted but actually demanded a process of indus

trialization. Only thereby could one really rationalize the fabrication pro·
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cess; and work on the building site-much like in an automobile assembly

Presumably it was also thanks to Ford's book that Mies regarded the ideas

plant-would be "exclusively of an assembly type, bringing about an

of his teacher Behrens as inadequate in this respect. To Behrens's 1 9 1 8

reduction of building costs."36

poverty is not in personal economy but in better production . . . . Economy

incredible reduction of building time. This will bring with it a significant

The American automobile manufacturer Henry Ford had in 1 920 brought

the production-line method into the limelight, and by stimulating the stag

Vom sparsamen Bauen Mies, with Ford, could have replied: "The cure of

is the rule of half-alive minds."41

Ford's rule for the acceptance of the mechanical aspects of life was "an

nating machine industry had opened up new social perspectives. His belief

absence of fear of the future and of veneration for the past."42 Similarly,

of mass production and the conviction that the production of this product

formable" confessed optimistically to the creative force of technical inven

that the automobile could be transformed from a luxury article to an article
could be totally revolutionized secured for Ford a place in history.37 The

extraordinary interest with which Henry Ford's book My Ute and My Work

was received in Germany-appearing in German in 1 923 wi!h the promisI

ing subtitle "The Big Today and the Bigger Tomorrow"-is proven by the

thirteen editions it went through in the year of initial publication. Another

twenty editions were to follow up to 1 930.

The thought lay at hand that democratization, such as that of a vehicle the

ownership of which had previously been viewed as a privilege, could also
be applied successfully to building production. A hygienic, practical apart
ment was in the early twenties for many a luxury article that could be

given, like the automobile, a new social dimension by revolutionizing the
production processes.

There are indications that Mies owed to Henry Ford many of the thoughts
he published in 1 924 in his article "Industrial Building." Ford had stated in

the introduction to his book that he intended to prove "that the ideas we

have put into practice are capable of the largest application."36 Ford and
Mies, both self-made men, were principally in agreement. The method

according to which Mies proceeded conformed to a process define{) by

11e that

Ford: "My effort is in the direction of simplicity. . . . Start with an a

suits and then study to find some way of eliminating the entirely useless
parts. This applies to everything-a shoe, a dress, a house, a Piece of
,
machinery, a railroad, a steamship, an airplane. As we cut out useless

parts and simplify necessary ones we also cut down the cost of making.

This is the simple logic."39

Even Mies's call for a new building material-"lt will have to be a light

weight material"-may have been inspired by Ford's thinking. In the sys

tematic "reduction of weight" and in the development of new sorts of steel,

like vanadium, exactly tailored for this purpose lay one of the secrets of the

technical superiority of the legendary Model T that had come out in 1 908.

A distinct echo of this recipe for success from the automobile industry can

also be heard in the theories of Le Corbusier, who prophesied that the

house of the future would no longer be "this solidly-built thing" that has to
survive for centuries but simply "a tool as the motor-car is becoming a

tool."40
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Mies with his motto "Not the yesterday, not the tomorrow, only the today is

tiveness by means of which progress hews its own path. Should it be pos
sible to complete this industrialization, Mies euphorically prophesied in

1 924, then "the social, economic, technical, and even artistic questions will

solve themselves."43

The belief in an independent creative process was not directed at the invis
ible world of meanings but at the world of practical purposes and needs.

The building art arises out of this mechanical interpretation of being as a
logical response to demands. Mies took literally Semper's sentence of

1 843 that "art knows only one master, necessity."44 A house, Mies summar

ily declared, should simply be developed out of its function, "namely orga

nizing the activity of living," rather than "demonstrating to the world how far

its owner has progressed in the realm of aesthetics. "45 Building site, sun

exposure, room layout, and material constitute the givens out of which the

"building organism" has to be formed. Admiration for the Cartesian thought

processes of the engineer and for economic-logical solutions replaced the

traditional principles of aesthetics and poetics in composition. The laconic
sentence that accompanied the "Concrete Residential Building" is hard to

excel in its renunciation of aesthetic design c�iteria: "I cut openings into the
walls where I need them for view and illumination."46 In contrast to this

pragmatic realism, Le Corbusier's lyrical interpretation of openings-"The

holes give much or little light, make gay or sad"47-seems hopelessly senti

mental. Apparently here too Barlage's rigor

h,� served. as example: "The
$,'

actual decoration of the walls is the window " declared Barlage, adding at
once, "one must of course only install them where needed."48

Mies recommended that the architect model himself on the engineer. This
held true not only for special areas, such as the installation of reinforced
concrete, where "the architect still had everything to learn from the ship

building engineer,"49 but for structural building in general, which still awaited
its own industrial revolution. It is in this light that we have to view Mies's

attempt to obtain the participation of a ship's engineer for the competition
for contemporary apartment buildings, arranged by the Bund Deutscher

Architekten, so as "to make it evident that we are striving for an engineer
ing instead of a handicrafts basis for modern apartment buildings."50

Mies had gladly given his "big yes" to the necessities of the present. The

will of the epoch required matter-of-factness, objectivity, and a form-giving
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that corresponded to the constructive, technical, and practical requirements
of the time. The determination with which Mies represented his ideas, the

bellicose tone, and the implications of totality deliberately flaunted in all the
declarations of these years, reflect a concerted effort to realize the desired

unification of art and life, the comprehensive art work of one's existence.

This had been the thesis of Nietzsche, who held that the necessity of one's

existence should not merely be suffered, much less idealistically glorified,

but should be reshaped with a new love. Henry van de Velda had delivered
the same confession symbolically with his "Amo" for the generation of
machine enthusiasts before Mies.51 The new generation of the twenties

reproached this stance for its aesthetic claims. The unification of art and
life should not merely be reflected in promising pictures, but should

become reality by means of a new art. This art wanted to be understood as

"expression of creative energy that organizes the progress of mankind,"

and thus as "instrument of the general work process."52 For this r�ason, the
modern artists could compliment themselves: "Today, one can �rily speak
of the builders of a new life."53

But next to this apotheosis of the means of one's own time that vibrates in
Mies's early texts, there existed-still hidden-another themE�. It was only

to emerge as the unrestrained affirmation came up against its limitations

and as doubts arose as to whether the application of the new means could

actually bring about progress. This belief in progress that wanted to see

the creative, urgent force rise autonomously out of the givens, as Mies saw
with respect to the industrialization of the building trades, was questioned

by him for the first time in that same year. The example of Ford became a
lesson for Mies in two respects: it showed the logical principles according

to which social production has to be organized, but it also showed that

these objective principles had to be given limits by the subject. This is
expressed in the concluding passage of the lecture manuscript
1924:

r June 1 9,

Nothing Illuminates more clearly the situation in which we find ourselves
than the fact that Ford's book could trigger such a strong reaction here in
Germany. What Ford wants is simple and illuminating. His factories show
mechanization in dizzying perfection. We agree with the direction Ford
has taken, but we reject the plane on which he moves. Mechanization can
never be goal, it must remain means. Mean toward a spiritual purpose.
While we want to stand with both feet firmly on the ground, we want to
reach with our head to the clouds. 54
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V

From Material through Purpose to Idea:
The Long Path to the Building Art

1

neoplasticism of De Stijl dissolved space-containing volume into a system

Departure from the Will of the Epoch:

of freestanding wall segments; and the cubistic purism of Le Corbusier,

Building Art as Spiritual Decision

who wanted to realize the Cartesian dream of a world full of precision and

Architecture means building art {Beukunst], uniting two concepts In Its name:
the expertise, the mastery of the practical, useful discipline, and the art of

poesy, reduced the house to an abstract complex of pure stereometry.
The old forms and concepts, constituting a layer over reality, had to be

abstract boauty. It Is liberalizing to see combined In one word the two concepts

broken so that reality could be reorganized according to new constructive

of practical usefulness end abstract beauty, which rogre«ably have often faced

principles. Mies, with his skin and bone structure, had progressed to the

each other, especially In our time, with hostility. We have gone through times

utmost border of architectonic disintegration. Construction is the elemental

when they stood elmost for opposite meanings. We have this time behind us

form of all building and demarcates-as the analogy to the skeleton

end can state with satlsfaction that the Indications of a reconciliation become

Peter BchrerliJ. Das

Haus Peter Behrens.

imp,lies-a threshold beyond which one could no longer talk of a "building."

This no longer reducible structure obeys the new principle of a nonmimetic

ever more evident.
1901

immanence. Out of It the technical forms of the machine age and the engi

In the early twenties the "significance of facts"' had for Mies a normative
meaning: function and the treatment of materials were the upper¢ost laws
of elementary form-giving. Objectivity was served and subjectivity over·

neer-made buildings emerge as "the magnificent first-fruits of the new
age."7
It is the task of the modem building artist to uncover the integral beauty of

come if one surrendered to the positivism of the givens and the conditions

construction and material. The promise of

of the period. Mies demanded that the architect assume without reserva

thetic speculation" imaginatively added from the outside, but in a disci

tions an attitude of "serviceability toward things." submitting l(nconditlonally

plined subordination to the conditions of material and functional method.

to the will of the epoch and offering himself as its instrument. The building

The immanent beauty of the architectonic reveals itself through straightfor·

master of today refused to compromise. Mies wanted nothing whatever to

ward, logical construction and is most impressively evident in raw construc

do with the "aesthetic traditions of past centuries."2 Quite the contrary, a
radical rupture with the past was the program.3
Ultimately, elementary form-giving aimed at a liberation from form and style
as traditionally understood in favor of an "independent aesthetic-organic

form-giving." as J. J. P. Oud called it, which could only be brought about by

a

new art consists not in •aes

tion, for here the building material-not having been subjected to any will

to form-appears in its "undraped" purity just as

Semper had demanded it.8

"The material i s the key to the secrets of artistic beauty"9 was the maxim of
the materialistic aesthetic articulated for the twentieth century by J. A. Lux,
updating Semper.

a "free art." This independent form-giving, severed from the oppression of

The artist of the new type of form-giving was bound to this premise and

prototypes and from the imitative principle, proceeds "less and less from
the exterior to the interior, and more and more from the interior

was expected, according to Theo van Doesb �g. to adjust himself "to the
,
world of machines." In short, one not only aimed at discovering, in a

exterior," which means in the words of Mies that it forms itself "out of the

mechanical-technological way, the "style secrets of a knowledge of building

/to the

�

(E. von Berlepsch, 1900), which aftertall had been respected in

nature of the task." These creations therefore are no mere "depictions" of

material"

transmitted ideal prototypes but step into life as "forms" in an autochtho

former times, but one aimed at "creating, wh&n needed new materials."10

nous sense.4

Mies, who in his plea for "industrial building" had presented the invention of

In his theories of building Mies propagated such an artless "form," one that
wanted to be understood not as the product of an intentional aesthetic but
as the logical result of autonomous technological-mechanical conditions.

Gottfried Semper's prophecy of 1852, "that the process of decomposition of
existing art types" under the impact of industry and the social sciences
must first be completed "before something good and new" can arise,5

:

new building materials as a central problem, concurred with Doesburg: "If
the architect submits the design as a challenge (without aesthetic precon
ceptions) then it is up to the engineer to discover the material suitable for
the implementation. The building art will never arrive at a full expression of
creative time-consciousness if architects remain timidly and passively satis·
fled with existing materials."11

found its fulfillment in the disintegration of the traditional types and con

It was against this sort of passivity that did not even exhaust the possibili·

cepts in favor of the new "forms." These new forms took on varying

ties of the already existing that Mies aimed the Invective added with an

shapes: with the futurists, the house became a machine; expressionists

irate flourish to the back of the manuscript of his manifesto "Bauen• of

and functionalists approximated the forms of organic growth; constructivists

October 1 ,

replaced earthbound volumetricity with dynamic constructional poems that

imaginable measure of boldness." This reproach was directed against the

floated ·aeronautically" in space, as Kasimir Malevich visualized it.6 The

architect and directly related to the discussion centering on the architec-
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1923:

"Barbarians have approached the problem with the least

Cornelis van Eesteren and Thea van Ooesburg, Maison Particuliere, 1923.

'\jI

Left, the discovery of the exemplary functional structure: American grain silo in a widely
disseminated and frequently reproduced photo of 1910. Reproduced, among other places,
in the 1913 Jahrbuch des Deutschen Werkbundes, Le Corbusier's Vers une architecture
(1 923), Werner Lindner's lngenieurbau (1 923), and Adolf Be�ne's Zweckbau (1 925). Right,
the city as working apparatus: "The New City of the Future" 6f Mario Chiat1one, 1914.

I

I

Le Corbusier, Maison "Citrohan," 1920.

Kasimir Malevich, Architekton, 1923.
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!ural possibilities of the "Concrete Residential Building." The discipline this
material exacts from the architect and the perspectives the deployment of

ferroconcrete opens architecturally had previously been dealt with by Mies
in his text. "Ferroconcrete requires the most precise planning before its

execution." Only then can the "advantages of this material" be exploited

atable but arises spontaneously from the conditions of life. The building

master has to yield to these conditions and, for the sake of truth, renounce

ascetically the aesthetic expression of self. "Significant and characteristic

form" emerged, as Mies explained in the example of the urban expansion

of Magdeburg by Bruno Taut, paradoxically "just because form was not

and its "disadvantages" avoided.12 Only by restrained, disciplined action,

striven for."'9 The new art's entering into existence was described by J. J. P.

of the material" (Wolfflin) be courted. This, however, was the work method

care of the smallest details, subordinate ourselves totally to the task, do

did, as "healthy and virile, active and useful, balanced and happy."'3 It was

as-art."20

boldly oriented toward the future rather than toward the past, can the "favor

of engineers, not of architects. They could be described, as Le Corbusier
the engineer who conquered nature and who discovered, by mechanical·

technological means, the materials "that made a new architecture feasible."

The architect and the "so-called building art," however, had-according to
Doesburg's polemic-"murdered" the material by "sentimentalizing

reverie."'4

The will of the epoch searches for its properties, and one cit them must be
the characteristic of making "the expression of subjective f�elings practi·
cally impossible."15 And though new material such as steel; glass, and

especially concrete set practically no limits to the fantasy of the architect, '6

the worth of these materials was measured not in terms of the manifold

possibilities of their picturesque plasticity, but rather in ter!lls of their practi

cality and functionality. Thus elementarily employed, the new materials

could be viewed as possessing a Miesian will to material, congenial with

the will of the epoch with its stress on the objective and unambiguous.

Mies's urban projects seemed to be exemplary in terms of this congruence.

s

Curt Gravenkamp's reflections on Mies's department stor designs resulted

in a practically Wolfflinian maxim that affirmed the objective character of

Mies's designs: "Each epoch reaches for that material that is typical for it.

�

But the specific deployment of an architectonic material is lso sympto

matic for the spirit of a period."17

What Mies advocated was an anonymous type of building whose lapidary

principle, expressed in the formula "The building art is the spatially appre

hended will of the epoch, nothing else," proclaims a universal truth. The

Oud in the following manner: "We perform our work conscientiously, take
not reflect on art, and see-one day the work is completed and emerges

Mies had led the building art back to that absolute zero point from which it
arises all of itself out of the conditions of simple building. A further reduc

tion, exceeding these limits, was, as construction, not conceivable. This

was the point of departure for a new process, later described by Mies as
"the long path from material through purpose" into a new dimension: the

world of spiritual values and meanings, the order of which was not materi·

alistically determined and did not reveal itself in the existing world as "sim

ple reality" but as an idea, first thought and then created by the acting

subject.21 "Genuine order," as Mies then called it, had its orientation center

no longer unilaterally in Sein (being)-in materials and functions-but also,

as it were, in Sol/en (that which ought to be) and in Schein (appearances).

Mies climbed the steps to Baukunst according to a virtually classical exam

ple, in a sequence already indicated by Vitruvius by the words firmitas,

utilitas, and venustas.

Function, which in 1 924 still exercised together with materi�l a total lord

ship over building, appeared in 1 927 in a different light. In "Baukunst und

Zeitwille!" residential building was derived quite simply "to suit its purpose,
namely organizing the activity of living." Three years later, Mies attached

critical questions to his statement: "The apartment is a use item. May one

ask for what? May one ask to what it relates? Obviously only to physical

�thly. And yet man also has the

existence. So that all may proceed sm

needs of his soul, which can never be satisfied with that . . ."22 This

demand added to the "hierarchy of objects" the "hierarchy of levels of per

problem of meaning and the question as to what is meant by the means of

ception" (Erkenntnisebene).23 The value of function and organization was

problems touched on subjective value judgments. Function and material

by means of a new definition: "Order is more than organization. Organiza

the times remained in Mies's theory still largely bracketed out, for these

raised by Mies to objective forces-were not mere conveyors of meanihg,

but already its very manifestation. In this epistemological monism, fact and
meaning correspond to a theory of building that in its utilitarianism-"the

purpose of a building is its actual meaning"-trusted that its hidden ele
mentary law would lead to its meaning "in itself." 18

now determined from that direction, the dictate of which Mies sidestepped

tion is the determination of function. Order, however, imparts meaning."24

This change in Mies's position, which represented a shift from the materi

alistic-postivistic What in favor of the idealistic and aesthetic How, began in
1 925-1926. It had already been evident in the contradictions noticeable

between proclaimed theory and actual design. The severe self-restriction in

Behind this "simple truth" of building, as uncompromisingly sober as it may

favor of the objective called for by Mies would have led one to anticipate

myth of objectivity veiled its law; its realization remained wrapped in

tives that aimed at an aesthetic impact. No doubt, aside from all his enthu·
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have sounded in the early twenties, hid a mysterious logic of form. The

secrecy. For, according to Mies, the immanent form is not subjectively ere-

drawings of a schematic nature, rather than those large-format perspec

siasm for that much-proclaimed engineering style, there existed an

extraordinary artistic effort.

And, if one looks very closely, one can even detect classicizing allusions,
like symbolic relics. In his Concrete Office Building, Mies had articulated

the externally "formless" building on the inside into a classical A-B-A

rhythm. Not only in this subliminal emphasis of the building corners can

one find traces of the academic tradition. The entrance solution, with its

recessed portico with pillars and generous freestanding staircase. appears

to follow classical examples and might remind the initiate of Schinkel's

museum. Similarly difficult to discern at first glance are the step-by-step

increasing protrusions of the floor levels that are barely , noticeable on the
reduced photographic reproductions but are noticea�le on the 1 .38m x

2.89m (!) original drawing-an irregularity that is betrayed by the increasing

width of the corner windows in the ascending story levels. J. J. P. Oud had
'
already pointed to the new plastic possibilities inherent in the concrete con

struction method that now permitted one to build not merely "from bottom

to top inward only," but also "from bottom to top outward."25

That the virtues of classicism Mies had learned from Behrens had their
.

practical applicability is again proven by this sophisticated detail. This hid-

den classicism permitted the artist Mies to do what his own dogmatic the
ory of building forbade. The plastic possibilities, so tempting to the artist,

could be employed for aesthetic effect with 5JOOd conscience without com
promising the engineering character.
The impression of extreme subjectivity achievable by the cantilevering of

planes had been demonstrated by Erich Mendelsohn's Ei rlsteinturm. The

plastic modeling and the fluid lines that recall the superstructure of a U

boat may have elicited the remark from Mies that ferroconcrete buildings

t

are "neither pastry nor tank turrets," but, according to their ature, "skele

ton structures."26 But Mendelsohn continued to avail himself of the spectac
ular plastic possibilities afforded by the new construction, techniques and

Left, main staircase of the Alles Museum, Berlin, by Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Right, door
detail of Mies's OHice Building.

Left, pattern deviation: detail of the fac;ade of the OHice Building. The increasing cantilever
span can be read from the Increasing width of the corner window. Right, swelling of the
exterior wall of the Wiegand House by Peter Behrens, 1 91 1 .
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the malleability of the materials in his department store projects, the Mosse

not even appear in the ground plan, and the design for the Office Building

House, and the Kemperplatz House. They offered welcome expressive

was submitted without any plan whatever: it would have offered the eye no

appeared to claim for the building volume a gravity-free condition.

have called attention to the formally intended corner emphasis.28

means for rhetorical muscle flexing of astounding dynamic effect that

more than a framed raster of supports, and the rhythmic intervals would

The slight protrusion Mies imparted, very carefully and, in comparison to

The reduction of building to the basics of construction had consequences

of his Office Building was not in that sense an extraneously applied form of

as Mies had hoped. The "schematic" that was implicit in the task and there

Mendelsohn, actually timidly and with extreme discretion, to the floor levels

that by no means led automatically to aesthetically satisfactory solutions,

expression that exploited construction. Rather, it gave an indication of the

fore "finds its expression in form-giving"29 had to be aesthetically subli

but-like Berlage-did not want to concede special rights and privileges to

response to the serial requirements of the times, proved its true usefulness

constructive state of the building. Mies did not want to renounce form,

it at the expense of construction. The actual lesson Mies learned from Beh'

rens, nevertheless, was that a form had to be found that gave meaning

and identity to construction, and Mies was not to forget it.

Mies arrived at a compromise according to which form was allowed its right

only at second glance. The Office Building had an overhan9'but not one

that was, like Mendelsohn's, expressly laden with plastic energy. The slight

mated. The method of classicizing assimilation, propagated by Behrens in
and universality in Mies's raw-structure classicism of the early twenties.

Mies might have found encouragement in that direction through his friend

J. J. P. Oud, an admirer of Behrens, who suggested a similar, ahistorical
classicism to spiritually immunize architecture in the twenties:

What the manifestos failed to announce, architecture revealed: Mies

searched for a way that would reconcile the objective facts and givens with

and gradual protrusions of the floor levels remain unobtrusive and almost

the world of the perceiving senses, which-as Leon Battista Alberti had

of this sort requires has been convincingly demonstrated by Peter Behrens

ous of proportion and beauty and in that respect "insistent" and "fastidi

unnoticeable. How much fantasy and sophistication a sublime form-giving

pointed out centuries ago-are particularly sensitive to and indeed covet

in his Wiegand House of 1 9 1 2. Here, the outer walls of natural stone bow

ous."30 That Mies allowed for the special rights of the eye was already

massive volume of the building. One could interpret the wall treatment of
Mies's Office Building as a similar, subversi vely classical gesture. The

aesthetic considerations. Visual impression and appearances were determi

malism, but intensive enough to effect its own sort of aest� etic effect.

stalled by the play of light reflections.31

slightly forward in a soft curve and visually unburden in fluid elegance the

slight protrusion was discrete enough not to be viewed as fash ionable for

The exterior walls open toward the viewer with a slight, very restrained but

obvious from the explanations that accompanied the glass skyscrapers.

Their idiosyncratic form arose by no means out of constructive but out of
native, and the "danger of an effect of lifelessness" was hopefully fore

elegant bow and thus appear to meet him spatially. The weighty building

The architectonic design revealed characteristics that had so far gone
untreated in Mies's theory. Only between 1924 and ·1 926 can one begin to

to the earth yet open itself to space. The classical principle of a building

rapproachement between two positions that seemed to strain in different

1

volume should not float-as Mendelsohn suggested-but r main attached

volume firmly earth-related, yet comprising a room that opens up to

'

notice a corresponding expansion in his positions and the attempt to find a
,

-�

space-that architectonic theme of pedestal and pavilion that Mies already

had mastered before its time in the Riehl House-retained its validity. This

principle stood for a dialectic in which the contradiction between heaviness

and lightness, enclosedness and freedom are coaxed into a delicate bal

ance. Such an equation could not simply be achieved with Berlage's con

structional rigor as it echoed in Mies's theses. The classicizing referenqes,
which by implication can also be found in his skyscrapers,27 indicate that

Mies did not reject history nearly as radically in his buildings as he seemed

to announce verbally with his emphasis on construction and materials.

The mechanical determinism speaking out of the rigid theories of building

were not evident in Mies's designs, even if these were criticized for sche
matism. It was an impression that apparently was deliberately avoided. It

would be difficult to explain why Mies, the apostle of construction, failed to

provide a plan of the support system. In his skyscraper designs posts do

Erich Mendelsohn, design for Kemperplatz House, 1923.
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directions. By 1 927 the necessity to set limits had become the prevailing

theme. The challenge confronting Mies and his times now was seen as a

pares two statements. Whereas in 1 924 Mies still saw "the core problem of
building in our time" reductively as a "question of materials," in 1 927 he

need "to raise tasks out of an atmosphere of the unilateral and tbe

viewed the "problem of the new housing basically [as] a spiritual prob

This is the tenor of Mies's foreword to the 1927 book on the Weissenhof

The "creative power," the spirit, is triumphant over calculation and organiza

senseless to specifically emphasize today that the problem of the new

problem of the building art . . . in spite of its technical and economic

doctrinaire"32 and to do justice to both the objective and the subjective.33

housing project, which he started with the sentence: "It is not entirely

housing is a problem of the building art, in spite of its technical and eco

lem."38 Criteria had to be regrouped according to a new scale of values:

tion. The problem of the new housing, Mies emphasized specifically, is "a

aspects."39

nomic aspects. It is a complex problem and therefore can only be solved

This declaration was preceded by the design for a site plan that, as urban

had advocated in 1 924 a fundamental reorientation of the building trades in

tion of the buildings allowed to each contributor "as much freedom as pos

by creative forces rather than by calculation or organization."34 Mies, who
I

favor of industrialization, expecting from it a solution t� social, economic,
and artistic problems,35 now criticized in his attitude toward the Weissen
hofsiedlung that "battle cry 'rationalization and typification"' that accom
panied the "call for the economizing of the housing industry."36,.'

precinct, attempted to "avoid everything schematic" and that in the execu

sible to execute his ideas."40 The loosely grouped building masses in their

cubistic plasticity complemented the natural landscape; they -:vere con

nected by terraces and structured to form a type of terrain �culpture. What

resulted was an urban complex that, in its balanced distribution of volumes,

Rationalization and typification, the mainstays of industrializatton, are "slo
gans" that, solving only marginal problems, fail to address the essential.

typical, rationalized living units.

1 924 thesis advocating the industrialization of the building trades, but even

The conservative and populist critique after 1 933 actually affirmed these

Mies thereby not only abandoned the position he had establi!lhed in his

appeared more like a Mediterranean agglomeration than a compound of

undermined the initial program of the Weissenhofsiedlung itself, which

spatial qualities by the very slander it directed against the Weissenhofsied

quences of a "rationalization of all spheres of life" with all its technological,

ambience of graceful urban complexity, as compared with the coming

hygienic, and aesthetic advantages.

period of row houses and monotonous zoning, appears like a reproachful

A naive hope in the liberating potentials of technology had given way to

fore in Mies's first urban model. Here the Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Lieb

aimed at demonstrating "to the public in exemplary manner"37 the conse

skepticism. The organizer of the Stuttgart experiment, in his pfficial posi
tion, misses no opportunity to point out that the limits of the modern meth
ods must be admitted.

t

The extent of the change from a materialistic toward an ideal tic position

that had taken place between 1 924 and 1927 becomes evident if one com-

lung, reviling it as "suburb of Jerusalem" or "Arabville."4' The southern

memory. More than in the actual execution, this complexity came to the
knecht memorial seems to fuse with the terrace house design of Peter

Behrens, the row houses of Oud and Hilberseimer, and also with Bruno

Taut's Stadtkrone. It was with good reason that Pet�r Behrens had been

brought to memory in the Weissenhof book publication edited by Mies with
an illustration of his terrace house design.42

�

The change that had taken place in M s·s position between 1 924 and

1 927 is evident in the manuscript fb i"
1he lecture of March 17. 1 926.43 It is a

document that signals a turning point in his life, testifying to his efforts to

relinquish his so far one-sided point of view. Now as before, Mies promoted
his position combatively. In the "chaos of confusing forces" the time was

marked by "tragedy." The actual reason for this was that no "conse

quences" had been drawn from the "changes in living conditions." Again

Mies explicated the basic tenets of his ideology. The materialistic, indeed

Marxist interpretation of "culture" and building art as "result of very specific

economic conditions without which it would either have failed to develop or

would have developed differently" was nevertheless here being relativized,

insofar as it would "of course" be wrong to assume that "economic change
in a society" is automatically followed by a change in ideology.

In an analogous argument, part affirmation, part limitation, Mies now also

Initial study model for Stuttgart-Weissenhof, 1926.

corrected his attitude in regard to engineering buildings: "It is well known
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that certain technical requirements lead to new forms with powerful expres
sive qualities. Yet"-so he adds-"one must not confuse this with spiritual

expression. It is beauty of a technical kind. Technical forms are the product
of a technical, not a spiritual will . . . . In reality only creative forces can truly

give form."

Under the banner of "spiritual will" a gradual but fundamental detachment

was taking place. Mies began to argue in two different directions. He differ

entiated between "spiritual" and "material conditions," between "building for
life in a general sense" and another type of building "intimately connected

with specific spiritual atmospheres that we perceive as characteristic cul

tures," and finally between a "technical" and a "spiritual will." ,In this lecture

manuscript Mies updated, with almost casual nonchalance and in long
familiar sentence structures, his definition of the building art. He saw it now

no longer as "the spatially apprehended will of the epoch," but as that what
,
supposedly it always was, namely "the spatial execution of spiritual deci
sions . . . . It has never been otherwise."

Architecture as will projected into space-this was the formulation of Mies's

Peter Behrens, design for Terrace Housing, 1920.

will formation in gradual steps. The phrase "will of the epoch" was dropped

from his vocabulary. The last time this anonymous guarantor of objectivity
appeared was in this manuscript of March 1 7, 1926, in the ope� ing pas
sages of which Mies stated that "one cannot walk forward while looking

backward" and that "one cannot be the instrument of the will of the epoch if

one lives in the past." From that time on, the phrase never appeared any
more in his statements.

definition. And to this Nietzschean theory of art as reflection of the will,
translated by Peter Behrens in 1 91 0 into the pathos of the great unifying

The "spiritual will," the "spiritual decision" now take its position. This

annulled by forcing the concept of will into the metaphysical, and the for

between object and subject, no longer as preordained by a higher will that

form, Mies was to remain loyal. Now only the subjective element had to be
mula of 1 923, "building is the spatially apprehenqed will of the epoch," was
'
found. In 1 926 Mies shifted emphasis and began to correct the process of

change was no semantic, superficial modernizing but the expression of a

deep-reaching reevaluation. The building art is now seen as a relationship

makes itself manifest in facts. Rather there is a dialogue between givens

and the building art that arises creatively out of the "entire fullness" of life
"in its spiritual and concrete aspects."44

.,

As the lecture of 1 926 clearly demonstrates, Mies began to differentiate
between spiritual and material conditions, between art and technology;
.
indeed he did so by necessity. It is the logical outc�m·e of Mies's new
equation: "Building art as spiritual decision" presupposes an order, and

indeed an order that does not anchor the spiritual in the immanence of

things, in circumstances, but first of all i'} the consciousness of man, in will

and in idea.

�

·

Mies informed himself of this basic difference in philosophical systems

through a book that carried Mies's old and new position practically in its

J. J. P. Oud, Row Houses on the Ocean, 1917.

title: Dietrich Heinrich Kerler's Weltwille und Wertwille. Unien des Systems
der Philosophie (World Will and Will to Value. Outline of a System of Phi

losophy). It appeared in 1 925, just in time to enforce the turning away from
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According to how the ontological problem, that is, the question of the

nature of "the metaphysical quality of being," is solved, the ideologies sep

arate into either a monistic world image of materialism that perceives the

true nature of the "world of being" in matter, in the material, or a dualistic

Ludwig Hilberseimer, Row Houses, 1 924.

world image that sees in "the world of being" not the only world but one
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potentially open to a "much higher world independent of space and time,"

technology. That both phenomena are "intrinsically two different expres

world, the culture, the spiritual" must not be seen as something that gushes

could arise simply out of an ultimate, direct response to function"51 had

namely "the world of the spiritual values." This "source of value in the

forth from the "archetypal matrix, the absolute" but was explained by Kerler
in the terms of a modern epistemology "pluralistically . . . as the combined

effect of purpose-oriented individuals" (underlined by Mies).45

That Mies was interested in this theory stimulated by Schopenhauer and

Nietzsche and directed against materialism is shown by the following sen

tences that he underlined:

The conduct of life is determined exclusively by those values found within

sions" and that it would therefore be a "fallacy to assume that aesthetics
already been foretold by Peter Behrens in 1 91 7, who had kept the synthe
sis of art and industry under scrutiny.

Mies concurred with his teacher in 1 926. What he called the "will to the

spiritual" (in contrast to "will to the technical"), without which beauty was

inconceivable, was not dissimilar to the "will to form." Without it, the "coor
dination of great technical skill and profoundly felt art"-and so with the

building art-could not be effected.52

us, and by nothing else. That is an eidetic truth. . . . The vajues, the real
ization of which determines the meaning of life, have been set by our
selves, and that is why they alone give us absolute certainty. Here we
have solid ground under our feet, while all claims for nature or n�tur�l
laws, quite contrary to the naive and materialistic assumptions, are and
•,

remain totally uncertain . . . . But materialism is not only disproved psychi

cally-as opposed to physically-by an intuitive insight into the guaranteed
'

fact of existence, but is actually a totally absurd ideology. Matter, the

objects, are given to us only as images, as imaginings, as phenomenal
material or content, but by no means, as the materialists claim, direct
ly.
. . . To state that matter exists, over and above the image, is metaphysics.
. . . Matter is not the object but the condition of experience/46

Mies saw himself confronted by a theory that was contrary to his ideology,
but that was reminiscent of familiar, idealist positions of the prewar period.
Kerler's philosophical discourse affirmed the Kunstwollen (will to art) of

Riegl and Behrens and also Nietzsche's basic thesis that the world is only

justifiable as an aesthetic phenomenon. For the world does not �xist for
man per se (an sich) but can only be experienced by the sensep rgans

b

that, as Kerler explained, can only produce "their image" of the bject

world. Whom Mies had in mind when he wrote a capital B in the margin
next to some underlined text passages will remain a secret.

cannot have been BerlageY

Certainly it

"The naked fact is nothing more than the materialization of a possible idea.
The naked fact is a medium for ideas only by reason of the 'order' that is
applied to it"-so explained Le Corbusier.48 Mies was to express himself

similarly in 1 930 on occasion of the Vienna meeting of the Werkbund when
he spoke of the new time as a "fact" that proves its value only if it creates

preconditions for the existence of the spirit.49

As to art and architecture, J. J. P. Oud's formula applied: '"Style' always

presupposes a spiritual order, that is, a spiritual willing."50 The understand

ing of these relationships forced Mies to reconsider his forthright theory of
1926 that saw building art as the result of treatment of material and

response to function, and to examine the alleged equivalence of art and
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1 926:

fa<;ade, although resuming the traditional post and beam theme, gave on

Stimu li, Critique, and Orientation

its wall a unique lesson in abstract principles of construction by means of

One thing is sure, the technological alon&-��nd may the word be ever so univer
sally perceived-will not of Itself be enough to build a world.

w sun

Rudolf Schwarz. Weg ei

g der Technik,

Mies was to occupy himself only once more with this theme, namely in his

1929

apartment block for the Weissenhofsiedlung. In general, Mies refrained

To look upon architecture only from one angle, such as the rational-constructive
or the purely artistic, Is a simplification and Impoverishment.

' 1925

from entering the main battlefield of the New Building, namely mass hous

ing, which was held to be practically emblematic for the Weimar period and

was viewed by all architects as the major social and artistic problem of the

Theo van Doesburg, "Die neue Architektur und ihre Folgen. '

times. His doubts that the housing problem could be solved by emphasiz

He who expects the law of form only from construction and materials Is like the
sorcerer's apprentice who was not master of the technical apparatus, the magic
I

ing rationalization, standardization, and functionalism is best illuminated by
his attitude toward the Weissenhofsiedlung, which speaks of disillusion

ment and resignation-the result of exaggerated hopes.

broom, but Its servant.
Edgar Wedepohl,

rhythm, balance, proportion, and-not to be forgotten-perfection of detail.4

1927

Mies did not attain his reputation as a leading representative of the· new
�

Mies stood by no means alone in this. Even before the excesses of a

rationalized happiness had been condemned around 1 930 by an enlight·

building art on account of his buildings, but through his bold architectural

ened critique and factuality and functionality had been recognized as "self·

1 925 he built only four modest villas in a classicizing style and renovated

voices. Mies now joined them with his Stuttgart admonitions.

visions and energetic manifestos. In the turbulent time between 1 921 and

�

one villa in Berlin-Westend. 1 These well-crafted structures, ce ainly deserv·
ing to be called honest works, do not incorporate anything novel yet are

not quite representative of the past either. Certainly they do not exemplify
Mies's announced building program and are to this day largely undocu

mented. As far as the reputation of the new buildi.ng master was concerned

they remained without impact.

The stabilization of the economy after the monetary reforms of 1 924

brought many noticeable changes professionally. Mies's reputatibn had

firmed to the extent that he was considered in 1 924-1925 as a candidate

for the post of director of the Kunstgewerbeschule of Magdeburg, the Kunst·

l

akademie in Breslau, and the Stadtbaurat of Frankfurt am Main.2 ln 1925

he also finally received commissions that enabled him to put his convic
tions to the test.

That the radical attitude of 1 923 would lose some of its uncompromising

tenor in these reconstruction years was only to be expected. How tentative

the relationship between theory and practice really was became evident in
his first major commission, an apartment house ( 1 925-1926) on the Afri

kanische Strasse of Wedding in Berlin, traditionally an industrial and work·

ing class district. It was among the first such new settlements of the

Weimar Republic.

Anyone expecting the author of the plea for industrial buiding to seize the

opportunity to demonstrate new methods of mass fabrication, of rationaliza

laid traps for the building art,"5 there had been doubting and rejecting

Between 1 924 and 1927 Mies received important stimuli that were to guide
his thinking into new tracks. In this respect Rudolf Schwarz must be men

tioned. Mies met the Poelzig student, eleven years his junior, presumably

in the early twenties in Berlin, where Schwarz was concluding his studies;

they were to remain lifelong friends. Mies described Schwarz as a "great
building master in the full sense of the word," whose "incomparably pro

found thinking" he greatly admired.6 Schwarz, in turn, showed a commen

surate respect for Mies, and no one else understood the philosophical

implications of Mies's building in all its profundity better than Schwarz, who
.
could illuminate it with a few pregnant phras�s. 7
Mies himself has indicated the extraordinary significance the encounter
,.

with Schwarz had for his development in the twenties. In the notes for his

�

acceptance speech to the Royal Institute of fitish Architects in 1 959, in

which he looked back on his career, he particularly emphasized the year
1926. Three names are listed on a notecard that served him as memory

guide for this speech: "In this peculiar year-1 926: Schwarz-Max Schee·

ler-Whitehead. "8

Rudolf Schwarz, the first-named, was active in the twenties in the Catholic

youth movement Quickborn, which had its meeting place at Castle Rothen

fels near Frankfurt. Among the leading personalities of the movement was

the philosopher of religion Romano Guardini, who had been teaching at the
University of Berlin since 1923. Mies was to take up contact with him also.

tion or prefabrication, as Walter Gropius and Ernst May had done in the

Schwarz and Guardini shared, in the early twenties, the editorship of the

cuted quite conventionally with stuccoed walls, differed, however, from their

on by Schwarz, was also to publish something eventually.9 Mies became

same period, would be sorely disappointed.3 The buildings, though exe

predecessors, particularly by their proudly recessed siting. Furthermore, the

periodical Die Schildgenossen (Comrades-in-Arms), in which Mies, urged
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acquainted with the ideology of these thinkers through the essays of Rudolf

Schwarz in Die Schildgenossen. 10 The position Schwarz assumed in

respect to the "new things" of his times resolved those very contradictions

that Mies had been unable to reconcile theoretically in his unilaterally

expressed manifestos. Schwarz did not deny that the "new world" with its

technical potential had its own sort of magnitude, but he professed "a great
fear of things to come," particularly the tendency of the times to "become

abstract"; this, in his eyes, made "grace, charm, playfulness, love, and

humility" impossible. The word "rationalization" seemed to him "one of the

most stupid slogans of our time" because it conveys only a mechanical, not
a spiritual message. 1 1 Mies, who had expressed similar notions albeit in
milder terms, could here only find encouragement. 12

Attracted by the thoughts of Schwarz, who put spiritual concerns before

materialistic ones, Mies gave new orientation to his own position. Schwarz

saw the "true solution" to the existential anxiety of modern

mi
m

in spiritual terms:

exclusively

There is something called spirit. . . . There is not only brut� force, and
there is not only "soul"; there is also "spirit" . . . something quite ultimate
'

. . . and it is this that is in tune with nature, and in it inanimate nature
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Rudolf Schwarz, Church of Corpus Christi, Aachen, 1 928. "The properly formed emptiness
of space and plane is not merely a negation of pictorial representation but rather its anti
pode. It relates to it as silence relates to the word. Once man has opened himself up to it,
he experiences a strange presence." Romano Guardini, 1929, on Rudolf Schwarz's Church
r
of Corpus Christi.

"<

discovers its worthy adversary. . . . This necessitates that we become free:
that we stand at each moment both within time and above it. This
demands an awareness that can say even today: I am the master. This
demands that we commit ourselves to absolute freedom. 13

Schwarz advocated an attitude that conceded neither to the coldly calculat
ing and anonymous-equivalent with Mies's concept of will of the epoch
nor to its opposite, namely an "infusion of soul" into the new world by

means of a fa<;adelike "humane, bourgeois stratum"; he called rather for an
attitude that truly confronts the "new things" and masters them. 14

But a common ideology that tended toward a metaphysical and religious
Residential blocks, Afrikanische Strasse, Berlin-Wedding, 1926.

attitude toward the world was not the only thing uniting Mies and Schwarz.
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What they shared was a search for the forming and the "building" of a

reality that comes to terms with the salient phenomenon of the modern

epoch, its technical aspect with all its consequences. The question of how
the limits of progress should be defined-a question Mies had avoided up

to then-took up a central position in Schwarz's thought. Like Mies, he was
convinced that the technological contained the wonderful potential of an

"archproduction."15 In contrast to Mies, he emphasized very emphatically

that this brought with it the obligation to set limits to technology. Technol

ogy has to be harnessed to become serviceable to man. For it is not the

technological in itself that matters, but the orientation man gives to it.

What is at stake is the mastery of the objective forces by the human spirit.
I

And it is the specific task of modern man to "control these forces." It was a
task that seemed "more difficult than the work of the ancestors" who had

"gained arable land from the wild forest, its animals and spirits."16 Essays
such as "Vom Sterben der Anmut" (Of the Demise of Grace), wl:lfch Mies

according to the markings seems to have read, vacillated betwMn a Spen
'
glerian pessimism anticipating the decline of the world and a c hristian

fertile soil may partially have been due to the critique that was directed

against Mies. Thea van Doesburg, for example, in his programmatic lecture
'The New Architecture and Its Consequences" given in 1 925 in Berlin,

referred to Mies's imperative on "building" that by then, presumably on

account of insistent repetition, was almost as well known as the skyscraper
projects. Doesburg quoted the axiom "We know no forms, only building

problems . . . etc., etc." and added briefly in a dry tone: "Only one must not
confuse form and style."24

Already in 1922 Doesburg had expressed opinions in a lecture at Weimar

that sounded like replies to Mies: "Building does not yet mean form-giving.

Even a gradual rejection of everything superfluous . . . does not yet consti

tute a formful building; it is undecorated building. Formful building is some
thing more." This applied also to the "anatomically oriented" building--;-as
'
Doesburg quite typically called it-that restricts itself to "exposing . . . the

skeleton of construction," for "constructive building alone does not yet con

stitute form-giving."2s

optimist confession "do not fear!" Mies was receptive to this longing to lose

"Form-giving," so Doesburg explained in his 1 922 manifesto "Der Wille zum

theoretical knowledge but on genuine faith. Schwarz's thinking by contrast

"even the will to style is formalism"26-means interpretation, simile, and

took up partisan positions in the immediate reality. The architecture of the

the characteristic means of art."27 Doesburg accused Mies of confusing

oneself, to this hope of finding oneself. His thinking was not .founded on

did not remain attached to transcendental flights but became practical and

Stil''-to which Mies again appeared to reply in silent dialogue with his

symbol. Form-giving is not construction but "direct expression obtained by

period and its "immanent historicism" in its vari�us manifestations he ana

form and style and stressed that the new architecture does not reject form,

twenties, obsessed by a Messianic fervor "not only to beautify the world but

anatomical architecture, which shows its skeleton on the inside and its skin

lyzed with amazing astuteness.17 Like Mies, Schwarz was, in the early

but merely "the a priori accepted formal schema." The "purely constructive,

to convert it"; he also seized upon the ocean liner as an example of "con

on the outside," was basically nothing else but the consequence of that

the father figure Peter Behrens. 16

a reaction against "decorativism" and that noW, under the flag of a "return

vincing authenticity and force" and criticized-not to Mies's displeasure1

�

Schwarz's writings convey a thinking that alternates between t o poles,
refusing any type of unilateralness and absoluteness, any "doctrinaire

shabbiness" (Schwarz). When Mies attempted in Stuttgart in' 1 927 to liber

ate building from "an atmosphere of the unilateral and doctrinaire," it was

process of simplification that had started in the beginning of the century as

to rational construction!," led in turn to its own sort of unilateralness and
impoverishment. Not only Mies but Le Corbusier, Mallet-Stevens, Tony
Garnier, and others were seen as representing this development.26
,

�

�

"Architecture became naked, bones and skin . . in Ger any one actually

this attitude that he was paraphrasing. 19 Rudolf Schwarz was a pathfinder.

talked of a bone and skin architecture, and one wanted no share in aes

1 929), the publication of which had been urged by Romano Guardini,20 was

as functional organization of materials. Form was secondary, a by-product."

rightfully be counted among the "significant, the meaningful programmatic '

it was certainly he who was meant-Doesburg still continued to make war

His Wegweisung der Technik (Orientation by Technology) (Potsdam,

thetic speculation or formal problems . . . . Architecture was newly defined

referred to by Mies as a "way station in my development."21 This text can

Even in 1 928, when Mies had already moved on to other convictions-and

writings of the second half of twenties";22 Mies not only seized upon it right

against the "function romantics," the glorifiers of purpose and construction.

to help him in the ordering of his thoughts in regard to the building art or to

atmosphere that is evoked by the surface/"29

after its first availability in 1 928-1929 but still consulted it in 1 950, whether
silently take over some of its phrases in a speech manuscript.23

That the thoughts of Rudolf Schwarz-and here one has to add Romano
Guardini, who is audible in the background-fell in the mid-twenties on
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His last argument announced: "Man does not live in construction, but in an

The most explicit critique of Mies's theme was formulated by Adolf Behne
in his work Der moderne Zweckbau (The Modern Function Structure),

which, though composed in 1 923, did not find a publisher until 1 926. It

ranked among the most important publications up to then dealing with the
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New Building and has retained its significance as key work on the discus
sion of the theory of architecture. Behne's merit was that he had under

But. . . . To show the construction is all very well for an Arts and Crafts
student who is anxious to prove his ability. The Almighty has clearly

taken a summary of all the various impulses that originated in the years

shown our wrists and our ankles, but there remains all the rest!

whereby he stressed the various concepts of rationalism and functionalism,

only one part of our mind, the primary part, without which there is no

from 1900 to 1923 and arranged them in their contextual sequence,

When a thing responds to a need, it is not necessarily beautiful; it satisfies

illuminating their respective dogmas and prejudices.

possibility of richer satisfactions; let us recover the right order of

The summary of this discourse contained a critique of Mies, for Behne

events. . . .

confessed candidly: "We find that the German building art is easily inclined
to extremes that frequently change course and then give way to opposing

extremes-consequences of inner insecurity. "30 Only a few paragraphs ear
lier the strict concept of factuality to which the "young g�neration of Ger

man architects" paid homage had been taken into focus. Behne cited as a

Architecture is the art above all others which achieves a state of platonic
grandeur, mathematical order, speculation, the perception of the harmony
which lies in emotional relationships. This is the aim of architecture. 36

To judge by the publications, the year 1 926 was an interim period given

prototypical axiom of this attitude the Miesian dictum: "Any aesthetic specu

over to programmatic critique. We find, added to the writings of Adolf

To which Behne responded: "To reject aesthetic speculatio�. formalism,

pleted the inventory. Oud took issue with the "uncritical admiration for

lation, any doctrine, and any formalism we reject. . . . [Create] form out of
,
the nature of the task and with the means of our time. That iS our work."

Behne and Le Corbusier in that same year, Oud's Hollandische Architeklur

(Dutch Architecture), which appeared as a Bauhaus Book and which com

and doctrine is necessary and even healthy-it only seems a fallacy (not

everything mechanical," viewing it as a dangerous regression, and

antiaesthetic position, even though we may rebel a hundred times a day

tained by a "timely will to form." Obvious was a basic sympathy with the

which is not the same as aesthetic speculation-would mean to saw off the

by name: "Not only the technological and not only the aesthetic, not only

infrequently encountered) to reject these things from the premise of an

defended instead the concept of "form synthesis" that was viewed as sus

against the aesthetics of the aesthetes. To reject aesthetic demands

thoughts of Behrens, even though Oud did not specifically single him out

branch one is sitting on."31

reason and not only sentiment, but the harmonic synthesis of both should

The critique directed against Mies amounted to the allegation that he was

assimilate material progress spiritually!"37

obsessed by a "fear of form"32 and that he was aiming for a materialistic,
.
mechanistic aesthetic that equated building art with technology. J. J. P.

Oud, with whom Mies had entertained contacts since 1 924,33 had admitted

as much in his "Bekenntnisse eines Architekten" (Confessions of an Archil

p
aphorisms: "I announced that the artist had to put himself i rf the service of

teet), which were headed by a "Yes and No" and consisted f self-critical

the machine but then I realized that it is the machine that has to be put in

the service of art . . . I hate railroad bridges that resemble Gothic cathe

drals, but the pure purpose-architecture of many a famous industrial build

ing leaves me cold also . . . I understand why American silos are shown as

examples of a timely building art, but I ask myself where in the structure art
is concealed.'034

be the architectural aim . . . A miserable period that does not know how to
Even Mies's hero Barlage, the great mentor of the modern Dutch building

art, was now drawn into the cross fire of criticism. After acknowledging all

his merits, Oud chalked it up against his teacher in . 1 929. that his forms, on
account of their restrictions, belonged intrinsically to the previous century

and were indebted to Viollet-le-Duc, since much "traditional ballast" was yet
attach ed to them. On one hand, the demands of construction were "still too

ar

obtrusive," while on the other hand Berl� did not permit himself to be
guided "consequentially enough" by the requisites of construction that
might have permitted him "to arrive at corresponding new architectonic

forms."38

This choir of critical voices in 1926 was now joined by Heinrich de Fries, a

Le Corbusier had written in 1920 in L'Esprit Nouveau: "It will be a delight to

former co-worker of Peter Behrens, who articulated his dissatisfaction with

relief that, after the translation of the widely known Vers une architecture

more the shining example of Frank Lloyd Wright. The entire discussion on

talk of architecture after so many silos, factories, machines"35-a sigh of

contemporary achievements of modern architecture by holding up once

(which also appeared in 1926 under the title Kommende Baukunst), may

form and construction, de Fries held, was an irrelevant nuisance. The

himself to a "commonplace among architects (the younger ones)" that

of Wright, could only begin once this hurdle had been overcome.39

have come to the attention of Mies. Here the artist Le Corbusier addressed

actual architectonic problem of spatiality, as could be learned from the work

alleges: "The construction must be shown," and another one, common in

The year 1 926 was, as Mies affirmed, not only a particularly significant

the same circles, that holds: "When a thing responds to a need, it is beauti
ful." To these he countered:
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year but, as far as his own development was concerned, the decisive year:
"I

would say 1 926 was the most significant year. Looking back it seems
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that it was not just a year in the sense of time. It was a year of great

3

Space for the Unfolding of the Spirit

realization or awareness. It seems to me that at certain times in the history

Space Is no empirical concept. For this reason the visualization of space cannot

of man the understanding of certain situations ripens."•o

be derived from the conditions of external appearances by way of experience,

In this year of coming to consciousness falls a decisive reversal." Almost

for this external appearance is Itself only possible by a thought process.
lmmaooel Kant,

in affirmation of Behne's thesis that one tends in Germany to fall from one
extreme to the other, Mies, presumably in this year, regrettably asked his

C.rllque ol Pure Reason.

1781

The "problem of form" In architecture must be transposed Into a "problem of

co·worker Sergius Ruegenberg to clean up the Am Karlsbad office and

space." Architecture Is the form-giver of the entire spatia/ world, from the small·

throw away a heap of old drawings and tracingS.42

est spatial cell of furniture to the Immense expanse of nature.
Hcmran

SINge/, Alch�eklur·Asll>elil<. 1921

Among all the publications of the year 1926, one work in particular proved
stimulating lor Mies and must therefore be singled out, especially as this
work attempted to interrelate architecture, philosophy, and the reformation
of life. The work in question is the idiosyncratic tract of Bauhaus member
Siegfried Ebeling that appeared in 1926 in Dessau under the peculiar title
Der Aaum a/s Membran

(Space as Membrane). The work has been largely

ignored by historians writing on the architecture of the twenties. Ebeling
undertook the ambitious attempt to fundamentally rethink the conditions
under which architecture can exist under the changed sensibilities toward
life and nature. His premise opened up new horizons for Mies without forc
ing him to abandon his own convictions, for Ebeling based his theories of

architecture on two spiritual fathers who had also influenced Mies himself:
Friedrich Nietzsche and Raoul France.
The mention of these two names alone promised that this work would lead
Mies to encounter his own thinking, so to speak, as a mirror image. The
names stood for two decisive, successive. phases of his development:
Nietzsche, connected with the names of Alois Riehl a11d Peter Behrens,

stood for the period up to 1918; Raoul H. France was the model for the

time after 1918 during which Mies attempted to secure "building" on the
foundation of natural lawfulness. Now he rE¥Jncountered the protagonists of
·.

toward a new architecture.

)

tft!ling, proceeding arm in arm

his building philosophy in the theory of E

As one might expect, the juxtaposition of these two names promised a
theory of architecture that was as prophetic as it was idiosyncratic. Already
the title Oer Aaum als Membran seemed to allude to the anthroposophical
and cosmological ideology underlying the basic tenets of the early Bauhaus
under Johannes ltten and Gertrud Grunow. Presumably Ebeling was a stu
dent at the Bauhaus at that time' and in 1926 stood still under its Influ
ence, recognizable by its unmistakable idiom.
Once one has penetrated the peculiarities of expression that hide the drift
of

the thought by a dense veil of mystery,2 it suddenly becomes clear why

Mies found the work of this original thinker so fascinating. Hurdles the con-
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temporary reader has to overcome posed no serious obstacle for Mies. His
close relationship with the Organiker Hugh Haring had made Mies familiar

with the mental and linguistic practices of these circles, and extensive

reading of the works of France-whose works abounded in Mies's library

facilitated the effort to follow the serpentine ways of a theory of "biological
architecture."

Already in the beginning of this work, Mies found himself in familiar terri

tory. The "definition of the house" in its "primal situation" was presented as

the exemplary eternal, just as Mies had evoked it with his concept of build
ing. To create a sense of measurement against which all existing and

future architecture could be compared, it was useful to visualize "the primal
'

activity of building a house as the fundamental form of �rchitecture." This
provides the basis for the "objective distance . . . to everything around us

I that architecturally meets with public interest."3

This is of course a traditional stance. Vitruvius's architectural theory also

postulated the hut as the type model for the first house.4 Mies with his skin
and bone buildings stood directly in this continuity, in which the primitive

hut and the vision of a simple and honest primal construction, in Barlage's

sense, appears to realize itself as a natural truth of building�

However, Ebeling was not so much in search of an eternal tectonic truth

and its formative law. His interest was not directed toward the architectonic
object but toward the architectonic condition Ut:Jder the elementary circum

stances of biophysical existence. Seen that way, the house in its "primal

situation" looks something like this: It is a "relatively rigid multicelled volu
metric body," that is more or less firmly attached on its underside to the
earth and is adjoined on its other sides by a "thin medium" that is "per

meated by a periodically varying light." The degree of "harmonious equilib

r

rium between the three components" was the criterion that de rmined the
architectural character and quality.5

Ebeling saw his membrane theory affirmed by the progress of technology

in the building industry. The increasing importance of the technical aspects

of building a house with all its installations proves that "architecture . . . has

�

In this elementary situation, the space of the house could be viewed as

already been moving along these lines' fld has become equivalent to an

Retranslated into the biophysical ideology and its jargon, architecture was

the household, "this type of 'neue Sachlichkeit,

cally determined space of a three-dimensional, biologically determined

of the symbol. It cannot be denied that, as a consequence of the compre

latently given yet biostructurally apprehensible emanation of the

a conveyor of meaning, but assumed the character of a piece of machin

equivalent to a "skin" or a "membrane between men and exterior space."

nothing but a methodical attempt to "equalize the three-dimensional, physi
membrane between our bodies, as plasmatic, labile substances, and the

spheres."(!) Mies, evidently prepared for this sort of essentials, expressed
his tribute to this definitional achievement by a mark in the margin.

Compared to Mies's skin and bone theory that stressed the primacy of

structure, Ebeling's theory, viewing the building as a breathing organism,

possessed a higher degree of abstraction. Not limited to any particular type

apparatus or technical organ. In particular the increasing mechanization of
"'

worked counter to the

traditional meaning of architecture with its appeal to the imagination by way

hensive technical reorientation of society, architecture no longer served as
ery, as Le Corbusier articulated it. Mies already had endorsed the loss of

the symbolic function of architecture in the technological age by rejecting
all "aesthetic speculation" and by advocating a surrender to objective

forces that he called will of the epoch.

But while Mies believed that building, provided it serves function and mate

of building or construction method, it was universal in that it was applicable

rial, would develop into a building art all by itself, as a reward so to speak,

his theory of architecture.

redemption by active reevaluation.
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to all or nothing. On this theory of building he erected, in graduated steps,

Ebeling, calling upon Nietzsche, demanded an act of architectonic self

The loss of symbolic function, according to Ebeling, occurred because

According to Ebeling, a fundamental "reevaluation of architecture" was

man." Rather it became a physiological instrument and related to a con

here technology, here art." The apparatuses "as technical wonders" were

direly needed to overcome "that unfortunate separation: here architecture,

architecture was no longer oriented toward humanity or toward "man as

crete "man of flesh and blood"-or, Ebeling added, a man "in full posses
sion of an indefinitely increasable sensuousness."6

Correspondingly, a physical or biological sensibility would replace the tradi-.
tiona! symbolic forms as an organizing and forming architectonic principle.
"Rhythmical man breaks the shackles of the past" was the Nietzschean
motto Ebeling had written over his text. All this was in tune with the
demands of the youth of the twenties for a new naturalness. Gymnastics,
dance, air, and light determined the new physicality of a "rpythmical cul

ture," for which Nietzsche had supplied the motto: "We . have rediscovered
the body."7 In a metaphorical sense this also applied to the architectural
body. Liberated from the historical dress style, the buildings assembled
8
themselves as naked volumes under the light, because, as Le orbusier
said, "we have acquired a taste for fresh air and clear dayligh ."8

�

Ebeling missed something in the architecture of his time, whiqh "still stood
where Nietzsche's prophetic protest had left it," something ?ecisive-some
thing that Mies also had wished to bring about with his manifestos

.
namely, as Mies marked in the margin, a "leap," an_::i�r jum,e intoJh�
"at
remained
achieved
been
far
so
had
primal region of forming." What
best a loving symbiosis with the great mother .technology or proof of a
certain 'Qui vive' in the dregs of society for which 'money and being
human' are interchangeable values." But nowhere was there evidence of
the "evolution of an arch-spirit who, with revolutionary dyna ics, reaches
�

n)

deeply into the ultimate confrontation between man and world" (markings
by Mies). To sum it up: "No incipient beginnings of an architecture that
breaks down the fences into the future.'09

I

l

By underlining the following sentences, Mies endorsed this judgment.
One emphasizes with heavy strokes the will to a new architecture without

filling this will with a new content. One emphasizes form, not content. One

steals glances at the engineer yet remains, even in the "most sober func
tionality, " an aesthete . . . . No incipient beginning, as harsh as that may
sound, is noticeable in the planning of our housing settlements. The pro
crustean bed of settlement planning became the winter and deathbed of
architecture. More architects suffer from this tragic situation than the politi

the manifest "exponents of the will of the epoch and its development ten

dency," and they stood in a "different type of world" that did not care

whether a style was "historical" or "neutrally purified." The architectonic

space as such remained untouched. This led quite logically to the idea of
"reevaluating space in the spirit of the apparatus."1'

Much as these technical installations were basically negative architectural

elements, assembled, installed, or built unbeholden to the "idea" the archi
tect wanted to express with his apartment blocks, so the entire space was

to be visualized as being similarly independent. Analogous to the second
ary technical elements, space was to be viewed "rather as a negative," a
membrane "that only affords the physiological precondition,"'2 ihstead of

"positively" as representative space.

This expressed in a nutshell the idea of a neutral space and architecture

as a protective coverir.g that Ebeling had observed in nature and plant life

and dubbed the "bark principle" (Prinzip Rinde). This architecture makes
do without the traditional semiotic signs and confines itself to the role of

encasement or container, only proffering the "physiological precondition"

with its "negative space"-ein Raum ohne Eigenschaften (a room without
characteristics).

Ebeling's "space as membrane," inspired by that "exquisite book by Raoul

France Technische Leistungen der Pflanzen . . . which will b� better appre

ciated by the architectural sciences of the future" (markings by Mies),13

anticipated the architecture of climate control and the energy-efficient ecol
.
ogy of "climatological differentiation." It p rophesized "�uh power installa
tions" and utopian shields that "soften the ravages of earth's climate,"

anticipating Buckminster Fuller's geodesic dome of 1 959. Beyond that,

Ebeling's critique of the "instant-building "lethod" for industrial structures,

which appeared to him much too cumbei#>ome in the "age of migration and

mass movement," was eventually to be affirmed by the utopian high tech of

"Plug-In-City" and, decades later, by mobile homes.

For Mies, the inspiration of this book lay not so much in the technical con

cept of its membrane theory that in essence dissolves the house into a

"transition area for a continuous . . . force field,"14 but in Ebeling's concept

\

cally influenced public wants to have true. "To each man his own home"

of space. Here their outlooks coincided, though arising out of different pre

Politics therewith destroys the spiritual value of architecture. 10

three-dimensional membrane that exists "free of all alien suggestions.::.or
.£

has become "to each man his own house at the lowest possible price. "

cepts. !Jhat Ebeling referred to as "negative space," namely the neutrg!r_

This last point in particular, doubting that a solution to the problem could be

�ponded to what Mies, rejecting "all aesthetic speculation," stro� for
when he accorded construction priority.

found in the methods of industrial building and planning, prefigured strongly

the attitude of rejection Mies was to assume only shortly afterward in

•

1

-

Mies's skin and bone buildings could be viewed as "negative architecture"

Stuttgart.

insofar as they had cast off-a few subliminal references excepted-all tra-
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ditional symbolism and characteristics of historical style; they might there

ready to draw the required radical consequences. Locked in "between lux

fore be classified, in Ebeling's terminology, as "naturally purified." Yet

ury, poverty, traditional bourgeois expectations, closet mentality, and

oriented building," who asserted that "building does not yet mean form

it to a doctrine, and advocates a middle ground of "unpretentiousness":

precisely this was now made into a reproach by the critics of "anatomically

machine splendor," he draws the "resultant" out of these "polarities," raises

giving."'5

"This marks him as representative of his time, but not as its goal setter."'9

The criteria of form-giving as practiced by Mies remained undefined. The
verbally flaunted antiaesthetic attitude rejected out of hand all deliberate
form-giving and installed the "nature of the task" as pictorial norm, which,

the second part of the twenties: a turning away from mass housing, a

no further explicated, was assumed to speak for itself. Ebeling's concept of
space opened up an avenue out of this dilemma of negative form-giving,
as it claimed to be a building art without art. The creation of ne� ative
space that sets merely the physiological precondition, much .as "building"
under the dictates of construction only realizes the architectonic precondi
tions, should be viewed as a transitional phase, "a proto-stage of the acti-

'

vated space."

The logic of this ascending order was simple and compelling: the corrosion

of symbols by the processes of technology hostile to tradition also pleanses
space of "alien suggestions" and throws man back upon himself. Neutral
'
space thereby offers the possibility for a new existence, a "being on one's
own."16 Space, emptied of meaning, could now be evaluated according to
the Kantian category of the "condition of the possible," which means it

could be newly organized and delimited according �o one's own rules.

At this crucial point, Ebeling abandoned the terrain of the biological theory,
dominated by France, to entrust himself to Nietzsche and his conc;:ept of
self-redemption. This philosophy preached liberation from the spellbinding
forces of alien powers in favor of autonomy, a "being for oneself," that
guaranteed a new type of existence conforming to one's own innertneeds.

&

Ebeling longed for an architectonic space that would do justice to ne's

relationship with one's body, one's being, and the eternity of the cosmos.

Such sentences mark the key issues of Mies's development as architect in

rejection of the principles of economics, an insistence on highest quality,

and finally the architecturally decisive realignment of interest away from
construction to space.

Mies had already solved the second of Ebeling's two demands, namely "to

regroup the house organism dynamically around . . . lifestyle and examine

its constructive consequences." The reevaluation of construction that,began
in 1 922 could only be completed by a further step. The promise of art

latent in construction contained the possibilities not only of a new appear

ance of architecture but simultaneously of a new spatial grouping. Mies, so

far, had only dealt occasionally with the interdependence of these factors.
The design for a Brick Country House of 1 923-1924 was such an excep

tion, as it revealed a totally new spatial concept. While the sober explana
tions Mies furnished of this project20 indicate that the concept of the wall

had to undergo a decisive reinterpretation, he failed to indicate by even a
single word the consequences implied by this architectonic reevaluation.

Only in 1929 did he turn again in this direction that had apparently been
only of fleeting interest to him in 1 924. The same could be said for .the

Glass Skyscrapers, the blueprints of which seem to take note only in pass
ing of the newly gained spatial freedom. They remain "negative" spaces

without specific qualities and of unlimited functi�n. as not e�eh constructive

features were indicated in this vacuum.

Ebeling's theory of building was motivated by Zarathustra, whose clear

This type of space had all the earmarks of having been personally

gaze did not fasten on "free from what?" but ?�'free for what?," in order to

space allowing free rhythmical dance movements and a Dionysian fervor of

being free from "certain spatial concepts," which Mies, without being more

designed by Zarathustra, as it was seen as responding to the need "for a

living, or, in reverse, permitting utmost concentration and mystical celebra

tions, offering undiminished views and admitting the light from the nocturnal

sky for that serene, astrologically minded man"'7-spatial desiderata
endorsed by Mies's markings in the side margin.

In the same manner, Mies took note of the subsequent conclusion: "Should

even a single occasionally occurring inner need be general in nature, this
would impose on the architect the welcome compulsion to regroup the

house organism dynamically around this need and examine its constructive
consequences. "'8

However, this type of building, as the building of the present shows, is for

the time being reserved for a future man; the architect presently is not
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impart a new rhythm to life. This type of freedom means more than merely

specific, had blamed in 1924 for those "impossible results."21 If in 1924

architecture was unconditionally at the mercy of technology, the situation

had reversed itself by 1 928 when Mies announced: "We see in technology

the possibility of liberating ourselves."22 By the "space-toppling power" of

steel and concrete construction, a "measure of freedom in spatial composi
tion" had been obtained that made possible a "freedom for a new type of

task": "Only now can we articulate space freely, open it up and connect it

to the landscape. Now it becomes clear again what a wall is, what an
opening, what is floor and what ceiling."23

By the reevaluation of space, by extirpating symbolism, by the appropria

tion of emptiness and by the metamorphosis of the negative space into a
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new "room full of rooms,"24 Mies had created in the early twenties the pre
conditions for a new spatial perception. Now the spiritual factors, the con

should be, and therefore still an idea of life-moved after 1 926 into the
center of Mies's work. The social responsibility of architecture, as Mies

tent and the values had to be determined, according to which-in Ebeling's

perceived it, consisted in creating a suitable environment for new modes of

"lifestyle."

methods of mass production.

"The Preconditions of Architectural Work" was, significantly, the title of a

It was the task of architecture to reflect the new attitude toward life by a

words-the house organism must be organized to reflect that new

living, rather than in the normative division of space according to the new

lecture given by Mies in several locations in the spring of 1928, a lecture

"spatial execution of the changed situation."30 The undertaking to reeval

tences that summarized his theses, the new direction became evident:

with Behrens's subtle dialogue around the concept of the Schinkel Villa.

that was warmly welcomed by the public.25 Already in the opening sen

uate space upon which Mies had embarked had already begun in 1 91 0

"Ladies and Gentlemen! The building art is for me not a subject for ingen

The process of opening up an enclosed plan was continued by Mies in the

tems. But particularly nothing from an aesthetic attitude that m�rely

eines Architekten" of 1927, Paul Westheim afforded a glimpse of this

ious speculation. I do not expect anything from theories and specific sys

touches the surface. The building art can only be unlocked from a spiritual

center and can only be comprehended as a living process."

Mies had made this confession to a philosophy of life even more explicit a

few months earlier in his letter on form to Walter Riezler, the publisher of

twenties with renewed vigor. In his essay "Mies van der Rohe. Entwicklung

phase of the development that was to come to completion in 1 930, peaking

with the Barcelona Pavilion, the Tugendhat House, and the model house
for the Berlin Building Exposition.

According to Westheim, Mies's plan afforded "circulation that leads from

the periodical Die Form: "We want to open ourselves to life and seize it.

room to room," resulting in an "overlapping of individual rooms." Mies artic

We do not value the result but the starting point of the form-giving process.

"modern office buildings where this has already become a standard prac

Life is what matters in all the fullness of its spiritual and concrete relations.

It in particular reveals whether form was arrived at from the direction of life

or for its own sake."26

This "starting point of the form-giving process" that Mies considered so

crucial gains its full meaning against the backdrop of Ebeling's work. The
authenticity and intensity of life advocated by Nietzsche, and the forming

powers of nature held out as examplary by France, had become criteria of

ulated the available space "organically to the planned function," not unlike
tice" and where space was divided "according to the type of operation,"

with walls reduced to partitions. The plans of Miss's villas appeared to be
basically "no more than a grid for overlapping spatial sequences" and the
house itself, in the final analysis, "nothing but an enrobing of this spatial

configuration.''31

This attempt to "reshape the house into a dwelling organism"-which, to

a theory of form. Its main thesis, expounded here for Walter Riezler, was:

judge from Westheim's remarks, resulted in a mixture between apparatus

the combined result of both positions: of a naturalism

ples and means. In his apartment block for the Weissenhofsiedlung, the

'fere,
that already re�g

"Only life intensity has form intensity." This definition represents, as it

b

nizes the existing as form, and of an idealism of will that aims at a su ju

and living organ-was continued by Mies after 1 927, but with new princi
walls assumed the character of room dividers. The "freedom of usage"

gation of the given. Mies delimits himself against both extremes: 'The

afforded by the steel skeleton permitted Mies a commensurate freedom in

sion." His conclusion stated: "Real form presupposes real life. But not one

could be unfolded according to specific spatial requirements, determined

I

unformed is not worse than the overformed. One is nothing, the other illu-

� wall se§ments, which

regard to the interior spatial arrangement.32 Mov�

that has been nor one that has been thought. Therein lies the criterion.

the blueprint. A model for this type of flexible dwelling had been given by

tion of constructivist or functionalist."27

which could be opened up into a single room or divided into five smaller

This is why the question of classical or Gothic is as irrelevant as the ques

The New Building represents, as Mies described it in his Stuttgart explana

tions, an "element of the larger struggle for new forms of living."28 Adolf

Behne saw it the same way: "Building is nothing else but the organization

of space, so that life can unfold under the best possible circumstances. To

think about good and right building means no more than to think about

good and right living. For-to repeat it once more-the new architects do

Gerrit Rietveld in 1 923 in the Schroder House in Utrecht, the upper story of

ones.

With his Stuttgart experiment, Mies had begun that "space-dynamic re

arrangement" that had been called for by Ebeling. The flexible floor plan

responded to a new mode of living described by Werner Graff, Mies's com
rade-in-arms, as consisting of a heightened demand for airiness, color, and
mechanics, an inclination toward sports, and an increased social mobility.33

not want to impose some new forms of style, they want to contribute

The Stuttgart Werkbund Exhibition had been intended to demonstrate the

life-or to be more exact, around a specific idea of what life could be or

to the "clarification of the will to dwell."34

toward better organization of life."29 The new arrangement of space around
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possible dwelling forms and living styles of such a society, thus contributing
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The breakthrough to a totally new understanding of space first led to a

further, systematic reduction and separation of elements: the Barcelona
Pavilion of 1 929 was the high point of this development. Space was no

longer defined by limited segments but rather appeared itself to be set in

The truly architectonic expresses itself "as a spatial relationship," the princi
,
pie of which consists in carving alimited...space out of an infinite one thus

----

J

forming a space wJtbiiLspac�el defined architecture as "the form-

giver of the entire spatial world, from the smallest spatial cell of furniture to

motion. On the dotted grid of the steel skeleton, Mies composed a cadence

the immense expanse of nature." For this concept of a spatial continuum

into an interlocking configuration that breathed light and space and that did

spatial forms be successively viewed and artistically apprehended."40

of asymmetrical, freestanding wall segments, metamorphosing the structure
not correspond to any existing categories. This spatial experience was no

Mies's architecture seemed custom-ordered: "Only by perambulation can

In Barcelona, space was not only equivalent with material, as had been

longer explainable in terms of the old terminology, and even new terms

aspired to in the plastic interlocking of body and space in the Schinkel

promise of
In this building perfectly fusing the classical heritage and 'the
1922 and
in
un
eg
?
had
that
ction
modern art, the reevaluation of constru
under way
the reevaluation of space that had already been incipiently
d in 1922
before the war reached their final resolution. If Mies had declare
e,
pearanc
aP
ction
constru
in
that the aesthetic function of architecture lay
In
nce.
experie
by the time of the Barcelona Pavilion he emphasized spatial
rent quality
the blueprint one can now detect that membranelike transpa
skin. Its large
glass
veiling
that had, up to then, been the trademark of the
at was irritat
planes and the unattached wall screens created an effect.th
ingly open and restrictive at the same time.

tional profundity" (Sorge!) triumphed over matter. The creative spirit had

such as flowing or open space circumscribed it only vaguely.35

re" of
With this poetical space that brings to mind the "space of elsewhe
been
not
had
which
Gaston Bachelard's Poetics of Space,36 the likes of
:
of the human
known before, Mies entered his name in the genealogy book
itself, or
space
but
system
tectonic
the
habitat. Not the delimiting wall nor
work
actual
the
;
rather the spiritual principle of its delimitation, had become

of art.

ti n for which
Mies "built" an aesthetics of space, the theoretical prepara q
rsow had
Schm
August
.
reached back beyond the turn of the century
ural creation
expressed the conviction in 1 893 that the nature of architec
out in 1908
consists in the shaping of space. H. P. Berlage had poin�ed
by means of a
rooms
that the art of the building master consists in creating
determined by
"more or less assembled complex of walls." A building is not
by an "idea of
the actual, immediately apprehensible formal presence, but
terms,"37 a
spatial
in
architecture" that "manifests itself through and through
loyal to the
saying by his mentor Berlage that encouraged Mies to remain
.
9
1
9
1
after
concept of the classical villa type even

�
�

Herman Sorge!, basing himself o n the writings of Camillo Sitte, August

Villa, but it was of even greater importance. A new "understanding for rela

conquered matter and given it a new shape and therefore a new possibility

for existence. The idea of a building had become the basis of its architec
tural reality. Mies had transposed the aesthetic function from bo'dy to

space; a process that corresponded in this thinking with a shift from the
"will" of the material to the idea. Rubio Tuduri made this point with his

remark: "In the German Pavilion in Barcelona, architecture stops being

matter. It becomes incantation and symbol."41

It seems futile to ask to what degree art theoretical works were important

for the practical realization of Mies's aims.42 His statements, containing

only a few spare references to spatial problems, give us no answer.43 The

disinclination to engage in speculation remained typical for Mies's attitude.
If there was a single text from which Mies might have received stimulation

as to the problematics of space, it could have been the small, handy vol

ume of the well-known Jugendstil artist August Endell, which had appeared
in 1 908 under the title Die SchOnheit der grossen Stadt. The self-taught

Endell had made a name for himself in-1 896 with his sp�ctacular firstling,

the Elvira photographic studio in Munich. Less known than his highly orna
mental architectural work were the numerous art theoretical writings of this

former student of philosophy and psychology.44
�

As a regular reader of the periodical

Di?fZukunft Mies might have taken

note of Endell, who published for the first time in this periodical in 1 905. In
1908 it also printed excerpts from his book Die SchOnheit der grossen

Stadt.45 Endell, who had attended Theodor Lipp's lectures in Munich on the

theory of empathy, was in pursuit of a phenomenon that he called the "life

of space." It was difficult to render a clear conception of this "life of space"
because it was not explicable from the point of view of traditional

Schmarsow, Alois Riegl, A. E. Brinckmann, and Walter Curt Behrendt,

architecture.

ture as spatial art. His maxim "The 'problem of form' in architecture must

for that was motivated by an "enjoyment of the visible" and a "love of the

New Building. "Spatiality" is the true problematic of architecture, for in it lies

which appeared to him like a Nicolas Poussin moodscape. Endell viewed

attempted in 1 9 1 8 with his Architektur-Asthetik to pioneer a new architec
be transposed into a 'problem of space"'38 summarized the concerns of the
"something . . . that universally for all times and styles" determines the
essence of architecture.
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In order to understand this phenomenon, a new mode of seeing was called

object." Endell turned this poeticizing way of seeing toward the metropolis,

the city with the eyes of a painter who is less interested in its structures
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than in the visual phenomenon of "city" and who is fascinated by its atmo
sphere, its "light space," and its manifold appearances.

many small panels begin to reflect the sunset and the entire plane
assumes a colorful, shimmering life."5'

itself.
Seen from this point of view, the architectonic element shifts to space
of
Endell enlightened his readers as to the limitations of the standard way
ele
building
the
means
generally
one
seeing: "Thinking of architecture,
only
ments, the fa�ades, the columns, the ornaments, and yet all this is

the
secondary. What is important is not the form but its reversal, the space,
it
define
that
walls
the
between
ally
emptiness, that spreads out rhythmic
ce
and the vitality that is more significant than the walls. If one can experien
s is
space, its directions, its measures, then the movement of emptines
realm,
unknown
almost
an
to
access
equivalent to music, and one can gain
the realm of the architect and the painter."46

Not only the approach to a basic aesthetic concept of space might have
ll's
been facilitated for Mies by this work of 1908. If one compares �nd�
under
is
ol'le
,
twenties
early
the
of
book with the Miesian pronouncements
with
the impression of having found the secret source that supplie� Mies
his decisive ideas. Almost all the key terms of his manifestos had already
'
been employed by Endell: The "love for the here and now";47 the accusa
tion against a period that had embarked upon an "escape ihto the past"

and that had no true comprehension of either the old or the new;48 the
that,
aversion toward philistine s and "romantics of all types;"49 and beyond
on
the poeticizing of the raw structure consisting of "rhythmically arranged

�

beams."50

But in yet another decisive point the trace leads us to Mies . .Presumably
Endell's writings were the pathbreaking stimulus to which Mies owed his
design for the glass skyscraper project for the Friedrichstrasse. The effect

of the play of light on large glass panes-w hich, according to 1Mies, guided
his design to obtain "a rich play of light reflection"-had si il rl fasci ated
.
.
as
Endell; the construction of a large curta1n of glass skm, a cu a1n wall
struc
glass
a
ch
su
effect
the
d
fa�ade, excited his curiosity. Endell visualize
,
.
ture would have on the urban landscape as it rose over the surrounding

���
h

�

Endell's way of seeing arose out of that "novel aesthetic attitude," that

"special aesthetic" that was the prerequisite for an artistic appreciation of

construction. 52 Mies shared Endell's enthusiasm for the new construction
methods and materials, both as to the intense aesthetic impression they

made in space and to the play of light on their smooth surfaces. This play

of light reflections, raised by Mies to a criterion of form-giving, was thema

tized as a new way of seeing by Endell. In his poetics of space and in

Mies's glass visions, buildings were transposed into abstract, silent vol

umes that were called to life only by the effects of "fortuitous illumination, a
beautiful distribution of shadows."53

Endell demonstrated the extent to which aesthetic fantasy can �hilt the

principles of spatial apprehension from the material to the ideated and to

the will to see. In his eyes, the powerful electric street lamps carved

"gigantic vaults into the air" forming a space totally penetrated by light.

Here man entered a "vault of light" that afforded a unique spatial experi
ence: one found oneself in a "room" that was both limited and open,

defined by "a transparent yet clearly perceived wall."54 The modern expla
nation of space as given, for example, by Theo van Doesburg in 1 925

affirms this sensual apprehension of space. Space is not perceived as a

"measurable, limited surface" but rather in terms of "a concept of expansion

that results from the relationship of one form-giving element to another."55

The modern concept of space is ambivalent, for it is conceptualized in
'
terms of opposites, or as Mondrian expressed it, it is a space that is "not

enclosed but nevertheless limited."56 The "open space formation" as Mies

understood it, consisted of a novel type of architectonic. space that is "har
boring but not confining."57 It conforms to the needs of modern man for

both f�eedom and refuge. In the Tugendhat House, which stands in direct

succession to the Barcelona Pavilion, Mies could realize this spatial idea in

�totally new type has been devel

practically ideal purity. Here, a "space Qf

houses and appeared "above them . . . luminous . . . like a high, red-shin
ing mountain" that is "enflamed to glaring fire by the evening sun."

oped" that, according to Riezler in 1931 , had "neither an immediately

This imagery was elicited by the Friedrichstrasse railroad station built in

honed balance that one's apprehension of spatiality could orient itself to

1 884 that was situated right opposite the site planned for the glass sky

scraper. But Endell's description was not of the actual railroad building. '
What attracted his glance, desirous of visual poetry, was "the enclosing
panel that was suspended laterally over the tracks," the large "glass

apron. " "Wonderful this Friedrich-Strasse railroad station, when one stands

on the outer track above the Spree where one cannot see any of its archi

apprehensible unifying system nor any pronounced limitations."58 Its pecu

liarity lay in its contradictoriness, which had been brought into such well
either openness or closedness. The secret of this interlocking of spatial

concepts lay in the ambivalence of the respective archetypes. In the Tug

endhat House Mies gave an interpretation of a house that was simulta
neously cell and world, protective refuge yet open.

The wall-high windows, a "membrane"59 that offered no resistance to the

tecture except the large expanse of the glass apron and the contrast to the

eye, connected the transparent microcosm of the interior with the expanse

with its shadows this confused environment"-and even in this point Mies's

appeared to fuse with the universe.60 It afforded tranquility and movement,
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maze of petty houses all about. Particularly beautiful when dusk conceals
charcoal perspective follows its literary example exactly-"and then the

of landscape and sky. Space, although enclosed and self-contained,

static and dynamic, security and adventure, or permitted-in terms of the

"Glass curtain" on the Friedrichstrasse railroad station, Berlin.

Skyscraper project, Friedrichstrasse.

Friedrichstrasse Station, site plan.
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Gennan

Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition,

Tugendhat House, Brno, 1928-1930, entrance.

1928-1929, entrance.

� denote that "activ<!ted

Apollonian and Dionysian that Ebeling employed t

In this space prevailed "the spirit of technology" (W. Riezler); it spoke out of

space"-both "absolute possibility for concentration" and "Dionysian fervor."

the nickel-clad posts, the mechanical installations, and the steel furniture,

Furthermore the Tugendhat House, the large glass panes of which could

yet it did so here not in the sense of "that oft-lamented functionality but

be lowered by the mere pressing of a button, fulfilled the need of a
"serene, astrologically minded man• for •undiminished views and .
light from the nocturnal sky."G'

,

rather in the sense of a newfound freedom.• The ultimate value and signifi
. the

The Miesian space offers man the possibility "of a true retreat," which,
according to Ebeling, promises a new measure of freedom. The "wide,
tranquil spaces" of the Tugendhat House, appreciated by its owner as a
home to which he joyfully returned,62 invite to contemplation, to "reveries of
tranquility" (Bachelard).63 To a space open to the span of the horizon corre
sponded an interior that was "severe and large, but in a manner that was
expansive rather than oppressive."64 Only the select preciousness of the

cance of this house as an ideal creation orthe building art lay in this mas
tery of technical means: Mies proved here "that it is possible to reach for
the realm of the spirit from the basis of what has up to now been a purely
rational and functional concept of modern building. What has occasionally
�

di('g

been questioned is here affirmed: the buil

art, torthe first time in a

long while, Is again prepared to meet even the highest demands." As

Wal

ter Aiezler stated in conclusion, in the space of the Tugendhat House the
expression of a universal world feeling has been found that, "just as much
as in philosophy, announces a new world image."07

materials in their extreme range from chrome to onyx and the opulence of

The vantage point of modern man was explained by Mies in his 1928 lec

the surfaces and colors6s with which the interior was fitted out prevented

ture on 'The Preconditions of Architectural Work," in which he spelled out

one's losing oneself in infinity. The Tugendhat House was less a residence

the philosophical premises of his building art. The old order has lost its

than an ideal example of the building art. In the poetics of its space, inside

meaning for modem man, who embraces the new world and now "fights

and outside, the tangible and the expansive combined in an intense spatial

with its means." His work is "unrestricted" and lies no longer "in the shadow

experience the rhythm of which found its resolution on one hand in a

of conventions"; it "feels its way toward new possibilities" of life by way of

''fusion with the cosmos" (W. Riezler) but on the other hand also in a har

experiment.66 This is the result of the "changed situation" in which the exis

mony with man, inviting him to take possession of space: "One must move

tential problematic of a new type of living is reflected, a living that has

in this space, its rhythm is like music."66

severed itself from ties to the past, thereby gaining access to new possibili-
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Esters House, Krefeld, 1 927-1930.

Left, Lessing House, Berlin, 1923; right, Wolf House, Guben, 1926.
2. 0'-goocho6

[....L

1. Obergoacho6

Barcelona Pavilion.

ErdgeschoB

Heus 4

Haus 3

Haus 2

Haus I

Residential block if) Stuttgart-Woissenhof, 1 927, variable ground plans.
Tugendhat House.
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Barcelona Pavilion, interior.

Tugendhat House, interior.
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Barcelona Pavilion, exterior.
Tugendhat House, exterior.

ties. However, modern man has also assumed the burden of a new

responsibility insofar as he must now impart meaning and form to his own

world.

The task facing the architect was therefore not primarily practical, technical,

or formal in nature but philosophical. In the concluding words of his speech
at the Vienna meeting of the Werkbund in 1 930,

�ies stated this

conviction

very clearly. The architect did not draw the consequences from the new

mode of living and producing by a mere acceptance of mechanization, typi

fication, and norms. It was much more important to demonstrate Vhow we

assert ourselves toward these givens. It is here that the spiritual problems

p
jr
Whether we build high or flat, with steel or with glass, says nothinb as to
begin. What matters is not the what but only the how. That we pre uce

goods and the means by which we produce them says nothing sp itually.

the value of this way of building . . . But it is exactly this question of values

that is decisive."69

I

As to the value of building, the responsibility of the architect does not

exhaust itself in supplying adequate living space but must take into account
a specific quality of life. The work of the master builder must begin by

assigning to values "an order that permits free play for the unfolding of

life."70 Without this "genuine order," as Mies called it, "authentic life" is not

possible, namely a life that-just like the Miesian space-is reclusive with

out hampering the "unfolding of the spirit."71 It is not possible to articulate a
critique of the then-prevailing functionalism more succinctly than Mies did
in 1930: "For the meaning and justification of each epoch, even the new
one, lies only in providing conditions under which the spirit can exist."72
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VI

Architecture for the Search for Knowledge:
The Double Way to Order

-x

Il ls understood In all cultures that the spirit extrapolates an Independent object
through which the development of the subject from Itself to Itself takes its
passage.
Georg Simmel, Philosophische Kultur, 1911

Fulfil/ the law to gain freedom.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (around

1950)

"It began with Holderlin and led very soon to Nietzsche, with the strange

result that the Catholic cleric was considerably less distrustful and skeptical
toward the phenomenon of Nietzsche than I, the Protestant with only a
philosophical interest in Zarathustra and Dionysus." So reports Paul Fech

ter, commenting on his first meeting with Romano Guardini in the mid
twenties.

Turning Point of Time),
And in his book An der Wende der Zeit (At the
r also reported on the
which devoted a whole chapter to Guard ini, Fechte
professor of theology that
second, accidental encounter he had with this
r Werner Scholz in Steglitz:
took place in the studio of the wife of the painte
of Professor Guardini arose
"In this warm studio ambience the small figure
good an� fri� ndly smile that
from an easy chair as he welcomed us with a
here than in the pulpit .
had an even more immediate and direct effect
approximately of the
Opposite to him, another guest had been seated
and tense than 'Guardini
same height and just as slender, but more erect
architect Mies van der
and of a somewhat sharper profile. It was the

.

Rohe . . "1

names, lining up almost
Nietzsche, Guardini, Mies van der Rohe: these
an imaginary axis that
coincidentally in Fechter's recollection, point to
round. Romano Guardini
existed like an invisible spiritual order in the backg
of Mies's building art, which
was to play the decisive role in the clarification
The conceptual ambiv
sought to find itself in the search for a higher order.
� had attempted to resolve in
alence that hid in the words "buildi ng art" Mies
ts: first there had been a
the twenties with his large-scale design projec
the sign of th � primacy of
under
flight forward into dramatic simplification
the decade there was an ideal
construction and Zeitwille; toward the end of
uction, matter and idea,
creating of space in which material and constr
ny, a "realm of the spirit"
harmo
fused in a poetic equation into a new highe r
"world image:·
(W. Riezler) that appeared to announce a new

l

and material and thus the
In the Barcelona Pavilion not only construction
1
e symbol. Mies's buildin g
building as such, but even space itself had becom
of possibilities from the
of the twenties spanned the architectonic range
the purely representa
extreme of the purely functional to the extreme of
1 930 that measure of "reli
tional. Mies appeared to have attained around
r registered in his
gious energy" (van Doesburg) that Walter Riezle
e sign of relief: the buil?
discussion of the Tugendhat House with an audibl
. again prepared to meet
ing art was "for the first time in a long while . .
the sacred one, pro
even the highest demands"-yes, "perhaps even
church presently under
vided one does not understand the sacred as the
stands it."2

Within the circumscribed spectrum Mies now attempted to redefine his

position. The goal set in Stuttgart of leading building out of an "atmosphere

of the unilateral and doctrinaire" (Mies) had its parallel in an architecture of

thought that was equally opposed to all types of oversimplification. "Materi
alist and idealist. Unilaterally oriented and totally oriented. What can come

of that?"3-a short note of Mies indicating that the architectural premise

had been included in the wider horizon of ideological systems.

Many opportunities existed for encounters between Mies and Romano

Guardini. Guardini, who had been called to the newly endowed chair for

Philosophy of Religion and Catholic World Views at the University of Berlin

in 1 923, was also well known in the non-Catholic circles of the Berlin soci

ety of the mid-twenties. Mies might have encountered his name for the first

time in the circle of friends around Alois Riehl. Possibly they met in

November 1925 on the occasion of a series of lectures conducted at the

Kunstgewerbeschule of Bremen. Here the names of Mies van der Rohe

and Romano Guardini followed each other on the program.•

The first indications that Mies had met Guardini can already be detected in

the beginning of 1 927. And in the spring of 1 928 the influence of Guardini
becomes noticeable in the lecture "The Preconditions of Architectural

Work," which gave an indication of how influential the acquaintance with

the philosopher of religion, only one year older than Mies, was to become.

Aside from sharing a common ideological basis, both men tended to con

ceptualize in terms of opposites.

Guardini had brought this dialectical thinking into a system that Mies could

adapt without hesitation as it confirmed and legitimized his own contradic

tory positions. Thus Mies, who normally avoided public debates, entered

with evident relief into a debate with Walter Riezler "On Form in Architec

ture." In the manuscript of his letter of January 1 927, which is somewhat

more expansive than the printed version, he performs a regular two-step of

opposites: life and form, inside and outside; unformed and overformed,

nothing or appearances, what had been or what had b�en thought, how

and what, classical and Gothic, constructivist or functionalist. At the end
is neither static nor dynamic but includes

BOth." Only' a life "in its entire

fullness"-so explains Mies without achieving greater clarity-can combine

these opposites to arrive at real form.5

These words vividly recall a passage in a lecture given by Theo van Does
burg in 1922 in Berlin-"The Will to Style"-in which he interpreted the

structure of life, in a very Nietzschean manner, as a "continuous evolution

in life and art . . . that causes a reevaluation of all values," and in which life

itself is viewed as a "battle between polarities." Doesburg had concluded in

a very similar vein: "Neither an escape into the Middle Ages nor a recon
struction of Olympus, as advocated by art historians, can bring about a

solution . . . . Neither feeling nor intellect alone can offer a solution to problems of art . . . . For life is not only static but also dynamic, not only con-

structive but also destructive; it is both simultaneously. ''6
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$' nor the Middle Ages, and life

came the resolution: "We are neither antiqu

Yet Mies did not speak with the words of Thea van Doesburg, of whom he
did not think too much,7 but with those of Romano Guardini. He had taken

the arguments with which he countered Walter Riezler from Guardini's Der
Gegensatz. Versuche zu einer Philosophie des Lebendig-Konkreten

(Opposites: Attempt at a Philosophy of the Living and the Concrete) that

had come out toward the end of 1925. In this work, Guardini immediately
divided the "human existential condition" into a "first set of opposites that

shall be called 'dynamic' and 'static,"' followed by others such as "structure

and act," "duration and flux," "position and change." A very similar-sounding

tentative conclusion was drawn that was so simple that one must restrain
oneself not to call it banal: "Yes, life is experienced as something that

comprises one as well as the other."8

"Every how is supported by a what. Only life intensity has form intensity"

was the answer given by Mies to Walter Riezler as reason for his rejection

of the latter's "form as goal"; and in saying this he may very well have 'had
in mind a passage of Guardini's text that he had underlined: "Life is form,
forming, form apprehension. Life intensity is form intensity. Yet it is pre

cisely our time that stands in stark contrast to form . . . . Living form is

always based on a 'what.' . . . It is not only the 'no' to form that is ,meant

but something quite special, something that does not stand in contradiction

to it, but in contrast . . . that 'something' that stands before each formal

determination . . . . Life here is something that can only be expressed as
simile; we will call it with a very trite word, 'fullness.' And the more pro

found life, the less specific is this 'fullness.' As fullness, life resists form.:09

Guardini's dialectic, going back to Plato, German idealism, and the dialectic
I

of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, was also influenced by Schopen-

hauer, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Bergson, Simmel, Scheler, and Nicolai Hart
mann;10 it aimed at a unity that could not be apprehended either by the

�

rational or by the intuitive faculty alone. By the same token, the buil ing art

could be seen as existing in a state of suspension that yielded neither to

�omano Guardini, at the end of the 1920s, at Castle Rothenfels. ·we belong to the future

e must put ourselves •nto 1t, each one at his
station. We must not plant ourselves ag ·
·
nst
th� ne� and attempt to retain a beautiful world,
one that must perish. Nor must we t �
build, With creat1ve fantasy, a new one that
claims to be immune to the ravages of b
om
�ng. We have to reformulate the nascent. But
that we can only do if we hones 1
e
1t; et w1th incorruptible heart we have to retain
our awareness of all that is,d: r v
1n uman In 11. �ur hme IS g1ven to us as a
soil on which we stand, and as a task that
we
.
have to master. Romano Guard1n1, Briefe vom
Comer See (Mainz, 1927), p. 93.

:

:

mathematical nor to artistic means unilaterally, but only assumed·form, as
Mies had it, out of the "entire fullness of life.'' Guardini's method had a

certain constructive similarity to Mies's philosophy of building, insofar as

polarity was viewed as a "basic model of experience"'' corresponding to an

elemental phenomenon of life. It represented the typicality of life, and thus
constituted an elementary building block of reality, much as Mies needed
for his concept of building, and one that he had thought to have found in

construction. Guardini's attempt at a "philosophy of the living and the con
crete" was a "rethinking from the inside" aimed at liberating thought from

academic conventions and subjective limitations. Mies was guided by very

similar thoughts in regard to building. Guardini wanted to see the fullness

of reality unlocked not by abstract theorizing but by "rethinking concrete

life," methodically, as "objective totality." "Life" is the crucial, central concept

that functions as a corrective to thinking, for only in life are the opposites
resolved.
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"Life is what matters" was the final argument Mies raised against Walter

Guardini's dialectic brought two philosophical worlds in contact: the old

Riezler. The stress Guardini put on a philosophy of the living and the con

world of the Platonic idea and the modern world of existential philosophy.

but the starting point of the form-giving process. This in particular reveals

the religious. Next to it was the "tender love for life" that Guardini saw best

crete was also echoed in these words of Mies: "We value not the result,

Fundamental to his theory is his love of Plato, who could be equated with

whether form was derived from life or for its own sake."12 And even more

expressed in Nietzsche's warning "It is dangerous and evil," for only that

in its must succinct version "Fight with Riezler. Technical. We demand

"each surprise of life with lightning speed by means of a new creative

What this "attitude" and "truth" represented can only be deduced by
reverse logic. Accordin g to the statements, truth-much as life-must com

As Hanna-Barbara Gerl so perceptively noted, "Nietzsche was,
as so often
'
audible" behind Guardini, 17 who strove for a Platonic reevaluation
of that
Dionysian belief that, besides affirming its own existence, affirmed
all of
life. Guardini saw it as his task to revive Platonic thought after
Kant and
Nietzsche, after the declaration that "God is dead. We have killed.
him."
Although he believed, along with Nietzsche that modern man can
only find
himself after jettisoning all the old symbols and deities, he also held
that

specific is an entry in Mies's notebook where the debate on form appears
above all attitude. We want truth. Riezler beauty."13

prise opposites, a simultaneity of static and dynamic, and, must be based
on "living inwardness . . . on a what." The lesson of the interconnection
ct
between form and life that Mies learned from Guardini is easily reconstru
ible from his underlinings of passages. Beginning with the sent�nc� "Full
ness is not form," in which both categories represent a contrasting polarity,
Guardini developed his thought in both directions. As "fullness of plastic
and dynamic possibilities" life was only experienceable as a minimum of
to
form and order. Where life went too far in the direction of fullness it led
chaos, "confusion," and existential "horror." If life went too 'far in the other

direction in its search for order, creation, and form, then it entered upon
"the second zone of polarity . . . the opposite extreme. . . . P.ure form is no
longer thinkable or possible; instead of evolving from the living, it is carica
ture: the formal. This is equivalent to death. Chaos is death, insofar as
there is no attitude, no order . . . but schema is also death; frigidity and
rigidity" (underlinings by Mies). 1 4

This conflict of opposites was not resolvable by a redeeming formula. Life
could not be thought of as a "synthesis of disparities" nor ev� n as a whole
the two sides of which are complernenta�y "parts." It exists cher as an
_
elemental form, a "bound duality" (underlined by M1es) that, typ1cal for
human life ' " must be imagined as existing between two zones of death.

r

1

The .saying of Blaise Pascal that man is neither angel nor animal, and

Friedrich Nietzsche's simile of man as a tightrope over an abyss, are dis

cernible in Guardini's imagery.

Within that extreme delimitation, real life unfolds. In that respect it was

just like authentic building in the eyes of Mies-"an expression of spiritual

decisions." Reality calls for an artfully designed order. Its principle of spiri

man who carries within himself the "power of adaptation" and who can face

solution"16 can, in the final analysis, survive.

this new self-recollection, from which Siegfried Ebeling, too, had
derived
his ideas on space, had to go hand in hand with a fundamental
experience
of one's own limitations.

The new autonomy that resulted from the conquest over tradition
alism
must, according to Guardini, be itself overcome by the descend
ants of
modernism: imbued with the spirit of a newfound freedom, man
has to
recommit himself to responsibility toward the whole. A new "unifying
con
sciousness" has to supercede modern subjectivism: "Our task,"
so Mies
underlined in Guardini's text, "is to progress further to a new, albeit
critically
tested unity."16
As Hanna-Barbara Gerl has it, who has trJJ;ced the passages and
aims of
Guardini's though with utmost care, the "spiritual conque�t of
the future"
should "lead to something even newer than the new time,"19 namely
an

order that harnesses the forces of progress to guarantee life its
requisite
breathing space.

J

Thus Guardini called for something with which Mies was in profoun
d agreel
ent:
another
,
new,
but
not
unilatera
l modernism in which subj e�rces
�
were restrained by objective limits, but in which, conversely, the
potentially
,threateningo5j�ersJrme.r�nt in technology were subordin
ated to
the subject, to man and his life. This constellation conformed very
much"'k;

tual limitation requires that it be open toward the poles in order to attain

the position Mies had taken up since 1927, accepting the technolo
gical as
a means of realization and also seeing it as a potential threat.

existence against chaos. It was this "genuine order," as Mies called it, that

In this concept of a modernism conscious of the limitations of technology

fullness on one hand and a measure of definiteness on the other to secure

was at issue: an order "with a reality content so large that authentic life can

a concept to which today in the crisis of modernism and postmodernism

confining space" that secures life but allows room for the unfolding of the

Guardini. His writings20-and this deserves to be emphasized here again

unfold in it."15 Thus, too, "open space-form" realizes a "harboring but not a

spirit, providing for twentieth-century man the ordered, if contrasting, reality
of both freedom and retreat, expansiveness and restraint.
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considerable actuality accrues-we find Mies decidedly in the shadow of

were studied by Mies particularly in that time period that immediately pre

ceded the planning phase of the Barcelona Pavilion and the Tugendhat
House.21
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with the "chaos" of "once upon a time," namely when the order of antiquity

man is the
The great responsibility that rests on the shoulders of modern
, between freedom
need to establish a balance between ruling and serving
concurred, was to
ings
underlin
his
and order. What mattered, and Mies by
lity, the
"reconnect the spontaneity of experience, the power of persona

broke up 1nto late antiquity.

That epoch also offered a suitable solution for the crisis. on the basis of

the Platonic order, Augustine formulated "the medieval idea of order" that

the obj�
uniqueness of feeling, with discipline and atteotiveness toward
eality . . . to
r
f
o
de.L
r
i
o
t
e
jec
v
ob
tive world" and to lead a life "obedient to the
_!be �d.
muoit
the comy_.J.Q._
� true nature of one's soul, to the obj�ct§Jo
er attitud�
S}'nonymous with a "proQ_
�d to God."2�then was

introduced a new epoch. In it, the antique spirit of "proportion exemplified
and founded by Plato," in which Mies saw the noblest inheritance from

antiquity, opened up a "totally new dimension."

�ere was an exemplary-if not to say the exemplary-solution offered by

the title "pro
The following "sketch," arranged by Mies significantly under
s underlying
polaritie
tive
constitu
grammatical points," renders in outline the
communal.
Guardini's precepts: "Independence and adjustment to the
whole. Freedom
Space for personal development and subordination to the
objective. Pow
and
ive
and law; flux and order; ruling and serving; subject
attitu<;l; . �
erful totality. Meaningful, proper order. Appropriate, suitable
instead of organi
inside to outside and from outside to insid�ner order
ess and will
plativen
zation. Isolation of the physical by the spirl!!:!_al . Contem

h1story, namely how, by a recollection of the Platonic world of ideas, the
problems of a period could be solved. That this orientation toward Plato

was initiated by Guardini can practically be taken for granted. Antiquity had

moved for Mies into a new perspective. The receipt accompanying the peri

odical Die Antike, purchased from Herder's bookstore on July .23, 1 928,

with the notice "enclosed journal contains: Jaeger, 'Plato's Position "'

�

shows the reason why Mies had ordered this publication from the ook

seller: His interest had been aroused by a discussion of Werner Jaeger on

to expressio.0,.2.:: 3

"Plato's position in the structuring of Greek education."26

-

"We have to
In 1923 Guardini described the task facing the new period: ,
the late
through
sed
progres
have
build the new objectivity as men that
the aware
and
Middle Ages and through the present" (underlined by Mies);
rized in the
ness of standing on the threshold of a new epoch he summa
.:'24
cultures
two
of
sentence: "We stand at the turning point

The particular exemplariness of the Middle Ages consisted for Mies in the
idea of an order that gives man "a totally assured view of the meaning of
life." The "healthy condition of that period of society" derived from an

chosen by Mies
"We stand at the turning point of the times" was the motto
Architectural
of
as central theme for his 1 928 lecture "The Preconditions
in the note
Work,"25 which attests, together with the corresponding entries
book, to the influence exerted by Guardini.

word of explanation:

Since these products may not instantly be recallable by everybody in full
precision, and since words have lost their unambiguous meaning, I will
clarity the present situation by means of a series of illustrations. . . . The,
choice of pictures does not constitute a value judgment, but only serves to
clearly characterize the situation. Nor will I take a position in regard to
these pictures, as I am convinced that the chaotic character of our build

ing art will appear all by itself.

And the stony comment "That is today's building art" obtained its bitter

aftertaste by such subsequent statements as "chaos" and "a sign of anar

chy." Such a situation calls for a historical excursus. In order to show the

meaning of the present situation in its historical dimension, Mies equated it

BERLIN W 56, 0!11 . ,a300" ·oooooo
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g the "conMies began his lecture by introducing a series of slides showr
t�at led from
fusing and inadequate products of the present building art,"
ow, Fischer,
Oud, Gropius, Mendelsohn, by way of Poelzig, Hoger, Tessen
in staccato
tively,
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"objectively correct sequence of spiritual life and use values . . . . Belief and
science had not yet split apart." Paul Ludwig Landsberg's Die Welt des

Mittelalters und wir (The World of the Middle Ages and Us) had recom

mended to Mies the "ordo as icon for the avant-garde."27 Mies took over,

almost verbatim, Landsberg's concept of the Middle Ages and the role of

Augustine as great bringer of order,28 a role in which Mies secretly might

have wished to see himself.

The reference to the medieval thinkers Johannes Duns Scotus and William
of Occam had also been taken by Mies from this text, to which he was to
return in 1 927-1 928.29 Aided by Landsberg and Guardini, both of whom

stayed safely and namelessly in the background, Mies rendered, a historical
outline of the "process of disintegration" of the spiritual order. that, begin
ning with Duns Scotus and William of Occam, introduced the modern age

and led finally to the "victory of nominalism," as Mies explained in proper

academically correct terminology-or rather cited tacitly.30

With the Renaissance, which moved even further from the antique sources

of the Middle Ages, a new and fateful phase of history had begun: "More

and more, spiritual life tends toward the will. The act of the auto�omous
individual becomes ever more important. People study nature. The control
of nature became the longing of the period." Again Mies confronted his

listeners with a name, this time that of the English statesman and philoso
pher Francis Bacon, scarcely a household name, wpo wanted to see the

old method of finding truth in the spirit of Aristotle and the Scholastics

replaced by experiments and the methodological observation on nature.

Mies must have encountered this name in Friedrich Dessauer's Philoso

phie der Technik of 1 927. Here he also found the headings for that part of

his lecture that reached into the nineteenth century: "Middle Ages, show
I

7
and science. Bacon. Influence on economy. Alienation because of f, rofit.

order. Harmony. Econom[y]. Renaissance. Personalities. Experime t. Art
Bourgeoisie.''31

These were the various stations of the fateful historical trajectory that was

Barcelona chair, 1929.

finally to end in chaos. Mies noted: "Question: What does mankind need,

or how can I earn the most? Decisive is which question has primacy. . . .

The idea of earnings had to lead to isolation. The idea of service leads to

community."32 The ultimate cause of those problems "that still lie before us
today" arose out of an abuse of the newly gained spiritual freedom and

power of self-determination. The "aggrandizement of the personality" and

the "unbinding of the will to power" that began with the Renaissance had

entered, with the "fateful alliance between iron and coal" and the subjuga

tion of science by technology and economy, into a new phase of historical
development. Supported by the progress of technology, which like an

autonomous power broke through all barriers, man respected no limits:
Nothing seems impossible anymore. Thus begins the reign of technology.
Everything succumbs to its impact. It detaches man from his restrictions,

204
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makes him freer and becomes his great helper, breaks down the isolation
of geographical locations and bridges the largest distances. The world
shrinks more and more, becomes surveyable and is investigated down to
its remotest recesses. The characteristics of peoples become clear. Their
social and economic structures are uncovered. World consciousness and
a conscious awareness of mankind results. . . . Technology offers a thou
sand means to increase awareness. Nothing occurs anymore that is not
observed. We survey ourselves and the world in which we stand. Con
sciousness is our very attitude.33
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But this was not the only place that showed that Mies, in the beginning of
1928, still stood under the powerful impact of the impressions receivetl
from Romano Guardini's Briefe vom Comer See (Letters from Lake Como)

guides his pencil in rapid strokes up and down the margin of the page. The

hand seems to register the inner excitement like a seismograph. Occasion
does
·�e
as
ally entire pages are marked up. Worse, Mies even scribbles,
nowhere else, across the typed text itself. In a larg,e, generous ductus diag
onally superimposed over the entire page, he gives his own title headings
to the material: "Cultural Concept," "Attitude," "Percepti on," "Seniors."35
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Ultimately this was not Mies but Romano Guardini talking. It was his

that had appeared toward the end of 1 927. The visible traces already
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Markings by Mies in Guardini's Briefe vom Comer See, pp. 56-57.

With these concepts the basic chords of an ideology were sound �d in

terminated in a corresponding image of contemporary technological and

epoch-making dimension. In his Briefe vom Comer See, Guardini had reg

Technology follows its own laws and is not man-related Economy

which the phenomena of the modern time signaled a cultural upheaval of

1

istered horror at the intrusion of the new into the old historical lan scape of

his northern Italian homeland: "Invasion by the machine of a land that hith

scientific "achievements":

.'

becomes self-serving and calls forth new needs. Autonomous tendencies

erto had culture. I saw how death falls over a life of infinite beauty"-that is

in all these forces assert themselves. Their meaning seems to be the
-1,'
'
attamment of a specific phase of developrmint. But they assume a threat-

Yet at the terminal point of Guardini's contemplation, which dealt with the

as if in a whirlwind. Each individual attempts to brace himself against

how Mies summarized this shocking experience in his notes.36

fundamental contrast between nature and culture and searched for the

possibilities of cultural continuity under the new conditions-something that
Mies in his notes traced step by step37-one finds by no means resigna

tion. Guardini made it clear that it was not technology and its innate regu

larity that has to be viewed as the actual evil, but that it is the attitude man

assumes toward these things that is decisive: "This new world is destruc

tive . . . because the man that belongs to it is not yet here . . . it has not yet
been conquered humanistically. It is an onrushing of unchained forces that
are not yet curbed" (underlinings by Mies).38

Mies, in his lecture of 1 928, unilaterally endorsed this diagnosis.39 The

detour into history, which was meant to lay bare "the structure of our time,"
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ening predominance. Unchecked, they thunder along. Man is swept along
these forces singly. We stand at a turning point of time.

At this point, Mies returns to the initially rendered outline that showed the
panorama of contemporary building: "You can now understand why the

result in contemporary building art must be so confusing, as 1 have demon

strated. But even in this chaos, various types of structures are clearly

discernible."

For Mies, three groups delineate themselves. The first group represents

the belief "that even in our changed world, the means and methods of past
epochs can be applied to solve the tasks of time. Their work is determined
by the fear that invaluable treasures could be lost. And also by the belief
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that it is impossible, in the hard and clear atmosphere of technology and

announced: "It must be possible to heighten consciousness and yet keep it

believe in the vitality of the old order." Toward this group, in other places

nature and yet create simultaneously a new freedom, . . . to see elitism

consciousness, that artistic and spiritual values can unfold . . . . They still

separate from the purely intellectual, . . . to solve the task of controlling

severely criticized as "men with the backward glance," Mies here demon

disappear and admit the fact of the masses, the fact that each of the many

ments in low respect, even if we believe that the world to which they incline

tion from within itself."

strated considerable tolerance: "We are not entitled to hold their achieve
and in which they are rooted is inevitably sinking. We are obligated to

appreciate their efforts, for they transmit values and insights that we must
not lose sight of."

A second group that stood in the middle, still beholden to the old though it
had opened itself up to the new, was only mentioned for the sake of com

has a right to life and goods," and yet that this mass can "come to articula

These paired polarities fused into a confession of belief in which Mies cited
his spiritual mentor Guardini, who in turn reiterated Nietzsche's thesis of

men's gullibility. "It must be possible to let go of illusions, to see our exis

tence sharply delineated and yet gain a new dimension, a dimension that

arises out of the spirit."43 And Mies concluded his lecture with the words:

pleteness and was passed over as inconsequential, in a sile� t rebuke for

"But all that can only happen it we regain our belief in the creative powers,

For the third group, "the old habitual order" had become unbearable, lt had
lost its meaning and vitality: "It [this group] affirms the new world and fights

feeling" that Walter Riezler sensed in the Miesian space in 1 930. Guardini's

its characterlessness.

with its means. It is feeling its way toward new possibilities of form-giving."
This group corresponded in its attitude to the demands set by Guardini,

who saw the advance signals of the new age primarily in works of architec
ture.•o Not by romantic glances into the past, not by returns, reversals, or
withholdings, "not even by mere changes or improvements" was the threat
of chaos avertable, according to Guardini-"a chaos that will emerge as
the result of our own doings." Only a deliberate "affirmation of our time"
and "a new attitude" determined by a "new sense of relationships, of pro

portions and limits, of interchange . . . a totally new sensibility for nuantes
and gradations, a sensibility for projection and interconnections," �ould
avert the danger.41

Guardini supplied the voice, occasionally by verbatim quotes, at ot�er

f

times by slightly altered citations, that is heard in Mies's moving fin 'e:
Our time is not an external course on which we run. It has been gtven to
us as a task that we have to master. . . . We have to affirm it, even if its
forces still appear menacing to us. We have to become master of the
unleashed forces and build them into a new order, an order . . . that is
related to mankind. But that cannot happen from the technological prob
lems themselves, but from living men. No matter how immense knowledge
may be, how huge the economical apparatus, how powerful technology,
all that is only raw material compared to life. We do not need less but
more technology. We see in technology the possibility of freeing ourselves,
the opportunity to help the masses. We do not need less science, but a
science that is more spiritual; not less, but a more mature economic
energy. All that will only become possible when man asserts himself in
objective nature and relates it to himself.42

Even the concluding challenges, whose rhythmical, repetitious "It must be

possible . . . " was meant to intensify the message, had been taken over

from Guardini's Briefe vom Comer See. In typical juxtapositions, Mies
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it we trust the power of life."

In these passages one can detect that "expression of a universal world

theology and Mies's building art were interconnected by a philosophy in

which-according to Riezler's remarks in regard to Miesian space--"a

totally new world image" seemed to announce itself.44 In it, justice was

done to man's own temporal existence and the immutable laws of eternity

to arrive at "a new order of value and of human existence."45 Not some

thing totally new, but a new totality stood at the heart of this philosophy. It
opens its "membrane to the spirit of the epoch" ( JOrgen Habermas) and

has a sensitive feeler tor timely processes, tor aesthetic renovation and for

major epochal changes, much as Guardini had diagnosed when he typified

"consciousness" as the mentality of the new period. Modern man was char
acterized by a new relationship to himself. "Rhythmical culture of the body"

(Guardini}, new disciplines of research, and-such sciences . as psychology,
traffic, and technology were all expressions of this process of coming into
consciousness, along with the loss of "illusion" that goes hand in hand
with it.46
•

,.

In contrast to the old world order, this new, i!lfsillusione'd, "sharply delineated" reality is immensely more complex and comprehensive. The pleth

ora of individual appearances, the variety of interests and convictions must
approach, in the dialectical philosophy of Guardini, a condition of chaos, a
"death zone" that is symptomatic of the crisis of the present and its build
ing. "Chaos in all areas, economic, social, spiritual"-so sounded the som

ber assessment of the existential threat to which Mies attached, silently,
the anxious question that exceeded even the pessimism of Spengler:

"Decline not only of the West but of the world"47

Modern subjectivism and mechanism was in need of a counterforce. The

crisis of modern consciousness could only be stemmed by a new belief not
only in man himself, but in an overarching absolute that challenges forth a

new commitment to society. Contemporary subjectivism and the forces it

unleashed could only be mastered by an ideology rooted outside the realm
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of the visible.48 The passage has to lead beyond Nietzsche, the prototype

of autonomy, to Plato, who thought in eternal and absolute terms, so that

the ties to a spiritual, primordial order that alone contains the ultimate logic
can be renewed. Sustaining values cannot be founded in individual exis

tence with its limitations and finiteness or in the autonomy of the will but

only in the objective laws of eternal being. This is the meaning of Mies's
remark that the belief in the creative forces has to be regained.

The key to an "objective attitude" as demanded by Guardini was this "dou
ble way into the immanent." On it Mies erected the "organic order" of the
building art, of which he was to talk in 1 938. The "double way into the

profundity with which space and volume were handled became fundamen

tal for Mies's building art.

In particular in regard to the Barcelona Pavilion, the planning phase of

which fell into the year 1 928, the proximity of philosophy to architecture
becomes difficult to ignore. This was a display structure the function of

which was to point to itself as objective meaning. Regardless of the exter
nal impetus-the listing of the Spanish royal couple in the Golden Book
there were no concrete functions to be fulfilled that could have disturbed

the impression of an ideal Platonic object. With this building Mies had the

opportunity to deliver a similarly confessional testimony for a new, nonuni

immanent" leads, as Mies noted in 1 928, both beyond the "unique and

lateral modernism, this time using the language of architecture. This seems

way without also going the other. We find the immanent in the particular

Mies's words in 1 928, allowing us to construe the Barcelona Pavilion as a

special" and beyond "the permanent and universal": "We cannot go one
only if we are simultaneously open to its place in the universal."49

This openness to the universal referred to that new contact with the infinite
advocated by Mies and Guardini that concerned itself with the problematic

of being. Here was the "beginning of the humanism of this c�anged world,"

indicated both by the closeness in time and the emotional tone that marked

sort of spiritual "program." With this building Mies could deliver an architec

tonic example of that "totally new power . . . that new dynamic" that,

according to Guardini, was called for so that the aspects of modern man's
reality can be "seen in tandem."52

as Werner Jaeger affirmed in his 1 929 essay "Die Geistige Gegenwart der

The metaphysical space of existence outlined by Guardini was "illuminated

special printing, probably from the author himself. In it, Jaeger retraced the

"surrounded by greatness, by width," created his world in harmony with the

Antike" (The Spiritual Presence of Antiquity) that Mies had 'obtained as a

"line of development of our relationship to antiquity" that led.back to Plato
by way of Winckelmann, Goethe, Holderlin, and Nietzsche, so that "with

by the internal power of form-giving." In it a life unfolded in which man,
absolute order of the world. The northern Italian cultural landscape of

humanism delivered the prototype for this existence in which nature "with

the help of the Greeks, we can find our way oack to the whole." Especially

out hesitation," all of itself, as it were, turned into "culture." Here the oppos

ger, predestined for a new, spiritual rather than formal-aesthetic confronta-

higher entity finding its expression in the harmonious relationship between

a time that had lost confidence in its instincts appeared, according to Jae
'

tion with antiquity: "Plato has been revived like no other representative of
antiquity."50

I

p
b

An "inner breadth," an "ability to believe in skepticism," as Gu rdini called

it-this "infinity that emerges from the spirit" of which Mies sp ke-should

drive existence from "subjective constraints and arbitrariness" out into the
I

larger perspective of "objective order," toward "a new self-discovery in the

world" that, for Guardini's philosophy of religion and Mies's philosophy of
architecture, is the proper goal of the human spirit.51

As Mies's February 1 928 talk clearly proved, the dominance of Guardini's

thought was so strong that the borders of identity frequently dissolved. The

spiritual "preconditions of architectural work" had been largely determined

by Guardini's presence in the background, and the question presents itself

to what degree Guardini's intellectual presence also was influential for the

results of Mies's architectural creation. Already the external circumstances

seem to point to such an influence. The revamping of spiritual conditions
that had begun in 1 926 preceded a revolution of his architectonic reality

that delineated itself very clearly in the programmatic building projects of

Barcelona, Brno, and the Berlin Building Exposition. The new freedom and
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ing orders of man and nature met and complemented each other to form a

landscape and architecture. Guardini's poetic descriptions of visits to Villa

Pliniana near Lecco and Villa Giulia near-San Giovanni ori Lake Como had

arisen out of a symbolic perception of space, the religious energy of which

made the experience of those encounters with the Italian Renaissance villa
a metaphor. "Do you not feel here nature and man's work wedded?" was

the question Guardini asked his readers

:/er completing his description of

Villa Giulia and leading them into a sunlit arcadia that appeared to have

been created solely so that man can move in it: "The entire layout so that

man can stride through sunlight, over heights, in fully formed greatness."53
The spatial discipline of the northern Italian villa, emphatically described by
Guardini, conveys the idea of an ideal existence to which he thought mod
ern man should become receptive. It is not inappropriate to glance at the

Barcelona Pavilion with Guardini's descriptions in mind and to ask whether
Mies might not have been guided by quite similar motives when he placed

this building, reduced to a minimum of restrictive materials, like a transpar

ent gate symbolically in the way of the visitor to the world's fair.54

May one not assume that Mies wanted to reerect in a small way an analo
gous cultural landscape transposed into the modern present, a shape that

was in a sense only built to be perambulated? Should not man here quite
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deliberately be guided to another space so that he can perceive something
of that "message from beyond, from the distance" (Guardini) and open his
soul to it? And did not the description of the Italian villa lead Mies back to

Schinkel's variation of the theme, and did not the critics, viewing Mies's

pavilion and seeing Schinkel's Charlottenhof arise before their inner eyes,

attest to a subliminal influence of Guardini's Letters from Lake Como? And
is this newly awakened orientation toward Platonic thought not actually a

continuation of a dialogue with classicism and the "spiritual presence of
antiquity" that had already begun two decades earlier?

If one traces the statements, notes, and marginal markings of Mies, these

questions can be answered affirmatively. Guardini's "double way into the
immanent" led to a world internally shaped by variety and contrast, one

that-much like Mies's space-can be described as open yet interrelated
and "oriented." Two elements encounter each other in this space: the

rational and the metaphysical, the limiting and the unlimiting. The visitor is
sensitized to that "new infinity that arises out of the spirit" that Mies had

expressed a longing for in his lecture of 1928. Here modern man could

receive the sacrament of "inner expanse" that he so badly needed so he

could "find himself in the universal expanse."55

The perambulation of the Pavilion was a symbolic act: the extraordinary

spatial intensity gave the visitor the impression of having entered another

world.56 Enriched by the feeling of having gained, from the vantage point of
this delimited interior, a new view of the outside world, he returned-ele

vated by an aesthetic vision of reality-back into that world out of which he
had come.

Such a new intensity and symbolic experiencing is what Guardini hoped
man would feel upon entering a church. H is call "Man must again become
I

able to think symbolically!"57 aimed at such a renewed sensibility. Man

should, in perambulating an ordered realm, become again a "seer" who

9,

can experience freshly what is expresse in things-in nature, in words,
and in buildings-as "sacred signs" revealing the divine secret. With a

remark in regard to the loss of symbolic value in architecture, and sounding
very much like Guardini, Mies answered: "Steps, spaces. One has lost the
meaning of this language, . . . one feels nothing anymore . . . . Who still

feels anything of a wall, an opening? . . . We want to give meaning again to
things."58

The Pavilion revealed an ideal world of opposites and a gradation of value.
Farnsworth House, 1945-1950.
"When one ties up at San Giovanni on the lakeshore, on a terrace on which a stonemason
has now set up his shop, one sees a beautifully built stair climb up toward the land . . .
toward the Villa Giulia. How delightful was this climbing and how indescribably wonderful
the walking! Surrounded by greatness, by width, by sky and sun . . . all illuminated by the
power of form-giving . . A large garden space opens up . . . within it, nothing . . . only
space. But the villa of such simplicity that you marvel. . . . The entire layout so that man
can stride through sunlight, over heights, in fully formed greatness." Romano Guardini on
the Villa Giulia near San Giovanni, in Briefe vom Comer See.
. .
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An order of becoming took up its position on the pedestal, the spiritual

principles of which rested visibly on Platonic thinking. Plato's position in

humanistic thought was transcribed by Mies into architectonic terms. The

grid of slender pillars followed the geometrical net drawn by the seams of

the travertine plates.59 Their cruciform pattern demarcated the coordinates
at which the concrete and the dematerialized orders interlock. The grid of

pillars was not so much a statically required support system as a measured
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mediator of the infinite. In this order was placed a rhythmical sequence of

wall panels that might answer to Siegfried Ebeling's demand for a Diony
sian reevaluation of space. This new arrangement of space symbolically

attests, in the freedom of its concepts, to that "spatial declaration of the

changed situation" (Mies) in which the modern, self-contained individual
finds himself.

The architectonics of the Pavilion demonstrate Guardini's "double way into

the intrinsic" by idealizing in both directions: the pedestal conveys the belief
in an ideal past rooted in the eternal; the artfully arranged dynamic balance

of the freestanding wall panels of the Pavilion announce faith in an ideal

Cross section of the supports of the Barcelona Pavilion (left) and of the Tugendhat House
(right).

future in which all opportunities stand open. Origin and utopia, myth and
idea fused in Mies's spatial poetry.

I

embody substance in an exemplary fashion. Out of them Mies ere.cted an

den in the nature of things and in the nature of man could not unfold. In
_
this place where the double ways into the immanent crossed, \he creative

classical space, a view over the pedestal, framed by the supports. This

form of things.61

The broad, strong wall panels of onyx and vert antique and the glass walls
open, one is tempted to say neoplastic, cella that permitted, much as in

principle is hidden that, while remaining itself secret, reveals itself in the

cell, by the abolition of limits, is transformed into a place of the universal,

Mies's building art rested on the belief in this possibility, supported by the

the subjective is affirmed but oriented to an objective order. The freedom

and consciousness, artistic and spiritual values could unfold. ''62 That "It

an order that lies beyond its confines. Much as in Guardini's philosophy,

longing and the hope that "in the hard and clear atmosphere of technology

gained by the new technological space dynamics has been reevaluated by
Mies in the spirit of the infinite. Instead of erecting his walls with light

weight, prefabricated wall segments, which could have been fitted into the
support structure-as would have been in keeping with such a temporary
"
structure--Mies decided on onyx blocks that formed in their heaviness a
gravitational counterweight to the grid of lightweight supports.

�ppearing

in

all its "natural" purity, this noble and valuable material shows in its structure
a wealth of living forms and a temporal depth that could not have been
exceeded by any historical building ornament or column order. 1

t

The steel supports also, to which Mies had given the profile of a even

armed cross, were related to an elemental form that could be viewed as
1
the mystical symbol of all building. Encased in a garment of nickel, they

remotely recalled Gothic pillars but also Greek columns with flutings. Fur

thermore, the shining skin imparted a dematerialized look that did not dis
rupt the unification of the space. The sky, the ultimate symbol of the

yearning for infinity, was reflected on their polished surface.

must be possible" that Mies had taken from Guardini pointed to the spiritual
goal of his building, which aimed to throw a bridge over the abyss of con

trasting worlds: "I felt that it should be possible," wrote Mies in 1 965, look
ing back on his career, "to bring the old and the new forces of our

civilization into harmony with each other. Each of my buildings was a dem
onstration of these thoughts, and a further step in my own search for clar
ity."63 To give form to the invisible part of the visible world, namely the

possible, was the task that connected the philosopher .to the artist. In Bar

celona Mies made experienceable by artistic means'that metaphysical

space that resides behind all empirical space, so that men who crossed

this frame would feel the possibilities of a hidden life, both in themselves
and in their epoch.

"This spiritual goal was a necessity, even if many see only the object and
not the idea," wrote Wilhelm Lotz on the occasion of the Berlin Building

Exposition in 1 931 in defense of Mies's model house and his concept of

the building art. "For Mies's houses are nothing less than a large goal

Mies's "message of expanse" (Guardini) conveyed by architectural means

setting projected into the future . . . . Here man has, in a spiritual sense,

in the time. "All possible freedom and yet such great profundity"60-this

expressed in a novel sense . . . . Whoever asks here for the patron and

building had to make its contribution. To make conscious the possibilities

understand this exhibition, for the patron is simply the new man."64

the vision of the new ordering spirit that was the particular possibility innate

become the measure of spatiality, here artistic shaping of space has been

formula sized up for Mies the ideal existence, to the realization of which

views him really and physically as the type of a specific class, does not

residing in this freedom of movement in space and freedom of decision

Herbert Gericke, professor and director of the Academy of Rome in 1 932,

Without that Platonic basis, this "encounter between the things and the

participate; but he soon decided against a "real artistic architect" because "I

making, it was essential that the glance be reoriented to the absolute.

had held a competition for the design of his residence and invited Mies to

soul," as Guardini had it, was not possible; without it the possibilities hid-

did not want to engage in a spiritual fistfight with that person over the form
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"We hope and fear nothing," declared Mies in October 1932 to a newspa
per reporter who asked him, as director of the Dessau Bauhaus that had
closed down in April, as to his plans for a reopening of the school in Ber
lin.67 One could not express this situation more tersely or succinctly. The
crisis of the Bauhaus was in its own way a comment on the demise of the
Weimar Republic. On July 20, 1933, the Bauhaus Mies had installed in a
Steglitz factory yard was also closed down by the new power clique.
For Mies not much was left to say. In October 1932, on the anniversary of
the Werkbund in Berlin, he gave his last public speech in Germany. He
asked his hearers not to give in to resignation and "to keep awake in the
young Genmans an attitude of the work ethic and of utopian boldness. . . .
One must not allow oneself to be seduced into being inactive out of fear or
acting immaturely and dilettantishly. Especially now one must nmain loyal
�
to oneself, remain steadfast and stand firm. One must insist on what one
has recognized as important."c;a
In March
Gericke House on Wannsee, Berlin, design, 1930.

1933, a few weeks after Hitler assumed power, Mies recalled

once more, in his unpublished contribution on the significance of glass, that
"measure of freedom In spatial composition that we will not relinquish any
more."69 His last position before his emigration to the United States in
August 1938 was published in the Schildgenossen in summer 1935. Here

of a door latch, but needed a malleable personality who 'did what I
wanted... Mies's reply of November 3, 1932, to Gericke makes it unmistak
ably clear that Mies viewed the renovation and.development of the resi

Mies explains briefly his unrealized project for the Hubbe House in Magde
burg, which

has to be viewed as standing in close proximity to the court

yard house design of the thirties. His remark in regard to the spatial ("here

dence and the realization of new spatial ideas as the actual task of
building. Not only the architect but also the patron was culturally committed
to this societal task.

also, besides freedom, the necessary seclusion") points to a retreat into
privacy. The court is the place of an inner emigration that took place long
before the actual one. The theme of the courtyard house that Mies posed

Dear Professor,

for himself in the thirties took on symbolic content. The Miesian dream of

p
t

I can only answer your letter today since I have been in the !a t weeks too

"freedom and profundity" retired from life to an inner room, with which the

busy with the reconstruction of the Bauhaus and what I have o tell you

longing for a "beautiful exchange of tranquil seclusion and open expanse"70

would not serve any purpose at this time. I understand that you insist on

now had to content itself.

owning a house as you conceive of it and as you desire it

and I regret

•

'f

ifo be secluded on all sides, insu-

"I know of no more beautiful effect M
t

that this did not offer the opportunity to make a decisive step toward the

•

lated against the turmoil of the world, and to see above, free. the sky. In

development of the residence.

the evening." With these words the young architect Friedrich Gilly, teacher
of Karl Friedrich Schinkel, had expressed in 1797 a mood of retreat from a

I do not want to deny that we are disappointed that you conceive of this
question so utterly as private. From whom can we expect a readiness for
cultural service if not from persons who are professionally committed to
the cultural life of the nation?55

,

torn world. In the open cella of a temple that crowned the legendary design
for the Friedrich Memorial, Gilly had given a home to Holderlin's dream of
a life that rests "as if on slender columns and rightful orders.""

to the outside, too, corresponded to the logic of the "double

One must read between the lines that Mies was not concerned with the

But the way

autonomy of the architectural will as opposed to the patron's, as Adolf Loos

way." There was no lack of attempts by Mies to come to terms with the

has rendered it in satirical vein in his murder parody "of a poor, rich

man,

new power structure, and the willingness to enter into compromises went

but that the very continuity of culture in Germany was then threatened. In

further than he himself later on, when his words tended to become legend,

the harassment directed against modernism under the new economic and

was willing to admit.72 The questionability of this adaptation is already fore

political conditions since

shadowed in the design for the Reichsbank of

1930, each voice counted.

1933, the modified modern

ism of which emphasized absolute simplicity of form and detail as well as
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Top, courtyard houses, project, around 1931. Center left, house with three courts, project,
around 1934 (office drawing of 1 939). Center right, Farnsworth House, 1945-1950. Bottom
left, Fifty-by-Fifty House, project, 1950. Bottom right, Caine House, project, 1950.
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Top, Crown Hall, liT, Chicago, 1950-1956; bottom, New National Gallery. Berlin, 1962-

1967.
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spatial generosity, but which also employed rigorous symmetry and mas

slightest question of value is involved, then it must be even more true in

signed, on the urgings of the Propaganda Ministry, that declaration of devo

in practical considerations, but it can reach up through all degrees of

official party publication of the NSDAP, as an "appeal of the cultural work

suously apprehensible, and to the sphere of pure art. Any teaching of

sive blocks and thereby arrived at an oppressive monumentality. Mies also

tion to the Fuhrer that was published in the Volkische Beobachter, the

ers" on August 18, 1934-o ne day before the plebiscite on the fusion of

the functions of Reichsprasident and Reichskanzler. Besides by Mies, this
was signed, among others, by Ernst Barlach, Georg Kolbe, Emil Nolde,

Wilhelm Furtwangler, Emil Fahrenkamp, and Paul Schultze-Naumburg.73

the field of architecture. In its simplest forms architecture is entirely rooted
value to the highest realm of spiritual existence, to the realm of the sen

architecture must recognize this situation.

The itinerary of building followed a path of insights "step by step" to find

"what is possible, necessary, and significant," moving "from irresponsible

opinion to responsible insight" to arrive at the "clear lawfulness of spiritual

Mies took his leave of Europe in 1938 and took with him the insights

order." The stations the architect had to traverse with Mies in order to

inaugural speech as Director of Architecture at Armour l.nstitute of Technol

disciplined path from materials through the practical aims of creative work"

gained in two decades of a simple but complete conceptual edifice. His

arrive at himself and the building art are autobiographically colored: "the

of his European career. Nowhere else is the logic of the Miesian ?uilding

to the "sphere of pure art" delineates the architect's career a�d parallels
Mies's own from the apprenticeship in the stone-cutting shop to the radical

tectural culture was being buried in Germany by the rhythm of marching

1929.

ogy in Chicago, composed while he was still in Germany, marked the end

art expressed more clearly and more emphatically. While more than archi
columns, Mies outlined on a few pages his concept of order, according to
which "the world of our creations" shall begin to "blossom from within."74

The Chicago inaugural speech can be viewed as a continuation of those

thoughts that had started ten years earlier with. the lecture on "The Precon
ditions of Architectural Work." Mies now transposed his dialeclfc, derived

functionalism of the early twenties and right up to the ideal creations of

The dimension gained can be measured by comparing the statements. In

1938 Mies again guided his listeners to that familiar "healthy world" of prim

itive building. "Have you ever seen anything more perfect in terms of func
tion and use of material?," Mies had asked in 1 923 in regard to the leaf

huts and the primitive skin and bone structure.76 Now, however, the admira

largely from his readings of Romano Guardini b.ut also from Georg Simmel,

tion also included an aesthetic interest in regard to these structures where

ing art and a corresponding concept of teaching.

statement."

Max Scheler, and Henri Bergson, into a commensurate order of the build

1
Without any noticeable assistance, based only on the security of his inde

"each axe stroke meant something and each chisel stroke made a real

What feeling for material and what power of expression speaks in these

language, which breathes the poetic spirit of his precise architet:tural state

buildings. What warmth they genera_tlf, and how beautiful they are! They
sound like familiar songs. . . . Where do we find �uch wealth of structure?

convey to his students had now been reached.

obvious clarity a beamed ceiling rests on these old stone walls, and with

pendent insight, Mies now formulated his thoughts. Even the immediacy of

�

ments, shows that the "clear lawfulness of a spiritual order" Mi s wanted to

The order of the building art, which determined the method df his architec

Where do we find more healthy energy and natural beauty? With what
what sensitivity one cut a doorway thrpugh these
. walls.

tural teaching, was based on the principles of the philosophy of opposites

"4
These elementary images of existence created by "unknown masters"

guide man's "material life," and values, which make "spiritual existence"

saturated sensibility, and thus could stand as examples for the building of

the character of a civilization. Our values determine the height of our

existence formed an easy and universally valid alliance. Modern man, with

and its notion of culture. By differentiating between practical aims, which

possible, Mies indicated its starting position: "Our practical aims determine

culture."75

A correlative interaction between these opposites was a primary condition

for the building art:

Different as practical aims and values are, arising out of different planes,
they are nevertheless closely connected. For to what else should our val
ues be related if not to our aims in life? And where should these aims get

exemplified a clear understanding of material and a natural, symbolically
all ages. Here the two opposite realms of life, material life and spiritual

modern materials and techniques at his disposal, had so far not been able
to establish a commensurate bridge between object and subject so funda

mental to the idea of culture. The availability of these means alone does
not yet signify the presence of value. For this reason, so Mies implied,

there is no justification in looking at primitive building with any feeling of

superiority. "We expect nothing from materials in themselves, but only from

the right use of them. Even the new materials give us no superiority. Each

their meaning if not through values? Both realms together are fundamental

material is only worth what we make of it."77
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to human existence. . . . If this is true of all human activity where even the

Only the recognition of intrinsic possibilities could lead to the basics of real

This Summa theologica of Mies's building art was to retain its meaning. To

can be, what it must be, and what it should not be." Besides an under

der Baukunst" (Principles for Education in the Building Art), published in

timely architecture must also inquire into "the spiritual position in which we

final, as can be seen from publications after 1 938. Aside from autobio

form-giving. Therefore one had to ask: "We want to know what (a building]
standing of the nature of the materials and the nature of the purpose, a

stand" and must learn "the carrying and driving forces of our time." Only

it nothing could be added, as the statement "Leitgedanken zur Erziehung in
1965, demonstrates. The edifice of the building arts was complete and

graphical statements, introductions, welcoming speeches, and similar

then can a critique of the givens of a time become a possibility: "We shall

things, Mies was to refer only to one single topic: the relationship between

pose of technology. We want to show that technology not only promises

slightly varying citations show that Mies had returned to the same sources

attempt to raise genuine questions-questions about the value and pur

technology and the building art.79 Thought structure and occasional, only

power and greatness, but also involves dangers; that good and evil apply

that had already supplied him before 1 930, namely Friedrich Dessauer's

even to it, and that man must make the right decision."

But each decision-so Mies leads the construction of his conceptual edifice

toward its higher aim-terminates in a specific order: "Therefore we want to
illuminate the possible orders and lay bare their principles." The fun�amen

tal division into mechanistic and idealistic order, hypothesized by Mies,

brought his ideas of philosophy and the span of architectonic possibilities

Philosophie der Technik (1 927), Rudolf Schwarz's Wegweisung der Tech

nik (1 929), and other writings from him in the Schildgenossen, eo and, as a

matter of course, Romano Guardini, all of whom stood by him in his new
home.

According to Dessauer, technology is a "science of values" (underlined by

Mies)81 in which the opposing realms of necessity and freedom encounter

to their most common denominator: "The mechanistic principle of 9rder,"

each other. Technology serves as an educative force because it contrib

phasis on "materialistic and functionalistic factors," had to be rejected

facets of fulfillment but also obligates man to listen to its universal law.

identified-much like the principle of "building" in 1 923-with an overem

because it does not satisfy "our feeling that means must be subsidiary to

ends and our desire for dignity and value." The opposite, "idealistic princi

ple of order," however-perhaps closer to the ideal structures of 1 929-

utes toward an increase of conscious awareness; it not only opens up new

"The influence of technology on the soul,"82 Mies noted in 1 928, causes

one to forgo "self-serving aims in one's work, moods, and vanities" and

leads to an "encounter with an immanent plan"-a "participation in

1 932--could not be affirmed either, for in its "overemphasis on the ideal

creation."

our practical sense."

man faced an order that was not controlled by his own subjective expres

and the formal" it satisfies "neither our interest in truth and simplicity nor
Mies decided on the "organic principle of order" that aims at a higher unity

of "meaningful and measurable parts." In this principle, which must under
'

q uardini's "philosophy of the living and concrete" found its equivalent. Th
�

no circumstances be interpreted as a biological parallel, Romano

Friedrich Dessauer perceived the value of technology as educative as in it

sion: "For would it not be conceivable that man, by passing through the

transcendent nature of technology, could establish the . harmony between

inside and outside, between psychic force and practical means? Why has

this question been ignored? Why, if one thinks of culture and talks of tech

"organic" referred to that share of the alive in which the opposites of matter
'
and spirit, practical aims and value, technology and art realized themselves

nology, does one always mean drainage systems, microscopes, and steam

means of which man can bring himself and things into concordance, pro

the technological, insofar as it finds its "fulfillment" in man, raised up from

his speech of 1938 with Augustine, who had already served him as brilliant

was effortlessly transposable into the realm of culture, much as nature did

in their correlative existence. In it lay hidden the creative principle by

ducing beauty by means of the "proportions between things."78 Concluding

example in 1928 because he had, by injecting the principle of measure into

chaos, transformed it into cosmos, Mies also pointed to the goal of "creat
ing order out of the godforsaken confusion of our time":

But we want an order that gives to each thing its proper place, and we
want to give each thing what is suitable to its nature. We would do this so
perfectly that the world of our creations will blossom from within. More we
do not want; more we cannot do. Nothing can unlock the aim and mean
ing of our work better than the profound words of St. Augustine: "Beauty
is the radiance of Truth. "
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machines?" (markings by Mies).83

�

'i(/·
Mies's philosophy of the building art responded to this question. He saw

the realm of function to the realm of meaning and values, from where it

in Guardini's Italian cultural landscape.

Only by traversing an objective order can man gain a specific "intrinsic

value, called culture." Georg Simmel in his "Philosophie der Kultur"-an

essay owned by Mies-saw the "objectivization of the subject and the sub

jectivization of the object" as that specific quality that constitutes the cul
tural process: "It is peculiar to the concept of culture that the spirit

stipulates an independent object through which the development of the
subject from itself to itself takes its passage." The metaphysical signifi

cance of this historical phenomenon "culture" consists in being as it were a
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Left to right: 860 and 880 Lake Shore Drive Apartments, Chicago, 1948-1951; Pavilion
Apartments, Colonnade Park, Newark, 1958-1960; One Charles Center, BaltimOfe,
1960-1963.

Left to right: 2400 Lakev1ew Apartments, Chicago, 1960-1963; Westmount Square,
Montreal, 1964-1968: IBM tower, Chicago, 1966-1969.

substitute for religion, as it renews the "incompletable, or, if completed,

merely subordinate itself to function but also is expressive. It is conserva

always again destroyed bridge between subject and object.· According to

tive because it i s based on the eternal law of architecture: order, space,

Simmel, culture expresses that "longing for and anticipation of a transcen

proportion."87

dence of that rigid dualism" so that subject and object "as correlates that
only find meaning in each other"8• can be made to meet.

Mies was looking for a structure that could remain constant in a changing
world. II should be the conveyor of meanings, even of the ultimate spiritual

Beyond its significance in terms of culture, Mies perceived technology also

ones,88 but it should nevertheless keep the door open for the Zeitgeist and

as a "genuine historical movement . . . a world in itself." It was related to

establish "a real contact with the intrinsic nature of the epoch.''89 Viewed

the architecture and could, in agreement with Simmel, be viewed as its

from this aspect of a philosophy of culture, Mies's work aHer

correlate. Only out of this encounter between technology and the art of

from construction to structure. I t stood for that unifying principle of order

building could architecture arise as a "culture of building " "Our real hope is
.
that they grow together, that someday the one be the expression of the

purpose and meaning.9o

other. Only then will we have an architecture worthy of its name: Architec
ture as a true symbol of our time."85

1938 turned

that contained not only the unity of construction and form, but also that of

The universal that includes all possibilities opens up the possibility for a
reconciliation of opposites.9' In the subject-object equation that constitutes

Even the historical cycle, the eternal return of that metaphysical bridgehead

culture, Mies radically curbed the subjective element. The circumstance

that demarcated Simmers concept of culture inspired by Nietzsche, t und

that the craze for power and the unrestrained will to rule engulfed the world

its correlate in Mies. "With infinite slowness arises the great form the

a second time might have prodded him in that direction.
.

9

lo irth

of which i s the meaning of the epoch. . . . Not everything that happens
takes place tn full view. The decisive battles of the spirit are waged on

invisible baUiefields. The visible i s only the final step of a historical form. Its
fulfillment. Its true fulfillment. Then it breaks off. And a new world arises."oo

Simmel's theory of culture was now reducE¥1 by Mies to a single phrase:
.
"Fulfill the law to gain freedom." The oo
ensurate imperative "Serve

mih

rather than rule"92 held out an ideal of ascetic containment. Modern man's
problems, as described by Simmel, arose because he is surrounded by a

The steel skeleton embodies and symbolizes that objective order by means

host of cultural elements that "are not meaningless for him, but that ulti

of which the building art of this period should come to discover itself and

mately are not meaningful either. As a mass, they are oppressive because

transform technical order into culture. With his buildings, Mies laid the foun

they cannot be assimilated item by item, nor can they simply be rejected,

dation of an objective culture along Simmel's lines, in which the technical

because they belong potentially to the sphere of cultural development."

and the spiritual values combine to a higher unity and resolve into "self

Simmel characterized this situation by reversing St. Francis's motto of

completion" (Simmel). In that sense, this understanding of the building art,

"Nihil habentes omnia possidentes (Those who have nothing have it all)"

which would integrate the new world of construction with the humanistic

in Simmers version men of a wealthy and opulent culture were "omnia

cosmos, corresponded to the "double way" of the "from itself" and the "to

habentes, nihil possidentes.0093

itself" and was "simultaneously radical and conservative: radical because it
endorses the scientific dynamics of our time . . . conservative because it
not only fulfills a purpose but also has a meaning, and because it does not
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Suffering amid abundance is the symptom of our time: "And yet we have at
our disposal a surprising wealth of technological possibilities. But perhaps it
is just this wealth that prevents us from doing what is right. . . . The new

225

freedom opened the door to a flood of things; maybe desirable, but without

constructive value in themselves . . . . One pushed these things around, one
surrounded one's life with machines and confused this organizing with

building."94

"All possible freedom and yet such great profundity"-this motto stood over
Mies's wish for simplification, over that "less is more" that should lead to

"authentic form" and that is simultaneously "low and high."95 The building

master of the new epoch, much as Nietzsche's "genuine historian," must

have that creative power that enables him to "remint the universally known

into something never heard of before, and to express the universal so sim

ply and profoundly that the simplicity is lost in the profundity and the pro
fundity in the simplicity."96 The process of dramatic simplification, already

begun i n 1922, found its completion in Mies's work after 1 938. in Chicago,

in the city of building engineers, his philosophy of the steel skeleton and
his concept of the dematerialization of objective structure could be fully

•·

realized. In the support-free space--an engineering achievement that had

already taken shape at the Paris World's Fair of 1889 and that was hard to

Pavilion of the International Utilities and Heavy Equipment Industries at the International
Exposition in Barcelona, 1929.

p

surpass in expanse and size--the premises of Mies's structural conce ts

could find their full expression.

The reduction of the building to its most elementary constructive and

space-forming components, ceiling, supports, and walls, and the emptying

of space, all transforming the building into a neutral spatial container, as
Ebeling had implied, all that could already be anticipated in 1 922. The

plans for the glass skyscrapers blended away the internal support structure

from existential space and pointed to a space that Mies was to define more
I

closely in his 1 928 explanations for the design of the Adam department

store. Space with maximum variability of use potential is best guaranteed

"by an undivided expanse of the individual floor levels; for that reason! so

�

Mies explained, "I have placed the supports of the building in the exte or

walls."97

In the pavilion of the electrical industry at the world's fair at Barcelona,

which remained practically unnoticed in the shadow of the spectacular Bar

Assembly floor of the Martin Airplane Works, built by Albert Kahn.

celona Pavilion, Mies had realized such a support-free space that gives the
illusion of being open on all sides. The windowless cube was on the inside

completely covered with plates onto which large-scale photos were pro

jected. Combined, they gave the illusion of a three-dimensional panorama

that seemed to open the space toward an imaginary horizon and made one

forget its walls.

With technology, which was the subject of this space exhibit, a new rhythm
had entered the world, a new expansiveness arising out of the dominance

it afforded over time and space, but also a new density of life.98 "Free

movement in space, the most beautiful and exhilarating result of technol

ogy," deserved, as Rudolf Schwarz had pointed out in 1 927, to be taken
seriously as "a spiritual event."99 Space, as developed by Mies, secured

Photomontage of a concert hall, project, 1942.
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this freedom of movement by opening up construction. The possibilities

afforded by this new spatial freedom were demonstrated by Mies in a 1 942
photocollage that in its impact could be compared to the skyscraper design

of 1 922.100 Mies boldly transformed the free-spanned space of the assem
bly floor of an airplane factory into an aesthetic object, thereby proving

anew the thesis of an art promise innate in construction. Now the building

withdrew to give way to space, reduced to the naked, engineered construc
tion of a neutral frame that could be filled with changing contents. With a

convincing spatial aesthetic vision-which could have gotten its functional

problematic from the suggested use for a concert haii-Mies demonstrated

with visual effectiveness his concept of the transformational potential of

technology into culture that was outlined by the sentence: "Wherever tech
nology reaches its real fulfillment, it transcends into architecture."101 His

visualization of the quality of space, which was connected to a constructive
and conceptual determination of "architecture as frame," was brought t9

expression in that same year by another project that was also accom;
panied by a short explicative text. In the design for a "museum for a small

city" the building itself was "conceived as one large area" that permitted the
greatest possible flexibility. The precondition for this freedom was a princi
ple consisting of only "three basic elements-a floor slab, columns' and a

roof plate."102 The life lived by the art works in Mies's space had exemplary

character and symbolic significance.

The freestanding human figure Mies liked to install as hypothesized inhabit
ant of his space serves to interpret room as "living space, location, where

the personality is and is itself";103 it gave to space that internal dimension
of which Guardini had spoken. This room no longer should or could be a

place where art was "interred," because it had lifted the "barrier" between

the art work on the interior and the real outer world;104 the experienc� of

l

spatial freedom became an aesthetic event. Only in it could the "spiri ual in
man" find its "dignified expansive habitation."105

,

Simultaneous with his statements on the relationship between technology

and architecture, Mies began around 1 950, with the building of the Farns

worth House (1 946-1 951), a process of emptying space. The wall is

reduced to a last symbolic relic on the interior to secure the irreducible

Corner detail of the Chemistry Building, liT, Chicago, 1945-1946.

minimum of spatial stability and functionality, for the sake of freedom of

movement. This is analogous to the shift of the support structure from the
inside to the outside, permitting a support-free interior and a general dis

solving of the wall into glass, thereby opening up space to perception. Mies

now continued almost ad absurdum along his indicated trajectory by means
of an entire series of designs that reached from the small Fifty-by-Fifty

House, the Caine House and Crown Hall to the gigantic proportions of the

Chicago Convention Hall of 1953. Again, the intimate spiritual relationship

with Rudolf Schwarz and Romano Guardini may deliver a key to under

standing even this specific task. The preference for an empty, silent room

may have had its ideological-religious impetus in the writings of Guardini
228
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Crown Hall, liT, 1 950-1956.

,

Bacardi Office Building, Mexico City, 1957-1961, hall on ground floor.

and the church buildings of Rudolf Schwarz. Guardini described "fear of
empty space and silence . . . as a fear of being alone with God and the

forlorn standing in front of him," a confrontation man attempts to avoid:

"That is why he always wants to have things, pictures, words, and sounds
around himself."

Rudolf Schwarz, who claims that the idea of a large, pure, almost empty

space is his idea, 1 06 created in his church structures, which were highly

valued by Mies, '07 ascetic rooms in which Guardini's postulate assumed
architectonic form: "We must again redis�,over the . emptiness of God's
house, and the silence in his service; man is in need ,of it."'08

"In the silence of the large rooms," of which Rudolf Schwarz had spoken,

arises "not the longing to become lost, but the hope of finding oneself."'09
His Wegweisung der Technik gave a l"(l

�physical·dimension to the motto

"back to construction," to which Mies rededicated himself in Chicago. The

writings of Schwarz seem to point unequivocally to Mies's one-room build
ings that refuse to predetermine function. In Schwarz's concluding sen

tences, Mies could practically feel called to systematically pursue an idea
National Theater, Mannheim, project, around 1 952, photograph of model.

that constantly and serially seems to produce that type. "On the whole, one

can courageously endorse the new 'serial tense' and enjoy its binding qual
ities. Yet, wherever one may take up position, the inevitable law of this

form is: to gain distance, to learn to become world-transcendent. From the
distance of a solitary room, one has to overcome the dangers inherent in

this form . . . . It is certain that such a solitude, out of which one can truly
gain the ability to transcend, must be searched for at great depths; and

perhaps the final saving depth can only be reached by way of contempla

Convention Hall, Chicago, project, 1953.

tion or-let us say, in order not to be misunderstood-by genuine
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religion."''0

Toronto Dominion Center, 1963-1969.
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860 and 880 Lake Shore Drive Apartments, Chicago, 1 948-1951 .
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Looked at this way, a simple, profoundly thought through structure such as
the Farnsworth House can be called, with Rudolf Schwarz, a genuine
"work" because it does not dissolve into function, for in it "something

remains aloof, beyond time." The "silent form that escapes the flux" consti

tutes in the eyes of Schwarz a "type of classicism" in which "remoteness
and service" balance each other. " ' These thoughts ultimately constitute

the basic statements on the Farnsworth House, which as Mies himself
said, "has never really been understood."''2

The Farnsworth House pavilion is, much as Walter Genzner had said of
the Barcelona Pavilion in 1 929, "a place for contemplative lingering."1 13
Here man could enter into a silent dialogue with the objective order of

nature and, as can be assumed from the words of Mies, find himself at one

with the great laws of creation: "Nature, too, shall live its own life. We must
'

beware not to disrupt it with the color of our houses and interiOr fittings. Yet
we should attempt to bring nature, houses, and human beings together into

Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Roman baths in Potsdam, 1 826.

,.
I
'

a higher unity. If you view nature through the glass walls of the Farnsworth
House, it gains a more profound significance than if viewed from outside.

That way more is said about nature-it becomes a part of a larger
whole."'14

Georg Simmel's definition of culture as "the great enterprise of spirit" that
"creates itself as object in order to return, enriched by this creation, to

itself,"115 gives to the Miesian architecture its developmental logic. With his

last building, the Gallery of the Twentieth Century in Berlin, later to be

renamed the New National Gallery, Mies gave the Farnsworth House an

urban counterpart.

Surrounded by the hectic town traffic, the glass exhibitioo pavilion, the

wide-overhanging steel casement roof �t' which rests o'n T�beam columns
.
the architectural "order" of our day-sits on a monumental pedestal. TJ2!.2_
diSf:lOSition, aloof and yet simultaneously intertwined with the urban context,

J�ensifies that feeling of
-

inner expanse c.Qaracteristic of all Miesian space.

. il

.

Secluded from the noisy turbulence of the city and yet visually connected

to it, man is here thrown back upon himself and encounters his second

nature, culture. Culture steps forward to meet him in double configuration,

Gallery of the Twentieth Century (New National Gallery), Berlin, 1 962-1967.

in the work of art and in the spirit of a built order, and even as the urban

environment, in order to become-as Mies outlined as the aim of his art

"part of a larger whole." It is only to this goal much as to technology that
Mies's frame architecture subordinates itself, so that its meaning can be

found by an "educational perambulation."

"We wish to see ourselves translated into stone and plants, we want to
take walks in ourselves when we stroll around these buildings and gar

dens." So Friedrich Nietzsche described the "architecture for the search for
knowledge," in which Mies's space of the National Gallery seems to be

anticipated. "One day, and probably soon, we need some recognition of
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what above all is lacking in our big cities: quiet and wide, expansive places
for reflection. Places with long, high-ceilinged cloisters . . . where no shout
ing or noise of carriages can reach . . . buildings and sites that would alto

gether give expression to the sublimity of thoughtfulness and of stepping

aside."116

With this steel temple of the technological age Mies has given to the mod

ern world such an expansive place of retreat, so that man may find himself
and his epoch therein. As Romano Guardini expressed it in Nietzschean

terms, such a room must not "deny the existence and activities of outside

life," but must only facilitate a "repose . . . therein." The large double excla

mation marks Mies had put in the margin of that passage in Briefe vom

Comer See seem to indicate that Guardini has given him an important cue:
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in life, as it is today. I believe we come to the insight that technology, .

"

economy, and politics also call for such a stillness and inner fervor if they

want to solve their tasks. He who stands in the world needs art, in himself
and in a realm that is more profound than he is, to find support therein so

that from that position he can seize the world."117

From this profundity arose Mies's expression: "This world and no other is

-- -

offered to us. Here we must take our stand."118
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Appendix

Manifestos, Texts, and Lectures

1 922-1 927

Mies around 1 923.

2

"Office Building"

Skyscrapers
Published without title in Friihlicht, 1 , no. 4 {1922), pp. 122-

no. 1 ( July 1923), p. 3.
, Published in G,

1 24.

Any aesthetic speculation
any doctrine

Only skyscrapers under construction reveal the bold con
structive thoughts, and then the impression of the high

and any formalism

reaching steel skeletons is overpowering. With the raising

Building art is the spatially apprehended will of the epoch.

of the walls, this impression is completely destroyed; the

Alive. Changing. New.

constructive thought, the necessary basis for artistic form

Not the yesterday, not the tomorrow, only the today is

giving, is annihilated and frequently smothered by a mean
ingless and trivial jumble of forms. At very best one

formable.
�

remains impressed by the sheer magnitude, and yet these

Only this building creates.

buildings could have been more than just manifestations

Create form out of the nature of the task with the means

of our technical skill. This would mean, however, that one

of our time.

would have to give up the attempt to solve a new task
with traditional forms; rather one should attempt to give

That is our work.

form to the new task out of the nature of this task.
The office building is a building of work, of organization,

The novel constructive principle of these buildings comes

6f clarity, of economy. Bright wide workrooms, uncluttered,

clearly into view if one employs glass for the no longer

undivided, only articulated according to the organism of

load-bearing exterior walls. The use of glass, however,

necessitates new approaches. In my design for the sky
scraper at the Friedrichstrasse railroad station in Berlin,

Office Building, 1923.

the firm. The greatest effect with the least expenditure of
Glass Skyscraper, around 1922.

intended for a triangular site, a prismatic form correspond

means.
buildings

are

essentially

skeleton

structures.

this building, and I angled the respective fac;ade fronts

Neither pastry nor tank turrets. Supporting girder construc

slightly toward each other to avoid the danger of an effect

tion with a nonsupporting wall. That means skin and bone

of lifelessness that often occurs if one employs large glass

structures.

panels. My experiments with a glass model helped me

Office Building
Manuscript of August 2, 1 923. This contribution for the
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, which is based on the mani
festo "Office Building• published in G no. 1 , :.Vas delivered too
late by Mies and not published. In Museum of Modern Art,
Manuscripts Folder 3.
It is no coincidence if today important architectural ques
tions are discussed in the newspapers. The art and tech
nical journals that were formerly focal points for artistic life
have, due to their purely aesthetic viewpoints, failed to

The materials are concrete, iron, glass.
Ferroconcrete

ing to the triangle appeared to offer the right solution for

3

take note [of it-aossed out] of the development of the
modern building art away from the aesthetic to the organic,
from the formal to the constructive. The modern building
art has, for a long lime, refused to play a mere decorative
role in our life. The creative building artists want to have
nothing, nothing whatever, to do with the aesthetic tradi

along the way and I soon recognized that by employing

The most practical distribution of the work stations deter

glass, it is not an effect of light and shadow one wants to

tions of past centuries. We leave this field without regret

mined room depth; it is 1 6 m. A double-shafted frame of

achieve but a rich interplay of light reflections. That is what

8 m span-width with 4 m long lateral cantilever brackets

to the art historians. Their [the building artists'] work shall

1 strove for in the other design published here. At first

on either side was established as the most economical

glance the contour of the ground plan appears arbitrary,

construction principle. The beam distance is 5 m. This

but in reality it is the result of many experiments on the

post-and-beam system supports the ceiling panel, which,

glass model. The curves were determined by the need to

angled vertically upward at the end of the cantilever arms,

illuminate the interior, the effect of the building mass In

becomes exterior skin and serves as back wall of the

the urban context, and finally the play of the desired light

shelving, which was moved to the exterior walls in order

reflection. Ground plan contours in which the curves were

to keep the interior uncluttered. Above the 2 m high shelv

calculated from the point of view of light and shadow

ing is a continuous band of fenestration reaching to the

revealed themselves on the model, if glass was employed,

ceiling.

as totally unsuitable. The only fixed points in the ground

Berlin, May 1923

plan are the stairs and the elevator shafts.

serve life. Life alene shall be their teacher. They reject any
tutelage by art specialists; [the same applies to theory,
aesthetic speculation, doctrine, and formalism.---<:rossed
out] building art is for them neither theory nor aesthetic
speculation nor dpctrine, but spatially apprehended will of
the epoch. AlivE!f'changing, new. The character of our time
must be conveyed by our building. We want to shape the
form of our buildings out of the nature of the task, but with
the means of our time.
The office building illustrated here is a building of work, of
organization, of clarity, of economy. Bright wide work
rooms, uncluttered, undivided, only articulated according

All other subdivisions of the ground plan are to be adapted

to the organism of the firm. The greatest effect with the

to the respective needs and executed in glass.

least expenditure of means. The materials are concrete,
iron, glass. Ferroconcrete buildings are essentially skele
ton structures. Neither pastry nor tank turrets. Supporting
girder construction with a nonsupporting wall. That means
skin and bone structures.
The most practical distribution of the work stations deter
mined room depth; it is 1 6 m. A double-shafted frame of
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rubber floors, sliding windows and
here 1 have in mind
s: but then also spatial gen
installation
doors, and similar
Ferroconcrete demands the
n
pla
.
ground
erosity in the
execution; here the archi
its
before
planning
most precise
the shipbuilding engi
from
learn
to
everything
tect still has
possible,
is
it
even if not
construction
brick
neer. With
and
g
n
heati
insta lation
the
let
to
advisable,
p rticularly
the roof is up; they
as
soon
as
house
the
on
loose
crews
will in the briefest time transform the house into a ruin.

l

�

With ferroconcrete such�.a procedure is impossible. Here

only disciplined work will achieve the desired result.

Concrete Country House, 1923, published with the article
(Building).

�

"Bauen·

8 m span-width with 4 m long lateral cantilever brackets

on either side was established as the most economical

construction principle. The beam distance Is 5 m. This
post-and-beam system supports the ceiling panel, which,
angled vertically upward at the end of the cantilever arms,
becomes exterior skin and serves as back wall of the
shelving, which was moved to the exterior walls in order

to keep the interior uncluttered. Above the 2 m high shelv
ing is a continuous band of fenestration reaching to the

ceiling.

The model illu;strated ab.ove demonstrates an attempt to

solve the problem of a residential building in ferroconcrete.

4

"Bui

lding"

Published in G. no. 2 (September 1923), p. 1 .
We know no forms, only building proble(tl's.
Form is not the goal but the result of our work.
The truly formal Is conditional, fused lwith the task, yes,
the most elementary expression of its solution.
Form as goal is formalism; and that we reject. Nor do we
strive for a style.
We have other worries.

II is our specific c;pncern to liberate building activity
(Baueretl from aesthetic speculators and make building
..
(Bauen] again what alone it should be, namely
BAUEN.'

There have been repeated attempts to introduce ferrocon·

r

t

ent building con·

struction. Mostly, however, ineptly. The advantages of this

�

material have not been exploited no its disadvantages

that permits the most simple imaginable roof drainage. All
'

gutterwork is thereby omitted. I cut openings into the walls

where 1 need them for view or illumination.

It is mainly our concern to liberate all building activity
(Baueretl from aesthetic specialists. And make building

Barbarians have approached the problem with the least
imaginable measure of boldne'ss. Cupboards that look like
skyscrapers models.

tional, and yet they are supposed to be the home for the
one really believes that these boxes can serve our life
needs. There has been no attempt to comprehend and
formulate these totally different needs elementarily. The
inner needs were ignored, and one believed that one could
get away with juggling historical allusions. These buildings
are dishonest, stupid, and insulting.

l

We demand, by contrast, for the bui dings of our time:

absolu te truthfulness and rejection of all formal cheating.
Furthermore, we demand: that if! the planning of apart-

ment buildings" lhe organization of living arrangements is
given absolute priority. Rati6Qal economics have to be

striven for, and the employment of technological means is

a self-understood precondition. If we comply with these
demands , the �e apartJl}ent building of our epoch has
�
found its form.�
Since the rental apartment house is nothing but a number
of individual apartments, the nouse organism here, too,
forms itself out of their type and number. This determines

crete in the possibility of considerable savings in material.

the form of the apartment block.

In orde to realize this in an apartment building, one must
few

I cannot show you any illustrations of new buildings that

building locations. The disadvantage of ferroconcrete, as

correspond to these demands. Because even the new

n

attempts have not go e beyond formal matters.

I see it, lies in its low insulating property and its poor
sound absorption. This makes it necessary to provide

To help you look beyond the historical and aesthetic junk

additional insulation against exterior temperatures. The

heaps of Europe to the elementary and purposeful, I have

simplest way to remove the disadvantage of sound trans

assembled illustrations of buildings that lie outside the

fer seems to be to exclude everything that causes noise;

realm of the Greco-Roman culture. I have done this on
purpose, because to me an axe stroke in Hildesheim is

o

opp sed to Bauen, carries a disdainful overtone;

closer than a chisel stroke in Athens.

furthermore it alludes to Bauer (peasant).

242

attempted to understand the meaning of these buildings.
They are neither comfortable, nor economical, nor func
men of our time. One does not think very highly of us, If

The preceding text (except for the first paragraph), under the
heading "Concret� Residential Build ing,• was sent on October
1, 1923, to the printer F. Koslowsky, Oranlenbu , where G
was printed. A note on the back of the manuscript (in the
Library of Congress) reads;

into ferroconcrete. I see the main advantage of ferrocon

as

ll

yet I wish to remind you of Kurfiirstendam� and Dahlem,

It will not do of course simply to translate a brick house

Bauerei,

grains that had managed to survive. We, too, have no

other choice if we rea y strive for a new attitude toward

to bring to mind this total lunacy in stone. I have vainly

evant for concrete and not even all that easy to execute.

1.

In the country it is a self-u nderstood usage to plow under
a plot overgrown by weeds without considering the lew

roof is slightly inclined from the exterior walls toward the

of the individual rooms. The round corners are totally irrel

in {I

no. 52 (1923), p. 719.

You are all familiar with the condition of our buildings, and

avoided. One believes one has acknovJiedged the material

concentrate the supports and reinforcements

s

we escape from the hou ing shortage? Building must be
resumed!" Mies's lecture was publish ed in Die Bauwe/1, 14,

concrete skin. This skin forms both walls and roof. The

sufficiently if one rounds off the corners of the house and

r

Brandenburg District (Berlin), on December 12, 1923, in the
large auditorium of the Berlin Arts and Crafts Museum, Prinz
Atbrecht-Strasse 8. The meeting had for its slogan: "How can

The main living section is supported by a four-shaft girder

[Bauen] again what it always has been. Building.

crete as a building material for apart

l

This lecture was given at a public meeting of the Bund
Deutscher Architekten (Association of German Architects),

system. This construction system is encased in a thin

rg

Even the will to style is formalism.

"Solved Tasks:

A Chal enge for Our Building Industry"

building.

center. The incline of the two roof planes forms a groove

There is no form in and for itself.

5
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1 will now show you dwellings ctearty formed in response

., , .
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anything more perfect in terms of function and use of

�

rn tertal? Is that not the best possible use of the 1 ungle
shadow?

BAUKUNST UND Zf.. I TWILLE!

�

Illustration 3 (Eskimo house).

v..

AIIP.S P.111' DER ROllE

..

have here become bu1lding materials. Walrus nbs form the
roof structure.

6
"Building Art and the Will of the Epoch!:'

Illustration 4 (snow hut).

We go even farther north. The residence of a central

Published in Der Quorsclmitt. 4. no. 1 (1924), pp. 31 32.

Es�imo. Here is only snow and ice. And yet, man builds.

It is not the architectural achievement of earlier times that

Illustration 5 (summer tent of an Eskimo).

circumstance that the antique temples, the Roman basili·

This fellow even has a summer v111a. The building material
is skin and bones. From the stillness and loneliness of the
north I bring you to warlike medieval Flanders.
Illustration 6 (castle of the counts of Flanders and Ghent).

makes their buildings appear so significant to us, but the
cas, and also the cathedrals of the Middle Ages were not
the work of individual personalitieS but the creations of
entire epochs. Who asks, when viewing such buildmgs,
for names, and what would the accidental personality of

Here the residence has become a fortress.

their builders mean? These buildings are by their very

Illustration 7 (farm complex).

of the will of the epoch. This is their significance. Only so

nature totally impersonal. They are pure representatives

In the north German lowlands stands the house of the
German farmer. His needs with respect to house, stable,

and bam are all filled in this structure. All the pictures 1
have shown correspond in every way to the needs of the

ten.
Bund Deutscher Archltek
Lecture program of the

. -- -;; -:-...

Now I take you into night and Ice. Moss and seal sk1ns

rliU, 'l>rr•b'"·

(orndiU& �u
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,.ult!li<< 'llldllltklro.
l
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transportable.

This is the leaf hut of an Indian. Have you ever seen

�·

unb

Illustration 1 (an Indian tent).
the typical residence of a nomad. L1ght and
i
This s

.
Illustration 2 (leaf hut)

tintabun9

018

to need and material.

inhabitants. That Is all we ask for ourselves. Only the
means that are of our time. Since there are no buildings
that are equally responsive to the needs of modem man,

I can only show you a structure from a related field that is

of modern sensibility and fills those conditions that 1 also
long for and strive for in our houses.

Here you see a floating apartment building, created
according to the needs and means of our time. Now I must
ask again: have you ever seen anything more perfect in
terms of responsiveness to purpose and use of material?
We would be enviable if we had buildings on dry land that
would suit our needs equally well. Only when we experi·
so

elementarily

will we obtain a new building attitude. It is the purpose of
my short speech to awaken an awareness of these
matters.

The building art is always the spatially apprehended will
of the epoch, nothing else. Only when this simple truth is

clearly recogni;�d can the struggle for the principles of a
new building art be conducteipurposefully and effectively.

Until then it must remain a chaos of confusing forces. For

this reason the question as to the nature of the building

/

anoe. One will have to understand
art Is of decisivE;� mport

...

thai all building art arises out of its own epoch and can
only manifest itself In addressing vital tasks with the means

Illustration 8 (the Jmperator).

enco the needs and means of our time

could they become symbols of their time.

of tiS own time. It has never been otherwise.

For this reason It Is a futile endeavor to use contents and
forms of earlier building periods today. Even the strongest
artistic talent will then fail. We lind again and again that
exoellont building masters fail because their work does not
serve the will of the epoch. In the final analysis, they
remain dilettantes despite their great talent, for tho �ian
with which one undertakes the wrong thing is irrelevant. It
i
s

the essential that matters. One cannot walk forward

while looking backward, and one cannot be the instrument
of the will of the epoch if one lives in the past. Remote
observers fall into the same old fallacy when they make
the epoch responsible for such tragic cases.
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The entire striving of our epoch is directed toward the
secular. The efforts of the mystics will remain episodes.
Although our understanding of life has become more pro
found, we will not build cathedrals. Even the grand gesture
of the romantics is meaningless for us, for we sense
behind it the formal emptiness. Our time is unpathetic, we
do not value the great gesture but rationality and reality.
The demands of the time for realism and functionality have
to be filled. If that is done with generosity, then the build
ings of our time will demonstrate the generosity our time
is capable of, and only a fool would maintain that it is
without greatness.

[and characterized it-crossed out]. II determined the
sacred or profane form.
Our historical schooling has dulled our outlook for these'
things, that is why we always confuse effect with cause.
This accounts for the belief that buildings exist for the sake
of architecture. Even the ritualistic language of temples
and cathedrals is the result of a purpose. This is the case
and not the other way around. Each time, the purpose
changes the language, and the same holds true for the
means, material, and technique.
People who lack a feeling for the essential [and whose
profession it is to concern themselves with antiquities

Questions of a general nature are of central interest. The

crossed out] always attempt to set up the results of old

individual becomes less and less important; his fate no

epochs as examples for our time and recommend the old

longer interests us. The decisive achievements in all fields
are objective in nature and their originators are for the
most part unknown. II is here that the great anonymous
trait of our time comes into view. Our engineering buildings
are typical examples. Gigantic dams, large industrial com
plexes, and important bridges arise with great natural ease
without their builders becoming known. These structures
show also the technical means we will have to employ in
the future.
If one compares the ponderous weight of Roman aque

work methods as means for artistic success. Both are

functional structures is irrelevant.
If one rejects all romantic viewpoints, one recognizes that
the masonry structures of antiquity, the brick and concrete

�ut it is never the work method but the

As I was born into an old family of stonemasons, I am
very familiar with hand craftsmanship, and not only as an
aesthetic onlooker. My receptiveness to the beauty of
handwork does not prevent me from r1cognizing that hand

ing when, by filling their purpose, they become instruments
of the will of the epoch.
The manuscript of February 7, 1924 (collection of Dirk Lohan,
Chicago) , extends beyond the printed version of the essay as
follows:
The purpose of a building is its actual meaning. The build
ings of all epochs served purposes, and quite real ones.
These purposes were, however, different in type and char
acter. The purpose was always decisive for the building

forward, who are unafraid to solve each task without prej

the crafts: we cannot save them any more, but we can
perfect the industrial methods to the point where we obtain
results comparable to medieval craftsmanship. Whoever
has the courage to maintain that we can still exist without
industry must bring the proof for that. The need tbr even
a single machine abolishes handicrafts as an economic
form.
Let us keep in mind that all these theories about hand
craftsmanship have been composed by aesthetes under
the beam of an electric lamp. They enter upon their prop
aganda mission on paper that has been produced by
machines, printed by machines, and bound by machines.

materials are the essential factors tor the design of a
these conditions. Old familiar pictures may disappear, but
respects. The world did not become pti�rer when the

Each task represents a new challenge and leads to new

problems, and the form is not the goal but the result of
our work. That is the essence of our striving; and this

viewpoint still separates us from many. Even from most of
the modern building masters. But it unites us with all the
disciplines of modern life.

Much as the concept of building is, for us, not tied to old
contents and forms, so it is also not connected to specific
materials. We are very familiar with the charm of stones
and bricks. But that does not prevent us nowadays from

[Steel serves today in skyscrapers as structural skeleton,

with the methods of craftsmanship. This spells the end of

A residence must only serve for living. The site, the expo

stagecoach was replaced by the automobile.

materials correspond best to present-day purposes.

certain that the first Gothic buildings were perceived, in

owner has progressed in the realm of aesthetics.

in their place residences will arise that are functional in all

work can be acquired only by very rich people. What really
assumed such proportions that they can no longer be met

pose, namely organizing the activity of living, one views it
as an object that demonstrates to the world how far its

lenges; they are more important than the entire historical

historical value. Life confronts us daily with new chal

eration as fully equivalent materials. In many cases, these

constructions of the Romans, and the medieval cathedrals

house and room concepts lead to impossible results.
Instead of simply developing a residence to suit its pur

residence. The building is to be formed in response to

�
real craftsmen still alive In German
y are rarities whose

icrafts as a form of economic produc on are lost. The few

The same applies to residential building. Here, too, certain

forms, old means and work methods, have for us only

[And here again it is the historians who recommend an
mistake form for essence.-cross�d out] One always
�
believes handcrafting is better and one attributes an innate

attitudes and forms.

sure to the sun, the program of rooms, and the building

which alone a vital building art can arise. Old contents and

results. We do not solve formal problems but building

outdated form, always the same mistake. Here, too, they

repeatedly attempts to adapt these buildings to outdated

pr�vents us from accomplishing the task at hand out of

sively on the results. The result is simply a by-product.

were incredibly bold engineering feats, and one can be

Our utilitarian structures will only grow into the art of build

That eternal preoccupation with the past is our undoing. 11

new time. Even handicrafts are only f work method and

a form of economics, nothing more.

matters is something totally different. Our needs have

their Romanesque environment, as foreign bodies.

initial imperfections and hesitancies to a highly mature
culture of craftsmanship.

':ldiCE!, from the bottom on up, and who do not dwell exces

ethical value to it.

those of earlier times. Industrial production methods, too,

mind is our task. Since we stand only in the beginning
phase of industrial development, we cannot compare the

that they have no inkling of the intefrelationships of the

Those suggesting handicraft methods in our time prove

work itself that has value.

will exert their influence. The claim that these are only

would recognize by that example what immense capabil
ities industrial production methods afford. To bring this to

rubbish. They call for creative people, people who look

crane, or bulky vault constructions with the dashing
weightlessness of new ferroconcrete structures, then one

done a greater service to humanity-crossed out] one

wrong; we cannot use either. We nepd I)O examples.

ducts with the spider-thin power system of a contemporary

gets an inkling how our form and expression differ from

If one would devote only one percent greater care to
improving the bad binding of the book, [one would have

taking glass and concrete, glass and metal, into consid

and ferroconcrete has proven itself in many cases as an
excellent building material. If one already constructs a
building with steel, it is hard to see why one should then
encase it with massive stone walls and give it the appear
ance of a tower. Even from the point of view of fire safety,
this cannot be justified. It is a similar nonsense to wrap a
ferroconcrete structure in a mantle. In both cases more
ideas instead of more materials would lead to the goaL
crossed out]
The purposes of our tasks are for the most part very simple

and clear. One only has to recognize them and formulate
them, then they will lead of themselves to significant build
ing solutions. Skyscrapers, office buildings, and commer
cial structures practically call forth clear, comprehensive
solutions, and these can only be crippled because one
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TheY are not the cause but the result of a situation, and
theY do not stand in opposition to the old building trades.
The attempt to modernize operational methods in the con

lndustrlelles Bauen

struction trades has often been made, but it has only

W

succeeded in those branches that permitted of industrial
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that does not in any way alter the handicraft character of
undeniable advantages over the new building methods.

building art be conducted purposefully and effectively. Until

but a fundamental reorganization of the

then it must remain a chaos of confusing forces. One will

as I have already pointed out, determines the method of

7

"Industrial Building"
Published in G, no. 3 ( June 1924), pp! 8-13. The essay had
been published earlier in April 1924 in Der Neubau, 6, no. 7
(1924), p. 77, under the title: "Industrialization of Residential
Building-A Question of Materials." The following sentence
preceded the text: "The article 'lndustri zation of Residential
Building' that appeared in issue 5 discus es the great complex
of problems associated with the new building, the social, eco
nomic, technical, and also artistic nature of which is still totally
misunderstood."

l!Ji
,.

Just a short time ago the need to industrialize the building
trades was denied by almost all affected circles, and I
consider it already a step forward that this question can
now be discussed seriously in a larger circle, even if only
a few are really convinced. The progress of industrializa
tion taking place in all areas would also have takep place
in the building trades without concern for antiquated atti
tudes and convictions, if very specific circumstances had

understanding the nature of building. For this reason the
question as to the nature of the building art is today of

What matters is not so much a rationalization of existing

not change the character of building, and this character,

Two pages of G, no. 3.

than today, and never has one been further removed from

decisive importance. For only when it has been clearly

As long as we use essentially the same materials, we will

/

Ladies and Gentlemen!
Never have the building trades been more talked about

understood can the struggle for the principles of a new

building trades.

•

Lecture
The place. date, and occasion of this lecture are not known.
Unpublished manuscript of June 19, 1924 (collection of Dirk
Lohan, Chicago). The largest part of the text is based on
sections of the manuscript "Building Art and the Will of the
Epoch" of February 7, 1924: even in the last third of the lecture,
in which slides are used for illustration, there is very little new
material, but Mies repeats his sparse comments on lhe Fried
richstrasse skyscraper and on the Office Building. For the first
and only time he gives a short explanation of his Brick Country
House design.

building: and one still has to point out that brickwork has

work' methods,
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have to understand that building art as spatial expression
is spiritually connected to its times and can only manifest
itself in addressing vital tasks with the means of its own
time.

construction. The industrialization of the building trades is

It has never been otherwise. For this reason it is a futile

a matter of materials. That is why the demand for new

endeavor to use contents and forms of earlier periods
today.

Epoch!, " paragraph 3) . . . one cannot walk forward while

.

produced technologically, that can be processed industri

looking backward, and one cannot be the instrument of

ally, that is firm, weather-resistant, and sound and tem

the will of the epoch if one lives in the past.

perature insulating. It will have to be a lightweight material,
the processing of which not only permits but actually
demands industrialization. The industrial production of all
parts can only be carried out systematically by factory
processes, and the work on the building site will then be
exclusively of an assembly type, bringing about an incred
ible reduction of building time. This will bring with it a
significant reduction of building costs. The new architec
tural endeavors, too, will then find their real challenge. It
is clear to me that this will bring with it the destruction of
the building trades as we know them, but he who regrets
that the house of the future will no longer be erected by
artisans must keep in mind that the automobile, too, is no
longer built by the wheelwright.

The structure of our period is fundamentally different from
that of earlier epochs. That applies to both its spiritual and

its material aspects. But these determine our work. The
striving of our epoch is directed toward the secular. The
efforts of the mystics will remain episodes.

. . (followed

CJlnd the Will of the Epoch!, " paragraphs
.

by "Building A
4, 5,

and 6]

.

. . Our engineering buildings are typical

examples. Gigantic dams, large industrial complexes, and
important bridges arise with great natural ease without

their builders becoming know� . These structures show
also the technical means we will have to employ in the

future.
The objection that these are only functional structures is
irrelevant. The function of a building is its actual mean

not here barred the way. I hold that the industrialization of

ing . . . . [followed by the material included in the unpub

building constitutes the core problem of our time. If we are

lished manuscript of February 7, 1924)

successful in carrying out this industrialization, then the

.

. . The world did

not become poorer when the stagecoach was replaced by

social, economic, technical, and even artistic questions

the automobile.

will solve themselves. The question how this industriali'

Now I will explain to you by a few examples what we mean

zation is to be achieved can perhaps best be answered if

by elementary form-giving.

we point out what has prevented it so far. The belief that
obsolete operational practices stand in the way is not true.
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. . [followed by "Building Art and the Will of the

building materials is the first prerequisite. Technology must
and will succeed in finding a building material that can be
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Taut.

This is the design for a Concrete Office Building.

This is the plan for the expansion of the city of Magdeburg

Ferroconcrete buildings are essentially skeleton struc

designed by the much-reviled Bruno Taut. In this plan one

tures. Supporting girder construction with a nonsupporting

does not find anything fantastic or arbitrary. It has been

wall. That means skin and bone structures. The most

ilde, 6, no. 5 (1924 ), p. 56.
Published in Die Baug

designed in response to the landscape, the traffic, and

practical distribution of the work stations determined room

paul Tropp presents, under the title Entwicklung und Auf

with respect for the people that have to live and work

depth; it is 1 6 m. A double-shafted frame of 8 m span

bau der Miele (Development and Organization of Rent),

there. This plan has obtained its significant and charac

width with 4 m long cantilever brackets on either side was

the results of his investigation into the apartment economy

teristic form just because form was not striven for.

established as the most economical construction principle.
The beam distance is 5 m. This post-and-beam system

with great detail and clarity. For the first time, our apart
ment economy is expertly illuminated. Tropp shows how

supports the ceiling panel, which, angled upward at the

it is and how it could be. He discusses existing apartment

perimeter, becomes exterior skin and serves as back wall

4nd tax economies, incomes and rents, service on capital,

Haring.
This is the plan for a farm estate. It is a nursery under
intensive management and is directed by a modern farmer
who conducts his operation according to scientific meth
ods with the help of the latest technical innovations. This
method of operation determined the projected layout. This
design comes from the Berlin architect Hugo Haring.
I would have liked to show to you further works of other
architects designed elementarily, but due to the rarity of
such works and the short time at my disposal, this was
not possible. Excuse me, therefore, if I demonstrate to you
in the case of my own work the influence of material and
technology on building.

for the shelving, which was moved to the exterior walls in

shelving is a continuous ban<;l of fenestration reaching to

one welcomes this text as it appears at the very moment

the ceiling.

when the biggest efforts are being made to stimulate the

This picture illustrates the attempt to sol
ve ll)e problem of
a residential building in ferroconcrete.

The main living section is supported by a four-shaft girder

where I need them for view or illumination.

This is another design for a skyscraper. Here it has been
objected that it is not formed but remains restricted to the
schematic concept. This reproach is typical. It arises out
of another manner of thinking in which one still, even if
with modern architectonic concepts . . . [sentence incom

plete in manuscript]. What is overlooked is that the sche
matic is implied by the task and therefore finds its
expression in the form-giving. This is the ground plan for
the building just shown. Here, too, I have attempted to

Building Art" by Lewis Mumford, with an editorial that
claimed that this article is more informative as to the state
of American architecture than the exhibition "Neue Amer
ikanische Architektur" that took place not long ago in the
Academy of Arts.
In reading Mumford's article I found that the exhibition was
a particularly apt illustration of Mumford's beliefs. That
speaks for the exhibition. The objection

organized according to a specific plan but that only out
standing achievements of American arc�itecture were pre
sented. I consider it an advantage that this exhibition did

not adhere to a specific and narrow program, but allowed
the visitor to form his own judgment as to the American

However interesting it may be to learn how you yourself,
how Mendelsohn, Paulsen, or Rading appraise America,
it appeared to me necessary and desirable that each arrive
at his own picture of the present state of the American
building art, and this, as I see it, constituted the value of
the Berlin exhibition.

and striven for a series of spatial effects rather than a row

Conclusion.

f

organism.

'

The actual value of the works shown to you I see not so
much in the degree of achievement, as in the particular
manner of form-giving. Nothing illuminates more clearly
the situation in which we find ourselves than the fact that
Ford's book could trigger such a strong reaction here in
Germany. What Ford wants is simple and illuminating. His
factories show mechanization in dizzying perfectiqn. We
agree with the direction Ford has taken, but we reject the
plane on which he moves. Mechanization can never be
goal, it must remain means. Means toward a spiritual
purpose.

approach the core of the building from the outside. This

While we want to stand with both feet firmly on the ground,

caused the deep recesses. Since my work with the prob

we want to reach with our head to the clouds.

lems of glass structures has taught me the dangers of too
large planes, I have here chosen polygonal curves for the
ground plan in order to obtain a rich play of light reflections.
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has been

expressed in the Berlin press that the exhibition was not

have abandoned the usual concept of enclosed rooms

and serves only to articulate the hou

erable insulating capacity.

Die Form carried in volume 5 an article on "American

opposite of the previous illustration as to the influence of

of individual rooms. The wall loses its 'enclosing character

that, on account of its vacuum layer, possesses consid

Published in Die Form, 1 , no. 7 (1926), p. 179.

material in form-giving. In the grounq plan of this house, I

fronts already exist and it has not come to my attention
geous. Furthermore we have today Rudeglass, a material

Letter t o Die Form

building art.

This house, to be executed in brick, shows you the direct

These fears are exaggerated. Buildings with large glass
that the large glass planes are considered disadvanta

rllcommend it warmly to all interested circles.

center. The incline of the two roof planes forms a groove
gutterwork it thereby omitted. I cut openings into the walll)

objection has been raised that the glass wall does not

book makes a valuable contribution in this direction, I

roof is slightly inclined from the e)lterior walls toward the

full use of it. The depth of the lot forced me to split up the

adequately insulate against exterior temperatures.

building economy and put it on a sound basis. As Tropp's

system. This construction system is encased in a thin
,
concrete skin. This skin forms both walls and roof. The

The building site was triangular; I have attempted to make

stone fronts, I have given the building a skin of glass. The

maintenance and repair costs, and ground rents and
draws expert conclusions from his objective observations.

that permits the most simple imaginable roof drainage. All

it senseless to drape the steel skeleton of the building with

10

Tropp,

Review of Paul
Aufbau der Mlete
Entwlcklung und

order to keep the interior uncluttered. Above the 2 m high

Friedrichstrasse.

fronts so that the inner core obtains light. Since I consider

9
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What is astonishing, however, is the total lack of historical

Lecture
Place, date, and occasion unknown. Unpublished manuscript,
first version of March 17, 1926, two further versions undated;
in the collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago.

understanding connected with this love for historical

Ladies and Gentlemen!

things. One misconstrues the real interdependence of
things, both what concerns the new and what concerns
the old. Everything that has so far been was closely con
nected with life, out of which it arose, and a change of

Never has building been more talked about than today,

things always was brought about by a change of life. Even

and never have we been further removed from under

Plato recognized the changes of forms in state and society

standing the nature of building. For this reason the ques

and saw these changes as transformations in the soul of

tion as to the nature of the building art is today of decisive
importance. For only when it has been clearly understood
can the struggle for the principles of a new building art be
conducted purposefully and effectively. Until then it must
remain a chaos of confusing forces. One will have to
understand that building art is always the spatial execution
of spiritual decisions, that it is tied to its times and can
only manifest itself in addressing vital tasks with the means
of its own time. It has never been otherwise.

the populace that forms state and society, while the soul
in turn is influenced in a myriad of ways by the forms of
life that surrounds it.
Each culture arises out of the landscape and its economic
givens. Only in this connection can one even understand
the term culture. Only one who understands the conse
quences of the need for irrigation of the lower Nile valley
and its influence on societal structur� can fully compre
hend the nature of Egyptian culture. Ignorance of the eco

For this reason it is a futile endeavor to use contents and

nomic basis and the social structure pf the Greeks led to

forms of earlier epochs today. Even the strongest artistic

a complete misunderstanding of antiquity. Nordic culture,

talent will then fail. We find therefore again and again that

too, is the result of very specific economic conditions with

even excellent building masters fail because their work

out which it would either have failed to develop or would

standing of the past. Those who assume the right to
interfere in the lives of individuals and the community in a

Illustration 3

edge of things and their interconnections. Only superior
abilities and real mastery entitles one to authority.

of his family. Only field paths connect the individual farms

regu latory way should first of all acquire adequate knowl

NeithN sentimentality nor brutal force are suitable predis
positions for that. The force of life will one day push aside

thiS farce and create its own form all the quicker. Nothing
'
is adequate to
is more stupid than to assume that our will
in this or that
live,
we
which
change the situation under

Illustration 5

ciples (or its fundamentals), I will explicate with a few

pattern but arise spontaneously i n their relationship to the

examples what building, quite in spite of various theories,

landscape. Although denser, the houses stand about with

bas always been and to what preconditions it has always

out pattern.

b�en subject. This will facilitate our understanding of the

new considerably. Two large building domains lie before
us as we survey the development of building. One realm
concerns building for life in a general sense, the other is
intimately connected with specific spiritual atmospheres

structures. These �an succumb to political influences,
much as they in turr\ can influence them. They change the

The buildings of the first type are completely intertwined

living conditions of a particular people, and this in turn

alone are in truth native. They grew out of the primal

leads to a change of formal expression.
I
It is, of course, wrong to assume that an economic change

material of the landscape. No one invented them, but they

trace the intellectual impulses of an art period and illumi
nate its formal problems, the spiritual forces of a period
can here also be effective. Building art is not the imple
mentation of specific formal problems, however much
these may be contained in it.

ology. The change of the ideological �uperstructure takes

�

place often very much later and m ch slower than the
changes in the societal ground. The exterior shell of things,
the crystallization of life processes remains standing even
1
then and exerts its influence long after its kernel has been

The structure of our period is fundamentally different from

hollowed out. Even where one no longer comprehends

that of earlier epochs. This applies to both its spiritual and

their meaning, one still adheres to the forms; one contin

its material conditions. But this is what determines our

ues to devalue them, one alienates them even further from

work. With or against our will. It is astonishing how little

their original meaning. What once was highest expression

this simple fact is understood. One affirms modern life in

of vital forces gradually deteriorates into a senseless ba

in times of need. But even now each builds with the old

The Germanic cluster villages, too, do not follow a set

with which one does the wrong thing is irrelevant.

in a society is automatically followed by a change in ide

means and brought with it cluster settlements to compen
sate for reduced defense capabilities and to extend help

Before I hold forth on the modern movement and its prin

they remain dilettantes despite their talent, for the elan

[Handwritten addition:] However interesting it may be to

Illustration 4
The splitting up of families may have reduced operational

life's goals can find fulfillment.

tures, too, depend on transformations of their economic

of the will of the epoch if one lives in the past.

to each other.

soil offering adequate support potential.

have developed differently. Transformations within cul

while looking backward, and one cannot be the instrument

no one, growing what he needs for his own life and that

direction. Neither a populace nor an individual can attain
Its aim immediately. Only what lies in the direction of our

does not serve the spirit of the epoch. In the final analysis

It is the essential that matters. One cannot walk forward

The farmer lives as a free man on free soil, depending on

that we perceive as characteristic cultures.

with the ground out of which they arose; they and they

grew in the true sense of the word out of the needs of the
inhabitants, and they reflect the rhythm and character of

independence wherever he feels like it and where he finds

Illustration 6
Traffic of any type was not required. Much as formerly the
individual farmstead, so now the individual village is self
supporting. Only field paths connect the villages with each
other.
Illustration 7
These village formations come from the Germanic-Slavic
border area and are planned with defense possibilities in
mind. The areas between the individual farmsteads can
easily be blocked in case of attack.
Illustration 8

the landscape in which they are imbedded. These features

This settlement type is held to be the original Germanic

are typical for all farmhouses regardless of where on earth

village form. Here the old chl3racteristic field divisions are

they may be found. The difference of their layout is the

still visible.

consequence of different racial characteristics. But with
their living quarters, stables, and barns. they correspond
in all aspects to the requirements of their inhabitants. The
illustrations that I show you will make clearer than all words
to what degree human building forms express the char
acter of their arrangements.

Illustration 9

..,.

This village '.l(bmplex is 'without doubt of colonial origin.
The common is the center of village life. It is the place for
the wagons and for pronouncing judgments, the feast and
meeting place. The common.exercises a certain influence
on the formation of the village. The buildings orient them

Illustration 1

selves in respect to the common in a free, natural order.
By and by handicrafts and trade emerge. Both gain in

nality unless [a full-blooded generation--aossed out]

I leave open whether the single-farm settlement that we

One is enthusiastic over new inventions and one never

power and grandeur can be summoned to impart new

find in the area west of the Weser on the lower Rhine up

importance. Agricultural work decreases gradually. Traffic

hesitates a moment to apply the boldest invention if eco

expression to the changed life content.

to the coast of Holland and Flanders is the primitive form

grows. The street gains in importance and finally forms

of Germanic settlement or whether here Saar-Frankish

the backbone of the village settlement. While once, when

thousands of ways. One uses all technical innovations.

nomic advantages derive from it. But one refuses to draw
consequences for the building arts from these changes in
living conditions. There are many reasons for this. One
has specific preconceptions about what the building art is
and one believes in the eternal value of what has so far
been. This should not astonish us, for it is also the mistake
perpetuated in our schools.

We ourselves are witnesses to such a tragedy. The sins
committed in this respect today exceed the imagination. It

influences prevail.

is regrettable if an individual does not fathom these inter

Illustration 2

connections and therefore does wrong things. But if new

They are built without directional preference and order in

things are impeded officially, it is our duty to fight this

an open field, surrounded by wall and ditch, near a spring

obstruction with all our ability, as it arises out of an indif

or wooded area, in the middle of their work fields and

ference toward spiritual things and a complete misunder-

removed from the highway.
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Aomanesque churches were built, entire villages became
depopulated to escape from decades of forced labor in
the praise of God and in the service of the church, one
now searches out the shadow of fortified churches and
castles for protection against attacks. In exchange for the
promised protection one had to participate in defense and
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perform services of other types. Even though some farm

cipalities. This change, too, is expressed in the develop

ers attempted to settle in such protected locations, they

ment of the German cities.

were mainly inhabited by craftsmen and tradesmen.

carry out the sharpest calculations. The degree to which

Illustration 27

life before the war was already tied to the economy only

Here the influence of building code restrictions is notice

became clear to us in the postwar years. Now there is

able in the stepped gradations. Restrictions have never
called forms into life. But in our administered world this

Illustration 1 5

only economy. It dominates everything, politics and life.

Illustration 1 0

Now the domiciles of the princes influence building devel

With the resulting growth it was in the communal interest

opment. Courtly life finds its clear expression in them.

Ladies and gentlemen, I did not plan to hold forth on the

to secure also the areas lying outside the castle or church

Furthermore, the newly created residential towns clearly

district with walls.

show the stratification of political life.

Illustration 1 1

Illustration 1 6

history of economic or building development, but wanted
only to show to what degree building is intertwined with
living and the degree to which transformations in life find
their expression in the transformations of our building

Gradually cities grew in which crafts and trade could

The once proud citizens have become vassals. Their res

forms.

develop undisturbed. The enclosures and the limited size

idences border the access routes to the castle and bear

of these early urban formations forced the inhabitants to

the physiognomy of liveried servants. It was the specific

live very closely together, but it also forced them for the

merit of Protestantism to have put 'Science in the service

'The situation in which we find ourselves today is in no
way comparable to that of earlier epochs. It is totally new

sake of survival to regulate production and consumption.

of technology and economics. ·One now made scientific

This was entrusted to the individual trades. The guilds

experiments. This, together with an attitude oriented

arose. It is evident that life behind protective city walls
combined with a shared economy brought with it an incred

toward reason already in ascendancy s�
nce the Middle

Ages, and the onset of capitalism that found nourishment

and it will know how to express this in an equally new
building form. I have already pointed out earlier that eco
nomic changes in a society are by no means instantly and
automatically followed by changes in ideology, but take a

of our existence, the exterior form of our life has not yet

engine. From now on industry, and alpng with it trade, was
no longer bound by restrictions. The tempo of life

tion will take place only very gradually, by and by. The

increased in manifold ways. The population expanded rap

away the old, long-obsolete forms.

Illustration 1 2
The churches also changed their shape. First they lay in
the open landscape and were for a long time fortified; and
they, too, have only gradually, under the protection of the
fortified town, attained the full freedom of their form. For
a long time the guilds were able to control production and
consumption. But increasingly they had to ward off the

idly. Customs barriers fell so that the interior economy of
the country could develop freely. The mechanization of the
country progressed fCJrther. The unified German empire
achieved world power status. International traffic and inter
national trade determine life from now on. Metropolises of
immense proportions develop. The speed of development
permits no reflection.

been able to create its new expression. This transforma
urgency of life will increasingly articulate itself and push

Illustration 21
It is well known that certain technical requirements lead to
new forms with powerful expressive qualities. But one
must not confuse this with spiritual expression. It is beauty
of a technical kind. Technical forms are the product of a
technical. not a spiritual will. The degree to which a new
technology influences the construction of a building can

forc�s of accumulating merchant capital. They lost more

Illustration 17

and more ground and finally succumbed in this struggle,

One builds street upon street in endles sequence. Indus

leaving the way open for the development of trade. This

try experiences unexampled expansion, A new technology

brought in its wake true prosperity and with it the power

arises with unforeseen possibilities. Bold constructions

of the cities. The cities founded schools and universities,

never seen before are invented. [Here, too, one knows no

often in competition with the church. With the invention of

limits.-crossed out]

Illustration 23

Illustration 18

These forms, too, are only possible by means of a new

the printing art, the crafts came in contact with a realm of
high spiritual aspirations and the cause of the reformation
obtained substantial support. They obtained rights of all
types, their own administration and defense system. The

1

That it makes no sense to drape a building with masses
of stones is quite obvious.

organism of our cities with fierce brutality.

Illustration 24

Illustration 28
He is of the opinion that the city of the future cannot do
without skyscrapers, rather they appear to him an appro
priate means to control increasing traffic. congestion. He
arranges them in groups, puts an airport in their middle,

Illustration 29
Apartment buildings, too, exceed the height attained for
merly and surround gardens and parks.
Illustration 30
In continuation of the work of Haussmann, Le Corbusier
suggested rebuilding the antiquated medieval quarters of
Paris.
Illustration 31
Here, too, he suggests the skyscrapers.
Illustration 32
The plans of ·l!e Corbusier can only be understood from
the Parisian point of view.
Illustration 33
Paris is, on account of its historical development, a city of
"
representatio�
German city building goes along different tracks. Aca
demic theory still attempts to understand medieval city
planning; one cannot forget the charm of these cities. But
in the meantime life goes on and makes brutal demands

How a new type of technical thinking can lead to new

without regard to the arbitrary longings of individuals.

Gigantic industrial complexes arise, yes, entire industrial

constructions can be seen in this wooden hall.

Traffic poses problems. The senseless separation of work

cities.

Illustration 25

proud awareness of power. Increasingly secularization set
in and with it the great ascendancy of the German

I

Illustration 20

Illustration 1 3

The machine has long since become master of production.

The invention of gunpowder decreased the value of city

That is generally the prewar situation. Even though the

walls. One changes over to protect the land by means of

speed of this development was reduced by the outbreak

fortified strongholds.

of war, its direction is unchanged. On the contrary, the

The political development leads to the formation of prin-

Illustration 22

technology.

Illustration 1 9

Illustration 1 4

be seen in this picture.

Traffic takes on immense dimensions and interferes in the

ornate guildhalls and town halls are the expression of a

bourgeoisie.

,

problem of the metropolis.

lower floors open, traffic flow can take place unimpeded.

methods. Traffic, formerly tied to land and waterways,
'
expanded immensely after the invention of the steam

cathedral.

conditions, this must not be viewed as arbitrariness or
whimsy. Le Corbusier has occupied himself with the form

and connects them with a subway. Since he leaves the

ing. A highly developed crafts system and the high point
ular power of the church in Europe, both finding their

If now a whole number of modern building masters embark
upon the attempt to give new expression to changed life

pri�e us that despite fundamental changes in the structure

in the existing nations, led to the development of industrial

expression in the medieval township with its dominating

forces can truly give form.

much longer time to develop. It should therefore not sur

ible communal sense. This in turn intensified religious feel
of the German cities coincided with the unrestricted sec

defect, too, is understandable. In reality, only creative

situation quickens. If one formerly managed loosely for a
thousand reasons, one now has just as many reasons to
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Ferroconcrete facilitates wide-span and overhanging
constructions.
Illustration 26
This type of a girder system leads to a totally new form of
building and therefore to a new external appearance. That
the vital force of life cannot be held back by administrative
regulations is shown in this picture.

I Appendix 1: 1922-1927

ing and living quarters leads, particularly in the large cities,
to an insupportable increase in the cost of living. Entire
residential quarters in industrial areas are being torn down
to make room for industry. Further difficulties arise out of
the present distribution of administrative districts. Each
district is administered without regard to the whole. That
this lack of planning will in the short or long run stifle the
economic and industrial development, yes, stop it alto
gether, gradually seems to be sinking in. Sociological con-
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12
Form
Letters to Die
Mies addressed Walter Riezler, editor of the periodical Die
Form supported by the Deutsche Werkbund, in two now
famous letters, attacking the name of the periodical. The short
exchange between Riezler and Mles concerning the concept
of form was carried on publicly in Die Form.

"Regarding the New Volume"
published in Die Form, 2, no. 1 (1927), p. 1 .
!;lear Dr. Riezler:
May 1 make a suggestion to you at the moment in which

I(OU take on the editorship of the journal of the Deutsche

werkbund? Give another title to the journal. Some neutral
title pointing to the Werkbund.

You may ask what I have against the present title?
Do you not think that the title Die Form makes too great

a claim?

A claim that obliges? That would not yet constitute a dan
ger; but does it not oblige in the wrong direction?

DoJwe not guide the attention away from the essential?
Is form really an aim?
Is it not rather the result of the form-giving process?
Is it not the process that is essential?
Does not a small change in preconditions bring about
another result?
That is why I would prefer to march without a flag. Think
about my suggestion.

siderations are ga1n1ng influence in city planning. The
value of the siting theory in urban planning has begun to
be recognized. Industry must be housed where it finds the

Thus the dominance of economic power over us begins

to exercise its determinative influence rn the most impor

n�

tant areas in the planning of cities. O

the implementa

most advantageous conditions. That these difficulties are

tion of such thoughts will lead to an organic form for our

particularly evident in the industrial districts of Rhineland

cities. Only on such a basis can the industrial, residential,
,
commercial, and administrative centers unfold freely

Westphalia, the most industrialized economic center, and
that here the call for relief is loudest, is understandable.

according to their particular nature. Only thus can the

With the creation of the Ruhr Settlement Association, 325

changed structure of our life find its corresponding expres

city administrations were united under one urban planning

sion. [Only here can building art arise that, I repeat, is

concept. This offered the opportunity to establish a unified

always the spatial execution of spiritual decisions.

economic plan, independent of individual administrative

crossed out]

districts. This economic plan is simply the planned
arrangement of working and residential zones, of railroad,
agricultural, and recreational zones. Only on the basis of
this allocation does one determine the traffic installations.
Thus traffic installations do not determine but follow a
specifically planned development, or to say it in other

[Handwritten postscript:) Only here can the spiritual �apa
bilities of our time become effective. Building art is not the

realization of specific formal problems, no matter how
much they may be contained therein. But it is always,
repeat, the spatial execution of spiritual decisions.

words, traffic planning follows economic development.

Life is what matters.
In its entire fullness,

Is it not one of the most important tasks of the Werkbund
we find ourselves, make it visible, order its currents, and
thereby direct it? Should one not leave all else to the
creative forces?
The manuscript of the letter to Riezler "On Form in Architec
ture" (in Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 6) is
identical with the printed version up to the sentences "Authen
tic form presupposes authentic life. But not one that has been,
nor one that has been thought. Therein lies the criterion." The
manuscript goes beyond it in the following llJanner: •
[This is why the question of classical or Gothic is as irrel
evant as the question of constructivist of functionalist. We
are neither antiquity nor the Middle Ages, and life is neither
static nor dynamic but includes both.-aossed out]
Only a properly initiated and executed process of form
giving leads to the [aim-crossed out] result. You value
results, we value the point of departure. As certainly as a
one that has been initiated properly will lead to a result.
Is that not the most important, perhaps only task? That is
and direct the currents of the spiritual situation in which
we stand than to evaluate it.

59.

I am not addressing myself against form, only against form
as goal.
And I do that on the basis of a number of experiences and
the insights gained from them.
Form as goal results always in formalism.
For this effort does not aim toward something internal but
toward an external.
But only a vital inside has a vital outside.
Only life intensity has form intensity.
Every how is supported by a what.
The unformed is not worse than the overformed.
One is nothing, the other illusion.
Authentic form presupposes authentic life.
But not one that has been nor one that has been thought.
Therein lies the criterion.

Added on the back:
We want to open ourselves to life and seize it. Life is what
matters in all the fullness of its spiritual and concrete
relations.

f'e the result but the starting point of the

We do not v

form-giving process. It in particular reveals whether form
was arrived at from the direction of life or for its own sake.
That is why the form-giving process appears to me so
important. Life is what matters. In all the fullness of its
spiritual and concrete interconnections.
Is it not the most important, perhaps only, task of the
Werkbund to illuminate and make visible the spiritual and
concrete situation in which we stand, order its currents
and thus direct them? Should one not leave all else to the
creative force?

giving process.
This in particular reveals whether form was derived from
life or for its own sake.
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its spiritual and concrete

to illuminate the spiritual and concrete situation in which

We value not the result but the starting point of the form
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in

interconnection.

why I think it is more important to illuminate, make visible,

Yours, Mies van der Rohe

"On Form In Architecture"
Published in Die Form, 2, no. 2 (1 927), p.

important.

form-giving process is only recognizable by its result, so

Another form?

Manuscript of a letter to Walter Riezler: "I am not addressing
myself against form, only against form as goal. . . :

This is why the form-giving process appears to me so
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Mies's residential block at the Weissenhofsiedlung.
Stuttgart-Weissenhof housing settlement, 1927.

13
Foreword to the Official Catalog of the Stuttgart
Werkbund Exhibition "Ole Wohnung"
The exhibition "Ole Wohnung• (Housing) ran from July 23 to
October 9, 1927: the catalog was p ublished by the exhibition
directorate (Stuttgart, 1927).
The problems ass�c iated with the new housing are rooted

in the changed material, social, and spir11ual structure of

our time: only from this vantage point can the problems

be understood.

11 Is not entirely useless to specifically emphasize today

housing is a problem of the
building art, in splto of its technical and economic aspects.
It IS a complex problem and therefore can only be solved
by crealive forces rather than by calculation or organiza
lhat the problem of lhe new

to both

and extent of the problem. They artl not subject to any

ted

arbitrary forces. They cannot be so

can they be argued away with slogans.

with slogans, nor

The problem of rationalization and typification is only part

of lhe problem. Rationalization and typilication are only

the means, they must never be the goal. The problem of
the new housing is basically a spiritual problem, and the

struggle for new housing is only an element of the larger

rational production possible and yet permils total freedom
predeterminalion of kitchen and balh localions on account

of the required installations , and if one div1dM the other

space by movable walls, I feel that all legitimate living

purposes can be accommodated.

of such current slogans as ·rationalization• and •typifica
raising tasks out of an atmosphere of the unilateral and
tho doctrinaire. I have attempted to illuminate the problem

and have, lor that reason, invited the

respective representatives of the modern movement to
take up posit ions In regard to the housing problem.
In order to permit each one as muc h freedom as possible
to execute his ideas, I have set neither guidelines nor

given programmatic orientation. And in establishing my

plan arrangement It was Important to me to avoid every

thing

schematic and rule out everything that could consti

tute a restriction to free work processes.

"Concerning My Block"
In Bau und Wofmung, p. 77.
Economic reasons today necessitate rationalization and
typification in the

construcllon of apartment buildings. The

increasing differentiation of our housing needs, however,
demands on the other side an ever greater freedom of
usage. In the future it will become necessary to do jusllce
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For this purpose the skeleton structure is

of disposition in the interior. II one limits oneself to the

tion," to respand to the challenge posed in Stultgart by

comprehensibly

claims.

the most suitable system of construction. It makes a

tion. Based on this belief I thought it necessary, in spite

The degree of structural change determines the character

slruggle lor new forms of living.

14
Foreword to Bau und Wohnung
The book Bau und Wohnung (Building and Housing) was
published by the Deutsche Werkbund (Stuttgart, 1 927).
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15
Introductory Remarks to the Special Issue
"Werkbundausstellung: Die Wohnung"
die Form, 2, no. 9 (1 927), p. 257. This special issue was
devoted to the Deutsche Werkbund exhibition "Die Wohnung"
(Housing) .

HE
MIES VAN OER RO
BERLIN

In the summer of 1 g25, on the occasion of the meeting of
the Deutsche Werkbund in Bremen, the request made by
the Wurttemberg Work Collective of the Deutsche Werk

tund to deal with the housing problem at an exhibition in
$tuttgart was accepted and I was entrusted with the imple
mefllalion of this task.

;

On July 2�. 1 g26, the Stuttgart City Council accepted this
proposal and our building plans were approved. In mid
November 1 926, the "Verein Werkbund-Ausstellung die
Wohnung" (Werkbund Association for the Exhibition on
Housing) was founded and by March 1 , 1927, ground was
broken for the excavations at Weissenhof.
In taking on this assignment I knew that we had to realize
•

77
78

m

contradiction to commonly held expectations, since

'le complex character of the problem was clear to all who

have occupied themselves seriously with the housing
problem.
!he battle cry "rationalization and typification," along with
tlte call for the economizing of the housing industry, rep
resent only parts of the problem, for, although important,
they have significance only if seen in right proportions.
Next to them, or rather above them, stands the spatial
problem that can only be solved by creativity rather than
by calculation or organization. I have therefore not given

out guidelines but have limited myself to solicit the coop
eration of those whose work leads me to expect interesting
contributions to the housing question. The exhibition was
conceived from the beginning as experimental and thus
has its value quite independent of the results achieved.
Each participating architect has investigated the new
materials available in the marketplace for their applicabil
ity, and each one has made the choice as to his construc
tion according to his responsibility. The state of the building
technology has set the limits to our efforts.
The organizational problem cannot be solved without the
cooperation of the building trades. This was completely

Residential block of the Weissenhofsiedlung, interiors.

impossible in Stuttgart as we had no authority over the
letting-out of contracts. This also deprived us of exercising
control over the quality of execution. We were really inde
pendent only in regard to spatial problems, which means

84

questions in respect to the actual building art.

nung (1 927).

und Woh
Four pages from Bau
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16

Lecture
dorf. Unpublished
Given at the •tmmermannbund" in Dussel
ion of Dirk Lohan,
manuscript of March 14, 1927, in the collect
Chicago.

We are furthermore aware, that

[page 1)

out] who seriously wants to believe that they are really so

At that time the modern art of building did not yet exist.

Even the building arts movement has its test of loyalty. It

[Only-crossed out] Barlage was a solitary giant and, hav

is the struggle for the flat roof. Here also one accuses the

ing returned from America, had just drawn attention to

opponents of being reactionary, the advocates of being

F(ank L. Wright. Berlage (was my leader-crossed out].

under the influence of alien influences. This battle is con

but nbt the modern Dutch achievement, has influenced

ducted with a seriousness as if it concerned the survival

ni'e. My relationship to Holland is older than opinions

of the building art. In reality it is only a battle for external

[�nly..o...crossed out] make it out.

elements, even though it is conducted by bearers of

'

1 he gentlemen do not know that I am one of the few

resounding names. It has no significance in our struggle
for the basis of a new building art.

German architects [who) have not been in Holland since

1913 and therefore can have no part in the building art

That struggle takes place on an altogether different plane

achieveme�ts. I write this to you because I see [in) you

and is only part of the greater struggle for new forms of

not only a well-equipped mocker [but-crossed out]. The

living, not, as the academicians believe, the whimsy of a

delight in mockery causes mistakes. First of all it is fun

small clique. It is a struggle that concerns changed living
and working conditions, a new technology and new mate

and 'se�dndly it is healthy.

rials. A changed world wants its own form. Not formal

Should you have overlooked in your preference for clas

trends but the mastery of real relations stands in the center
of our efforts.
For us, neither the tack of spirituality on the part of the

srcism that the flat roof, beyond all roof fashions, is never
theless a prerequisite of the free ground plan?

Draft of a letter, around 1927.

(Rage 2)

intellectuals nor the historicizing games of a tired society

The situation is such that a hot battle has erupted over

are meaningful. The desire of financial and economical

the flat roof. That is exactly like round or fat butterballs:

leaders to simulate in their workplaces the life forms of

calculating natures work off their excess energies by

medieval merchant princes does not close our eyes to the

rationalizing. Overtime work.

fact that it is their work in particular that has the greatest

The actual movement, far away from this battlefield, is

influence on the transformation of our life. Nor are we

struggling for new insights and . . . [illegible) works like

surprised that one still decks out theaters and movie
houses with the trimmings of the period of Pompadour and

l

that nowadays people still prefer bad imitations of pleasure

l

palaces for their residences. Everywhere one notes the
same striving to legitimize oneself. This behavior is typical
of the beginning phases of great social upheavals. But

[page 3)

17
Draft of a letter
tn Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 2.

science. Only that the new results will gain ascendancy
one day and the battle will be decided.
This battle within the building art will not only be conducted
in the professional circle and decided there but is part of

the strongest life impulses for living and a strong urge
person feels in respect to the masses?
Banality:
Is it not the duty of each generation to assume a positive
attitude toward life, rather than remain caught up in dusty
thinking? Was that not once the most lively expression [of
a life-determ-crossed out] of the times?
Is it not a shame to what degree large challenges are
passed up? (Is not life what we make of it?)
Is it really economically justifiable to hand over real tasks
to mass-production clothiers and allow oneself to be sat
isfied with solutions that are already antiquated before they
are completed?
We are aware that the time has great potential but that it
cannot be made visible as long as clothiers' attitudes and
field marshals' conceits are in control.
Does one not trip over the discrepancies in the behavior
of . . . [illegible) leading heads in all other intellectual
areas?
Has one forgotten that the building art always was the
spatial process of spiritual decisions?
[page 4)
Why do you believe the Dutch have had this influence
over me? I do not really value that building art so much.
�

..;

attitudes toward today's life and its tasks, and not follow

as the mass-production clothiers see them. Especially the

a false [forgotten and locked-crossed out] tradition: the

masses demonstrate clear, strong impulses for living, and

real tasks as instruments of intellectual development.

a great urge toward functionality and an undistorted affir

The masses [are] by no means as characterless as the

mation of life. The forces residing in them will become

mass-production clothiers maintain, but we feel particularly

effective and will make themselves heard.

in them the strongest impulses for living.

Because the building art is only vital when it is supported

Today's society feels itself obligated to hold on to an anti

by life in all is fullness, the leaders of the modern move

quated, ridiculous tradition, and [that it-crossed out) we

ment attempt to recognize the spiritual and material forces

understand of course that the individual does not want to

of our period, investigate them and draw, without preju

fall outside of this norm.

dice, the consequences. For only where the building art
leans on the material forces of a period can it bring about

Building art is the spatial process of intellectual decisions.

the spatial execution of its spiritual decisions. But that is
its actual meaning and it has never been otherwise.
262
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[illegible] the remark

toward functionality. Is it not precisely a criterion, what a

If only today's generation would assume real and positive

The masses do not appear to us quite as characterless

.

lacking in character as the mass-production clothiers (see

Tradition:

claiming it serves the needs of the masses.

.

them-crossed out] maintain. We feel particularly in them

a larger dispute in all areas.

one should not justify this rubbish and masquerade by

.

about the masses is inadequate, for [they are in-crossed
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II

Notebook

( 1 927-1 928)

Editorial Preface

relate to lectures were separated from the rest of the

The notebook of Mies, preserved at the Mies van der Rohe

excerpts unless they were otherwise identified. Some

Archive of the Museum of Modern Art in New York, is a

overlapping was unavoidable. To increase legibility, punc

collection of loose pages (80 pages, 14.9

tuation marks have been added. Additions are indicated

x

1 1 .5 em) of

handwritten notes (pencil). Presumably on account of its
peculiarities combined with a lack of legibility and identi
fiability, it has been so far unevaluated and unpublished.

number and abbreviated title have been given in footnotes.
Similarly, Mies's additions have been noted here insofar

question of the original sequence of the unnumbered

as they arise out of the readings. Not reproduced here are

J1ages. Furthermore, the often telegram-like reduction of

five pages of the notebook that contain only lists of archi

the sty'e is little conducive to reconstruction. On account

tects' names.

a few cases, however, do we find indications as to specific
authors or book titles. Even here, Mies's predisposition to
a reduction to the utmost minimum is in evidence. For
�exasnple the word "Como" stands not necessarily for the
city by that name, but the book Briefe vom Comer See

I

j
I

(Letters from Lake Como) by Romano Guardini. Another
work, Friedrich Dessauer's Philosphie der Technik, was
so familiar to Mies that he failed to identify his excerpts
with either author or book notation and simply indicated
the page numbers.
-

. l

'

Understanding and legibility of Mies's notes are restricted
in many respects. Basically the texts have not been quoted
verbatim but have been reduced to what appeared to him
as their most essential aspects, whereby his own words
and those of the authors quoted fuse. Mies's typical com
prehension of the essential reveals itself only if one takes

."
Notebook, page 13, "Chaos. Foundations

l

the trouble to compare his notes to the texts they refer to.

The dating of the notes is only partially assured by Mies's
entry "17.11 1.28. Diary" (notebook page 33). The earliest
entries are from the final months of the year 1 927. This is
indicated by certain notes in regard to experiences con
nected with the Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart (see page

8); references also point to the French journal Le Genie
Civil, number 18, of October 29, 1 927 (see page 3 1 ) . On
the other hand the lecture held in February 1 928, "Die
Voraussetzungen baukiinstlerischen Schaffens" (The Pre
conditions of Architectural Work), makes clear that Mies
here made use of his excerpts. The publication year of
books noted down in the notebook also limits the time
frame of the remarks.
Romano Guardini's Briefe vom Comer See, printed
according to the imprint on September 3, 1 927, came out
in the last months of 1927. Friedrich Dessauer's Phi/oso

phie der Technik similarly appe?red in 1927, and also
Leopold Ziegler's study Zwischen Mensch und Wirtschaft.
Mies's interest in other writings of Romano Guardini, par

It also has to be added that Mies tended to enrich the

ticularly his Uturgische Bildung (1 923) and Von heiligen

excerpts by his own thoughts and associations to which

Zeichen {1922), was seemingly awakened after Mies had

the reading had stimulated him. For example he recites

read Briefe vo�Comer See. References to these earlier

literally the following sentence out of Romano Guardini's

works are, h

Uturgische Bildung, p. 42, concerning the Taylorism of

1927 volume, so that an earlier date than 1 927 can be

the industrial age: "The purposes started their dominance,

excluded.

the formulas and methods"-to which he added: "There
are people who would like to make a Ford factory out of
nature." Another example illuminates the assimilation of
the readings by way of analogies. In the text Von heiligen

Zeichen, Guardini quotes Pope Pius IX (pp. 1 1-12): "Give
the meaning back to the words"- an admonishment Mies
applied to the arts by adding "the handling of forms." And
Guardini's call for a religious renovation of life, "We want
to give things their meaning again," is affirmed by Mies
with the analogy to architecture: "Who still feels anything
of a wall, an opening?" (See notebook pages 6 1 , 62.)
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respective passages from the books, citations by page

tlie evaluation of the notebook is made difficult by the

that many,entries constitute excerpts from books. Only in

I

To facilitate the comparison of Mies's excerpts with the

Aside from the problem of deciphering the handwriting,

of certain numbers in front of or behind notes it appears

.
..

by square brackets.

o�ver, occa�ionally mixed with those to the

Most of the notes probably do not go beyond 1 928, even
though that cannot be stated categorically. One cannot
rule out that the existing pages are only part of a larger
notebook or perhaps parts of several notebooks of like
format. The entry "Cassel. A damn frugality. Regretfully
also in this enlightment. Fuchs" and "Do not standardize
everything. Only where it makes sense. Why tie one's
hand voluntarily" (page 8) might concern the Rothenberg
housing settlement in Kassel, the layout of which was
made by Otto Haesler in the summer of 1 929 in a rigid
rowhouse manner according to the example of Dammer

An arrangement of the legacy according to criteria of legi

steck. In 1 930-1931 the first building segment of Kassei

bility seemed to make sense. So parts that appeared to

Rothenberg was erected.
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Page 4

Notes for Lectures

Lecture
The battle against the new

Page 1

need not necessarily arise out of

Lecture

an attachment to the old,

How senseless economy

and we believe freely

becomes when It only wants economy

that at bottom,

Is shown by the efforts of

It Is a battle against reason.

the Steelwork Association

Man wants to salvage

with those steel houses.

the transratlonal.

Instead of spiritualized economy;

Question,

that would not be less,

whether that Is possible

but more Important.

In that way.
Como 38

Page 2
Lecture

Page 5

In all epochs

Lecture

lite was built;

Dahlem Dadaism.

What has our lite?

Technology everywhere, also
Man and technology.

In the spiritual. Como.

Gigantic (masses.)
form. In the gigantic

Page 6

the differentiated

Lecture

tor the masses or against the

One speaks of the victory

steel arm.

Vr-.rf,.7 .

of the new building art. I must say

To Internalize

that this Is entirely out of the question.

the mass/Ike.

J-t<<.-

We have barely started.

To spiritualize the technological.

Is perhaps a new formalism.

__,.r, -'(--../ ,,.. -(�-�-�-

VI',./;.-. u

We can only talk of a new building art when

Page 3

lite forms have been formed.

with that of pure classicism.'

Middle Ages 2

67.76.90 Hoffmann
on technology and spatial art, building art
counts tor the same.

1

This comment probably also comes from Mies"s reading of
Guardini. ln Guardini's Uturgische Bildung (Rothenfels, 1923),
Mies underlined the following passage on p. 74 that might
have stimulated his remark on Le Corbusier: "This is the atti
tude demonstrated by Hafele in his Gesetz der Form with such
convincing power. However, in reply one has to stress: What
he talks about is not 'the Catholic," for the Catholic encom
passes also the subjective energies, not just the valuable, the
right thing generally. Above all it was wrong to equate th1s
attitude and Catholicism with the romantic-classical attitude.·

Untermann

[Ernst) Mach,

Erkenntnls + lrrtum.
Leipzig 1905.

92.98

Vom

Ewlgen lm Menschen

(Max) Scheler, (Leipzig, 1919)

2

Probably relates to Paul Ludwig Landsberg, Die Welt des
Mittelalters und wir (Bonn, 1922).
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Notebook, page 6.
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It Is wrong of Le Corbusler
to mingle his attitude
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[the battle-<:rossed out) new

Lecture
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the new land visible. What Is victorious

new technical materials.
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'P�' �

In only a very few places Is

The means of the new technology,

,,;
� �fl
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Page 10

Page 7

Lecture

Lecture

Call for the strong man.

The art lovers and the Intellectuals

Non-commissioned officer

stand too remote from real life
to draw meaningful conclusions out of It

economical, social, spiritual.

for forming an attitude.

Economic situation

Guardinl. Faith Is

of society.

supernatural
awareness of reality.

Is the confusion

Hearing Is life In

of our suburbs

Invisible realities. 3

not more than just anarchy?
Does not a differentiation
hide behind lt?5

Page 8
Lecture

Page 1 1

To come up against limits.

Lecture

Stuttgart. Llmlt·testlng.

Everything Is In the service of utility.

Limits set by the

One even just/f/es artistic things and preferences

economic situation

[with] utility.

of society
are Insurmountable!

Old art appears to us unreachable
and really was always so.

Cassel. A damn frugality.

Art can only arise out of the soli

Regretfully also In this

of our economic structure.

enlightenment/
Fuchs.•

The absence of style
Is viewed as absence of culture.

Do not standardize everything.

That explains nothing.

Only where it makes sense.

Absence of style Is
In reality anarchy. Anarchy In

Why tie one's hand voluntarily.

economic realms corresponds to
anarchy In the artistic,

Page 9

for It, too, Is expression

Lecture. Service. B.T.

of differentiation.

Purposeful, not the same
as [funct/onal�rossed out)
deliberate setting of goals.

Continued.

3

'

Romano Guardini, Von hei/igen Zeichen (WUrzburg, 1922), p.
13, underlined by Mies: "Faith is supernatural awareness �
.
reality. Faith is life in inv1s1ble realities. Do we have such f81lh . .

�

Credit question as to old houses.
Contrast to the rest of their actions
that only aim for reasonable activities.

Form smashing
through structural change
and through economic demands.

4

Mies refers here to Eduard Fuchs, who had published his
multivolume illustrated cultural history in 1912, a standard work
of which Mies had a copy. Fuchs lived in the Perls House, to
which Mies erected an addition in 1926. It was Fuchs who
asked Mies to make a design for the Rosa Luxemburg-Karl
Liebknecht memorial. For further details see Franz Schulze,
Mies van der Rohe: A Critical Biography (Chicago, 1985), PP·
124H.
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5

Compare Mies's position in his lecture of December 12,
1 923,
"Geloste Aufgaben" (see Appendix I, 5): "You are all
familiar
with the condition of our buildings, and yet I wish
to remind
you of Kurfi.irstendamm and Dahlem, to bring to mind
this total
lunacy in stone."
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Page 12

Page 1 6

Continued

Lecture

The call for style,

In regard to the new, also,

for culture, Is lunacy and the

the attitude Is not the same.

last remains of a legacy

Here also, It Is the Inner attitude

of a confused unspiritual epoch

of man that counts.

Tropp.•

Page 1 7

Lecture

Lecture

Any attempt

Immense work. Already

to solve building art problems

reduced from 8 to 6 hours.•

by calculating means

Food for thought.

must fall.

Parallel to the Intensification

Paynet [?] Rings [?] p. 96

of tools and methods

Against the dominance of technology,

usable In spiritual realms.

for serving. Technology as means

Higher performance from

to freedom.

each beginning, higher achievement
from all means.

Page 1 3

Page 1 8

Chaos.

Primitive oversol/cltousness

Foundations

tends toward the decorative. Sullivan
toward the spiritual.

Page 14

A spiritual person does not want more

Lecture

than he can use.•

Decline not only of the West

Regulation of oversollcltousness

but of the world.

through technology. Highest effect

Chile House Is /Ike

Therefore conservators and

primitive technology. Quantity

historical preservationists. Tomorrow

Instead of quality.

cultural preservation parks.7

Page 1 5
Lecture
The demand for equalization of
living quarters Is based on economic
equalization.
The social equalization of the masses
does not cancel the differentiation
of soul. Therefore a dwelling
cannot merely be made
from an economic angle.

37.

. ,

rules out the decorative.

[Is there no-crossed out]

6
Probably refers to Paul Tropp, whose Entwicklung und Aufbau
der Miete was reviewed by Mies in Die Baugilde, 6, no. 5
(1924), p. 56 (see Appendix I, 9).

Woman at work, then and now.
Unfolding of beauty,
directly.

7

Presumably Rudolf Schwarz, Wegweisung der Technik (Pots
dam, 1929), taken from the following passage: "The 'historiCal
preservation' movement . . .-in the broadest sense--wants
to preserve the old homestead, where it exists, or rebuild it
where it has disappeared. It addresses thereby the entire
panorama of the problem, without, however, meeting it crea
tively. . . . Besides that, it aims at a preservation of soul side
by side with temporal reality, like a preservation park in which
old vegetation and dying peoples find their old-age home. . . .
The gesture of the conservator remains defensive, compro
mise and retreat." Quoted from Maria Schwarz and Ulrich
Conrads, Rudoff Schwarz. Wegweisung der Technik und
andere Schriften zum neuen Bauen 1926-1961 (Brunswick
and Wiesbaden, 1979), p. 41.

272

Business advertising wfth light

8
Compare Leopold Ziegler, Zwischen Mensc
hen und Wirt
schaft (Darmstadt, 1 927), pp. sot.
9
Compare Siegfried Ebeling, Dar Raum als Memb
ran (Dessau
1926), p. 16: "It is the symptom of a dying
culture that �
populace produces more than it can use, that
it whips its spirit
harder than IS good for it, that it anticipates
needs that it itself
does not have."
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Page 1 9

Page 23

Fritz Klatt, Schopferische

Even the strongest organizational achievements

Pause [Creative Pause], Jena [19]21

do not exceed ordering.
One can only organize the existing.

The last twenty years
have brought an upsetting of scientific thinking,

Page 24

(that for-<:rossed out] the

Chaos

significance of which for the future

In all areas,

cannot yet be measured.

Page

economic,
social,

20

spiritual.

New demands:
Connections with real life.

Page 25

New man. Form

The creative

Relationship to surroundings.

Beauty Is the radiance of truth

Not rejection but

Answer of the Inner to the outer.

[afflrmatlon-<:rossed out] mastery.

Page

To bring technology In relationship
to men.

21

To achieve a new position

Masses.

[Illegible]

Here we stand.

Economics.

Mastery through organization

Contemplation.

of the future.

Logos before ethos.

Differentiation

Silence. Silence.

and new attitude

City building.

[new task-<:rossed out]
Attempt at solution:

Page

mechanical

26

Fight with R/ezler. Technical.

economic,

We demand above all attitude.

(ldeotoglcal-<:rossed out] spiritual

We want truth.

new building art.

Rlez/er, beauty.

Different directions.

10

Underlining by Mies in Friedrich Dessauer, Philosophie der
Technik (Bonn, 1927), p. 137: "The nature of the technical is
determined in its fulfillment. II a watch is unfullilled, if it does
not run, then it is meaningless, essentially not a watch, even
though it may contain all the parts. And if only a final quality
is missing in this watch , something in its entelechtical order
maybe, and all else stands ready, then it is not a watch, but a
silly heap of unfulfilled form. Its essence springs into being
when the last precondition of its idea is adequately close to
the ultimate:
11

The nature of the technical Is

determined In Its fulfillment. 10

Page 22
Lecture
The apartment is a use Item.

The technical Is allen to ornament."

May one ask for what? [Obvlously-<:rossed out]

Technology as educator.

May one ask to what It relates?
Obviously only to physical existence. [that-<:rossed out]

He who builds a factory as If It were a temple

So that all may proceed smoothly.

lies and disfigures

And yet man also has the needs of

the landscape.

his soul, which can never be satisfied
by merely making sure that he does not
get stuck In his walls.

Notebook, page 22.
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Underlinings by Mies i n Dessauer, Philosophie der Technik,
pp. 141, 142: "One thing is quite sure. In the fundamental
process of invention the aesthetic plays no role. It has no root
either in the conception of the circumscribed problem or in the
sphere of natural lawfulness. But it is similarly certain that the
completed technical product can evoke aesthetic experi
ences. . . . The technological is alien to ornament. lis beauty
is enclosed in itself. . . . The ability of technical objects to elicit
aesthetic feelings seems to have its roots in the same ultimate
ground out of which the autonomous value arises. This ulti
mate ground is the spiritual penetration of form in intuition of
purpose. When meaning triggers through, shines through,
when matter becomes glowing, transparent, from the invading
spirit, when this spirit is rhythm of moving limbs, distribution
of mass, color and form, so that the manifold becomes sub
ordinate to a final unity, then the technical object contains the
objective root for the aesthetic experience. The articulation of
the rooms of a house, the color and its gradations, are also
contained in the ground. For the technical aim of building is
not the house but dwelling, just as the goal of machine making
is not a locomotive but its ride."
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Page 27

Page 29

To recognize ordering laws,

New forms through

not to establish them.12

new orders,

theories functionalism

limits.

Intensive and extensive

The methodically thorough research,

�·�
-.-- ·.A-(
.... '7-

"-1-o�I 1/f/-'---

Technllc 12.13

�'-'-- /2....-/Ju.- � ? .......:;

Something must

penetration of nature, economics,
technology corresponds to the [?] of building,
thlj! comes a new order of things; and out of that a new
building art.

--

join the elements,
the creative.

�"' ·/

r� 4(_

Guardlnl, attitude toward things.

tJ.....

/.-.

To make
be out of should,

! 'l .

�

.....,...�--.

A---._

out of skills a task.

�i.._,-: A--c--'- .&. f.&rr
f � ---· � ·� � g-7 ._

Suprematlsm.

Building huts.

-

·

·� (.,

Nowadays effects everywhere.

'

Monic's Latin.

Page 30
Conscious technology.
Against Gothic.

Building without culture

1>
/.-VfA-.�----- �

Commerce without culture.

---

Page 28

�1, .

Middle Ages.

-�- � ?r,·�l

Lack of schools,

� �

Spiritual schooling for building.
Nowadays connections arise again.

Technology. Consciousness.

�

81

/

Notebook, page 27.

Sailboat as technology ••

Engineer-/lice building.

The belief of engineers
Is, to realize
secure walls [?).

Today. Unfolding of technology.
Unfolding of economy.
Fusion of the technical,
the commercial [with]
the financial speculation.

I
12
Underlinings by Mies of a passage in Dessau4 r, Philosoph/a
der Technilc, pp. 148, 149, that could also be re:tl as a descrip
tion of Mies's work method which oriented its&lf on the exam
ple of engineering. Dessauer talks about an "autonomous
1
imperative for the realization of the idea" that could possess
man, practically burn him. Mies underlined: "Inventors of all
degrees . . . feel themselves as implementers of this task; so
they are locked into an order. This order is found anew wher
ever technology is accomplished. . . . In this order the inventor
is free only once, in the beginning, when he isolates and
delimits precisely the task he wants to solve. From then on he
is the instrument of this task, without freedom. Now his spirit
encounters, with its total force, a strict order of things per se,
It is so strong and so powerful that against it each desire and
everything arbitrary totally breaks. . . . In the crucible of prob·
lem solving the human spirit is recast according to the imper
turbable order that it encounters in its spiritual struggle. This
struggle therefore is not an overcoming, but a getting over
whelmed, a service-ready self-sacrifice, a giving-oneself-up, a
subjugation of extreme consequence, more strict than the rule
of any order could be. This is the encounter of the inventor:
one who is larger than he is steps up to him and it is out of
him alone that the fulfillment comes.

To make conscious.

Concert hall

We want to do with composure
whatever It

Page 31
Le Genie Civil

N.18.29.10 [19)27.1s

14
Compare Romano Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See (Mainz,
1927), p. 18.
15
Refers to the journal Le Genie Civil, Revue Generale Heb
domadaire des Industries Franr;aises et Etrangeres, Paris. In
the indicated issue number 18, 1 927, on pages 421 to 427 a
concert hall is introduced ("La Nouvelle Salle de Concert Pie
yet a Paris") that has a special acoustical ceiling in ferrocon
crete. In his lecture "Die Voraussetzungen baukunstlerischen
Schaffens" of February 1928 (see Appendix Ill, 1), Mies
showed a slide of a "concert hall for 3,000 persons in Paris":
"Scientific effort for the understanding of acoustical laws is
being applied and begins to exert its influence on the planning
of large halls."

•

13
Refers t o Oessauer, Philosophie der Technilc, p . 12.
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Is we have to do.
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Page 35

Page 32

Lecture

V.0.2.

Not only self-revelation

The nonferrous metals.

but also service.
Misunderstanding between

The Middle Ages

client and creator,

had no stadium.

materialist and
Idealist.

Influence of purpose

Unilaterally oriented

on order,

and totally oriented.

modifying.

Page

What can come of that?

52 searched-for art

33

107

Exhibition

We are questioned by the Sphinx IB

Havel room layout.

and life and death depends on

Garden restaurant,

whether we find an answer. (108--<:rossed out]

Shopping street.
Hotel Boarding House,

Page 36

Tree Nursery

Lecture

17.1//.28 Diary

Each culture

Wutenow 2

the forces of Its decline.

Page 34

Llturgische Blldung

feels In Itself also

Lecture

52.'9

Main theme.

Each period has Its mission and

Seizing hold of the

Its value and pays for Its

technical world by

achievement

means of the building art.

always with a defect

Impact of the technical

In another direction.

world on our life and
spatial execution

Page 37

of the changed situation.

Technlk. 716

Chaos.
Sinking away of the old world.

Influence of technology
on the soul.

Consciousness,

Complete rununclatlon of

World of technology.

one's own aims in the work,

Man, technology,

of whimsies,

Creative,

or vanity.

Social.

Encounter with an

Economical
Organizational.

Immanent plan. Participation
In the creation.

8"

16

Mies noted here the themes that appeared important to him
from the synopsis of chapter 2, "Mensch und Technik." in
Dessauer, Philosophie der Technik, pp. 7, 8.

18

17

Guardini, Uturgische Bildung, p. 52.

See Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, p. 10.
19

Refers to ibid., p. 8.
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l

2

Page 40

Excerpts

There Is a totally untouched nature,
and the longing for II

Excerpts from Romano Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See
(Mainz, 1927)

Is Itself a cultural result.
Nature Is truly affecting

Page 38

only when It begins

To find an answer, the

to be dwelled In; when culture

living part of being, not

begins In ft.

only of thlnklng.ro

Piece by piece nature Is formed.
Man creates In It

Much Is contained in a question.

his own world, not

II wants to know the meaning

only out of a

of what Is going on.

natural need, but

The answer confronts us

with deliberate purpose,

with a decision, and I do not

serving spiritual

know what In all that
will be stronger:
the events and their
inescapable force
or Insight and surpassing work.2'

[verso)
In the singing contour line
of the landscape a factory22
that tears It all up.
Proportion and rhythm.

/deas.24

20

Briefe vom Comer See, p. 9: ·we talked of so many things;
of one's own life and of what happens in the overall, the
general, what fuses together. There I tried to articulate a ques·
tion that I felt everywhere. [Mies's underlinings begin] I had
felt it for a long time, how it presses forward stronger and
stronger, and 1 knew that much depends for our lives on
whether we find the answer, the living part o( being, not only
of thinking.•

Invasion by the machine of
a land that hitherto had
culture.
I saw how death falls
over a life of Infinite
beauty.
The world of natural humanity,
of humanely dwelled-in nature, perishes.
A world /s arising In which
"man" In this spec/a/ sense
can no longer live.23

��

1.-.-.. ..t. ....._.

Man creates his own world within 11,

---

�(1"--t...�..;.

�'- � ,..,.._.,(_ <

U.-c

� � .... c. .

according to his own set purposes,
serving spiritual Ideas.

Ibid., pp. 9, 1 0; quoted almost verbatim.

.1..-.

To make serviceable

22

� � ...... .....

by adaptation;
visible world:
•

--.'-1-e-(

everything relates to that.25

For the excerpts on this page, see Briefe vom Comer See,
pp. 1 1-14: "How can I tell it to you? . . . I sJ.v the machine
invade a land that hitherto had culture. I saw �w death came
over a life of infinite beauty and felt: That is n01 only an external
loss. . . . When I drove through the valley? of Brianza, from
Milan to Lake Como, copious, diligently cared for, enclosed by
harsh mountains, all forms powerful and broad, I did not want
to believe my eyes. Everywhere inhabited land. Valleys and
mountainsides covered with villages and small towns. The
entire nature transformed by man . . . full of well-being . . . and
nature here is such that it fuses into culture with ease. . . . I
cannot express how human this nature is and how one feels
in it the possibility of being human in a quite clear and yet
inexhaustibly profound sense.

..{...,.(

To be human means
to be splrltuallzed.26
A maximum of
splrll·drenched culture,
yet always close to nature,
so that natural forces
may circulate In 11.2'

? t:C:.-vt...-1�.-r
-w1<-.� .

�

I
�

•

K

•

.1-.._,

;

Notebook, page 42.
24

Ibid., pp. 15, 16.
25

Ibid., p. 16: "Piece by piece, nature is formed. Man creates
his own world within it, according to thoughts, dominated not
only by natural needs but by set purposes, serving spiritual
ideas; as an ecology that relates to him.
26

Ibid., p. 16.

27

Ibid., p. 17.
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necessarily from nature,
In "a sphere of culture."

In pure nature the animal.

r_,

;...,....., �·......(. ..-4 . �)-<-.

distances Itself

In this cultural world lives man,

•

f-:.v< j"-'-'#.r'--

Human world

..,

(;
.

•

c."""' �o'l

Page 42

"But now I saw suddenly in the singing contour line of a small
city the crude box of a factory! Saw how . . . next to the high
campanile a chimney stood suddenly and all was torn. It was
awful. You will have to take a bit of trouble to understand that.
Up there in the north we are used to it. . . . But here it was
differentl Here a humanized form had still been alive. Here
was still a nature humanely dwelled in. And now I saw the
destruction break in. . . . The world of natural humanity, of
humanely dwelled-in nature, perishes! I cannot tell you what
sadness that is. . . . Here I understood Holderlinl l felt it clearly,
a world is arising in which 'man'-in this special sense
cannot live any more. A world somehow inhuman."
280

� n..A.. ( ......., 'j'---f

..

Piece by piece of
untouched nature Is formed.

21

23

,.,... -<

Old world-organic culture.

Ibid., p. 13.

Page 39

�

Page 41

281

Page 43

Page 46

Sailboat,

All culture Is bought at the

built since Roman times.

expense of a living reality.

Primordial formal legacy.

In all cultures the problem consisted of surpassing

Fulfillment of the law.

the transient Individual

Balanced attitude.

case to arrive at the special.

Correct relationship of
man to natural forces.28

Culture, spiritual work.
Can only be created
by overcoming, by overcoming
nature. But yet close to nature,
In harmony with /1.29

Page 44
Motorboat, lake steamer
Masterwork of technology,
Insensitive to wind and weather,
nature has no more power
over it.30
Experienced nearness to nature
Is being lost.
The first appearance of humane
culture Is being lost.3'
Nature has been overcome,
ruled out.32
Fire
candle
Plow

elect. light

And from that never-recurring special
to the comprehensive, the general.36
Man wants to progress
from this always new

·so it seems that all culture from the start contains elements
alien to nature; something unreal, artificial. That increases until
a certain limit is reached: a maximum of culture permeated by
spirit. It is distanced from nature . . . yet it remains near
enough, flexible enough, that this culture stays 'natural' and
natural juices circulate in it.
"I will search for an example so that what I h�-<e said will not
remain empty. Take a sailboat. . . . I do not know what histo
rians think, but it seemed plausible to me when someone told
me that these boats have been the same since Roman times.
Here is a primordial formal legacy. Can YOlf feel what a won
derful cultural fact that is, when man with bowed and fitted
wood and stretched linen makes himself master of wind and
water? . . . Permeated by spirituality, this· totally formed move
ment with which man harnesses the forces of nature! Certainly,
he has paid for it with a loss. Man is no longer fitted into the
realm of wind and water like bird or fish. Ttw Dionysian aban
donment has taken place. I read once how fishermen of the
South Seas throw themselves, riding a board, into the surf, for
play, for funl What an intredible ecstasy of intoxication must
overcome man in such fusion with nature? As if he were a
water creature or part of the wave! Man has distanced himself
from nature. He has resigned; . . . he has :overcome.'. . . This
is how culture, the work of the spirit, comes about."

uniqueness, to which he
would sooner or later
have to succumb,
to an overall connection,
an attitude that Is right for
many, if not for all cases.

Page 47
In order thus to control
the entire reality
surrounding him.
A double way leads Into
the Immanent.
Beyond both the unique and special
and the permanent and un/versa/.31
We cannot go one way
without also going the other.

29
Mies on ibid., pp. 18, 19.

We find the Immanent
In the particular only

motor plow.33

30
Ibid., p. 19.

If we are simultaneously open

Page 45

31
Ibid., p. 20.

And there, we can see

32
Ibid., p. 21.

If we also perceive It

33
Ibid., p. 22.

un/queness.3ll

Smith
Carriage and animal

origin

28
Ibid., pp. 17f, underlined by Mies: "Nevertheless, all spiritual
work seems to presuppose a sort of ascetism; a sort of fur
rowing, dissolving, deconcretization of nature. Only then can
man erect his work.

factory

automoblle.34

From that [world] of the
German Middle Ages
to the onset of the
technological age,
the same can be sa/d.3s

The language of newspapers, of
the books, the city building types.
Houses, furnishings

of mankind. So I see the hand-formed,
the one·of-a-klnd disappear.
Everything becomes Impersonal.

to Its place In the universal.

It rightly only

in its never-to-return

34
Ibid., p. 23.
35
Ibid., p. 25: "Here, in this world [the world of the northern
Italian culturescape], 1 feel everywhere personally
addressed-<>ne could of course say the same of the German
Middle Ages or the time following it, up to the onset of the
technological age. Physical entities stand here; I live in their
midst and have a vital relationship with them. Tools, houses,
streets, cities, all are like personalities, family practices, cus
toms, feasts. . . . Each stands, complete in itself." Diagonally
across this is written in Mies's large script: "Culture concept."

282

36
Ibid., p. 26.
37
Ibid., p. 27.
38
Ibid., p. 28.
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Page 48

Page 51

Responding to the particular

Sharp glances penetrated

Is from the start different

to one's Inner self,

from sinking Into the exlstlng.39

bright luminous words were spoken
opening profound

Culture arises, If man

interconnections. And yet

can penetrate from the merely

If I compare the general

concurrent to the meaningful,

attitude of that

the Immanent.

culture with ours,

That can only occur by an act

an Immense consciousness

that stretches toward

overcomes me.••

both poles�ven If In each
single Instant and man one direction

Historical knowledge.

prevails and Is able to

Piece by piece

Impart a particular form to 11.'0

our past Is excavated.
By ever-sharper methods are the

Page 49
All culture has from the start

Page 52

an abstract trait.

traces of the past determined.

But when modern conceptual

Connections retrieved.•s

thinking began, and In

Ever more comprehensively

action the modern technology,

the past of mankind

this trail gained definite

In all the fullness of Its (?) details

preponderance.

and its relationships

For the most part,

enters our consciousness.

II determined

And we order ourselves

our behavior toward

ever more knowledgeably

the world and therefore

into this context.

our attitude and

Ourselves within our limes

thence our belng.41

and our times In the
context of all times."

Page 50
Consciousness Is part
of culture, Is perhaps
Its prime prerequisite;
the basis from which It r/ses.42
Culture presupposes a distance
from Immediate reality.
Only from the realm of consciousness
can the creative and form·glvlng hold on the world
be set free.43

39

Ibid.

40

Ibid.

41

Ibid., p. 31.

42
There was In the Middle Ages
and there was In the subsequent centuries,
aside from actual science, a profound and
sensitive awareness of men
about themselves.••

45

Ibid.

Ibid p. 32.
.•

46

43

Ibid., pp. 32, 33.

44

Ibid.

47

Ibid p. 33.

Ibid., p. 34.

.•
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Page 53

Page 55

The space.

Increased awareness of the body

Country after country

by rhythmical culture.s•

is explored.

Psychoanalysis has brought

Asia enters our

a new realm of the living soul

consciousness In Its

Into our field of view and revealed

historical context.

deep connections.

Mount Everest, the throne

How the soul

of the gods; and the earth

has become conscious

is fitted Into

thereby.52

Its astronomical context.••

Technique of making conscious,

The characteristics of nations

the newspaper.

become [known-crossed out] clear.

There are no more

Appear In relationship

unobserved events.

to the European whole,

We perceive this as normal.53

and that again
to larger units.••

Page 56

:mtike hfiltc es als Hybris gC:\Cheut. Erst jcncr
Mensch, dcm solche Gott\'erbindung den Sinn fi.lr
da., Unhcdingte gcgehen; dem die Pnrnbeln

Lecture

\'Oifl

Sch:ltt im Acker, uod von der kostOaren Perle,

Page 54

Becoming conscious

und die Lehre vom VerlicrenmUssen des LclJens

A world consciousness,

The understanding of

nohe gebracht hobcn, daB dwns ist, riir d�1s �11les
hinscscben werden muB - er war iiberho.upt erst

a consciousness of mankind

zu

appears of Itself to

eincr solehen Entscl1losscnheit Hirs

Lctztc •

fii.hig, wie sie die neuere \Vissenschnft bchcrrscht,

all relationships

�

Letters from Lake Como, 35/36

delineate Itself

die \Vnhd,cit will, uud solltc. duriiher dos J...ellcn

Arrive at consciousness by

In Its first contours.

die do1s Wcrk will, und solltc durch solchc Urn·

taking apart, going Into detail

unmOglich werden: wie sie ih der Technik leLt,
forrnuns der \Veil allcs �lenschend:1scin in Fruge

Statistics as means

gerotcn. Erst cin

Mcnsrh,

[the coming-Into-consciousness-crossed out]

dcm der christlidte

Gloube :m d�s ewi&e Leben die tiefe Sichcrheit r

of raising consciousness.

an Image-/Ike, luminous

scsc»cn hat, dnO sein Wcscn unzerstorhar ist,

Steps. Investigations

: i

awareness of a living

hattt die 7.uvcrsicht, die 1u solchem Unternehmcn
gchUrt. Aber rreilich, jene KrtUte hnben sich

of all types uncover Inner connections

dcr Htmd der lt'bcudigen PersOnlichkcit gcldst -

and lead one phenomenon

odcr !OIIcn wir sngen: Diesc hat sie nicht hnHen
kUnncn? hnt sic fahren lassen? - und so ver·

back to a previous one.

Cielen sic der Oamonie der Znhl, der M:1schine,

And we ourselves.

whole. 54 [That Is why

nus

I
4.

detail and-crossed out]
All was here with consciousness.
We have consciousness as

des Hcrrschnftswitlens . . .

Physiological, anatomical,

attitude, as atmosphere.ss

\Vir hnhcn in wescnsgcrechter Arbeit dn� Neue
7U

morphological researches

explore the life of the body.so

42/43149150163 Middle Ages 78

durchdringen, um es zu ntt'istern. \Vir milsscn

llcrr werc.Jcn i.ihcr die cntfesseltcn Kriifte und sic
1u ciner neuen Ordnung baucn, die auf den Men·

Page 57

schen brzogcn ist. Dns kann nber letztlich nicht
von den tcchnischen Problemen selbst her ge·

Awareness as
atmosphere.

Markings of Mies in Romano Guardini, Briefe vom Comer
See (1927).

Becoming conscious of the unconscious, read up.56
All life must be founded
In an unconscious.

48

Ibid.

But can life also

become conscious and remain alive?
Awareness becomes attitude.

49

Basic trait of our cultural llfe.s'

Ibid., p. 35.

50
Ibid.

286

We survey ourselves and the world
In which we stand.se
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51

Ibid.

52

Ibid., p. 36.

53

Ibid., p. 37.

54

Ibid., pp. 35, 36.

55
Ibid., p. 38.
56

Ibid.

57

Ibid., p. 41.

58

�
Ibid., pp. 41-43: "Fin� � wrote at1out the awareness of our
time. . . . It appeared significant to me that an attitude of
awareness has become the basic trait of our cultural lile. . . .
We survey ourselves and the world in which we stand. In our
political situation something has occurred that is new and
decisive as opposed to former times: the world becomes sur
veyable. . . . Now we feel the fact that we live in a no longer
expandable space. Perhaps there was once a protostage of
this awareness. What was called by late antiquity Oikumene,
the •total space ol the inhabited world,' seems to lie in this
direction . . . . Now Oikumene has finally arrived: the aware·
ness of a no longer expandable space lor dwelling, living, and
work. Earth becomes surveyed. There are no more possibili
ties of escape, no more reserves.
"This gives rise to totally new pollical problems . . . . Our entire
external human existence seems to be subject to what one
could call pressure at the margins, because escape into
adjoining areas is no longer possible. . . . Now the questions
as to ·relationships· become very urgent. . . . Totally new problems are posed, a new attitude and art are called for to master
them . . . . The time for a naive Europeanism is past."
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Page

Page 58
Totally new problems

to things.

are posed, a new attitude
Who [still h�s nowadays-crossed

and art are called for

out] still feels anything
of a wall, an opening.

to master them.

Page

62

We want to give meaning again

Guardlnl page 41 +.6'

We want to give sense

59

again to things.

Lecture

Liberate them

To feel and acknowledge

out of frozen forms-formalism-

differences. Large, delicate-etc.

104. Today's art

and protect them against
oversimplification.

108.
Yes, perhaps even sanctity,

Page 63

extreme realism. More

Lecture

than everything natural.

Instead of organic connections

Formed body Is expression

Organization.

for how the soul maintains

61

Itself toward the surroundings
Steps, spaces.

and how It masters them.

One has lost
the meaning of this language,

Excerpts from Romano Guardini, Uturgische Bildung
(Rothenfels, 1923), and Von heiligen Zeichen
(WOrzburg, 1922)

(Von he/ligen Zelchen)
one feels nothing anymore.•2

Page 60

L/turgische Blldung 42

The creative.

Notebook, page 63.

The nature of the thing outside

The purposes began their domination,
the formulas and methods.
There are people who would
like to make

a Ford factory of nature. 43,44 60

Page 61
Give meaning back
to the words.
Handling of forms.

and the answer of man on
the Inside: both combined,

59

Ibid., pp. 104, 1 08. The following lines are Mids's addition.
�

l

he pronounced them with the name.63

The last sentence is Mies's addition. He underlined in Guar
dini, Uturgische Bildung, pp. 43, 44: "We want to become
essential. But that means, for us, to betome human. And
essentially human shall be the relationships and actions of life,
the ways of the community, of work, and of joyfulness. Every·
where shall be an 'anima' that is 'forma corporis.'. . . The same
will, however, wants to approach things also. Formulas and
concepts blocked our view of reality. We no longer thought in
living images; signs, assemblies of detached signs, stood in
for things much like paper money means value without being
it. . . . Now the will wants to see things again, not concepts. . � .
Our task is to confront the entire hard but ever so fruitful
conflict with the real world in all its autonomous fullness and
power. As task, to stand in reverence before the Eigen-Sinn
of things. [A play on words: eigen Sinn is "their own meaning,"
but Eigensinn also means "stubbornness."] . . . This consti·
tutes the task of truly creative symbol formation: that man
should not force things, but that in revealing himself in them,
he should simultaneously unlock the immanent in them. Much
as it is the nature of art that, by means of it in a purpose-free
and pure configuration, man should reveal the innermost being
of his soul, but should do so In revealing what resides in the
object-that is the mystery of the symbol: icon of expressive
man and immanence of thing speak of each other in turn."
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Underlinings by Mles in Guardini, Von heiligen Zeichen, pp.
1 2 , 13: "'Give meaning back to words!' How profoundly this
admonition affects our soul today. Yes, to give meaning back
to words and also to the forms and actions of life. That is the
task of youth." Underlinings by Mies in pp. 40, 41 : "Words are
names. And to speak is the high art of relating to the names
of things; with the essence of things and the essence of one's
own soul in its divinely ordained harmony. . . . But language
with its names is no longer a numinous communication with
the essence of things, no longer an encounter between object
and soul. It is not even longing for a lost paradise, but a busy
clacking of word coins, like a counting machine that counts
change without knowing it." The following sentences in the
notebook are Mi�!j'S comment.
62

In the chapter "Stufen" (Steps), ibid., pp. 34-35, Guardini
describes the spatial sensation associated with climbing steps.
In this chapter the echo of Nietzsche's Zarathustra topography
is particularly evident, in whiCfh the low was equivalent with
the bad, the srnalltand the high was equivalent with the noble
and the strong ("Life wants to climb and in climbing transcend
itself"); compare also Peter Behrens, "We want to be elevated,
not cheated," quoted in chapter Ill above. Mies's remark that
the "meaning of this language" has been lost refers to this
symbolical experience of space. Guardini writes: "Especially
the most self-understood things, the everyday actions, contain
the profoundest. In the simplest lies the biggest secret. For
example, there are the steps. Innumerable times you have
climbed them. But have you noticed what went on inside you?
For something goes on inside of us when we climb . . . . A
profound secret reveals itself. It is one of those processes that
originate in the matrix of our humanity, puzzling, one cannot
solve it with reason and yet all understand it. . . . When we
climb up stairs, it is not only the foot that climbs, but our entire
being. Spiritually, too, we climb. And if we do it attentively,
then we sense something of those heights where everything
is large and complete: that is the heaven in which God
resides. . . . "
63

Guardini, Von heiligen Zeichen, p.
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39.

Page 66

E�cerpts from Friedrich Dessauer, Philosophio der Technik

(Bonn. t 927)

I
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It Is always the need that

•

�-.,
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c
.. '_ .,c.·--;��r-.-· ,....,..

brings things Into being?
Page 64

But beyond that, often In

Invention of objects

anticipation, new things are formed by fantasy

and processes (methods)""

that are not Identical with momentary

I

r :---

stand In contradiction.

}J3

98 Culture and technology 70

but the technician will solve lt.

Bavarian (Illegible)

Page 65

a 'prooess' such as the obtaining of liquid fuel out of coal. Ford

100

ferenoe between Inventing objects and inventing processes is

Relationship of external means

logit;;ll elements."

Once too lillie, now too much.

greatest concerned the method of production itself. The dif·

Concretization of the Idea to an object.

technically unlmpof'lant, but depends on a chango of the teleo

Transition from building art

to building economy.
The actual work field of
organizers.

to inner means.

Socrates "Sk/1/ ls based on
knowledgeuGl

Limits of realizability In meterlals,

In the state of technology
In need

Perhaps related to Ibid., p. 17: "A large treasure is hidden in

101 Culture 102110313

the pedagogical power of a technical education. This treasure

has not yet been raised for the public. A reserve army stands

does not speak against technology.&8

90. Technology and architecture.•

..

....... ��
h ----

�

_

� (f ..,
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; �� '/( 1... "·�C.
"7� 'Z /1" J

Notebook, page 66.

70

Ibid., P· 98.

Ibid., p. 99.

72

Ibid., pp. 98ft., refers to Francis Bacon's utopian liclion Nova
Atlantis, in which an island is described whose population has

available of people that havo learned, like few others, to work

without egoism." The following sentences in the notebook are

attained happiness by a developed technology and freedom

of means. In his 1928 l ecture "Die Voraussetzungen baukunst·

lerischen Schaffens· (see Appendix Ill, 1 ), In which Dessauer's

66

ideas are reflected, Mles refers to Bacon. Dessauer summa

Ibid., p. 78. The following lines are Mies's adt!Hion.

rized Bacon's teaching: "Technological redemption, technolog

ical means alone do !Jl t make happy, do not make noble, but
nts toward ennobling happiness, cul
they are significaQJ �me

67

Underlinings by Mies in 1bid., pp. 75, 79: "'ne can practiCally

say with Natorp the Socratic law of technology, that skill is

tural factors•

based on knowtedge." The following sentence in the notebook

Mies).

is Mies·s addition.

( Phi
/os
o
p
h
i
e dar

Technlk, p. 101, marked by

73

Ibid., pp. 101-103, excerpts from Mles's underlinings: "The

68
Ibid., p. 86: "Is there a field that does not employ technology?

level of the battle propositions In human life, the level of man's

in this great phenomenon of technology, including Its elhic;al

from the lowly, the instinctive-chaotic, to the rarefied, well·

intorests, show the degree of his culture. To raise 1his field

That has lillie to do with technology per se. What Is contained

Abuse of technology

�'--:!. --1'

71

65

Mies's addition.

77179
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made numerous Inventions In building his automobiles but his
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Bacon? Middle Ages n
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99

9971

Technik. 78

Ma$8 obJect...

everything.

Is the consequence
Dessauer, Philosophle der Technlk, p. 14: "the aim of tech·
nical work is not always an object. It can also be a procedure,
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of all on everything

64

.

1>L

Housing. Participation

Technology + economy as transformers
of our existence.
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Service as Interconnectedness
Instead of Individual act. Effect
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To simplify the household

not the housewife

I

�

Each man Is technician.""

s
i a technical problem;

•
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needs, yes, that even
Establish the number of hobbyists.

'

,...._ ,1-&(

ordered, free, that is the meaning of the world 'culture.' For

dimension, is one thing; what man does with it is quile another.

culture means 'ennobling care.'. . . For, finally, culture means

Have men not also abused religion, justioe, everything, in

short? The will to power employs all means; even before the

striving for unity. One finds it in a coherence between experi·

ence, consciousness, existence; away from the realm of the
primitive 'being for oneself, thinking for oneself, caring for

gates of technology, man's freedom of action is not oom

manded to halt. •

oneself,' toward a mystical matrix 1n un1ty. . . . Means alone,

69

of course, do not make man happy. But would 11 not be oon·

Ibid., p. 90: "Not only inventions that help to move weights

have

made

arch11octure

possible;

architecture

is

celvable thai man, by passing through the transcendent nature
of technology, could establish the harmony between inside

itself

and outside, between psychic force and practical means? W'roy

imprinted by the state of technology. The lines of the Greek

temples, of tho Romanesque and Gothic building styles are

has this question been ignored? Why, if one thinks of culture

pressure and tensions."

tems, microscopes, and steam engines?"

and talks of technology, does one always mean drainage sys

technological llnos, animated so to speak by the forces of
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Page 67

Page 69

Chaos

121

Old world-organic culture.

Objection by commercial Interests,

How does that come about?

this will not be sold. Products that

Preconditions.

contradict the Immanent, sell.

Economic,

That is why one manufactures.19

social,
[cultural-<:rossed out] Intellectual

=

Economic planning and housing policies

order, culture
Middle Ages,

failed.80

show order.

Houses do not correspond

Harmony.

to the level of technology and

Econom[y]. Renaissance

the rhythm of Life.

Personalities.
Only philosophical understanding

Experiment.

Art + Science

reveals the true ordering principles

Bacon.

of our service and thence

Influence on economy.

the value and dignity of our existence.

Alienation because of profit

Not the abolition of

Bourgeoisie.74

commercial gain, but its control.

Page 68

fulfills a human mission

104. Culture. Soclety.'s

knowlngly.8'

One has dignity If one

106. 107.

Spiritual reasons of
social reorganization 107

---

112. Realization of culture
by populations Instead of
by Individual classes.76

114. Interweaving of people.
Influence on external attitude."
Spans [Illegible] separate the
property
of landholdings.
Work not for Individuals,
but for millions of unknown,'8
thence the nonsense of
Individual direction.

Notebook, page 67.

t

l

79

Mies on ibid., p. 1 2 1 .

74

See ibid., pp. 103-1 1 1 .

80

75

Ibid., p. 1 04.

76

Ibid., p. 1 1 2.

77

'

Ibid., p. 1 1 4, marked by Mies ir; margin with three lines: "This
fundamental change arising out of technology means an inter
weaving of people and a step from the narrow realm of self
and its environment toward others, toward the masses." The
following sentence in the notebook is Mies's addition.
78

Ibid., p. 115: ''The change indicates an expansion of the sphere
of effectiveness of the individual. He does not work for one,
or five, but for hundreds, thousands, millions. [Underlined by
Mies:] And he does not work for people he knows, but for the
unknown, for the nameless, for the no longer personal." The
following lines in the notebook are Mies's addition.

292
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Compare ibid., p. 1 2� "Under the name of 'economic planning'
one attempted, after the German collapse, to bring about a
distribution of goods by replacing the economy of unorganized
individuals by one in which profits alone were not determina
tive, but need. Engineer W. Rathenau, and especially Wichard
von Moellendorf and Rudolf Wissell, a mechanical engineer
arising out of the working class, were its fathers. [Underlined
by Mies:] Technology is the native soil of this thought. It failed
not because it was wrong, but because one was not yet ready
for it. A planned economy is the consequence of technical
thought about service. Indeed the just distribution of earthly
goods according to need is the result of technically organized
services. But one cannot enforce by either law or organization
what was accomplished by the striving for profit of a generation
raised under the concept of an economic egoism. We need
the economic egoism to break the ground. Planned economy
can one day distribute goods justly, once production is fully
mature."
81

Ibid., p. 1 27.
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Page 72

Page 70
Question:

All capitalistic economy Is

What does mankind need,

organized economy, that Is,

or how can I earn the most?

a type of production that,

It Is decisive which

by planned dismembering

question has prlmacy.62

and assembling, dividing and
putting together of the work process,

130 Ministry of technology

alms for greater effectiveness than

Ministry of building art.83

would be possible without
such ordering.e1

'"""r-'

132 read

45 and 46 important Ziegler.
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Technology groups the new society.
-Ties all together,

........

�·

;.... ?-

creates a new order according
to service Instead of earnings. 8'

..,._.,
. ..{

4..._.,

Rathenau:
The creation of an organic

..

economy Is

what we need.
Ziegler 51 ••

The Idea of earnings

53 on top

had to lead to isolation.

53 on bottom

The Idea of service

To take and give In one breath.89

Page 73

13285

To differentiate and to Integrate,
dissociate without associating.oo

Excerpts from Leopold Ziegler, Zwischen Mensch und
Wirtschaft (Darmstadt, 1927)

For the building art, expansion

Page 71

Instead of Dahlem. Corbusler

Guardlnl.

Instead of Schulze Naumburg.

On the value of talent.

Building meant for the masses

·-

Notebook, page 70.

can only be effective
and live Itself out on a large scale.

Ziegler 64 on top

Need and necessity

52.-53.
Nature proceeds from relatively
unorganized unity to highly
organized unity, goes therefore
In all ways from
whole to whole
and differentiates only
to reorganize on a higher level.66

Ibid., p. 45.

88

Ibid., p. 51.

89

Ibid., p. 53.

leads to community.

Ziegler 157, 159, 160, 161

87

82

Saying of Marx, very good,9' 67 very good, 81,

Ibid., p. 130.

112-115.92

83

Dessauer's suggestion of installing a "Ministry of Technology"
might have arisen out of the striving for quality products to
which Mies, in the Werkbund and otherwise, was committed.
Dessauer, p. 130: "The Ministry of Technology would have to
ask in innumerable details: how in Germany do we obtain the
best products for our needs. One would also have to S)rive for
the most perfect solution for this plurality. . . :

Ibid. The following lines in the notebook are Mies's addition.

91

Mies refers here to a paragraph in which Ziegler, in his search
for an "organic economic form," discusses Marxist economics.
The passage of which Mies writes "saying of Marx, very good,"
indicated as "64 on top," reads: "Just as the savage must
wrestle with nature to satisfy his needs, to maintain his life
and to reproduce, so must the civilized man, and he must do
that under all form's' of social organization and under all pos
sible modes of production . . . . Freedom in this area can only
exist so far as societal man, the associated producers, regu
late their material exchange with nature rationally, bring It
under their societal control, in order not to be ruled by its blind
power. . . . But there.flways remains a realm of necessity. Only
beyond that beglr;!t . . . the true realm of freedom, which,
however, only blooms forth if it is erected with the realm of
necessity as its basis." Mies shows a comparable idea of
freedom as an understanding of necessity in his concept of
the building art, the technical necessities of which must be
mastered so that "the world of our creations will blossom from
within. We want no more; we can do no more." (See his
inaugural address at Armour Institute of Technology; Appendix
Ill, 14.)
92

Ziegler, Zwischen Menschen und Wirtschaft, p. 81: "The ini·
tiated emancipation of the fourth estate, the event of the age
and not preventable by any power on earth, leads either to
the absorption of the proletariat into the organic economy, or
it leads to the chaos of social revolution. There is no third
possibility. Either Abbe and his ideological relatives Rathenau
and Ford---Qr Marx and Lenin I" Pages 1 12-1 1 5 express them
selves in flowery terms as to the phenomenon of this stage,
"where the citizen transforms himself to mousy bourgeois, or
where, in the language of Marx, he becomes exploiter of soci
ety's work force and turns profit thief" (p. 1 13).

84

Mies on Dessauer, p. 132.
85

Ibid., underlined by Mies: "The legalization of the free econ
omy, the impregnation of life with the concept of earnings, had
to lead to an ideal of isolated destiny. The idea of technic�!
service leads to the ideal of a common destiny.
86

Ziegler, Zwischen Mensch und Wirtschaft, pp. 52, 53.
294
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Page 74

Ill

Lecture.
Ziegler 233
Impractical work
Is unsocial.

Mensch und Wlrtschaft. 23
It has again come to pass
that a historical impulse must by necessity
activate its counter-impulse, If It does not
want to wear Itself out.93

[In the final analysis we must
rise up against an economy and technology,
that-crossed out]

23. on bottom
29. on bottom Death.9'

Page 75
Riehl tombstone.
Ziegler 149
Against use-objects

150 very [Important-crossed out] right,
�ptlmal products.••
However the functionalists
may rationalize their work,

It Is all the same to us

provided we can say yes
to their achievements.

93
Ibid., p. 23.
94
Ibid., p. 23: •. . . the deliberate rebellion against an economy
that claims to be causa sui and thereby wants to make one
forget the circumstance that the earth has been entrusted to
the human species as domicile and work ace rather than as
an object of commercial speculation. AJ
d just as the land
reform of George, Damaschke, and Opp�heimer places the
inalienable world beyond the laws of merchandise, so social
ism in the historically valid stance of �arx fights against the
abusive habits of delivering human labor to the same laws of
merchandise." Ibid., p. 29: "Such a realization of socialism is
implied when Henry Ford expressly announced in The Great
Today, the Greater Tomorrow: 'Labor is no merchandise'" (a
reference to Henry Ford, Today and Tomorrow [Garden City,
1926]).

Rt

95
Ibid., pp. 149f.: "What motivates the imagination and �timu
lates desire are mainly goods that differentiate themselves
from others by the claim that each in its own way is the best
of its kind. It is not the most necessary nor the most functional
or most comfortable that is viewed as the best and most
excellent. In short, we encounter here a mythologically styled
instinct that functions like a powerful human sacral system
oriented toward desirable goods of optimal rank, optimal value.
I need not emphasize here the role played by optimal products
in my1hological tradition. We all remember the winged sandals,
the seven-mile boots, the magic hood, the bag of fortune . . .
all of which embody the optima of their type and heighten the
human capabilities of their happy owners beyond all natural
measure."
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1 928-1 938

"The Preconditions of Architectural Work"
Lecture held at the end of February 1 926 in the Staatliche
Kunstbibliothek Berlin; also on March 5, 1926, at the invitation
of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft fOr Frauenbestrebung (Work Asso
ciation for the Women's Movement) of the Museumsverein
and the Kunstgewerbeschule Stettin in the auditorium of the
Marienstiftsgymnasium in Stettin; as well as on March 7 at the
invitation of the Frankfurter Gesellschaft fOr Handel, Industria
und Wissenschaft (Frankfurt Society for Trade, Industry and
Science) in Frankfurt am Main. Unpublished manuscript in the
collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago.
Ladies and Gentlemen!
The building art is for me not a subject for clever specu
lation. I tlo not expect anything from theories and specific
systems. But particularly nothing from an aesthetic attitude
that merely touches the surface. The building art can only
be unlocked from a spiritual center and can only be under
stood as a living process.
The building art is man's spatial dialogue with his environ
ment•and demonstrates how he asserts himself therein
and how he masters it. For this reason, the building art is
not merely a technical problem nor a problem of organi
zation or economy. The building art is in reality always the
spatial execution of spiritual decisions. It is bound to its
times and manifests itself only in addressing vital tasks
Mies and Le Corbusier in Stuttgart-Weissenhof, 1 927.

with the means of its times. A knowledge of the times, its
.
1asks, and its means is the necessary precondition of work
in the building art.
It is not a lack of talent but a lack of clarity in regard to
these relationships that seems to me to be the cause of
the confusing and inadequate products of the present
building art. Since these products may not instantly be
recallable by everybody in full precision, and since words
have lost their unambiguous meaning, I will clarify the
present situation by means of a series of illustrations and
conduct my investigation on this basis. It goes without
saying that I will only show works that deserve to be taken
seriously. The choice of pictures does not constitute a
value judgment, but only serves to clearly characterize the
situation. Nor will I take a position in regard to these
pictures, as I am convinced that the chaotic character of
our building art will appear all by itself.
(Pictures)
That is today's building art. We all have reason to infer
corresponding causes from this result.
Chaos is always a sign of anarchy. Anarchy is always a
movement without order. Movement without central direc
tion. Chaos occurred before. When the order of antiquity
degenerated into late antiquity. But out of this chaos a new
order arose, the order of the Middle Ages. On the basis

I Appendix Ill: 1 926-1936

of the Platonic theory of ideas, Augustine formulated the
basic ideas of medieval belief. In the medieval idea of
order lived, even if in a totally new dimension, that spirit
of proportion exemplified and proven by Plato. The noblest
legacy of antiquity.
The idea of order controlled the spiritual life of the Middle
Ages and it realized itself in its society, most of all in its
social ideas. Society was, on account of the feudal system,
immensely static. The classes were not only an economic,
but above all a daily and spiritual fact. Honor and duty,
law and solidarity in all social things were inseparable.
The order of rank corresponded to the objectively correct
order of spiritual life values and economic values. This
natural arrangement of classes was the basis for the
health of the society of that time. The life of J11edieval man
was determined through and through by
understanding of the meaning of life.

a totally secured

(Picture: Strassburg)
Everything points to a spiritual aim. Insight stands before
deed. Belief and knowledge have not yet stepped apart.
This idea of order is the point of departure for the change
we want to demonstrate.
The deterioration of the medieval form of life was preceded
by a deterioration of its spiritual structure. The process of
disintegration began with the attempt by Duns Scotus to
stake out a separate territory and law for knowledge.
In overstepping the concept of almightiness William of

Occam destroyed the idea of order, leaving behind only

empty nomina. The victory of nominalism signals the vic

iJrned

tory of a spirit

toward relllity long before it ever

expressed itself in reality itseli. This spirit was antimedi

eval. With it the Renaissance begins. While it reaches
back to the antique sources of the Middle Ages, it deals

�eely and. spontaneously and already

with them mor

harbors the tendency to decay. Whereas man in the Middle

Ages was committed, internally and externally, to the com
munity, now takes place the great detachment of the indi
vidual, who conceives himself entitled to advance his
talents and develop his forces.
This development became the basis for spiritual freedom,
for the will to think autonomously and search indepen
dently. The result was a contrast between Bildung and
Unbildung. (Not translatable by a single word. It has con
notations of ''formed" and "unformed," "cultivated" and
"uncultivated," "learned" and "unlearned.") This contrast,
which was to give a new form to the social situation of
Europe, brought with it those problems that still lie before
us today.
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This lack of Bildung is the cause for the excessive aggran
dizement of the personality, an unbinding of the will to
power, and of unrestrained arbitrariness. More and more,
spiritual life tends toward the will. The act of the autono
mous Individual becomes ever more important. People
study nature. The control of nature became the longing of
the period.
Its immense potential was recognized. The English states
man and philosopher Francis Bacon spoke out against
pure science, against science for the sake of science,
recognizing its practical potential and demanding that it
serve life. He put knowledge in the service of culture and
introduced method and experimental science. We stand
at the beginning of something new.
In the same century began the fateful alliance between
iron and coal. Science enters into the service of technology
and economy, acquires a certain degree of understanding
of the forces of nature and invades its domain. Steam,
electricity, and chemical energy are detached from their
natural contexts. Their rational laws are understood and
their effectiveness is unleashed.
Man develops a corresponding attitude in which will and
capability undertake rational work. Carried along by this
will, the powers of nature, heretofore isolated, come into
play. Will freely sets its aims, places them in the service
of use, and wrests performance from conquered nature.

(Picture: Krupp)
Technology is the means to their solution.
(Picture: Leipzig)
Traffic develops.

Traffic serves economy. Economy becomes the great dis
tributor, interferes in all domains, forces man into its
service.
(Picture: New York Street)
Economy begins to rule. Everything stands in the service
of use. Profitability becomes law. Technology forces eco

and is investigated down to its remotest recesses. The
characteristics of peoples become clear.

must be so confusing, as I have demonstrated. But even
in this chaos, various types of structures are clearly dis
cernible. You saw that one group subscribes to the belief
�I past epochs can be applied to solve the tasks of our
tima., Their work is determined by the fear that invaluable

treasures could be lost. And also by the belief that it is
impossible, in the hard and clear atmosphere of technol

It seemed to me necessary to trace the cpurse of devel

opment, even if in large jumps, for it alone leads to a
comprehension of the condition of our timp. We have laid
bare the structure of our period and have established that

sinki!Jg. We are obligated to appreciate their efforts, for

way can the forces residing in it be made serviceable for

they transmit values and insights that we must not lose

all.

.,

�

sight of. They still believe in the vitality of the old order.

the fact of the masses. The effect of this structural change

that can only happen if we regain our belief in the creative

alert to the new. For the other group, the old habitual order

can be demonstrated by the following examples:

powers, if we trust the power of life.

has lost its meaning and vitality. One cannot suffer it any
more. This group affirms the new world and fights with its

(Picture: viaduct, Acoustic Paris)
Scientific effort for the U(lderstanding of acoustical laws is
being applied and begins to exert its influence on the

1

(Picture: [design of] Hannes Meyer)
And this picture shows the design of the Lej!gue of Nations

'

Palace and a cross section through the l ge auditorium.
(Picture: lamp, lamp rays)

Another effect of scientific work is evi9ent in this picture.

;,eans.

It is feeling its way toward new possibilities of

form-giving. It experiments, is unrestricted in its work and
stands no longer under the protection of conventions.
In the beginning of my lecture I pointed out that the building
art is always bound to its own time and can manifest itself
only in vital tasks and by the means of its own period. I

have attempted to trace the changes of our time and make

visible the forces at work in it. Our time is not an external
course on which we run. It has been given to us as a task
that we have to master. We see its immense power and

to us. We have to become master of the unleashed forces

becomes universal and determines the conduct of life.

This lamp is not the result of a design, but of construction.

and build them into a new order, an order that permits free

Technology offers a thousand means to increase aware

These are amazing achievements; all these are results-of

ness. Nothing occurs anymore that is not observed. We
sciousness is our very attitude.
Simultaneously and interconnected with this development
a huge population increase takes place.
(Picture: Berlin Stadium)
Masses form, posing totally new problems of an economic
and social nature.

The way leads from the extensive to the intensive. But all

A few stand in the middle, still committed to the old, yet

We have to affirm it, even if its forces still appear menacing

survey ourselves and the world in which we stand. Con

a cliche for us.

It must come to articulation from within itself, for only that

This purely technical-scientific work leads to this result.

understanding

It must be possible to see elitism disappear and admit the
right to life and goods. Mass must not be

(Picture: lamp)

psychological

It must be possible to solve the task of controlling nature
and yet create simultaneously a new freedom.

In low respect, even if we believe that the world to which

its will. The determination with which it stands ready to

kind results. Man, too, moves into the circle of conscious

defined, and yet gain a new infinity, an infinity that springs
from the spirit.

they incline and in which they are rooted is inevitably

fight.

ness. Physiological and

possible to let go of illusions, see our existence sharply

fact of the masses, the fact that each of the,many �as a

Paulsen lamp.

World consciousness and a conscious awareness of man

It must be possible to heighten consciousness and yet
keep it separate from the purely intellectual. It must be

can unfold. We are not entitled to hold their achievements

It is the demonstration of the light rays based on the

Their social and economic structures are uncovered.

relates it to himself.

our givens are consciousness, economy, technology, and

in Paris for 3,000 people.

The world shrinks more and more, becomes surveyable

ble when man asserts himself in objective nature and

ogy and con�ciousness, that artistic and spiritual values

of technology. Everything succumbs to its impact. It

geographical locations and bridges the largest distances.

currents.

nomic attitudes, transforms material into power, quantity

Ladies and Gentlemen!

but a science that is more spiritual; not less, but a more
mature economic energy. All that will only become possi

into quality. The most effective use of power is consciously
brought about.

tunity to help the masses. We do not need less science,

appearance of these phenomena, the multiplicity of

that even in our changed world, the means and methods

planning of large halls. This picture shows a concert hall

becomes his great helper, breaks down the isolation of

by the attitude of the individual. This explains the chaotic

You can now understand why the result in the building art

(Picture: New York)

Nothing seems impossible anymore. Thus begins the reign
detaches man from his restrictions, makes him freer and

degree and the intensity of this experience are determined

will, of rigorous discipline. Technology follows its own laws

play for the unfolding of life. Yes, but an order also that is
related to mankind.

and is not man-related. Economy becomes self-serving

But that cannot happen from the technological problems

and calls forth new needs. Autonomous tendencies in all

themselves, but only from living men. No matter how

these forces assert themselves. Their meaning seems to

immense knowledge may be, how huge the economic

be the attainment of a specific phase of development. But

apparatus, how powerful technology, all that is only the

they assume a threatening predominance. Unchecked,

raw material compared to life.

they thunder along. Man is swept along as if in a whirlwind.
Each individual attempts to brace himself against these
forces singly. We stand at a turning point of time. The
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We do not need less but more technology. We see in
technology the possibility of freeing ourselves, the oppor-
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Addendum: press reports on the lecture
"The Preconditions of Architectural Work"
of February 29, 1928:
"The Preconditions of Architectural Work:
Lecture by Mles van der Rohe."

Deutsche Tageszeltung

The art of building can only be understood as a life process
and its understanding has to emanate from the soul. As Mies
van der Rohe explained in his lecture in the Staatliche Kunst
bibliothek, it is an expression of man's ability to assert himself
in respect to his surroundings and master them. The lecturer
admitted that the building art surrounding us nowadays is in a
chaotic condition, caused by changing times. Chaotic condi
tions in earlier historical periods had corresponded to the col
lapse of world views, as for example during the decline of
antiquity and also the disintegration of the medieval beliefs
that had emotionally secured men of that period. It was, how
ever, not the Renaissance that liberated the individual from
his chains, but rather the onset of our epoch with its teaming
up of coal and iron that brought profound changes. Technology
and economy began their rule by taking the forces of nature,
carefully calculated, into their service.
To demonstrate the various attitudes of many well-known art
ists whose works deserve to be taken as important, and to
show what their suggestion for the solution of our period is,
Mies marched many slides of different building types past us.
Hager, Polzig, Oud, Gropius, Mendelsohn, along with Theodor
Fischer, Schmitthenner, Tessenow, Schulze-Naumbur!r'to
name only a few. The lecturer restricted himself to explana
tions without taking a personal stand on them. Remarkable,
however, were his statements summarizing the slide
demonstration.
He pointed to the three concurrent directions of today's build
ing art. One group still believes today that it can solve the
tasks of our epoch with the means of earlier times; their moti
vation is the fear of the loss of an invaluable legacy. Mies van
der Rohe emphasized that no one is entitled to hold their work
in low esteem even though he may himself believe that the
world they are rooted in is sinking. There are indeed values
we must not lose. Another group stands in the middle, con
nected to the old, but open-minded toward the new. But for
the third group, the old order has lost all meaning and vitality;
they stand on the side of the new world and are still now
engaged in a battle for the means it takes to express it; they
grope, still experimentally, for new types of form-giving. A
juxtaposition that demonstrates the excellent neutral, supra
personal attitude of Mies van der Rohe, the second chairman
of the Deutsche Werkbund.

all magazines in the world, pictures a nonexisting vision of the
Berlin cityscape. The beautiful vision of Mies will never be
realized, it will remain a paper plan, a book drama. Yet the
Berlin art world has high hopes for the future of this architect,
although a housing settlement built by him in the Afrikanische
Strasse had not nearly as much success as the skyscraper.
As guest speaker at the Staatliche Kunstbibliothek, Mies was
supposed to speak on the "Preconditions of Architectural
Work," but his lecture was only a sketch to this theme. One
heard some aphorisms on building, some well-known facts,
and even the slides did not show anything that was new.
Stn.
Berliner Tageblall of

March 2, 1928: "New Building"
The Berlin building master Mies van der Rohe lectured in the
framework of a lecture series "New Building" at the Staatliche
Kunstbibliothek on the preconditions of architectural work. In
short epigrammatic sentences, in symbolic imagery, supported
by Instructively employed picture slides of various modern
building styles, he heightened the receptiveness of the audi
ence for his presentation of the process of a meaningful trans
personal building process that has been o��urr�ng since
antiquity. The tendency: clearly apparent his desire for com
prehensiveness and matter-of-fact presentation. His demand
for a nuanced differentiation of spirituality without loss of uni
versality, his demand for material quality without giving up
quantity. Sublimation without loss of volume, these are the
themes advanced by him. This luxury consumption in ever
larger format is to deliver the basics for the new building style
and new art forms in general. But Mies van der Rohe has
often spoken up in fields in which he should have kept silent;
in spite of his knowledge of the causal relationships in history,
he projects "illusions" into the future that are no more than the
expression of his imagination.
Berliner Borsen-Zellung

of March 2, 1928:

"The Preconditions of Architectural Work"
Mies van der Rohe is one of our most pro wessive architects
and powerfully stimulative.
I
He talked recently at the Staatliche Kunstbibliothek's lecture
series "New Building" on "The Preconditions of Architectural
Work." It evolved that the creative artist Mie1; van der Rohe
has far more ideas than the lecturer Mies vad der Rohe. That
is beneficial for the building art of today, b� less so for the
audience of lectures. Nevertheless, the lecture was marked
by conceptual clarity and compelling proo\. (He explicated the
nature of the powers that drive our times and drove earlier

The speaker does not ask for an abolition of technology, but
for an expanded, more mature technology and economy, allied
and serviceable to the building art. Only that way can the
needs of the masses be adequately satisfied. This, however,
requires that the total endeavor not be subject to hackneyed
solutions but remain nuanced. Without expressing any skep·
ticism, with joyful optimism, the speaker confessed commit
ment to the tasks of the time and faith in the creative forces
that will liberate us from illusions and formulate things accord
ing to their innate qualities.
Berliner Borsenkurler of March 1, 1928: N ew Building"
The architect Mies van der Rohe, years ago, had a vision; he
designed on paper a wonderful skyscraper for the Friedrich
strasse railroad station. This plan of the architect, who visu
alized the execution for this first real Berlin skyscraper totally
in ferroconcrete and glass, only progressed to a plastic archi
tectural model. This model, photographed and reproduced in

At the opening of the Barcelona Pavilion, 1929.

Mies on the building site of the Berlin Bauhaus,

iimes in respect to the building art.) What one missed was the
coovincing amplitude of explicative detail. He contented him
self with describing the spiritual attitude prevailing among
today's building artists and demonstrating three groups of
presently active architects by means of examples, giving only
the names of each respective architect by way of explanation.
He divided them into three groups: one looks to the past in
creating the new (Schulze-Naumburg, Schmitthenner, Bo
natz), the second does not deny the ties to the past, but
remains open-minded toward the new (Tessenow, Fahren
kamp), and the third looks for totally new rules (Taut, Men
delsohn, May). Van der Rohe believes that only the latter
understand the signs of the times. The spiritual attitude of the
architect is seen as determined by consciousness, technology,
and the masses. Only out of this can a building art arise in the
spirit of our times, honest, hard, and stark. To us, however,
this direction still appears all too hard and constructivist-play
ful. We hope it is a necessary transition to pure and simulta
neously graceful forms.
(Other reviews: "Neue Ordnung im Bauen," in Vossische Zei

tung of March 1 , 1928; "Vom baukunstlerischen Schaffen," in
Generai-Anzeiger fiir Stettin und die Provinz Pommern, 80,
no. 66, of March 6, 1 928.)

"

Mies with students in the Dessau Bauhaus, around 1930.
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2

"We Stand at the Turning Point of Time:
Building Art as the Expression of Spiritual Decisions"
Published in lnnendekoration, 39, no. 6 (1 928), p. 262.
Building art is not the object of clever speculation, it is in

reality only understandable as a life process, it is an

expression of man's ability 10 assert himself and master
his surroundings. A knowledge of the lime, its tasks and
means, are necessary prerequisites for the work of the
building artist, the building art is always the spatial expres·
sion of spiritual decisions.
Traffic increases. The world shrinks more and more, it
comes more and more into view right into the remotest
recesses. World consciousness and consciousness of
mankind are the results.
Economy begins to rule, everything is in its service. Prof·
ilability becomes law. Technology brings economical atti·
tudes with it, transforms material into power, quantity into
quality. Technology presupposes knowledge of natural
laws and works with their forces. The most effective use
of power is deliberately introduced. We stand at the turning
point of time.

3
"On the Theme: Exhibitions"
Published in Die Form, 3, no. 4 (1 928), p. 121.
Exhibitions are instruments of economic and cultural work.
They must be handled with care.
An exhibition depends both as to type and effect on the
basic problem it sets. The history of the great exhibitions
has shown that only those exhibitions were successful that
dealt with current problems and that employed means
corresponding to their goals.

4
The Adam Building
Draft of a letter on the 1 928 project for the Adam department
slore. Manuscript in Museum of Modern Art, Later German
Projects, Folder 1 . The design was introduced in Oas Kunst·
blatt, 14, no. 3 (1930), pp. 1 1 1-1 1 3.
Berlin, July 2, 1 928
Firm S. Adam, Berlin W., Leipziger Strasse 27.

festerday

my project was delivered to your office at

}eipziger Strasse 1 2 1 . I take the liberty to present briefly

the thoughts that determined the project. The variability

The period of representative exhibitions with profitability is
past. Decisive for us is the productivl'! achievement of an
exhibition, and its value can only be demonstrated by its
cultural impact.
Economic, technological, and cultural preCQ(1ditlons have
changed fundamentally. Technology and economy face

and should fit in with sailboats and automobiles, or,
expressed differently, with the modern time and with peo·
pie that embody it.
Respectfully

ing be divisible both horizontally and vertically to accom·
modale the workshops you need make three staircases

necessarY. The secondary staircase for the workshops 1

found; not only for economy and technology but for our

used from either part of the building. In the stairwells, the

slr&!i>�OJ. as well as from the Leipziger Strasse. Right and
left of it are the two freight elevators so that each can be
toilets for the employees are accessible from the landings.

If the German economy, and beyond that the European,

wants to maintain its position, it must rec�gnize its specific
task and act on it. Its way goes from quantity to quality,
from the extensive to the intensive.
On this itinerary, economy and technology encounter the
important forces of spiritual and cultural life.

\

We stand in the middle of a transformation, a transfor·
mation that will change the world.

.,
To point to this transformation and furtl'\� r it, that will be

r

the task of the upcoming exhibitions. On t if they succeed

in illuminating this transformation suddenly and forcefully
will they achieve a productive effect.1 Only if the central
problem of our time-the intensification of life-becomes
the content of the exhibition will they find meaning and
justification.
They must be demonstrations of leading forces and bring
about a revolution of our thinking.

Your building should bear the character of your business

supports in the exterior walls. Your request that the build·

have arranged so that it is accessible from the Friedrich·

entire social and cultural life.

For the back walls of the display windows, too, 1 would

recommend colored mirror glass, and that in mouse-gray.

you "want is best served by an undivided expanse of the
.
lndividual floor levels; for that reason I have placed the

totally new problems. It is of crucial imp�rtance that they

be correctly recognized and that meaninpful solutions be

an evenly illuminated background will have a fairy-tale
effect.

Each of the two main staircases is easily reached from
the Friedrichstrasse and Leipziger Strasse respectively. In
these stairwells are the elevators for building visitors and

the elevators for internal use. Next to the stairwells are
the toilets for managers or customers.

You have indicated in your requirements that In general a
building with vertical articulation would conform to your
tastes. May I say in all frankness that in my opinion a
building has nothing to do with taste but must be the logical
result of all requirements that result from its purpose. Only
if these are established can one speak of the intrinsic
forming of a building. You need layered floor levels with
clear, uncluttered spaces. Furthermore you need much
light. You need publicity and more publicity.
We stand at the beginning of new developments. Your
building must not appear obsolete in 2-3 years; it must
last for years to come, an important never-failing instru·
ment in your hands. All this requires not only from the
architect but also from the client a good dose of boldness.
I therefore suggest to you making the skin of your building
of glass and stainless steel, with the bottom floor of trans·
parent glass, the others of opaque glass. Walls of opaque
glass give the rooms a wonderfully mild but bright and
even illumination. In the evening it represents a powerful
body of light and you have no difficulties in ailixing adver·
!ising. You can do as you like, regardless whether you
write on it "For the Summer Vacation," "For Winter Sports,"
or "Four Bargain Days." Such a brightly lit advertising on
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5
"Build Beautifully and Practically!
Stop This Cold Functionality"
P'ublication of a survey ("Representative architects address a
timely theme: Will the modern building style be decorative
again?") in the Duisburger Genera/anzeiger, 49 (Sunday, Jan
uary 26, 1930), p. 2, in which the architects Hugo Haring,
Bruno Taut, and Rolf Sklarek also expressed themselves.
There is not the slightest doubt that in today's architecture

fhe artistic is being short-changed. I believe that sometime

in the future we will have to come to a decision whether

\rchitecture

should be merely practical or also beautiful.

Ho� this decision will turn out cannot be predicted with

any degree of certainty.
What appears totally evident to me is that with our

changed requ irements and with the new means made
available. by technology, we will arrive at a new type of

What we consider today as impractical, what we would
therefore no longer build today, are simple forms that have
lost their meaning. But what we call practical today does
not stand in opposition to what was always and at all times
practical-namely meaningful. Only what has become
meaningless should and must be thrown overboard, but
we must not in blind reversal reject the concept of the
beautiful for our times.
And what finally is beauty? Certainly nothing that can be
calculated or measured. It is always something imponder
able, something that lies in between things.

Beauty in architecture, just as necessary and just as
desired as in former times, can only be attained if in
building we have more than the immediate purpose in
mind.

beauty. That we will ever again befriend "beauty per se,"

however, i find unlikely. But how does a medieval sentence
.,

,

so nice'ly say it? "Beauty is the radiance of truth!" Yes, in

the final analysis beauty is coupled to truth, it does not
float arouQd in the air but is attached to things and irrev
ocably connected to the forms of the real world. Real truth
therefore will only be attained by those who work with a
- mind open to reality.
T.he old architecture was not as function-proclaiming as
ours. But in spite of "beauty" it was tied to the conditions
and to the forms of existence and appearance of its times
and was in that sense reality-bound.
It is fundamentally wrong to assume that the problem of
the modern architecture has been recognized as soon as
one admits the need for a rational solution. This belief,
today taken as self-evident, is only a precondition. If one
wants to produce beautiful objects ,or beautiful houses,

one must first of all be able to produce them in the most
economical, that is, the most practical way. This verity, as
banal as it is, is today often heralded as the ultimate goal,
whereas in reality it is not an artistic nor a building aim
but simply a necessary precondition, a basis.
It is a natural, human characteristic to consider not only
the purposeful but also to search out and love beauty. Due
to the powerful advance of technology this self-evident
awareness seems to be somewhat repressed. It often
appears as if our time would content itself with technical
perfection. But this will not remain so. Our time has enor
mously many means for form-giving at its disposal. It just

Project for the Adam department store. Berlin, 1 928.

has not yet learned to master them-perhaps because the
mastery of the means, the technical difficulties alone,
already requires so much energy that nothing is left over
to apply these means also in a form-giving way.
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"On the Meaning and Task of Criticism"
This contribution appeared in a series of reports on art criticism
held on occasion of a meeting of the Association of Art Critics
in April 1930. Das Kunstblatt published minutes of the individ
ual reports under the title "Artists on Art Criticism" (Kunstblatt,
14, no. 6 [1930), p. 1 78).
Do not fear that I will add to the long chain of reproaches
and attacks. Are misjudgments not a matter of course?
Is criticism then so easy? Is real criticism not just as rare
as real art? I would like, therefore, to direct your attention

to the basic preconditions of any criticism. because I
believe that without adequate clarity on that issue real

criticism cannot be practiced and demands will be made
of criticism that it is unable to fulfill.
Criticism is the testing of an achievement in regard to its
meaning and value. I n order to test an achievement it is
necessary to assume an attitude toward the object to be
tested, get a handle on it. This is not so easy. Art works
have a life of their own. They are not accessible to all. For
them to speak, one must approach them in the way they
demand. This constitutes the obligation of the critic.

[page 3]

Ladies and Gentlemen. Do not lear that I will add to the
long chain of [desires-crossed out] complaints and

attacks. I would like to direct your attention to [the funda
mentals of the matter, because I believe that complete
clarity on that issue-crossed out] [the] basic precondi
tions of any type of criticism, which includes art criticism,
and I believe that without adequate clarity on that issue
real criticism cannot be practiced and furthermore
demands may be made on criticism that it is unable to
fulfill. [By-crossed out] Criticism [one understands
crossed out] is the testing of an achievement in regard to

all means exist, particularly the highest, absolute purposes
that cannot be understood as means for something else.
Usefulness is a general category of praxis, the relationship
of means to purpose. it is therefore senseless to make
utilitarianism out of utility. It makes the means into an end,

First basic question. What should we be?
Second basic question. What is valuable in life, yes, in the
world as such?

I will not stop long to describe the new time and to point
ilarly, we do not want to overestimate mechanization, typ
ification, and standardization. Even the changed economic
and social conditions we will accept as facts.
All these things go their fateful, value-blind way. What is
decisive is only how we assert ourselves to\)'ard these
givens. It is here that the spiritual problems begin.
What matters is not the what but only the how. That we
produce goods and the means by which we produce them
says nothing spiritually. Whether we build high or flat, with

object to be tested and assumes an attitude tow'ard it. That

steel or with glass, says nothing as to the value of this

is not so easy but again dependent on certain rules. [The

way of building. Whether one aims for centralization or

nature of things is not the same-crossed out] Good will

decentralization in urban planning is a practical question,
not one of values. But it is exactly this question of values
that is decisive.

intrinsically, they are as they are, different according to
type or rank of their dignity.�rossed out] Things have

We must set new values and point out ultimate goals in

their own life and a dignity arising out of their intrinsic

order to gain new criteria. For the meaning and justification

nature.

of each epoch, even the new one, lie only in providing
conditions under which the spirit can exist.

[page 5]
The things are not the same, but different not only accord

Manuscript of the speech
in the collection of Dirk Lohan,
'
Chicago:

ing to their intrinsic nature, but also according tp the type
and rank of their dignity. There is a hierarchy of things,
/
and they are not readily accessible but only if, ih stepping

Ladies and Gentlemen!

position that relates to them.

the question as to t

I would like to begin with a practical question, namely with

in front of them, one is as they demand and assumes a

tance in regard to an international exhibition, for only the

right choice of the organizational basis permits us to per
form our work.

There is an awareness attitude assigned to each object.
[that stands with it on the same rank.-crossed out]

So far it has been the practice at international exhibitions
to set the theme in terms of nationalities. This means that

[page 6]

the specific conditions of the individual countries were

They are not the same but different. Different not only in

emphasized. This principle led to constant repetition and

respect to their intrinsic nature but also according to the

to confusion; it did, however, alford an easier and more

type and rank of their dignity. [They do not respond to all,

relaxed execution on account of the financing available on

but only to those who are as they demand, and assume

I feel this seeing itself as valuable action, as assignment,

object has a corresponding awareness attitude that stands

a national basis and the decentralization of responsibility.

Things also are subject to a hierarchy. So it is that each

Another solution would be to go a step further. One could
strive for a transnational approach to intellectual issues,

with it on the same level of rank.
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tf organiza_tional structure of the exhi

bition. This questidn appears to me of particular impor

which he must stand if he wants to relate to the object.

the position that corresponds to them.-crossed out]

as an inner duty.

ltom the valueless.

But the testing of an achievement in regard to its meaning

What I am to do I can only determine when I see what is

valuable in life. And I can only see what is valuable when

out] a,(ld real criticism is service to value.

and value presupposes that one gets a han�le on the

levels of perception on which the perceiver stands and on

[page 2]

of,.evaluation [Real criticism is service to value-crossed

the value of what is offered. Separation of the valuable

To the hierarchy of objects corresponds a hierarchy of

that occur only once and do not return.

to it. But it is neither better nor worse than any other time.

to its relationships and lay bare its support structure. Sim

dSne today.-crossed out] Here criticism finds its means

assumes an attitude toward it.-crossed out]

into the content of life.

ually awakened. Situations, too, are something unique,

The new time is a fact; it exists whether we say yes or no
it is a pure given and in itself undifferentiated. That is why

testing of an achievement in regard to its meaning and

[page 4]

7
"The New Time"
Concluding words of a speech given at the Viennese meeting
of the Deutsche Werkbund, June 22-26, 1930. Published in
Die Form, 5, no. 15 (1930), p. 406; reprinted in Die Form, 7,
no. 1 0 (1932), p. 306.

lro(Tl the realm of utility, something that is all too often

has a good handle on the object to be tested, that one

the dependent into the principle, a self-evident irrelevance

For each value content a value meaning must be individ

according to a scale of values that has been taken over

By criticism one understands, I assume even today, the

values. Here criticism finds its measuring scale. Real crit

[page 1]

values itself. [One cannot measure spiritual achievements

In regard to its meaning and value presupposes that one

are not sufficient. [For the things are not identip�l but differ

Ethics should point to the purposes for the sake of which

crossed out]. A further obligation lies in the hierarchy of

[page 8]

and upright thinking alone, while certainly very valuable,

There is an eight-page handwritten manuscript for the lecture
on art criticism, unpublished, in Museum of Modern Art. Manu
scripts Folder 4.

[page 7]
These are irrevocable facts [and binding lor any criticism

Its meaning and value. [But the testing of an achievement

Another obligation of criticism concerns the gradation of
icism is ultimately service to value.

Much as there is a hierarchy of objects, there is a hierarchy
of awareness attitudes.

but could make economic contributions along national
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lines. This would, however, lead to a fragmentation of the
exhibition, for it implies the ordering of one segment of the
exhibition according to ideal, the other according to eco
nomic points of view. This approach also appears to me
unsuitable for Cologne, as it deprives us of the necessary
orientation for the industrial sector.
What is called for is a transnational treatment of all prob
lems, the economic ones included; this requires prepara
tion and execution by international committees. Only thus
can the emphasis on the theme be guaranteed and trans

8

Program for the Berlin Building Exposition
Restating of the building program arranged by Mies van dar
Rohe for the 1 931 Berlin Building Exposition. Prepared 1930;
published in Die Form, 6, no. 7 (1931), p. 242.
The dwelling of our time does not yet exist. But changed
living conditions demand its realization.
The precondition for this realization is the clear definition
of actual dwelling needs. This will be the main purpose of
the exhibition.

9
Radio Address
Manuscript of August 17, 1931, in the collection of Dirk Lohan,
Chicago.
it may appear strange to discuss artistic building in times
of economic depression. And yet I want to use the few

One speaks much these days of a new Germany. Who

minutes that are available to speak of this.

wants to doubt the need to rearrange the German space.

The call for economical methods and functionality in the
new building is not the result of the economic distress in
which the world finds itself today. It is much older than the

national economic aims be approached. All this, of course,

A further task will be to demonstrate the means required

leads to a much more complex organization, for it calls for

1440rldwide
economic crisis and has quite different reasons.
.

for the satisfaction of the dwelling needs.

Yet this economic depression encourages to a very great

an expansion of responsibility and demands common
financing. It will not be easy to achieve this aim. But here
we put all our confidence in Professor Jackh, who will
create the basis for this new type of exhibition.
As to the three groups that I am supposed to elaborate
on, I cannot yet submit practical suggestions. That lies in

Only that way can we combat the present discrepancy
between real dwelling needs and wrong dwelling expec
tations, between genuine demand and inadequate supply.
To overcome that is a burning economic necessity and a
precondition for cultural reconstruction.

the nature of the matter. Real tasks can only be taken into

degree the direction toward economical and functional
building.
Insofar as economics and functionalism constitute precon
ditions'for the new building, the present situation will exer
cise a considerable influence on the development of
ol:lullcjjng.
There is, however, a danger connected with this devel

view when it has been established at what time the exhi

opment, It could contribute to further spreading the mis

bition will take place, for each situation is unique and calls

conception prevalent in many circles that the new building

for a special point of view. I will, however, briefly express
myself as to my attitude in regard to the problems brought
up:

reality content so large that authentic life can unfold in
them: but life that-vitally secured-permits space for the
unfolding of the spirit. Then, so we hope, the German soil
will again carry human features.
Even in the days of our need we remain firmly convinced
that the value of our existence lies only and exclusively in
offering the spirit in the most comprehensive sense the
possibility for realization.
Draft manuscript of the lecture to the anniversary meeting of
the Deutsche Werkbund in October 1 932 in Berlin, unpub
lished hand- and typewritten draft, in Museum of Modern Art,
Manuscripts Folder 5, page D. 1 . 2-D. 1 . 1 1 .
[page 1 ]

Ladies and Gentlemen.
You have been introduced to the work of the Werkbund

and economics are preconditions for new building, the

printed text.]

our hope that genuine arrangements will be found with a

cause serious damage to the development of the building

Because this belief is wrong. No matter how much function

to it. . . . [The rest of the manuscript is identical with the

The new arrangement also applies to our work, and it is

is merely a question of function and economy, and thus
art.

The new time is a fact; it exists whether we say yes or no

10
Speech on the Occasion of the Anniversary Meeting
of the Deutsche Werkbund (1932)
The speech was given in October 1 932 in Berlin. Manuscript
in the collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago.

up to now. There also have been hopes expressed as to
the future of the Werkbund work. I will explain in a few
short words how we visualize such work.

ultimate problems are of an artistic nature. No matter how

[The Werkbund will be, in the great transformation of our

much function and economics determine our building, they

way of life-crossed out. In the great transformation of

say very little as to its artistic value.
They do not prevent it, however. The artistic appears in
step with the structure of purpose and function, or rather,
it realizes itself in that structure. eut not in the sense of
adding to it; rather, in the sense of giving form to it.
The artistic expresses itself in the proportions of things,
often even in the proportions between things. Essentially
it is something immaterial, something spiritual. And thus
independent of the material conditions of a period. It is a
wealth that even a materially poor period need not

our form of life, the Werkbund will�rossed out. In the

great reformul�tion of our existence,
gives our�rossed
.
, .
out]

[page 2]

One speaks no� of a new Germany. [We hope it will not

only be new�ossed oui] We also are profoundly con

vinced that it [will be-crossed out] is necessary to rec
ognize the German space. It is our hope that genuine
arrangements may unfold [it is our hope.�rossed out].
[page 3]

renounce, indeed must not renounce. We do not want to

Form-giving work for all that serves spiritual progress and

add to the material loss a cultural one.

the benefit of mankind; in young Germans an attitude of

The need for simplicity need not be equivalent to cultural
deprivation as long as we attempt to lock in as much
beauty as possible.

work ethics to keep awake bold utopian thought.
[page 4]
I do not consider it right to put in the foreground questions
that deal with the reform of economic life. It is obvious that
one will not have to take a position on that. These ques
tions are especially controversial, [but] may not have the
weight that one attributes to them. [There are clearly
crossed out] A tendency of our time is clearly bent on

Model House at the Berlin Building Exposition, 1931.
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setting limits to economics and subjecting them to stricter

Especially now to remain loyal to oneself, to remain con

controls. The concept of the apartment is totally unclear.

stant and firm. Insist [on] what one has rightly recognized

In fact the apartment must be defined from the point of
'
view ot man. The question of the [praxis-crossed out]

as essential.

basic forms of houses,

whether small

house, large

house-surely there are intermediate forms.

We refuse to approach things and questions only from the
outside, [which] can bring about only organization, only
the formal, only quick solutions. We are concerned with a

[page 5]

deepening of the work process that should bring us to the

Also we will concern ourselves with the metropolis, as we

unquestionable kernel of the problems.

do not believe that it can of itself bring forth the right form.
It appears necessary to issue rules.

[page 6]
[We want the great-crossed out] We too want to inves

The Werkbund cannot, must not go with the times.

[handwritten addition:] The Werkbund can only concern
itself with the contents of things, always the how.

tigate the potential residing in the German space and its

[page 10]

landscapes. We want to expand the question of the formal

Respect for things and material. Unselfish service.

form-giving of the products of craftsmanship and industry

11
"Expressways as an Artistic Problem"
Published in Die Autobahn, organ of HAFRABA (Haupt-Aus
schuss fiir den Reichs-Autobahn-Bau) e. V. Frankfurt am Main,
s. no. 10 ( 1 932), p. 1 ; reprinted in Pariser Zeitung, the organ
tor European cooperation, 7, no. 44 (1932), p. 1 .
Is there even such a thing as an artistic problem in
expressways? Such a question is not without meaning in
regard to a configuration that is so overwhelmingly eco
nomic and technical in nature.
And yet this question must be affirmed if we keep in mind
thtlt the expressways, as the most important traffic routes
of the future, will not only cut through landscapes with their
stations, intersections, overpasses. and valley spans but
will also, in. those areas where they lie embedded in the
landscape, unlock new landscapes as we drive through
consequence-questions of form-giving arise. These for

the how but also the what becomes crucial.

mal SJUestions are of a particular type, but nevertheless

[Furthermore school policy-crossed out] Furthermore
[the question-crossed out] we are interested in the ques
tion of school policy, insofar as it relates to questions of

Commercial interests, however, may not be willing to re
nounce advertising rights in regard to the traffic network
of the future, and possibly cannot even do without them.
This would mean that a way would have to be found that
permits legitimate economic interests to find opportunity,

without, however, allowing a rampant sprea9 of advertising

to take place. I could conceive that groups of advertise
ments could be clustered to indicate danger zones, or that
the installations of advertisements be restricted to the cir

ever, not operate with fixed rules, but do justice to ongoing

that the laying-out of traffic ribbons, beyond the obligation

matters.

to protect farming interests, can even, under certain cir

[page 7)

landscape.

cumstances,

We want to confine ourselves to work in those fields in

included, it was taken for granted that the usual highway

That ecqnomic and technical reasons determine the rout

ticular character of a landscape. Yes, one could even hold

One must know that the world is formed and that this form

When we talked above of the preservation of the land
scape, in which, by the way, village views should also be

essential.

much can be done to protect the peculiarity and the par

The second way.

have to be kept free of trees. Here, other means must be
searched for.

cumference of cities and furthermore that all advertising

Ing of expressways is self-understood. But beyond that,

work, form, and art.

would presuppose that all terrain adjoining the route would

advertising should under no circumstances be permitted.

them. Here, too-even if in a more passive vein, more as

to a critique of the production of goods, for here not only

naling of curves and overpasses by means of individual
trees or groups of trees can be accomplished, because it

entail

the

obligation to

heighten

the

be subject to a central control. This agency should, how
change and fluctuating conditions; otherwise a pedantic
rigidity and bureaucracy will set in, destructive to advertis
ing and destroying what may specifically be artistic and
valuable in it. It would be more a matter of attitude than
of regulations, more an artistic sense than restrictive mea
sures. All in all, more form-giving than administration.

Certainly such questions can only be dealt with very cir

which we are recognized as specialists. This work must

cumspectly and only in cooperation with district and village

be conducted in a thorough manner with underlying prob
lems solved by the best experts.

administrations. Our time can no longer afford the reck

We will investigate the entire field of settlement housing.

structures without regard to the farm economy.

lessness of the previous century that erected technical

Village and metropolis.

Mr. Becker, the Landesoberbaurat [regional planning offi

[page 8]

cer] has made suggestions (Hafraba Circular no. 7 for

Given this basic orientation, individual fields will be worked

1 930) on plantings along expressways. These suggestions

on by diverse work groups. We will deal with the question

arise apparently out of a desire to fit the traffic ribbons

of settlement, the question of education, the question of

organically into the landscape. This striving goes so far as

products, not unilaterally but from all points of view.

to extend even to the traffic signals. It appears to me

First criticism, then clarification, then reconstruction.

doubtful, however, that the proposed means are suitable
in each special case to achieve the goal.

[handwritten addition:] Poverty is no deprivation.

For example the obelisk-like treatment of the border plant

[page 9]

ings seems to me rather to lead to an emphasis of the

The Werkbund suffers like everything else under the con

road within the landscape, instead of a fitting in. From the

fusion and insecurity of the present situation, all feel this

point of view of the expressway, this arrangement of bor

turbulence and unrest and suffer from it. One gropes in

der plantings cuts through the landscape image where it

the dark, one fears to speak up, one wants to see things

should fuse with it. And this cutting apart is heightened in

ripened and matured. One must not allow oneself to be

a fast-driven car to a disagreeable chopping up of the

seduced into doing nothing, out of fear of doing the wrong

landscape. Also I do not believe that the suggested sig-

thing or acting immature and dilettantish.
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12
"What Would Concrete, What Would Steel Be without
Mirror Glass?"
Contribution to a prospectus of the Verein Deutscher Spiegel
glas-Fabriken (Association of German Mirrorglass Factories)
of March 13, 1933, not printed. Manuscript in Library of
Congress.
The space-toppling power of both would be undermined,
yes, even canceled; would remain empty promise. The
glass skin, the glass walls alone permit the skeleton struc
ture its unambiguous constructive appearance and secure
its architectonic possibilities. Not only in the large func
tional structures. Although there, on the basis of function
and necessity, a development sets in that needs no more

13
"The H. House, Magdeburg"
Published in Die Schildgenossen, 14, no. 6 (1 935), between
pp. 514 and 515; original manuscript dating frRm August 7,
1935, in Library of Congress.
The house was to be buill on the Elba island in Magde
burg, under old beautiful trees with a far-reaching view
over the Elba. It was an unusually beautiful place for build

/

J
'

;

�/
------�

ing. Only the exposure presented problems. The beautiful
view was to the east; to the south the view was dull, almost
disturbing. This defect would have had to be corrected by
the building plan.
For that reason I have �nlarged the living quarters by a

justification, the full unfolding of which, however, will not

garden court surrounded by a wall and so locked out this

occur there but in the realm of residential buildings. Here,

view while allowing full sunshine. Toward the river the

in greater freedom without immediate obligation to narrow

house is entirely open and melts into , the landscape.

functionality, the artistic value of these technical means

Thereby I not only entered into the situation but obtained

could be proven.

a beautiful alternation of quiet seclusion and open spaces.

They are genuine building elements and the instruments

This articulation also corresponds to the

of a new building art. They permit a measure of freedom

of the client, who, although living

in spatial composition that we will not relinquish any more.

wanted to cultivate a relaxed social life and hospitality.

Only now can we articulate space freely, open it up and

This also is reflected by the interior arrangement. Here

connect it to the landscape. Now it becomes clear again

also, the required privacy combined with the freedom of

what a wall is, what an opening, what is floor and what

open room forms.

.·

I

� welling needs
alonJ in the house,

ceiling. Simplicity of construction, clarity of tectonic means,
and purity of material reflect the luminosity of original
beauty.
A different version in the first draft of the manuscript, in the
Library of Congress :
They are genuine building elements from which a new,
richer building art can arise. They permit a measure of
Project for the Hubbe House, Magdeburg, 1935, plan and sketches.

freedom in spatial composition that we will not relinquish
any more. Only now can we articulate space, open it up
and connect it to the landscape, thereby filling the spatial
needs of modern man. Simplicity of construction, clarity of
tectonic means, and purity of material shall be the bearers
of a new beauty.
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14
Inaugural Address as Director of Architecture at
Armour Institute of Technology
Delivered on the occasion of a testimonial dinner at Palmer
House, Chicago, November 20, 1938. Manuscript in the
Library of Congress; a translation was published in Philip John
son, Mies van der Rohe (New York, 1947), pp. 1 91-195.
All education must begin with the practical side of life. If
one wants to address real education, however, one must
transcend this to mold the personality, leading to an
improvement of mankind.
The first aim should be to equip the student for practical
life. It gives him the proper knowledge and skills. The
second aim addresses the development of personality. It
enables him to make the right use of this knowledge and
skill.
Thus true education is concerned not only with practical
goals but also with values. By our goals we are bound to
the specific structure of our epoch.
Our values, on the other hand, are rooted in the spiritual
nature of man. Our practical aims determine the character
of our civilization. Our values determine the height of our
culture.
Different as practical aims and values are, arising out of
different planes, they are nevertheless closely connected.
For to what else should our values be related if not to our
aims in life? And where should these goals get their mean
ing if not through values?
Both realms together are fundamental to human existence.
Our aims assure us of our material life, our values make
possible our spiritual existence.
If this is true of all human activity where even the slightest
question of value is involved, then it must be more true in
the field of architecture.

If teaching has any purpose at all, it is to implant knowl

This is no less true of steel and concrete. We expect

edge and responsibility.

nothing from materials in themselves, but only from the

Education must lead us from irresponsible opinion to
responsible insight.
it must lead us from chance and arbitrariness to the clear
lawfulness of a spiritual order.
Therefore let us guide our students over the disciplined

mining their relationship to the whole.
And on this we shall have to make a decision.
The long path from material through purpose to creative
work has only a single goal:

We want to know what it can be, what it must be, and

chisel stroke made a real statement.

what is should not be.

Where can we find greater clarity in structural connections

We want, therefore, to learn its essence.

time.

We shall examine one by one every function of a building,

But we want an order that gives to each thing its proper

than in the wooden buildings of old?
Where else can we find such unity of material, construc
tion, and form?

Here the wisdom of whole generations is stdred.
What feeling for material and what power of expression
speaks in these buildings,
What warmth they generate, and how beautiful they are!
They sound like familiar songs.

And buildings of stone as well: what natural fee� ng they
express!

to create order out of the godforsaken confusion of our

work out its character, and make it a basis for design.
Just as we acquainted ourselves with materials and just
as we must understand the nature of our goals, we must

in its use. What sense they had of what one could and
could not do in stone. Where do we find such wealth of
I

structure? Where do we find more healthy energy and

We would do this so perfectly that the world of our crea
tions will blossom from within.

No cultural activity is possible otherwise; for also in these

More we do not want; more we cannot do.

matters we must know what is, because we are dependent
on the spirit of our time.

Nothing can unlock the aim and meaning of our work better
than the profound words of St. Augustine:

Therefore we must come to understand the carrying and
driving forces of our time. We must analyze their structure

"Beauty is the radiance of Truth."

�

the spiritual.
We must make clear in what respects our epoch is similar
to earlier ones and in what respects it differs.

natural beauty? With what obvious clarity a be med ceiling

At this point the problem of technology arises for the
students.

one cut a doorway through these walls.
Where else should young architects grow up than in the

The brick is another teacher. How sensible is this small
handy shape, so useful for every purpose.
What logic in its bonding, what liveliness in the play of
patterns.
What richness in the simplest wall surface. But what dis

it must explain these relations and interrelations.

cipline this material imposes.

We must make clear, step by step, what is possible, nec

Thus each material has its specific characteristics that one

316

its nature.

also learn abut the spiritual position in which we stand.

rests on these old stone walls, and with what sensitivity

must get to know in order to work with it.

place, and we want to give each thing what is suitable to

from the points of view of the material, the functional, and

What a clear understanding of the material. What certainty

these unknown masters?

essary, and significant.

from other kinds of buildings.

makes the parts meaningful and measurable while deter

ings, where each axe stroke meant sorpething and each

of value to the highest realm of spiritual existence, into

It must fit the system to this reality.

So we shall emphasize the organic principle of order that

they contain and what distinguishes a building for living in

learn to deal simply and astutely with the world than from

if we are to succeed in our efforts.

In the same way that we learn about materials, we learn
about our goals.

work.

tical considerations, but it can reach up through all degrees

Any teaching of architecture must recognize this situation

rial is only worth what we make of it.

We want to analyze them clearly. We want to know what

Let us lead them into the healthy world of primitive build

emphasis on the ideal and the formal, satisfies neither our
interest in truth and simplicity nor our practical sense.

path from materials through the practical aims of creative

fresh air of a healthy world, and where else should they

sphere of pure art.

The idealistic principle of order, however, with its over

Even the new materials give us no superiority. Each mate

In its simplest form architecture is entirely rooted in prac

the realm of the sensuously apprehendable, and into the

right use of them.

It fails to satisfy our feeling that means must be subsidiary
to ends and our desire for dignity and value.

We shall attempt to raise genuine questions-questions
about the value and purpose of technology.
We want to show that technology not only promises power
and greatness, but also involves dangers;
that good and evil apply to it also, and that man must
make the right decision.
Every decision leads to a specific kind of order.
Therefore we want to illuminate the possible orders and
lay bare their principles.
Let us recognize that the mechanistic principle of order
overemphasizes

the

materialistic

and

functionalistic

factors.
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IV

1 939-1969

"A Tribute to Frank Lloyd Wright"

Text for an unpublished catalog of the Frank Lloyd Wright
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, 1 940. Mies's text was
published in the College Art Journal, 6, no. 1 {1 946). pp. 4142.
Toward the beginning of the twentieth century, the great
revival of architecture in Europe, instigated by William
Morris, began to grow over-refined and gradually to lose
its force. Distinct signs of exhaustion became manifest.
rre attempt to revive architecture from the standpoint of
fo,(m was apparently doomed. Even the greatest efforts of
artists could not overcome the patent lack of any usable

Mies with Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin, 1937.

convention. Then, however, these efforts were limited to
the subjective. But the authentic approach to architecture

creations into the light. Here, again, at last, genuine

must always be the objective. Accordingly, the only valid

organic architecture flowered.

'solutiOI)S at that time were in cases such as industrial
building, where objective limitations made subjective
license impossible. Peter Behrens' significant creations for

�

,

the eiectrical industry are a vivid illustration. But in all other
problems of architectural creation, the architect ventured
into the pangerous realm of the historical; to some of these
men the revival of classic forms seemed reasonable, and
in the field of monumental architecture, even imperative.
Of course this was not true of all early twentieth century

architecture. Van de Velde and Barlage, especially,
remained steadfastly loyal to their own ideals. Once a way

Mies around 1950.

of thinking had been accepted as essential, Van de Velde's
intellectual integrity and Barlage's sincerity and almost
religious faith in his ideal allowed no compromise. For
these reasons the former won our highest respect, the

The more deeply we studied Wright's creations, the
greater became our admiration for his incomparable talent,
for the boldness of his conceptions, and for his indepen
dence in thought and action. The dynamic impulse ema
nating from his work invigorated a whole generation. His
influence was strongly felt even when it was not actually
visible.
After this first encounter, we followed the development of
this rare man with eager hearts. We watched with aston
ishment the exuberant unfolding of the gifts of one who
had been endowed by nature with the most splendid tal
ents. In his undiminishing power he resembles a giant tree
in a wide landscape, which, year after year, ever attains
a more noble crown.

latter our special veneration and love.
Nevertheless, we young architects found ourselves in
painful inner conflict. We were ready to pledge ourselves
to an idea. But the potential vitality of the architectural idea
of this period had, by that time, been lost.
This, then, was the situation in 1910.
At this moment, so critical for us, there came to Berlin the
exhibition of the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. This compre
hensive display and the extensive publication of his works
enabled us really to become acquainted with the achieve
ment of this architect. The encounter was destined to
prove of great significance to the development of architec
ture in Europe.
The work of this great master revealed an architectural
world of unexpected force and clarity of language, and
also a disconcerting richness of form. Here finally was a
master-builder drawing upon the veritable fountainhead of
architecture, who with true originality lifted his architectural
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Museum for a Small City, 1943.

2
"Museum for a Small City"
Published in Architectural Forum, 76, no. 5 (1943), pp. 6465.
The museum for the small city should not emulate its
metropolitan counterparts. The value of such a museum
depends upon the quality of its works of art and the man
ner in which they are exhibited.
The first problem is to establish the museum as a center
for the enjoyment, not the interment of art. In this project
the barrier between the art work and the living community
is erased by a garden approach for the display of sculp
ture. Interior sculptures enjoy an equal spatial freedom,
because the open plan permits them to be seen against
the surrounding hills. The architectural space, thus
achieved, becomes a defining rather than a confining
space. A work such as Picasso's Guernica has been dif
ficult to place in the usual museum gallery. Here it can be
shown to greatest advantage and become an element in
space against a changing background.
The building, conceived as one large area, allows every
flexibility in use. The structural type permitting this is the
steel frame. This construction permits the erection of a
building with only three basic elements-a floor slab, col
umns and a roof plate. The floor and paved terraces would
be of stone.

-j

Under the same roof, but separated from the exhibit space
would be the offices of administration. These would have
their own toilet and storage facilities in a basement under

10

the office area.

l

Small pictures would be exhibited on free-standing walls.
The entire building space would be available for larger
groups, encouraging a more representative use of the

d a noble
�

Museum for a Small City, floor plan.

museum than is customary today, and creatin

background for the civic and cultural life of t e whole

3

community.

Introduction to Ludwig Hllberselmer,
The New City: Principles of Planning (Chicago, 1944)

Two openings in the roof plate (3 and 7) admit light into
an inner court (7) and into an open passage (3) through
one end of the building. Outer walls (4) and those of the
inner court are of glass. On the exterior, free-standing
walls of stone would define outer courts ( 1 ) and terraces
(10). Offices (2) and wardrobes would be free standing. A
shallow recessed area (5) is provided, around the edge of
which small groups could sit for informal discussions. The
auditorium (8) is defined by free-standing walls providing
facilities for lectures, concerts and intimate formal discus

"Reason is the first principle of all human work." Con
sciously or unconsciously L. Hilberseimer follows this prin
ciple and makes it the basis of his work in the complicated
field of city planning. He examines the city with unwavering
objectivity, investigates each part of it and determines for
each part its rightful place in the whole. Thus he brings all
the elements of the city into clear, logical order. He avoids
imposing upon them arbitrary ideas of any character
whatsoever.

and spiritual conditions of the problem are given, that he

can exercise no influ�nce on these factors in themselves,

that they are roote�tn the past' and will be determined by
objective tendencies for the future.

He also knows that the existence of many and diverse
factors presupposes the existence of some order which
gives meaning to these and which acts as a medium in
which they can grow and unfold. City planning means for
the author, therefore, the ordering of things in themselves
and in their relationships with each other. One should not
confuse the principles with their application. City planning
is, in essence, a work of order; and order means-accord

sions. The form of these walls and the shell hung above

He knows that cities must serve life, that their validity is

ing to St. Augustine-"The disposition of equal and

the stage would be dictated by the acoustics. The floor of

to be measured in terms of life, and that they must be

unequal things, attributing to each its place."

the auditorium is recessed in steps of seat height, using

planned for living. He understands that the forms of cities

each step as a continuous bench. Number (6) is the print

are the expression of existing modes of living, that they

department. Above it is a space for special exhibits. Num

are inextricably bound up with these, and that they, with

ber (9) is a pool.

these, are subject to change. He realizes that the material
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5
Lecture
Chicago, occasion and date unknown. Nineteen sheets of
unptlblished lecture manuscript, in library of Congress. Head
ing on cover sheet: "Manuscript of one important address Mies
gavr here in German."

essary. To articulate and realize the timely and not prevent

[page 1]

In other words: serve rather than rule. Only those who

The attempt to re�titalize the building art from the direction

respect the immensity of this task. It means to persevere

Lpdies and Gentlemen!

)of

form

has failed. A century's worth of effort has been

waited and leads into the void. That heroic revolution of
extremA'IY talented men at the turn of the century had the
tim� span of a fashion. The invention of forms is obviously
l

Erich Mendelsohn, Walter Peterhans, Ludwig Hilberseimer,
and Mies in Chicago, around 1940.

not the task of the building art. Building art is more and
different. Its excellent name already makes it clear that
'

.

bui �ing is its natural content and art its completion.

4

"Architecture and Technology"
Published in Arts and Architecture, 67, no. 1 0 (1950), p. 30.

Technology is rooted in the past.
It dominates the present and tends into the future.
It is a real historical movementone of the great movements which shape and

I

It is not a playground for children, young or old.

[p�ge 2]

Architecture is the real battleground of the spirit.

Building, where it became great, was almost always

Architecture wrote the history of the epochs

inde�ct to construction, and construction was almost

and gave them their names.

always the conveyor of its spatial form. Romantic and

Architecture depends on its time.

Go)hic demonstrate that in brilliant clarity. Here as there

It is the crystallization of its inner structure,
the slow unfolding of its form.

st�cture expfesses the meaning, expresses it down to the
,

last remnant of spiritual value. But if that is so, then it must

represent their epoch.

That is the reason why technology and architecture

follow that the revitalization of the building art can only

It can be compared only with the Classic

are so closely related.

come from construction and not by means of arbitrarily

Our real hope is that they grow together,

ass�mbled motifs.

discovery of man as a person,
the Roman will to power,
and the religious movement of the Middle Ages.
Technology is far more than a method,
it is a world in itself.
As a ·method it is superior in almost every respect.

that someday the one be the expression of
the other.
Only then will we have an architecture worthy
of its name:
Architecture as a true symbol of our time.

But only where it is left to itself as in

[page 3]
But construction, that loyal safekeeper of an epoch's spirit,
had rejected all that was arbitrary and created an objective
basis for new developments. And so it has happened here
also. The few authentic structures of our period exhibit
construction as a component of building. Building and

the construction of machinery, or as in the

meaning are one. The manner of building is decisive and

gigantic structures of engineering, there

of testimonial significance.

technology reveals its true nature.
There it is evident that it is not only a useful means,

[page 4]

that it is something, something in itself,

Construction not only determines form but is form itself.

something that has a meaning and a powerful form

Where authentic construction encounters authentic con

so powerful in fact, that it is not easy to name it.

tents, authentic works result; works genuine and intrinsic.

Is that still technology or is it architecture?

And they are necessary. Necessary in themselves and

And that may be the reason why some people

also as members of a genuine order. One can only order

are convinced that architecture will be outmoded

what is already ordered in itself. Order is more than orga

and replaced by technology.

nization. Organization is the determination of function.

Such a conviction is not based on clear thinking.

[page 5]

The opposite happens.

Order, however, imparts meaning. If we would give to each

Wherever technology reaches its real fulfillment,

thing what intrinsically belongs to it, then all things would

it transcends into architecture.

easily fall into their proper place; only there they could

It is true that architecture depends on facts,

really be what they are and there they would fully realize

but its real field of activity is in the realm

themselves. The chaos in which we live would give way

of the significance.

to order and the world would again become meaningful

I hope you will understand that architecture

and beautiful.

has nothing to do with the inventions of forms.
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[page 6]
But that means to let go of the self-will and do the nec
what wants to and must become.
[page

7]

know how hard it is to do even simple things properly can
humbly, renounce effects, and do what is necessary and
right with loyalty.
[page 8]
Only yesterday one spoke of the eternal forms of art, today
one speaks of its dynamic change. Neither is right. Build
ing art is beholden neither to the day nor to eternity, but
to the epoch. Only a historical movement offers it space
for living and allows it to fulfill itself. Building art is the
expression of what

historically

transpires.

Authentic

expression of an inner movement.
[page

9]

Fulfillment and expression of something immanent. This
may also be the reason why the nineteenth century failed.
Unsuspected and deep beneath all the confused attempts
of that time ran the quiet current of change, fed by forces
of a world that was intrinsically already different, and a
jungle of new forms broke out. Unusual and of wild power.
The world of technical forms; large and forceful.
[page 10]
Genuine forms of a genuine world. Everything else that
occurred looked, next to that, pale and marginal. Tech
'
nology promises both power and grahdeur, a dangerous
promise for man who has been c�eated for neither one
nor the other. Those who are truly responsible feel
depressed and respond to this promise by searching for
the dignity and value fl technology.
�·
[page 1 1 ]
I s the world a s i t presents itself bearable for man?
More: is it worthy of man or too lowly?
Does it offer room for the highest form of human dignity?
Can it be shaped so as to be worthwhile to live in?
[page 12]
And finally: Is the world noble enough to respond to man's
duty to erect a high and magnanimous order? These are
questions of immense weight. One can quickly affirm them
and quickly negate them, and one has done that.
[page 13]
To the careful, however, beyond all prejudices and mis
judgments, technology appears as a world which is what
it is, specific and narrow, dependent on the panorama of
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its own time just as any other building art, and precluding
a host of possibilities.

[page 14]
There is no reason to overestimate this form. But it is, like
all other authentic forms, both deep and high. Called to
the one, attempting the other. A real world.-11 that is true,
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Technology

He called for an attitude of honesty in regard to one as

Tradition of doing
histo rical formalism

well as to the other.

m�dern formalism

Appearance of new contents

01"- <DROI>!OilN 0'""'"' IK4I;RIO�<Ci>.'d&-e>� �\i.R8f.

Need for new solutions

�ew materials

then technology, too, must change into building art to com
plete itself. It would be a building art that inherits the Gothic

1

legacy. It is our greatest hope.

[page 15]
But none of this comes by itself. History does not come

V
R dciprocal (complementary) influence

N

techniques

"'
All possible freedom and yet such great profundity, but
"'
that seems •to be harder for us than [it] was at any prior

about by itself. [addition in the original manuscript: History

time.

must be done.) And historical measurements are shorter

And yet we have at our disposal a surprising wealth of

than many realize. Only thirty life spans separate us from

tecllnological possibilities.

the Acropolis. And the breathing span of the Middle Ages

But perhaps it is just this wealth that prevents us from

was too short for it to complete its cathedrals. [addition in

deing what is right.

the original manuscript: We have all reason to be wide

Perhaps building is the outcome of a simple deed.
Of ct!;i rnple work process and of a clear building structure.

awake and not sleep away our time.]

We even believe that this is how it is.

[page 16]
Furthermore, the technological age is not as young as it
may appear. Whitehead transferred the hour of its birth
into the seventeenth century. That may be. The ultimate
cussions of lonely monks behind quiet, Romanesque mon
astery walls.

[page 17]
With infinite slowness arises the great form the birth of

but this deed has to hit the nail on the head. Only in this
sense can one understand Barlage's saying BUILDING IS

The decisive battles of the spirit are waged on invisible

the building art. In retrospect it becom�s clear that all

battlefields.

To reestablish the meaning of things.

attempts to renew the building art from the formal direction

[page 18]

To develop things in a new way from the perspective of

forgiving kindness of history permits great things to die in
their greatness and spares them from old age-crossed

out]. Not everything that happens takes place in full view.

The visible is only the final step of a historical form. Its
fulfillment. Its true fulfillment. Then it breaks off. And a new
world arises.

[page 19]
What I have said is the ground on which I stand; that
which I believe and the justification of my deeds. Convic
tions are necessary, but in the realm of one's work they
have only limited significance. In the final analysis it is the
performance that matters. (crossed out addition in the

original manuscript: That is what Goethe meant when he
said: Create artist, do not talk.]

I

SERVING.

[on Viollet-le-Ouc]
For over a century one has attempted, by thought and
deed, to come to a closer understanding of the nature of

.

have failed. Wherever important things occurred, they
were of a constructive, not of a formal nature. This is

mankind.

doubtless the reason for the conviction that construction

To think through the service of those things from the

has to be the basis of the building art. These thoughts are

beginning.
That is determinative. What is important, therefore, is not
only goal-orientedness but also the mandate and values.
In the search for the respective correspondence there
opens again a new hierarchy of values determining every
thing, from the small to the large.
Form that has an effect instead of effective form.
Growth of form; from the origin slowly rising to the last
stage of design where form manifests itself. Form as expe
rienced because it grows out of meaning; therefore full of
meaning and also meaningful.

,

PAR

LA

"TOUTE FORME,

STRUCTURE

DOlT

au1

ETRE

REPousse." [All form that is not decreed by structure must
be rejected.] This sentence stood at the beginning, not at
the end of a long movement. These thoughts leave nothing
to be desired as to clarity. They are insights gained by
familiarity with the great structures of the past and refer
directly to the building art. And there they are valid.

[on handicrafts and industry]
The great movement introduced by William Morris was
essentially an arts and crafts movement, something it has
remained, in all its shadings, until today. Its ultimate goal
was dwelling and it was succesful in achieving its libera
tion. But in the course of this development, handicrafts
have not risen to the level of a building art, as is so often
as handicraft. But wherever real building arose, in industry
technology furnished the constructive means.
Here and not on the MathildenhOhe the new language was
first heard. Of course one can interpret these things dif
ferently. But he who wants a building art must decide. He
must subordinate himself to the great objective demands
of the epoch and realize them constructively. Only in this
sense can we undf:!rstand Barlage's saying "building is
,

serving."

[on the situation of modern arcHitecture]
Let us not deceive ourselves. Many modern buildings will
not stand the test of-;time. They may conform to all the

general rules of tn�uilding art except the most funda
mental one of "building" [Bauen]; and it is this last demand

that will seal their fate.

by no means new. They are in fact as old as the movement

One of the greatest hurdles in the application of the new

of new building itself.

found freedom is the loss of security of action, building

V.L.D. [Viollet-le-Duc] already, in tracking down the causes
of the deterioration of the building art, understood with
rare penetration the actual basics of the building art and
explained them in his Entretiens sur /'architecture that
appeared in the sixties. For him, the building art was the
honest fulfillment of purpose and material and the con
structive means of the epoch. Even then he recognized
the double nature of work in the building art; the depen

action. This building action is more and more being
replaced by machines. The new freedom opened the door
to a flood of things; maybe desirable, but without construc
tive value in themselves. But these things were accepted
as they offered themselves and one employed them as
well as one could. One pushed these things around, sur
rounded one's life with machines and confused this orga
nizing with building.

dence on all purposes and the execution with all means.
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and commerce, function was the ultimate form-giver and

Miscellaneous-Notes to Lectures
1
These notes relate to the themes of technology and the build
ing art and might have been made for statements on those or
other topics. The notes reproduced here are excerpts from
approximately 130 pages of notes, previously Lillpublished,
from a notebook block in loose form, undated (arq und 1950),
in Library of Congress, "Drafts and Speeches." t

which is the meaning of the epoch. [But a reconciliatory

PAS

He . who wants a building art must decide. He must sub

nothing less.) Building was always linked to a simple deed,

6

N'EST

stated. Rather, building was more and more interpreted

ep��· Give constructive form to them. (Nothing more and

Pages of a lecture manuscript.• Chicago (undated).

independent, a question of a new art.

And we find this belief demonstrated in many old and a
'
,
,
fe� modern buildings.
or9,inate himself to the great objective demands of the

reasons for what occurs today may be found in the dis

Form was already then to him the result of genuine pro
cesses and not, as with his contemporaries, something
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8
"Walter Groplus"
Sppech given by Mies van der Rohe in the Blackstone Hotel
in Chicago on May 18, 1 953, on occasion of the seventieth
birthday of Waller Gropius; published in Sigfried Giedion, Wal
let Gropius. Mensch und Werk (Stuttgart, 1954), pp. 20-22.
I do not know whether Gropius recalls that we-the office
staff of the great German architect Peter Behrens-<>rga

i

happiest hours of his life. At that time he had no inkling
lh<jl one day he would have to carry the heavy burden of
1'\(Tle.
I

Gropius, who was a lew years older than most ot us, left

of a new time. With the Alles Museum he built a waning
time. With his boring Gothic churches he was the forerun

ner of an unspeakably kitchy century, but with the Building
stu
Academy he introduced a new epoch. Apparently his

dents failed to understand this work. [Maybe it was hard
to understan�rossed out] They persisted in the clas
sical style and failed to notice that times had changed.

[on building art]
The purpose of building art is permanence. Building art is
not, as many think, at the mercy of sudden changes, nor
is it bound to the great eternal course of infinity, but only
and exclusively to its epoch. Today the building represents
more an appliance than a monument.
Building is giving form to reality.
Fulfill the law to gain freedom. Thus room would be cre
ated for personal values, for unique things. Not the inter
esting and unique, but the self-understood and valid is the
real theme of the building art. For this reason we do not
ask what this or that master has expounded on but what
he has contributed to the growth of history. Do what is
expected: apply what is self-evident, and realize what is
about to reveal itself.
Order is more than organization. Organization is purpose
ful. Order is meaningful, and this is what it shares with the

building art. Both reach far beyond function, and aim in

Statement on the Design of the Carr Ch apel,
Illinois Institute of Technology
.
Published in Arts and Architecture, 70, no. 1 (1953), p. 19.
to
I chose an intensive rather than an extensive form
a
what
of
,
honestly
and
simply
ion,
concept
my
express

or
sacred building should be. By that I mean a church
spir
the
upon
rely
than
rather
itself,
identify
should
chapel

itual associations of a traditional fashion in architecture,
and
such as the Gothic. But the same motives of respect
nobility are present in both instances.
I know there are those who may take e�ception to the
at
chapel, but it was designed for the students and staff
it.
d
the school. They will understan
I

foch, not the
Architecture should be concerned with the e
char
day. The chapel will not grow old . . . it is it noble
l
acter, constructed of good materials, and has beautifu
proportions . . . it is done as things shout� be done today,

the office of Peter Behrens and became independent. He
buill' a' factory of steel, glass, and brick. It is still in use
today. This building was so excellent that he became with

�fe stroke ?ne of the leading European architects.

A lew years later he erected a building complex tor the
Cologne

Exhibition-<>ffice

hf,llls-in an even

buildings

and

machinery

more radical manner. With this work he

pr�ved that his first work was no accident.
Subsequently the world war put a stop to all work for tour
long years. After the war Gropius took over the Weimar
Academy that had been directed before the war by the
great Belgian architect van de Velda. It is never easy to
succeed a great man; but Gropius took this task upon
himself. He reorganized the Weimar Academy from bottom
on up and called it the Bauhaus.
The Bauhaus was not an institute with a clear problem, it
was an idea, and Gropius himself articulated this idea quite

taking advantage of our technological means. The men
could
who did the Gothic churches achieved the best they

precisely.

with their means.

the Bauhaus to be all-inclusive, from painting, sculpture,


Too often we think of architecture in terms of the spectac
was
it
chapel;
this
about
lar
ular. There Is nothing spectacu

short everything from a coffee cup to city planning.

not meant to be spectacular. It was meant to be simple;
prim
and, in fact, it is simple. But in its simplicity it Is not

fact,
itive, but noble, and in its smallness it is great-in
ly
different
chapel
the
built
have
not
monumental. I would
if I had had a million dollars to do it.

such an extent.
In the year 1 926, after moving the Bauhaus to Dessau

standardization and prefabrication. I was happy that in

1

7

ganda. Only an idea has the forcefulness to spread to

�rt remember this feast very well. We had very enjoyable

hour�together. Never again have I seen Gropius so happy

of
Karl Friedrich Schinkel, the greatest building master
g
beginnin
the
and
old
an
of
end
the
nts
represe
m,
classicis

cannot obtain with organization alone nor with propa

and erecting its own facilities for it, Gropius became inter

�nd I believe that this birthday celebration belonged to the

[on Karl Friedrich Schinke�

that the influence the Bauhaus had in the world was due
to the fact that it was an idea. Such a resonance one

n ed a birthday party for him forty-three years ago in the

hck room of a cheap suburban Berlin restaurant. 1 tor my
b

Chapel of the Illinois Institute of Technology, 1952.

As I said before: The Bauhaus was an idea, and 1 believe

ested in industrialization. He recognized the necessity tor
Stuttgart I was able to support him so that he could dem
onstrate his ideas on industrialization, standardization, and
prefabrication. At that time he built two houses that were
the most interesting houses of the exhibition.

Later, upon leaving the Bauhaus, Gropius 1:1e�ame inter

ested in the social aspects of apartment building. He

became the most important member of the state-owned
Research Institute for Apartment Building in Germany and
he built large apartment complexes in various locations in
Germany. Along with Le Corbusier, he was one of the
most important members of the International Congress tor
New Building, ClAM, which had membership organizations
in almost all countries.
When the Nazis came, Gropius went to England. There
he worked together with friends for many years and was
subsequently called to Harvard. I believe his work from
that point on is known to most of you. Gropius has trained
and educated a large number of students. Many of them
today have leading positions in large a,rchitectural offices.
I need not mention 1that Gropius is one of the greatest
architects of our age. Simultaneously he is the greatest
educator in our field-that, too, we all know. But what 1

want to stress and what you may not be aware of is that
he was always a cotJtageous tighter in the never-ending

struggle for the nel dea.

i

He said: "Art and technology-a new entity!" He wanted
theater, yes, even ballet and weaving to photography-in

For art he gained the Russian Kandinsky, the German
Klee, and the American Feininger as co-workers-artists
that were for that time very radical. Today we know that
they belong to the art masters of our age.
In 1 923 Gropius wanted to show and represent his work
and his idea in a larger framework. A Bauhaus Week was

the final analysis tor values.

organized in Weimar, and during these days many visitors

This world and no other is offered to us.

came from all over Europe to look at his work and express

Here we must take our stand.

their respect and appreciation.

We have every reason to assume that, when technology
develops into building art, great things will come about.
328
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"

Foreword to Rudolf Schwarz, The Church Incarnate
The Church Incarnate (Chicago, 1958) was the English ver
sion of Schwarz's Vom Bau der Kirche (WOrzburg, 1 938),
which had a foreword by Romano Guardini.
This book was written in Germany's darkest hour, but it
throws light for the first time on the question of church
building, and illuminates the whole problem of architecture
itself.
Rudolf Schwarz, the great German church builder, is one
of the most profound thinkers of our time. His book, in
spite of its clarity, is not easy reading-but he who will
take the trouble to study it carefully will gain real insight
into the problems discussed. I have read it over and over
again, and I know its power of clarification. I believe it
should be read not only by those concerned with church

' 1'lwa...lt. 4.:.<U1f'Y. n..t
c,......,,;(, .... ._ R ·IA./r. �

a.......t.

building but by anyone sincerely interested in architecture.
Yet is is not only a great book on architecture, indeed, it

/JA'1'�.....,

..,_, ...._.... �
� ��� .

is one of the truly great books-one of those which have
the power to transform our thinking.
I have always felt it should be translated into English. Now,
thanks to Cynthia Harris, it can be studied by anyone in

10
Notes for a Talk on the Occasion of Receiving the
Gold Medal of the Royal Institute of British
Architects
Ideas for Mies's acceptance speech, given in London in May
1959. Manuscript notes in English on catalog cards, in the
Library of Congress. The following acceptance speeches were
composed on this model, in almost identical words: on the
occasion of receiving the Bundesverdienstkreuz from the
ambassador of the German Federal Republic, Baron von
Lupich, speech given in the Arts Club of Chicago on April 2.
1 959 (manuscript in Library of Congress); on receiving the
gold medal of the American Institute of Architects, speech
g.iven in San Francisco in April 1960 (manuscript in Library of
Congress); on receiving the gold medal of the American Acad
emy of .Arts and Letters and the National Institute of Arts and
Letters, speech given on May 22. 1 963 (published in Pro
ceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, New
York, 1964, pp. 3311). Translated excerpts of this Miesian
standard speech were published in Bauen und Wohnen, 15,
no. 1 1 (1 960), p. 391, under the title "Wohin gehen wir nun?"
[Where Do We Go, from Here?] (see below) and also as the
foreword to Wernsr Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst der
Stwktur (Zurich and Stuttgart, 1965), pp. 5-6 (see below).

�

1

(5)
In this peculiar year- 1 926
-Schwarz-Max Scheeler-Whitehead(6)
There is a truth relation.
But what is truth?
-Thomas: adaequatio rei et intellectus
-Augustine: Beauty is the radiance of truth
(7)
Slowness
Architecture as the expression of the slow unfolding of an
epoch.
An epoch is a slow process.
(8)
Ending: Ulrich von Hutten
[unnumbered]

(A)
I thank the speakers very much for the generosity of their
comments

Tell about--3000 books
-sent me 300 to Chicago
-1 could return 270

(B)

the English speaking world.

-1 wish to thank Her Majesty, the Queen, for the great

L
J

honor she has bestowed on me.

�T

OIII',Q..

� IUt,'(l..,.

I

-and I thank sincerely the Council of the R.I.B.A. for
proposing my name for her approval.

(I)
Search for understanding
Messel
Behrens
Olbrich
Berlage

t.. l<'/rR NI;)

C)&.. O

t.toaT

��Ot-4

II U l J. O n� •.$

van de Velde
Luitgens
Voison

}

different directions

Wood
Baily Scott
(2)
learned most from old buildings
(3)

Speech on the occasion of receiving the gold medal of the
Royal Institute of British Architects(1959): arrangement of
the "standard speech" on library cards.

Architecture must belong to its own time.
-But what is our time [?)
-What is its structure, its essence?
-What are the sustaining and driving forces?
(4)
-What is civilization?
-What is culture?
-What is the relation between the two?
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12
Thank-you Speech on the Voice of America 011 the
Occasion of His Seventy-fifth Birthday, 1961
Manuscript in the collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago.
I gladly use the opportunity to thank my German friends

for their friendly commemoration of my seventy-fifth birth

teachers. Th'en of the shared work in the community of

Chicago, April
14, 1 963
Rudolf Schwarz
was a great building master in the full
sense of the word.
His entire life-not only his activities
but his incomparably p
rofound thinking-was a constant
effort to achieve clarity mea .
•
nmg, and order. RudoIf
Schwarz was a thinking building
master, and building art
was for him a form-giving, meaning-impart
ing ordering.

the German Werkbund.

Whatever challenges in life confronted him, whether giving

day. On this day I think not only of my friends but also of
my hometown of Aachen, within whose walls I spent my
... Yoif!h. And then of the city of Berlin, where I lived and
worked' for a quarter of a century. This city of the great
bu�ding masters Schluter, Knobelsdorff, and Schinkel, in

whjch hound in Bruno Paul and Behrens my first great

I also think of the rich and grand times in the twenties'
.

wrich contributed so much to our western culture and

The glance back at order: Mies on the Acropolis, 1959. "I
had no conventional architectural education. I worked under
a few good architects; I ead a few good books-and that's
about it" (Mies, 1965).

which ended with the battle for the Bauhaus.

r

All th;s WCIS of great importance to me and my subsequent
work in America. All this I never cease to appreciate.
The building of civilization is not simple, since the past,

11
"Where Do We Go from Here?"
Published in Bauen und Wohnen, 15, no. 1 1 (1 960), p. 391.

the present, and the future have a share in it. It is difficult

Teaching and work have convinced me of the importance

past cannot be changed any more. The present must be

of clarity in deed and thought. Without clarity there is no
understanding. Without understanding there can be no
orientatiorl-{)nly confusion.
Sometimes confusion holds even great men in its grip
as it was around 1 900. As Wright, Barlage, Behrens,
Olbrich, Loos, and van de Velda worked, all did so in
different directions.
I was often asked by students, architects, and interested
lay people: "Where do we go from here?" It is of course
not necessary or possible to invent a new architecture
each Monday morning.
We are not at the end but at the beginning of a new epoch.
This epoch is being determined by a new spirit and driven
by new technological, sociological, and economic forces,
and they will come up with tools and new materials. For
this reason we will also have a new architecture.
But the future does not come about by itself. Only if we
do our work properly can we create a good foundation for
our future. In all these years I have learned more and

to define and difficult to understand. What belongs to the
affirmed and mastered. But the future stands operl-{)pen
for the creative thought and the creative deed.

13
"Rudolf Schwarz"
Contribution for the catalog of the Rudolf Schwarz memorial
exhibition in Cologne (Gediichtnisau stellung des Bf!A KIJin
�
,
getiJrdert von der Akademie der Kunste Berlm [Heidelberg,
1963). p. 5).

[ir:j.\English:] :ro my English-speaking friends 1 like to say

that we are not at the end but at the beginning of a new
epoch and that I like to say with Ulrich von Hutten: It is
the dawn of a new day and it is a joy to live.
'•

meaningful organization to a training school or an acad

emy, or the planning of new villages or entire landscapes,
or the exquisite plan for the rebuilding of Cologne and
particularly its many beautiful churches, his thinking pen
etrated the task and set about its ordering work.
Basic to his accomplishments were his thoughts-carefully
unfolded-in his wonderful writings.
Thought and work prove the unique greatness of a dead
friend.

'

It is against this background that architecture arises. Consequently, architecture should only stand in c9ntact with
the most significant elements of civilization. Only a rela
tionship that touches on the innermost nature of the epoch
is authentic. I call this relationship a truth relationship.

cj
f

Truth in the sense of Thomas Aquinas: as a aequatio
intellectus et rei, as congruence of thought am thing. Or
as a philosopher would express it in today's language:
truth means facts.

1

Only such a relationship can comprise the multiple nature
of civilization. Only thus can architecture be part of the
development of civilization. And only thus can it express
the slow unfolding of its form.
This was and will be the task of architecture. Surely this
is a difficult task. But Spinoza has taught us that great
things are never simple. They are as difficult as they are
rare.

more that architecture is not just a playing with forms. I
have understood the close connection between architec
ture and civilization. I have understood that architecture
must develop out of the supportive and dynamic forces of
civilization and that in its best examples it expresses the
innermost structure of its epoch.
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14
Eulogy for Le Corbusler
A one-page, typewritten text in English, in the Library of Con
gress. (Le Corbusier died on August 27, 1965.)
Everyone recognizes by now that Le Corbusier was a
great Architect and Artist, a real innovator. Ever since

1910, when I first knew him, he has reminded me of the
great Renaissance artists, who built, painted, and sculp
tured all at the same time. To me his deepest significance
lies in the fact he was a true liberator in the fields of
architecture and city planning. Only the future can reveal
how those who have been liberated will use the freedom
opened up to them by his courage and imagination. Any
liberation can result in a new confusion, a new Baroque,
or in what we can hope lor, from those who will follow Le
Corbusier-an essential expression of our civilization.
Mies van der Rohe

15
"Peterhans's Seminar for VIsual Training at the
Architecture Department of liT"
Published in Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Lehre und
Schu/e (Basel and Stuttgart, 1 977), pp. 34, 35.
Chicago, February 5, 1965
When friends and students of Walter Peterhans decided
to publish a selection of drawings lor the seminar lor visual
training that he had established at the Illinois Institute of
Technology, I was asked, on account of the responsibilities
that I had in the beginning of this course, to write an
introduction lor this publication. When I took over the Bau
haus in Dessau in 1 930 Walter Peterhans ,was in charge
of the photography department. It was there that I became
acquainted with his conscientious work with the students
and the immense discipline he taught and expected of
them. He was not only a first-rate photograph�t; bu1 a
strong personality with a broad education in many fields,
especially in mathematics, history, and philosophy.
Later, when I became director of the architecture depart
ment at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, I
asked Ludwig Hilberseimer, a leading theoretician in urban
planning, and Walter Peterhans to become members of
the faculty and to work out in close cooperation with me
a new teaching program for young students.
Confronted with the problem

�I having to change a school

that consisted of pupils in various levels of development,

namely from first year to graduation, it was opvious that

Mi�s at Armour Institute of Technology ( James Speyer at
left, George Danforth at right).
,,.

�

,

continuation of the basic studies but was to be taught only
at the beginning of the second year. To achieve this, Peter
h�Ws developed a course that he called visual training.
The result of it was a total change of attitude in the stu
dents. Everything awkward and disorderly disappeared
lmm their work; they learned to leave out all superfluous
lin�$ and a real understanding of proportion developed.

Although particularly talented students often came up with

drawings that could have enriched the collections of

museums, it was never the purpose of this course to create
art works, but merely to train the eye.

the only possible starting point was the level of the first

16
"Building Art of Our Time (My Professional Career)"
Foreword to Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst
der Struktur (Zurich and Stuttgart, 1 965, new edition 1973),
pp. 5-6.
My conscious professional career began around 1910.
The Jugendstil and Art Nouveau had come and gone.
Representative buildings stood more or less under the
influence of Palladio or Schinkel. The great achievements
of that period, however, were to be found among industrial
buildings and purely technological structures. It was
actually a confused time and nobody could or would
answer the question as to the nature of the building art.

study year. As students progressed step by step, a curric

Perhaps the time w�� not yet ripe for an answer. At any

ulum conforming to our ideas could then gratlually be

rate, I posed this question and was determined to find an

developed.

answer to it.

I am convinced that a beginner with proper training and

It became increasing!¥ evident only after the war, in the

guidance can become a good drawer in one year. I asked

twenties, how much�chnical developments had begun to

Peterhans to work out lectures lor this purpose so that in

influence many aspects of our lives. We began to realize

the graduating class we would wind up with students that

that technology was a civilizing Ioree that could not be

would conform to our expectations. He was totally suc
cessful in this. The teaching program worked out by him

ignored.

became the basis lor clean, clear, precise work-precon

Out in the field of building, the evolving technology fur

dition for the subsequent training.

nished new materials and work methods that stood very

Somewhat later I made the surprising discovery that the

often in stark contrast to our traditional concepts of the

students, while seeming to understand what I told them

oping a building art with the help of these novel means. 1

building art. Nevertheless, I saw the possibility of devel

about the significance of proportions, did not develop any

felt that it should be possible to bring the old and the new

sensibilities lor them in their exercises. It became clear to

forces of our civilization into harmony with each other.

me that their eyes simply failed to register proportions.

Each of my buildings was a demonstration of these

The problem was discussed with Peterhans and we

thoughts and a further step in my own search lor clarity.

decided to introduce a new course with the special aim of
exercising visual perceptions and helping to bring the
sense of proportion to maturity. It was meant to be a
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I became increasingly convinced that these new scientific
and technical developments constituted the actual precon
ditions for the building art of our time. I have never lost
this conviction. Now as then I believe that the building art
has nothing or little to do with the invention of interesting
forms or personal predispositions.

17
"Principles for Education I n the Building Art"
Published in Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst
der Struktur (Zurich and Stuttgart, 1 965, new edition 1973),
pp. 50-51 .
The architecture department aims, by means of its building
program, to teach the required knowledges and skills to

And finally, as synthesis of the entire program, follows the
introduction to the artistic principles of building, to the
r,1ature of the artistic, the manner and application of its
means and its applicability in building.

Together with this course of study, the spiritual nature of
the epoch on which we depend should also be illuminated.

18
"Walter Groplus (1 883-1969)"
This eulogy for Walter Gropius (died on July 5, 1969) appeared
on August 1 , 1 969, in Deutsche Bauzeitung, 103, no. 1 2
(1969), p . 597. O n August 17, Mies van der Rohe died at the
age of eighty-three in Chicago.
It was by grace of fate that Walter Gropius, so near to his

True building art is always objective and expresses the

architectural students; through its pedagogical methods,

We should investigate to what extent our epoch conforms

life's end, was permitted to be present in Stuttgart at the

inner structure of the epoch out of which it arises.

however, it aims at forming the students so that they can

with earlier ones and in which material and spiritual

opening of the exhibition honoring the fiftieth anniversary

apply the acquired knowledges and skills in the proper
way. The theory therefore aims at the function, while the
pedagogic training aims at values. For it is the meaning
of education to train and teach accountability. It must add
the binding force of insight to the casualness of opinion
and must lead from the realm of the accidental and arbi
trary to the lucid laws of a spiritual order. Building art i n
its simplest forms is still rooted i n purpose, but i t reaches
'
through the whole scale of value into the highest �ealms

(aspects it differs. For this reason the buildings of the past
1are to be studied and a vivid demonstration of them given.

No� only to gain an architectural appreciation of their mag-

• nificence.

and significance but also to demonstrate that

they are bound to an unrepealable historical situation and

thus presen� a challenge to us to bring forth our own

creative achievements.

'

of the Bauhaus-the school that he had founded and that
represented one of the most vital educational ideas of our
epoch.
When I glance back over these sixty years during which 1
knew him as one of the leading architects of our time and
as its greatest educator, I am deeply impressed by the
generosity of his spiritual stance.
The powers of conflict in this century have been mighty;
disorder, competitive strife, specialization, materialism. All

of spiritual being, into the sphere of pure artr

this never discouraged Gropius from searching for both

All teaching of building must be based on thi� understand

unity and multiplicity; he never abandoned his conviction

ing. Step by step, it must make intelligible what is possible,

that cooperation is more fruitful than rivalry; he never hes

necessary, and meaningful. This is why the individual

itated in the fearless pursuit of his aim to coordinate the

fields of instruction have to be interconnected so that they

eHorts of the many and integrate them. He had the rare

result on each level in an organic order and the student

gift to bring people together. I said years ago that he was

always works with the entire field of building and all that

always a courageous fighter in the never-ending struggle

relates to it in full view.

for new ideas.

Aside from scientific instructions, the students must first

He participated in this battle right up to the end of his long

of all learn how to draw in order to master this skill and to

and creative life.

train eye and hand. Practice should instill i � them a sense
for proportions, structure, form, and material and make

These are, in my view, Gropius's most noble legacies to

their relationship and expressive possibilities clear. Then

us all.

students should become acquainted with rf1aterials and

l

the construction of simple wood, stone, and tile buildings;
after that with the constructive uses of iron and ferrocon
crete. Simultaneously they should be "?ade acquainted
with the meaningful interrelationships of these building
elements and their immediate formal characteristics.
Each material, whether natural or artificial, possesses spe
cific characteristics that one must know if one wants to
work with it. New materials and new constructions, too,
are not necessarily signs of superiority. What matters is
,
the right application. Each material is only worth what we
make of it. Subsequent to an understanding of materials
and constructions comes the purpose. It must be clearly
analyzed and its contents understood. It must be demon
strated in which respect one building task difters from
another; what constitutes its intrinsic nature.
An introduction to the problems of urban planning should
teach its principles and the relationship of all buildings to
each other and to the entire urban organism.
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Christian Norberg-Schulz:
A Talk with Mles van der Rohe
Published in Baukunst und Werkform
1 1 no. 1 1 {1958) pp.
615- 618.
•

•

"We say specifically: clear, because
we want a methodical
in step with today's demands
for
standardization."
construction

•

Mies van der Rohe is known as
a man of few words.
"Could one say that such a methodical construction should
Unlike Le Corbusier, Wright, and Gropi
us, he has never also serve to hold the building formally together?"
defended his ideas in speech or
text; his name only
"Yes, the structure is the backbone of the whole and
became familiar alter the war. But
the man behind the
makes the variable ground plan possible. Without this
name remains as unknown as ever.
As a replacement, so
backbone,
the ground plan would not be free, but chaoti
to speak, one has attempted to weav
e legends around
cally
blocked."
him. The opponents of his architecture
have discovered
that he must be cold and without feelin
Mies then began to explain two
gs, a formalist and
of his most important
logician who treats buildings like
projects, Crown Hall and the Mannheim
severe geometry. His
Theater. Both are
adherents perceive him as a distan
large halls formed of roofs and walls
t godhead floating
suspended from a
above everything, divulging to his subal
gigantic steel structure. Crown Hall
terns fundamental
has two floor levels,
truths in the form of short aphorisms
one of which is half underground. It
in professional jour
houses the workshop
nals. These aphorisms contain a certa
of the Institute of Design, while Mies's
in mystical poetry
own D�artment of
reminiscent of the medieval mystic
Architecture is housed in the upper
Meister Eckhart.
hall. Malicious tongues
have it that Mies has arranged this
becaus� he does not
His office in Chicago is full of models of all sizes, very
esteem the pedagogical methods of
the
Institute of Design
beautiful models of entire buildings, but also of individual
and wishes--quite literally-to keep
it
dowr1
.
corners and details. It is the same in the design rooms of
his department at the Institute of Technology. The students
work like professional metalworkers and construct detailed
skeletons of large proportions. Everything points more to
"building• than to the drawing of "paper architecture." The
main thing is the model, and the drawings are nothing but
tools for the building site. The Institute of Technology con
stantly gets bigger. Mies is the planner. That way the
students have a regular building practice during their
courses of study.
"As you see, we are primarily interested in clear construc
tion" ·said Mies.
"But is it not the variable ground plan that is typical for

your school?" I asked somewhat surprised, for most of

those writing on Mies emphasize the so-called variable
ground plan.
''The variable ground plan and a clear
construction cannot
be viewed separately. Clear const
ruction is the basis for
a free ground plan. If no clear-cut
structure results we lose
all interest. We begin by asking ourse
lves what it is that
we have to build: an open hall or
a conventional construc
tion type-then we work ourselves
through this chosen
type down to the smallest detail befor
e we begin to solve
the problem of the ground plan.
If you solve the ground
plan or the room sequence first, every
thing gets blocked
and a clear construction becomes
Impossible."
"What do you understand by 'clear construction'?"

"We do not like the word 'design. ' It
means everything and
nothing. Many believe they can do
it all: fashion a comb
and build a railroad station. The
result: nqthing is done
well. We are only concerned with
building. We prefer
'building' to 'architecture'; and the
best results belong In
:
the realm of the 'building art.' Many
schools get lost in
sociology and design; the result is that
they forg�t to build.
The building art begins with the carefu
l fittin� of two bricks.
Our teaching aims at training the eye
and the hand. In the
first year we teach our students to
draw exactly and care
fully, in the second year technology
, and in4the third the
elements of planning, such as kitche
ns, bat�rooms, bed•.
rooms, closets, etc."

yet it requires much additional effort to work something
through. I frequently employ an example of Viollet-le-Duc
in m� teaching. He has shown that the three hundred years
it took to develop the Gothic cathedral were above all due

to a! working through and improving of the same construc

tion type. We limit ourselves to the construction that is

This way more is said about nature-it becomes a part of

Ap�arently Mies is very fond of the Mannheim Theater: he

your buildings but that you let one wall be the corner and

de�cri�s it in all details. He emphasizes that the compli

separate it from the other wall."

:defelopment."

cated grountl plans conformed to the demands of the
competition program. It called for two stages that-having
identical technic.al installations-can be played on inde
peodently of each other.

While

the slightest value on symmetry."
Another remarkable similarity betwe
en the two buildings
the exterior construction. "Why do
you always repeat
the same construction principle instea
d of experimenting
w1th new possibilities?"
IS

"If we wanted to invent something new every day we would

"I have noticed that you rarely make a normal corner in

"The reason for that is that a normal corner formation
appears massive, something that is difficult to combine
with a variable ground plan. The free ground plan is a new
concept and has its own 'grammar'-just like a language.

Mies worked on some projects for months and

Many helieve that the variable ground plan implies total

years, this building was designed within a few weeks of

freedom. That is a misunderstanding. It demands just as

hecfi�: .,;ofk, in the winter of 1 952-53. Students who helped

much discipline and intelligence from the architect as the

him recounted how he would sit for hours in front of the

conventional ground plan; it demands, for example, that

l<t'g
, e model in his dark suit "as if for a wedding," the
t
in�vitable cigar in his hand.

enclosed elements, and they are always needed, be sep

"As you see, the entire building is a single large room. We
b�lieve that this is the most economical and most practical

arated from the outside walls-as in the Farnsworth
House. Only that way can a free space be obtained."
"Many criticize you for adhering to the right angle. In a

wa� , of building today. The purposes for which a building

project of the thirties, though, you employed, together with

is used are constantly changing and we cannot alford to

a free ground plan, curved walls."

tear down the building each time. That is why we have
revised Sullivan's formula 'form follows function' and con
struct a practical and economical space into which we fit
the functions. In the Mannheim building, stage and audi
torium are independent of the steel construction. The large
auditorium juts out from its concrete base much like a
hand from the wrist."

black. On the walls glow large pictures by Paul Klee. The

namely when it is natural. But aside from that we put not

a more profound significance than if viewed from outside.
a larger whole."

"Why should buildings not be symmetrical? With most

the middle. That is how buildings become symmetrical, ,

beings together into a higher unity. If you view nature

through the glass walls of the Farnsworth House, it gains

details. In this way we want to lay a basis for future

There were still many things to ask; Mies suggested con

are on both sides, the auditorium or the entrance hall in

Yet we should attempt to bring nature, houses, and human

possible at the moment and attempt to clarify it in all

Crown Hall and the Mannheim Thea
ter are symmetrical; 1
asked Mies why so many of his buildin
gs are symmetrical
and whether symmetry is important.

buildings on this campus it is quite natural that the steps

"Nature, too, shall live its own life. We must beware not to
disrupt it with the color of our houses and interior fittings.

tinuing the conversation in his apartment over a glass. He
lives in an old-fashioned apartment. The large living room
has two white walls, the furniture is simple, cubist and

"I have nothing against acute angles or curves provided
they are done well. Up to now I have never seen anybody
who has truly mastered them. The architects of the
baroque mastered these things-but they represented the
"
last stage of a long development."
Our conversation ended late at night. Mies van der Rohe
is not the man of the legends. He is a warm-hearted and
friendly man, who �mands only one thing from his co
workers: the sarn9fl'umble attitude toward things that he
himself has.

maid serves on a low Chinese table, as if she wanted to
arrange a Miesian ground plan.
"One is surprised that you collect Klee pictures; one thinks
that does not fit your building."

"I hope to make my buildings neutral frames in which man
and artworks can carry on their own lives. To do that one
needs a respectful attitude toward things."
"II you view your buildings as neutral frames, what role
does nature play with respect to the buildings?"

get nowhere. It costs nothing to invent Interesting forms,
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For the period between 1 9 1 8 and 1922, the records in New
York and Chicag'tshow no sources of any interest that would
throw light on'trfe important projects of that penod. The per
sonal correspondence stored in the manuscript division of the
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., offers only occa
sional glimpses that enrich existing sources. The recent biog
raphy of Franz Schulze, Mies van der Rohe: A Critical
Biography (Chicago and London, 1 985), which offers a
detailed Mies vita based on all available sources, affirms this
lacuna.
3

On the Riehl House, see Anton Jaumann, "Vom kunstlerischen
Nachwuchs," lnnendekoration, 21 (1910), pp. 266-274; and
anonymous, "Architect Ludwig Mies," Madame Bauformen, 9
(191 0), pp. 42-48. On the competition design for the Bismarck
memorial, see Max Schmidt, Des Bismarck-Nationaldenkmal

auf der ElisenhOhe bei Bingerbriick (Hundert Entwurfe aus
dem WeNbawerb) (Dusseldorf, 1 9 1 1 ) ; Max Dessauer and Her
mann Muthesius, Des Bismarck-Denkmal. Eine Erorterung
des WeNbewerbs ( Jena, 1912).

43

Papi, Mies van der Rohe, p. 40.
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229ft.

51

35

39

25

p. 206.

31.

Post-Modern Classicism: The New Synthesis, ed. Charles
1 980, Architectural Design Profile); Free
Style Classicism: The Wider Tradition, ed. Charles Jencks
(Lonpon, 1 982, Architectural Design Profile 39).

See Jencks,

The Master Builders,

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwillel" (Building Art and
the Will of the Epoch!), Der QuerschniN, 4, no. 1 (1924), p.

Padovan, "rylies van der Rohe Reinterpreted," p. 39.

34

Blake,

48

Jencks (London,

Die

46

Peter Serenyi, "Spinoza, Hegel and Mies: The Meaning of the
New National Gallery in Berlin." Journal of the Society of
(Milan, Architectural Historians, 30 {1971), p. 240.

32

tives

Justus Bier, "Kann man im Haus Tugendhat wohnen?."
Form, 6 {1931), pp. 3921.

1 950,

Poetica dell' architeNura neoplastica

33

Stanley Tigerman, Versus: An American Architect's Alterna
(New York, 1982), p. 27. See also his "Letter to Mies"
( 1 978), ibid., pp. 29, 30.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logio-Philosophicus, trans
lated by D. F. Pears and B. F. McGuinness (New York, 1961).
p. 1 7 1 .

47

39.

1953).

20

Mies van der Rohe, "Haus H., Magdeburg" (The H. House,
Magdeburg), Die Schildgenossen, 14 {1 935), p. 514.

Undated manuscript, probably about
Congress (see Appendix IV, 6).

fhuno Zevi,

44

"Mies van der Rohe: lch mache niemals ein Bild," interview in
Die Bauwelt, 53 (1962), p. 885.
45

"They seemed less factorylike, more classical; the Barcelona
Pavilion had marble, and the Schinkei-Persius thing was
already in my mind . . . . " Philip Johnson in 1977 viewing the
buildings of Mies in retrospect. in Johnson, Mies van der Rohe,
third edition (1 978), p. 205.

31

"I believe this is the clearest building we ever created and the
one that best expresses our philosophy." Mies van der Rohe
as quoted in Peter Carter, "Mies van def Rohe," Bauen und
Wohnen, 1 6 {1961), p. 241.

UIA

29

Padovan, "Mies van der Rohe Reinterpreted," p.

Ibid., p. 26.

21

6

Richard Padovan, "Mies van der Rohe Reinterpreted,"
International Architect, issue 3 (1 984), p. 39.

30

19

4

28
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4

"Then there was a competition announced in the old town hall
of Berlin. They relegated my design to some dark corner
because they thought it was a sort of joke." Mies in Berlin,
phonograph record, Bauwelt Archiv I, 1966. See also Ulrich
Conrads, "'lch mache niemals ein Bild. . .'. Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe-Baumeister einer strukturellen Architektur," Jahr
buch Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 8 (1 968), p. 60. On the com
petition see [Friedrich Paulsen], "ldeenwettbewerb Hochhaus
Friedrichstrasse." 2. Sonderheft der Stadtbaukunst alter und
neuer Zeit (Berlin, 1 922).
5

The only commissions that can be established from Miss's
work catalog for the time span 1919 to 1926 are orders for
four single-family residences, all of which employed the sim
plified language of prewar classicism: the Eichstadt House
(1 920-1922); Kempner House (1921); Feldmann House
(1921-1922); and Mosier House (1 924-1 926). He also had
the remodeling of the Urbig House (1 924-1925). These
houses have so far found no adequate attention in the histo
riography of the work of Mies van der Rohe. Wolf Tegethoff,
in Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte (Kre
feld and Essen, 1981), regretfully omitted them from his work
on the villas and landhouse projects and thereby impaired the
comprehensiveness of his analyses. In the course of my
research I was able to locate the so far unknown plans for the
Kempner House and Feldmann House. The Feldmann House,
of which up to then only the name was known, still stands
even if in considerably altered form-in Erdener Street in Ber
lin-Wilmersdorf.
6

Carl Gottfried, "HochMuser," Qualitllt. lnternationa/e Propa
ganda fUr Qua/itlltserzeugnisse, 3 final issue 5 (August 1922/
March 1923), pp. 63-66. That this design has retained its
modernity is proven by contemporary skyscraper architecture,
which has turned away from the simple boxlike shapes and
attempts to open up the volumes by interstices and the dis
placement of volumes. Compare the remark by Philip Johnson
in 1973 that Mies's 1921 skyscraper project is "astoundingly"
modern. (Heinrich Klotz and John W. Cook, Architektur im

Widerspruch. Bauen in den USA von Mies van dar Rohe bis
Andy Warhol [Zurich, 1974), p. 52.) Rem Kolhaas has paid

homage to this design of Mies in his contribution to the IBA
competition for Kochstrasse/Friedrichstrasse, West Berlin,
1980-1 981. In the site plan, Mies's skyscraper design is
shown as an existing component of the urban topography. See
illustration 318 in Heinrich Klotz (ed.), Revision der Moderne.
Postmoderne Architektur 1960-1980 (Munich, 1984). The
change that has taken place in commercial metropolitan archi
tecture can be illuminated by the remark Mies made on the
back of his manuscript to "Building": "Cupboards that look like
skyscrapers models." Mies's former pupil Philip Johnson, with
his AT&T skyscraper in New York (1979)-a key structure of
postmodernism that calls to mind a superdimensional Chip
pendale sideboard-has as it were taken up this aper<;u of
Mies under a different prefix.
7
Gottfried, "Hochhauser," pp. 63f.
8

Bruno Taut, "Nieder den Seriosismus!," FrOhlich/, no. 1 ( Jan
uary 1 920), p. 1 .
9

In this connection compare the little-noted article by Peter
Behrens, "Das Ethos und die Umlagerung der kOnstlerischen
Problema," in Dar Leuchter, Jahrbuch der Schule dar Weis-

heit, ed. Graf H. Keyserling (Darmstadt, 1 920), pp. 31 5-340,
which describes an extraordinary change of viewpoint.
10

Mies van der Rohe, "Aphorismen" ( 1 955), in Werner Blaser,
Mies van der Rohe, Lehre und Schule (Basel and Stuttgart,
1977), p. 96.
11

Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 1 (see Appendix
II, p. 16).
12

"As was to be expected, this design, too, is without fault and
excellent, for the artist has absolutely solved the difficult task
of bringing the large roof into a harmonious relationship with
the building. The colors with the blue-green slate roof and the
brick-red walls, effectively interrupted by the white,-framed win
dows, will harmonize well with nature. . . . The street fa<;ade
is conceived without any decoration, as a result of which the
house will have the effect of a fa<;ade . . . on the lakeside, too,
it does not fit into the neighborhood. Here, too, there is no hint
of articulation, so that it appears bland." Protest letter of the
Potsdam surveyor's office. The building was approved under
the condition that the house be animated by a varlet� of col
ored stones and that the foundation be hidden by a hedge.
According to Renate Petras, "Drei Arbeiten Mies van der
Rohes, in Potsdam-Babelsberg, Architektur der DDR, 23, no.
2 ( 1 974), pp. 1201.
•

13

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" (Building Art and
the Will of the Epoch!), Der Querschnitt, 4, no. 1 (1 924), pp.
31-32.
14

The lack of conviction expressionism had undergone is already
evident in earlier FrOhlich/ issues. Adolf Behne, who had
defended expressionist art in 1920 against the accusation of
being unreal ("We work for the future. We are not concerned
with the present!"), showed in issue 2 of 1921 prdnounced
sympathies for Oud, Hilberseimer. and Le Corbusier in his
article "Architekten" and criticized the "cult of the fantastic."
We find In issue 4 of 1922, besides the article of Miss, also
J. J. P. Oud's programmatical article "Uber die zu � Onftige
Baukunst und ihre architektonischen Mtiglichkeiten," � which
Behne's article referred.
15

1

G. F. Hartlaub, letter to Alfred Barr, Jr., July 1 929, quoted in
Kenneth Frampton, Modern Architecture, A Critical History
(London, 1980), p. 130; art critic Hartlaub was organizer of the
exhibition "Neue Sachlichkeit, Deutsche Malerei seit dem
Expressionismus" that took place in the Kunsthalle Mannheim
in 1925. On the concept of "Neue Sachlichkeit" see Frampton,
ibid., p. 130.
16

While Mles's design was largely ignored, the design of Hans
Scharoun found a purchaser. Compare [Paulsen], "ldeenwett
bewerb Hochhaus Friedrichstrasse."
17

"Among things essential to the theme of the new form-giving,
the rational nature of new form-giving takes priority. For it is
above all rationality that modern man is concerned with." Piet
Mondrian, "Die neue Gestaltung in der Malerei," De Stijl, 2,
nos. 1-12 (1918), reprinted in Hagen Bachler and Herbert
Letsch (eds.), De Stijl. Schriften und Manifeste zu einem theo
retischen Konzept /isthetlscher Umweltgestaltung (Leipzig
and Weimar, 1984), p. 89.
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18

Theo van Doesburg, Grundbegriffe der neuen gestaltenden
Kunst (Frankfurt, 1 925; reprinted Mainz, 1 966), p. 5. It is stated
in the foreword that the manuscript was completed in 1917
and translated 1 921-1 922 by Max Burchartz during van Does
bur�·s stay in Weimar. Compare p. 9: "The modern artist does
not want a mediator. He wants to address the audience directly
with his work. If the public fails to understand it, it is his own
t�sk to explain it."
1tbi«f', p. 4 (foreword).
19

Rohe and Arthur Korn)" (Das Kunstblatt, 8, no. 7 [1924), p.
Compare Tegethoff, Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und
Landhausprojekte, p. 41 , n 12.
221).

25

Compare Graeff, "Concerning the So·called G Group," pp.
281ft.
26

Compare the biographical timetable In HansjOrgen Sulkowski
(ed.), Theo van Doesburg. Das andere Gesicht. Gedichte,
Prosa, Manifeste, Roman, 1913 bis 1928 (Munich, 1 983), p.
217.

20)

G, no. � ( July 1924) showed a charcoal drawing by Mies of 27
the1skyscraper as the title page. According to the masthead, See Werner Graeff, "Concerning the So·called G Group": "If
Mies was one of the editors of G, nos. 2 and 3. That his one were to take the most active collaborators of G as the 'G
contributions to G were not limited to areas concerned with Group,' these, taken in alphabetic order, would be, according
building is proven by Hans Prinzhorn's article "Gestaltung und to my recollection: Hans Arp, Theo van Doesburg, Werner
Ges�ndheit" in G; no. 3, p. 42. Prinzhorn, occupied with the Graeff, Raoul Hausmann, Ludwig Hllberseimer, El Lissitzky,
theme "picture-making of the mentally disturbed," began his Mies van der Rohe, Hans Richter, Kurt Schwitters. pne could
article with: "Dear M.v.d.R.! Your wish that I inform you as to add to these, perhaps C. van Eesteren, Naum Gabo and Man
whether my studies on the picture-making of the mentally Ray."
disturbed resulted in something fruitful for you, I can only meet 28
partia�y r . ,
Compare Tegethoff, Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Land
hausprojekte, p. 20.
21
Masthead of G, no. 3 (June 1924).
29
.\
From the exchange of letters between Mies and van Doesburg
22 f
Letter to Mies from the Frankfurter Zeitung of July 17, 1925, it appears that the sale of G in Holland and the printing in
Paris (where van Doesburg had taken up residence in May
in the Library of Congr�ss.
1923) was considered. In his letter to Mies of August 14, 1 925
(in the Library of Congress), Doesburg reports that he had
23�.
Hans Richter, Begegnungen von Dada bis haute. Briefe, Do received many requests for subscriptions and that a publisher
in Holland declared himself willing to assume the representa
kumeilte Erinnerungen (Cologne, 1973), p. 54. "After I had
used up an arbitrarily estimated sum for the first two issues, tion of G; furthermore, the mention of a printing cost subsidy
Mies helped out. . . . He had a gigantic drawing board, about of G in Paris Is mentioned.
four meters long, that rested on two solid supports In his
workroom. On top of this drawing board towered several hun 30
dredweights of books and journals . . . Between bookshelf and Compare Theo van Doesburg's "Antlkunstvereinsmanifest" of
supports Mies kept a supply of dollar bills with which, at that 1921 in which, by means of a phonetic wordplay on "pure logic
time, he could easily have purchased the entire elegant street and guitar," aim is ta�E)n at the cubists: "All this rattling and
Am Karlsbad. 'Nobody,' so he assured me, 'can lift up this carrying on over 'Die Sitzende' and 'Stilh�ben,' the entire Kant
board' to get at this, for the time, fabulous treasure. He raised Hegei-Fichte-Schopenhauer-Bolland-Splnoza has no other
up the board, braced it against his shoulder, and we could, purpose than to blow oneself up with words and vanity." In
with a few dollar bills, finance our most luxurious number 3." van Doesburg, Das andere Gesicht, p. 1 02.
Werner Graeff, "Concerning the So-called G Group,'' Art Jour 31
-t
nal, 23 (1 963), p. 281, reported on the financing of the printing Compare De Stijl, 6, �·
3-4 (1 924), following p. 57, as well
costs: ·so, in 1 924, Mies, whose income, though meager, was as 6, nos. 6-7 (1 924) in front of p. 72. Further mention of G
still bigger than that of any of us, had to buy the type for the is in 6, no. 8 (1 924), p. 1 1 4, as well as in 7, nos. 5-6 (1 926entire issue." Mies, the propagandist of the skeleton building 1927), p. 47. Works by Mies van der Rohe are, strangely
method, wanted to have G in skeleton script type. This printing enough, only introduced to the Stijl reader in the last issue of
type, used to denote steel supports and also used in other De Stijl, 8, nos. 5-6 (1 928), pp. 1 23-126, and this only in the
industries, was in the early twenties not common in the printing form of a few illustrations on occasion of the Werkbund Exhitrade. In order to be able to print G, no. 3, in skeleton script, bition in Stuttgart-Weissenhof of 1927.
Mies is reported to have bought up all typecasts of this script
available in Berlin (oral statement of Serglus Ruegenberg, 32
G, no. 3 ( June 1924), p. 58. References to the periodical De
1 985).
Stijl in G, no. 1 ( July 1923), p. 4, and no. 2 (September 1923),
24
p. 4.
Helga Kliemann, Die Novembergruppe (Berlin, 1 969), p. 4 1 :
·various hubs formed. A certain circle congregated around 33
Mies van der Rohe, who was president of the November In regard to the exhibitions of the Novembergruppe, see Klie·
gruppe from 1923 to 1925, for lectures and discussions.'' On mann, Die Novembergruppe, pp. 22ff. According to this
ibid., pp. 64ff. there is a reproduction of the new regulations account, Theo van Doesburg, Vilmos Huszar, Gerrit Thomas
of 1 925 that lists Mies as first president. Compare also Willi Rietveld, Cornelis van Eesteren, J. J. P. Oud, and Mart Slam
Wolfradt's statement on the exhibition of the Novembergruppe: "were represented more than once in the Novembergruppe
"From this results the transition to the building forms of the exhibitions· (p. 24). In 1926 Hendrik Serfage exhibited with the
circle of the Novembergruppe (decisive were Mles van der Novembergruppe; the Malevich show at the Grosse Berliner
"

,
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Kunstausstellung was also made possible by the November
gruppe (ibid).
34

Mies to Hermann von Wedderkop, Cologne (editor of Der
Querschnitt), January 18, 1924, in the Library of Congress.
Der QuerschtliN, founded by the art dealer Alfred Flechteim,
also counted during the editorship of von Wedderkop (from
1924) among the most important art periodicals of the
twenties.
35

Rudolf Schwarz, letter of May 1 , 1919, to Werner Becker,
quoted in Hanna-Barbara Gerl, Romano Guardini, 1885-1968,
Leben und Werk (Mainz, 1 985), p. 195.

36

Letter to Mies from F. Paulsen of Die Bauwelt, Verlag Ullstein,
Berlin, November 27, 1 925 (in the Library of Congress),
regarding a promised essay: ". . . Mr. Safranski is in great
embarrassment because you have not yet mailed him the
essay you promised him."

the lecture in a letter of December 1 1 , 1 925: "The logic of your
exposition in respect to the organic building method that
arrives at formal values by fulfilling the requirements of func
tion has met with our full comprehension and we want to
express our thanks to you for this stimulation." Mies replied in
a letter of December 14, 1 925: "I would like to thank you and
your friends for the kind words you addressed to me. I was
especially glad that, without knowing it, I was able to provide
young people with a stimulation for their future work." For the
program of the lecture series. see correspondence with Dr.
Salander, Bremen, in the Library of Congress.
44

"Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen Schaffens, anony
mous review in the Berliner Borsen-Zeitung, March 2, 1928.
(For the complete review see Appendix Ill, 1 . )
45

Mies van der Rohe, "Uber Sinn und Aufgabe der Kritik" (On
the Meaning and Task of Criticism), in Das Kunstblatt, 14
(1930), p. 178.

One of the few possibilities for Mies to meet Mondrian was in
summer 1923 on occasion of the Bauhaus Week, to which
'Mondrian made a contribution. Ludwig Hilberseimer, Berliner
Architektur der 20er Jahre (Berlin, 1967), p. 24, states that
Mondrian did not himself go to Berlin but that his work was
known to "all those interested in the arts" by the effort of Theo
van Doesburg.
58

See Tegethoff, Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhaus
prqjekte, pp. 50f.
59

Hans M. Wingler (ed.), Piet Mondrian, Neue Gestaltung. Neo
plfrstizismus. Nieuwe Bee/ding (Eschwege, 1925 (Bauhaus
buch 5); "eprint, Mainz, 1974), p. 69.

II

38

Letter of Mies to the Verein Deutscher Spiegelglas-Fabriken,
Cologne, March 13, 1 933, in the Library of Congress. The
planned pamphlet Das Fenster, to which, besides Mies, Gro
pius. Mendelsohn, and Schneck were supposed to contribute
articles, was not realized (see Appendix lfl, 12).

Mies van der Rohe, "Uber die Form in der Architecktur" (On
Form in Architecture), in Die Form, 2 (1 927), p. 59.

41

Walter Gropius, Dessau, September 29, 1925, to Mies, in the
Library of Congress.
42

Letter of Dr. Hans Prinzhorn of May 6, 1925, to Mies, in the
Library of Congress.

Mies van der Rohe, letter of March 1 , 1926, to Dr. Hans Heyse,
Breslau, in the Library of Congress. Mies further stated in this
letter: "It was catastrophic that I had no slides and therefore
had to express myself abstractly. In such a situation even
architects do not understand each other." Students of the Bre
men Kunstgewerbeschule expressed their thanks to Mies for

"I recall that as a boy in my hometown, I saw many old build
ings. Only a few of them were of any significance. For the
most part they were very simple and very clear. I was
impressed by the severity of these buildings, because they did
not belong to any specific period. They had already stood for
over a thousand years and were still impressive, and nothing
could change that fact. All stylistic trends had bypassed them,
but they still stood. They had lost nothing and were still as
good as at the time in which they were built. They were medi
eval buildings without specific character but they were indeed
'built."' Mies van der Rohe in ibid., pp. 2291. Especially stim
ulating in this connection is Kurt Forster, "Mies van der Rohes
Seagram Building," in Tilmann Buddensieg and Henning
Rogge (eds.), Die niitzlichen Kiinste. Gestaltende Technik und
Bildende Kunst seit der lndustriellon Revolution (Berlin, 1 979),
pp. 359-369. In his analysis of the Seagrall\ Building, Forster
attempts to draw an analogy to late Gothic wall architecture
and makes the beautiful comparison between the door panel
motif of the Carolingian bronze door of the Hubertus Chapel,
which Mies as pupil of the Cathedral School of Aachen had to
pass, and the fa9ade grid of the Seagram Building.

48

Adolf Loos, "Architektur" (1 909), i n Adolf Loos, Trotzdem.
1900-1930 (lnnsbruck, 1931), p. 1 0 1 .

3

Draft manuscript of the lecture to the anniversary meeting of
the Deutsche Werkbund in October 1932, in Museum of Mod
ern Art, Manuscripts Folder 5, page D . 1 . 1 0 (see Appendix Ill,

Mies van der Rohe, inaugural address as Director of Architec
ture at Armour Institute of Technology (see Appendix Ill, 14).
49

50

49.

9

2
J. J. P. Oud, "Uber die zukOnftige Baukunst und ihre architek
tonischen Moglichkeiten," Friihlicht, 1 , no. 4 (1 922), p. 199.

Mies van der Rohe, "Die Neue Zeit" (The New Time), in Die
Form, 5 (1 930), p. 406.

40

•

Mies van der Rohe in "Gesprach mit Peter Carter," Bauen und
Wohnen, 1 6 (1961), pp. 230ft.

•lvlie's .van der Rohe, "Baukunst unserer Zeit" (Building Art of
Our Time), in Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst
der Struktur (Zurich and Stuttgart, 1965), pp. 51.

Hermann von Wedderkop, Cologne, to Mies, February 19,
1 924, in the Library of Congress.
Mies to Hermann von Wedderkop, Cologne, on February 22,
1924, in the Library of Congress: "Dear Mr. Wedderkop, I
received your card of February 18, 1924, and will add today
a second part to my article that will deal with the new house,
just as you· desire. I hope thereby to approach the agreed
upon 4 pages of QuerschniN. Since I am no writer writing is
hard for me; in the same time I could have completed a
design. . . . Mies's article "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" appeared
without that addition in Der QuerschniN, 4, no. 1 ( 1 924), 311.
Two illustrations from Werner Lindner, Die Jngenieurbauten in
ihrer guten Gestaltung (Berlin, 1923) and Mies's design for a
"BOrohaus aus Beton, Eisen, Glas," as well as a photomontage
of the Friedrichstrasse skyscraper. were added on pp. 25, 33f.,

8

47

Mies van der Rohe, "Wir stehen in der Wende der Zeit. Bau
kunst als Ausdruck geistiger li:ntscheidung" (We Stand at the
Turning Point of Time: Building Art as the Expressiof\ of Spir
itual Decisions), lnnendekoration, 39 (1 928), p. 262.

39

Philosophy as Patron
The View into the Intrinsic

46

37

The publication of "BOrohaus" in the Deutsche Allgemeine
Zeitung was prevented by the text arriving too late. See cor
respondence with the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of July
18 and August 8, 1923, in the Library of Congress.

43

57

Mies van der Rohe, "Geloste Aufgaben. Eine Forderung an
unser Bauwesen" (Solved Tasks: A Challenge for Our Building
Industry), Bauwelt, 14 (1923), p. 719.
51

Mies van der Rohe, "Wir stehen
262.
52

t
in der Wende �er Zeit," p.
I

Mies van der Rohe, "Bauen" (Building), G, no. 2 (July 1 923),
p. 1 .
53

Mies van der Rohe, lecture. Chicago, occasion and date
unknown (around 1950), manuscript in the Library of Con
gress: "Convictions are necessary, but in the realm of one's
work they have only a limited significance. In the final analysis
it is the performance that matters. [addition in the original ,
manuscript: That is what Goethe meant when he said: Create,
artist, do not talk.]" (See Appendix IV, 5, p. 19.)
54

Mondrian, "Die Neue Gestaltung in der Malerei" (1917-1918),
p. 87.
55

Ibid., p. 88.

56

Ibid., pp. 88f.
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Mies van der Rohe, inaugural address at the Armour Institute
·of Technology (see Appendix Ill, 14).
4

Mies van der Rohe, "Wohin gehen wir nun?" (Where Do We
Go from Here?), Bauen und Wohnen, 1 5 (1960), p. 391.
5

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwillel" (Building Art and
the Will of the Epoch!), Der Querschnitt, 4, no. 1 ( 1 924), pp.
311.
6

Leon Battista Alberti, Zehn Bucher iiber die Baukunst, ed.
Max Theuer (Vienna and Leipzig, 1912). Compare also other
works on Alberti of this time period: Irene Behn, Leon Battista
Alberti als Kunstphilosoph (Strassburg, 1 9 1 1 ) ; Willi Flemming,
Die Begriindung der modernen Asthetik und Kunstwissen
schaft durch Leon Battista Alberti (Berlin and Leipzig, 1 9 1 6).
7

Among Miss's books stored at the Mies van der Rohe Collec
tion of the University of Illinois at Chicago, Special Collections
Department, the following are listed: Heinrich Wolfflin, Die
klassische Kunst (Munich, 1 908); Wolfflin, Kunstgeschicht
liche Grundbegriffe (Munich, 1917); Wolfflin, Renaissance
und Barock (Munich, 1 908); Wilhelm Worrlnger, Formprob
/eme der Gotik (Munich, 1 920); Alois Riegl, Die Entstehung
der Barockkunst in Rom (Vienna, 1908); Riegl, Stilfragen (Ber
lin, 1 893). It should be noted that it cannot be established at
which time the individual books were acquired, so that, with a
few exceptions, one does not know which books Mies already
owned before 1 938, which books he brought with him upon
immigration, and which books were acquired subsequently in
second-hand bookstores.
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10

11

10).
12

"One day I was assigned a drawing table at Schneider's, I was
cleaning it out when I came across a copy of Die Zukunft, a
journal published by Maximilian Harden, plus an essay on one
of Laplace's theories. I read both of,them and both of them
went quite over my head. But I couldn't help being interested.
So every week thereafter, I got )lold of Die Zukunft and read
it as carefully as I could. That's when I think I started paying
attention to spiritual things. Philosophy. And culture." Excerpt
from the documentary film M/es van der Rohe (1 979), quoted
Mies van der Rohe: A Critical Biography
by Franz Schui
(Chicago and l,.o
t..,on, 1985);pp. 171.

��

13

Compare Doris Schmidt, "Gii:iserne Wi:inde tor den Blick auf
die Welt: Zum Tode Mies van der Rohes," Siiddeutsche Zei
tung, no. 198 (August 19, 1 969), p. 1 1 , quoted by Wolfgang
Fried, "Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Das Europi:iische Werk
1907-1937" (dissertation, Bonn, 1 976), p. 60.
14

C. A. Werner, "Um Deutschlands Zukunft," Berliner Zeitung, 2
(1946), cited by JOrgen Krause, "Miirtyrer" und "Prophet. "
Studien zum Nietzsche-Kult in der bildenden Kunst der Jahr
hundertwende (Berlin and New York, 1984). p. 9 1 .
15

Henry van de Velda did the renovation and enlargement of
the Nietzsche archives in Weimar and the 1 9 1 1 design of the
Nietzsche Temple and the stadium of Weimar. See Krause,
"Miirtyrer" und "Prophet. "
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16
Turin also had a cultic value for the Nietzsche adherents of
1900, because Nielzsche had lived in this cily for several years
up to his collapse in 1889, as this was "the first place in which
I am possible." For his Turin letters, see Werke in drei Banden,
ed. Karl Schlechla (Munich, 1966), vol. 3, pp. 1282-1352,
where Nietzsche sketched the urbanity of the Italian town with
its arcades and piazzas. His Turin impressions obtain new
importance in regard to the metropolis of lhe late nineteenth
century insofar as a new sensibility toward the city is here
implied, as was later most impressively expressed by August
Endell in Die Sch6nheit der grossen Stadt (Stuttgart. 1908).
Advance excerpts of this book appeared in 1908 in Die
Zukunlt. Endell, who had turned to applied arts and to archi
tecture after studying philosophy, had been introduced to the
Weimar Nielzsche circle by his cousin Kurt Breysig. Compare
Krause. "Martryr" und "Prophet, " pp. 167, 177. For a possible
influence of Endell's book on Mies. see part v. chapter 3,
below.
17
Julius Meier-Graefe, "Peter Behrens-DOsseldorl," Dekorative
Kunst, 8 (1910), pp. 3811., reports of his encounter with Beh
rens: "His hobby, at that time. was Egypt. When we met again
in Turin where he had made the solid entrance hall with the
no less solid fountain figures. he talked of Ramses II like he
would discuss the work of an admired older colleague."
18
Philip Johnson. referring to the Berlin years. as quoted in
Heinrich Klotz and John W. Cook, Architektur im Widerspruch
(Zurich, 1973), p. 57: "Mies! He would never have admitted it,
but he was a passionate anti-intellectual. He said, 'I have just
read,' so I looked around his library, and found that it was not
true-he had anyway only three books. Not a one had been
taken from the shelf in all these years." In contrast to that see
Hans Richter, Begegnungen von Dada bis haute. Briele, Do
kumente, Erinnerungen (Cologne, 1973), p. 54: "Mies . . . had
. . . a huge drawing board. . . . On this drawing board were
heaped several hundredweights of books and journals . . . ."
According to Doris Schmidt, "Gitiserne Wtinde lOr den Blick
auf die Welt," the philosopher Alois Riehl was, on occasion of
a visit to Mies, amazed at the well-stocked and well-ordered
philosophical library that Mies said he had assembled from
the footnotes of a standard philosophical work. Mies men
tioned several times that he had 3,000 books in Germany, 300
of which he had brought with him to America. of which he was
able to send back 270. But he could not have discovered the
remaining 30 if he had not read the 3,000; compare "Six
Students Talk with Mies" (interview of February 13, 1952), in
Master Builder (student publication of the School of Design.
North Carolina State College), 2, no. 3 (1 952), pp. 21ff.; and
Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Lehre und Schule (Basel
and Stuttgart, 1977). pp. 283f., wilh excerpts of book titles
from Mies's library. By my count, the works bequeathed to the
library of the University of Illinois at Chicago (circa 620 titles),
those held privately by Dirk lohan. Chicago (circa 100 titles).
and those held by Georgia Mies van der Rohe, New York
(circa 60 titles) add up to some 800 volumes.
19
Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 1 (Mies's note
book, p. 69; see Appendix II).
20
Mies van der Rohe in "Gesprtich mit Peter Carter," pp. 229ff.
21
Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, On Architecture, trans. Frank Granger
(london. 1931), pp. 12113.

22
Waller Gropius, Apollo in the Democracy (New York. 1968).
p. 171. In 1918 Gropius also excerpted the preceding passage
of Vitruvius concerning philosophy. Compare Karin Wilhelm,
Walter Gropius. lndustriearchitekt (Wiesbaden, 1983), p. 129.
23
Mies van der Rohe, "lch mache niemals ein Bild," Bauwelt, 53
(1 962), p. 884.
24
Carl Boetticher, Die Tektonik der Hellenen (vol. 1 , Polsdam.
1844; vol. 2, Potsdam. 1852). According to Boetticher the
inlrinsic form was determined by necessity; art forms that were
meant to raise the matelials lo the level of an ideal identity
were characterized by expressing function while simulla
neously giving to function a higher level. Art was to Boetticher
not directly linked wilh structure, but was understood as an
addition that realizes itself as decoration and therefore legiti·
mizes eclecticism. Gottfried Semper in Der Stil (vol. 1 . Frank
furt, 1860; vol. 2, Munich, 1863) atlempted to found a new
"practical aesthetic," in which intrinsic form and art form exist
in a relationship of dialectical interdependence.
"

25
Adolf Loos, significantly, entitled his essay on the Deutsche
Werkbund (1908) "Die OberliOssigen"; in Loos. Trotzdflm, pp.
7211. For Loos, the nineteenth century deserved "a large chap
ter in the history of mankind" because it had achieved the
"heroic deed" of having brought about "the clean division
between art and industry." It is in this sense that one has to
understand the often quoted caustic remark of Karl Kraus:
"From the city in which I live I demand: asphalt, sewers, door
keys, heat, hot water. I am contented by myself," in Auswahl
aus dem Werk (Munich. 1978). P · 18.
26
Mies van der Rohe, "Aphorismen" (1955), in Werner Blaser,
Mies van der Rohe, Lehre und Schule (Basel and $tuttgart.
1977), p. 96.

2 From Accident to Order: The Way to Building

See Der Grosse Brockhaus (Wiesbaden. 1956); Wer ist wer?

(Berlin, 1914), p. 1372; 1922 edition, p. 1286; 192B,edition, p.
1270. Alois Riehl had come to atlention through his main work

Der philosophische Kritizismus und seine Bedeutung liir die
positive Wissenschaft (3 vols.. 1876-1887) and through his

studies on Plato, Immanuel Kant, Giordano Bruno, and Fried
rich Nietzsche, which, together with his main work. were
republished in 1925 after his death the previous year. See
Alois Riehl, Philosophische Studien aus vier Jahrzehnten
(Leipzig, 1925), and the Festschrift lOr Alois Riehl, von Freun

den und Schiilern zu seinem siebzigsten Geburtstag darge
bracht (Halle. 1914).

2
"One day Mrs. Riehl, the wife of my future patron. came to
look for a young man who could help her design a birdbath,
one of those flat bowls . . . for later, they [the RiehlsJ intended
to build a house, but they were so idealistic. They did not want
an experienced architect but a young person. . . . I had a
conversation with Mrs. Riehl and she asked: 'What have you
already built?' I said, 'Nothing!' Whereupon she replied: 'That
won't do, we don't want to be guinea pigs.' 'Yes,' I said. 'I can
build a house. I have never built one independently. But I have
done it. Just think about it, if one would say to me "Have you
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ever done this before?" unlil I am sixty or so.' At thai she
laughed and said she would get me to meet her husband. Just
that night she had an invitation. a dinner party, in her house
and ( was invited. I will never forget that. First of all Ohlig's
assistanl told me at noon thai I would have to wear tails; I did
not �ven know what tails were. 'Hurry up and buy them. One
can get them everywhere. perhaps can even borrow them.' At
any rate, I had to borrow all over Bruno Paul's office, to get
enough money together to buy a coat with tails. Then of course
I �ad no idea what kind of tie to wear wilh it and wore a flashy
rYelljlw one or some such foolish lhing. In the evening I went
to th e house and there was a couple with me in the elevator.
All ¥ery elegantly dressed in evening wear and wilh medals. I
was thinking they are certainly going where I am going, let
lhem gbt out first. Right! Then lhe door was opened and I
almost fainted. I saw how the man and his wife zipped over
the parquet as if on ice skates where I was afraid to break my
neck. The host dashed from person to person to welcome
them. II was very tunny. After dinner the Geheimrat asked me
into, his library. We went there, and he asked me all sorts of
questions that I can no longer recall. Then he said: 'let's not
keep the other guests waiting,' and we went back into lhe
salon. And to his wife he said: 'He will build our house!' But I
must maj<e a correction here. Mrs. Riehl was shocked, she
did not trust her spouse. the Geheimrat, and she asked me if
I could meet her the next day. . . . When I was talking to her.
I Sljid: 'I work for Bruno Paul, and he wants me to build him a
ter�his pavilion. or a clubhouse. Why don't you ask him what
he thinks of me!' Bruno Paul later told me that she had said:
'You know, this Mies is a genius. but he is too young. He has
no experience.' Bruno Paul suggested that I build the house
together with his office. I said no. He asked me how I had the
gut�£to say no. He did not understand that. I imagine I wanted
to build it myself. And I received the commission. When the
house was finished, Bruno Paul asked me whether I would let
him have some photos of the Riehl House for an exhibilion of
his students, former and present, to show what they are doing.
And in the course of a tour one morning he said to somebody,
'You see, that house has only one faull, and that is that I have
not built it' . . . [Lohan: Were the Riehls then very satisfied with
you?] Oh, sure. They were a bit surprised that it cost more
than anticipated. But that is clear, it always tends to cost more."
Mies van der Rohe in "Gesprtich mit Dirk lohan• (unpublished
transcript, Museum of Modern Art).
3
Ibid.: "Mrs. Riehl also gave us money, namely to Popp [Josef
Popp was Ohlig's assistant and had designed the bird foun
tains for Mrs. Riehl; Popp wrote the first monograph on Bruno
Paul that appeared in 1916 in Munich] and me so that we
could go to Italy for six weeks. That was the first Italian trip. . . .
We were to go to Munich. There was an exhibition, I don't
recall exactly, where Riemerschmid had fabricated some
house with interiors that we were to look at, because Mrs.
Riehl liked that. But in the main she sent us to become more
mature. It was a very interesting journey. For my taste, Popp
went into too many museums to look at pictures. Not that I did
not understand it, but I stayed away now and then to look at
the city. That was wonderlul."

6
Announcement for the honoring of Alois Riehl and printed
congratulatory address (in the library of Congress); among
others the following are mentioned: Elisabeth Forster
Nietzsche, Edmund Husser!, Werner Jaeger, Eduard Spran
ger. Wolf Graf von Baudissin.
7
Among Mies's patrons were Professor Herbert Gericke, direc
tor of the German Academy in Rome (house design, 1932),
the painters Emil Nolde and Walter Dexel (projects of 1929
and 1925), industrialist Erich Wolf (project for Guben House.
1925), and banker Ernst Eliat (project of 1925). For the proj
ects for these patrons. see Wolf Tegethoff, Mies van der Rohe.
Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte (Krefeld and Essen, 1981).
8
See "Gesprtich mit Dirk lohan." Jaeger edited Die Antike.
Zeitschrift lOr Kunst und Kultur des klassischen Altertums; his
studies of Plato particularly atlracted Mies·s attention in 1928.
(See chapter VI, below.)
9
See Franz Schulze, Mies van der Rohe: A Critical Biography
(Chicago and London. 1985). p. 71. A copy of Wolfflin's Die
klassische Kunst (Munich, 1905) with the handwritten entry
"November 1909 von H.W. ." which probably had belonged to
Ada, is also in Mies's library. Mies also owned Wolfflin's
Renaissance und Barock (3d ed., Munich, 1908) as well as
Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegrifle (2d ed., Munich. 1917).
10
Paul Mebes, Um

1800. Architektur und Handwerk im letzten
Jahrhundert ihrer Entwicklung (Munich, 1908).

11
Anonymous, "Architekt Ludwig Mies. Villa des Herrn Geheimer
Regierungsrat Prof. Dr. Riehl in Neu-Babelsberg," Moderne
Baulormen, 9 (1910), pp. 20-24.
12
Anton Jaumann. "Vom kunstlerischen Nachwuchs," lnnende
koration, 21 (1910), PP; 265-274.
13
See note 2 above, describing the circumstances that led to
the commission for the Riehl House: "When I was talking to
her, I said: 'I work for Bruno Paul. and he wants me to build
him a tennis pavilion or_p clubhouse."' An exact dating of the
clubhouse (destroyed�as not betm established. It was first
publicized in Deutschef Kunst und Dekoration, 25 (1909-10),
Illustrations pp. 214ff.; Sonja GUnther dates the structure (the
locality of which has not been established) as "approximately
1908-09" in her "Werkverzeichnis Bruno Paul," Stadt, Mo
natshelte lOr Wohnungs- und Stadtebau, 29, no. 10 (1982).
p. 56. II cannot be established from present sources whether
the design for the tennis pavilion immediately preceded the
design of the Riehl House or whether both projects arose
simultaneously.

4
Eduard Spranger, "Aiois Riehl" (obituary), Der Tag, no. 282
(November 23, 1924), p. 2.

14
For the relationship of the Wiegand House to the Werner
House, see my investigation in Wolfram Hoepfner and Fritz
Neumeyer, Das Haus Wiegand von Peter Behrens in Bertin
Dahlem (Mainz, 1979), pp. 5211.

5
Notebook of 1927-1928 (Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts
Folder 1 ; see Appendix II), entry on page 75: "Riehl tomb
stone." The design for the tombstone is not in Mies's papers.

15
See the thorough analysis of the Barcelona Pavilion by Wolf
Tegethoff (Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhauspro
jekte, particularly pp. 8511.).

I Notes to Pages 33-46
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16

5

16

Mies van der Rohe, "Was ware Beton, was Stahl ohne Spie
gelglas? (What Would Concrete, What Would Steel Be without
Mirror Glass?)," contribution to a prospectus of the Verein
Deutscher Spiegelglas-Fabriken of March 13, 1 933, first ver
sion (manuscript in Museum of Modern Art), quoted by Teget
hoff, Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte,
pp. 66f.
17

Peter Behrens, "Uber die Kunst auf der BOhne," Frankfurter
Zeitung, 54, no. 78 (March 20, 1910), quoted by Hoeber, Peter
Behrens, p. 226.

Peter Behrens, "Uber die Kunst auf der BOhne," quoted in
Hoeber, Peter Behrens, p. 226.

7

Peter Behrens, "Was ist monumentale Kunst?," p . 48.

18

9

Rudolf Fahrner (ed.), Paul Thiersch, Leben und Werk (Berlin,
1 970), p. 27. Paul Thiersch was the son of the well-known
building researcher August Thiersch. In 1906 Paul Thiersch
left the construction office of Heinrich Schweitzer in Berlin,
joined the Dusseldorf atelier of Peter Behrens for half a year,
and was employed after his return by Bruno Paul as office
manager. "After I had completed the house, Thiersch, of whom
we had heard recently, came. Thiersch had been with Behrens
and then had become office manager for Bruno Paul, and he
told me that Behrens had asked him to let him know when
they had good people there and send them to him. He told
me: 'You should really go there, he is a first-rate man.' That
is how I came to Behrens." Mies in "Gesprach mit Dirk Lohan."

3 The "Great Form" and the

Peter Behrens,
Betrachtung

"Will to Style"

Feste des Lebens und der Kunst.

des

Theaters

als

hochsten

(Leipzig, 1 900), quoted by Fritz Hoeber,
nich, 1913), p. 223.

Eine

(Mu

2

August Schmarsow, Das Wesen der architektonischen SchOp
fung (Leipzig, 1 894), Barock und Rokoko (Leipzig, 1 897),
Grundbegriffe der Kunstwissenschaft (Berlin, 1905); Alois
Riegl, Sti/fragen (Berlin, 1 893), Die spatromische Kunstindus
trie (Leipzig, 1902); Heinrich Wolfflin, Renaissance und Ba
rock (Munich, 1 899); building on these and other writings:
Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Das Problem der Stilent
wicklung in der neueren

Zeit (Munich,

1915).

3

Peter Behrens, Ein Dokument Deutscher Kunst. Die Ausstel
(Munich, 1901),
quoted by Hoeber, Peter Behrens, p. 224.

lung der Kunstlerkolonie in Darmstadt 1901

4

See Tilmann Buddensieg, "Riegl, Behrens, Rathenau," Kunst
23 (1970), pp. 228f.

chronik,

8

Ibid., p. 62. On account of its geometrical marble incrustation
on the fa�ade--which soon had to be removed due to con
struction flaws-the crematorium in Hagen intensely recalls
San Miniato al Monte in Florence, which showed a late Roman
wall concept and was therefore held to be an example of
renewal under the aegis of the antique and exercised consid
erable influence on the churches of the early Renc¥ssance (for
example those of Alberti). In that respect, the analogy had
been chosen deliberately by Behrens.
10
Das Tonhaus und das Krematorium in Hagen in Westfalen
von Peter Behrens

(Berlin,

1906).

11

Rudolf Fahrner, Paul Thiersch. Leben und Werk (�erlin, 1 970),
p. 27.
12

Max Creutz, "Das Krematorium von Peter Behrens in Hagen
in Westfalen," Kunstgewerbeblatt, 20, no. 3 (1908), pp. 411.
Compare in this connection the article of Wilhelm Niemeyer,
"Peter Behrens und die Raumaesthetik seiner Kynst" in Deko
rative Kunst, 1 0 ( 1 907), pp. 137-148.
13

Kultursymbols

Peter Behrens

Peter Behrens, "Was ist monumentale Kunst?," from a lecture
published in Kunstgewerbeblatt, 20, no. 3 (1 908), pp. 46, 48.

l

Hoeber, Peter Behrens, p. 64: "The magnificent architectonic
cadence of the road up to the columbarium situat d on top of
lhe hill is entirely conceived in the mood of an pproaching
mourning procession and has a profoundly religious
impact. . . . "
14

Hoeber (ibid.) continues as follows: " . . . a feeling that the artist
already attempted to explain in the catalog to the Darmstadt
House in which he wrote: The rhythmical movement of climb
ing imparts to us the inner idea of an elevation to Something."'
15

Friedrich Ahlers-Hestermann, Stilwende, Aufbruch der
Jugend um 1900 (Berlin, 1941), p. 8 1 , introduces this concept
on the basis of Behrens's Darmstadt House on the Mathilden
hohe. On this house and the relationship of Behrens to
Nietzsche see Til mann Buddensieg, "Das Wohnhaus als Kult
bau. Zum Darmstiidter Haus von Behrens," in Peter Behrens
und Nurnberg. Geschmackswandel in Deutschland; Historis

lndustriereform (Munich,
pp. 37-48. I owe considerable stimulation to Budden
sieg's investigation, which lays bare, in exemplary fashion, a
previously overlooked but significant vein of tradition leading
to modernism. See also Paul Fechter, "Nietzsches Bildwelt
und der Jugendstil" (1 935), in Jost Hermand (ed.), Jugendstil
(Darmstadt, 1971), pp. 347-357.

mus, Jugendstil und die Anfange der

1980),
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Umweltgestaltung

(Leipzig and Weimar,

1984),

29

Wilhelm Worringer, "Abstraktion und Eintohlung. Ein Beitrag
zur Stilpsychologie" (dissertalion, Neuwied, 1 907; published
as a book, Munich, 1 908).

Compare Hoeber, Peter Behrens. p. 2.

19

•359.
17

6

See Jaumann, "Vom kunstlerischen Nachwuchs." Renate
Petras, "Drei Arbeiten Mies van der Rohes in Potsdam-Babels
berg," Architektur der DDR, 23, no. 2 (1974), p. 1 2 1 , reports
that the inscription "Kiosterli" remained until recently on the
cement coat of the stone wall surrounding the property.
While Mies built the Riehl House, Bruno Paul designed ship
interiors for the steamers Kronprinzessin Cecilie (1908), Derf1/inger (German packet steamer, 1 907), Prinz Friedrich Wil
helm ( 1 908), and George Washington (1908). For further
information on the work of Bruno Paul see Die Stadt. Mo
natsschrift fiir Wohnungs- und Stadtebau, 29, no. 10 (1982).

Schriften und Manifeste zu einem theoretischen Konzept

Friedrich Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra, in Werke in Drei asthetischer
Banden, ed. Karl Schlechta, vol. 2 (Munich, 1921), pp. 290,
p. 178.

18

Goerd Peschken, Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Das Architekto
(Munich and Berlin, 1 979). For the relation
ship of architecture and nature see Eva Borsch-Supan,
"Architektur und Landschaft," in Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Werke
und Wirkungen, exhibition catalog (Berlin, 1981 ) , pp. 48-64.
nische Lehrbuch

30

19,

Van Doesburg, "Der Wille zum Stil," in Bachler and Letsch, De
After the First World War, Heinrich Wolfflin, along with Thomas Stijl, p. 173.
Mann and Hugq von Hofmannsthal, was active in the direc
to�hip of the Munich Nietzsche Society. Basic to the study of 31
Nietzsch!'l's influence on the art of around 1900 is JOrgen Friedrich Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra, in Werke, vol.
Krause, "Martyrer" und "Prophet. " Studien zum Nietzsche 2, p. 394.
Kult in der bildenden Kunst der Jahrhundertwende (Berlin
32
and New York, 1984).
I
Mies van der Rohe, "Bauen," G, no. 2 (September 1 923), p.
•

20

Heinrich Wolfflin, Die klassische Kunst, quoted from Hubert
Faensen's edition of Wolfflin's Kunstgeschichtliche Grund
begriffe (Dresden, 1 983), p. 403.

':1'1

f

I

Peter Behrens, "Was ist monumentale Kunst?," p. 46.

22

,Compare' Friedrich Nietzsche,
Werke, vol. 1 , p. 37.

Die Geburt der Tragodie,

in

23

1.

33

Eduard Spranger, "Aiois Riehl" (obituary). Der Tag, no. 282
(November 23, 1 924), p. 2. Spranger reported of his visit of
condolence to the Riehl House in Neubabelsberg: "Outside in
the garden, according to the eternal laws of the changing
seasons. slumber the once blooming hedges and garden
beds, and above the high terrace the eye beheld the serious
traits of the landscape of the Prussian mark in the November
fog."
34

Peter Behrens, "Was ist monumentale Kunst?," p. 48. Beh Rudolf Schwarz, Mies's close friend, characterized Mies in his
�rens's fascination with Nietzsche is not only proven by this 1961 birthday address "An Mies van der Rohe," which
"text. The cheerful pride of the "Lei it be thus" ascribed to a revealed a profound understanding of Mies's building philos
youth that not simply carries its generation to the tomb but ophy, as an apostle of that "voluntary service": "In your build
creates a new generation ("Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der His ings has been preserved the ancient wisdom that life never
torie," in Werke, vol. 1 , p. 265) speaks in Behrens's Feste des succeeds more than when it is embedded in the great law of
Lebens und der Kunst: "We have become serious. We take
a strong objective form that protects its vulnerability, and that
our life importantly, we put a high value on work. . . . We feel human life is carried on most humanely when it is conducted
we have accomplished something for practical life that has against the open horizon of that great lawfulness. Not where
never been there before and that cannot be lost, and this life is told how it sliould act spontaneously, and where the soft
feeling elevates our mood. . . . It is a laughing from the enclosure of spontaneity is preplanned; but where it is simply
heart. . . . We have understood our epoch, our new powers, set under the open firmament of a great law, will it awaken to
our needs. . . . With our powers we can afford something addi its profoundest insights and bravest deeds and risk its tender
tional that will make us greater and c;:�use us to have higher game; it awakens to its real freedom-not that supposed to
needs, and these, too, we will satisfy energetically and beau consist in a rejecti of all obligations and the pursuit of arbi
�
tifully. For this reason we will have a new style, our own style trary and accide �
� whims, btlt that other much older one that
throughout, in all that we create."
is unspeakably more noble and to which it is a privilege to be
tied to a large extent. . . . You have done your share and for
24
"Die Ausstellung dar Darmstiidter Kunstlerkolonie," quoted in that we are thankful-that the message of this beatific neces
sity has been preserved and has been salvaged for our art
Hoeber, Peter Behrens, p. 232.
over and above that terrible danger that would have subjected
25
our work to the lowest necessity, where the deployment of
See Karl Scheffler, "Peter Behrens," Die Zukunft, 1 6 (1 907), mechanical forces was held to constitute the only freedom for
pp. 240-276.
today's men, and that other danger that stems from the shal
low, the swollen, the immature, and the arbitrary conglomer
26
ation . . . . So you have fitted your work into the great tradition
Friedrich Nietzsche, Die Geburt der TragOdie, in Werke, vol. that beckons from the past and that surely was more humane
1, p. 134.
than ours and to which you confessed yourself to be voluntarily
committed." In Maria Schwarz and Ulrich Conrads (eds.),
27
J. J. P. Oud, "Uber die zukOnftige Baukunst und ihre architek Rudolf Schwarz, Wegweisung der Technik und andere Schrif
ten zum Neuen Bauen 1926-1961 (Brunswick and Wiesba
tonischen Moglichkeiten," Fruhlicht, 1 , no. 4 ( 1 922), p. 199.
den, 1979), pp. 191f.
28

35

Theo van Doesburg, "Der Wille zum Stil" (lecture held in Jena
and Weimar, 1 922) in De Stijl (1922), no. 2-3, pp. 23-4 1 ,
quoted in Hagen Bachler and Herbert Letsch (eds.), De Stijl.

Mies van der Rohe, notebook of 1 928 (Museum of Modern
Art, Manuscripts Folder 1), p. 35 (see Appendix II).
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36
Manuscript for the lecture "Uber Sinn und Aufgabe der Kritik"
(On the Meaning and Task of Criticism), in Museum of Modern
Art, Manuscripts Folder 4.

46
Alois Riehl, Nietzsche afs Kiinstler und Denker (1 897; Stutt
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directions."
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p. 23.
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Eduard Spranger, "Lebensformen," in Festschrift fUr Alois
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dargebracht (Halle, 1914), pp. 492f. Mies owned Spranger's
book Lebensformen in the third edition (Halle, 1 922). There
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Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst unserer Zeit" (Building Art of
Our Time), in Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst
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Friedrich Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra, in Werke, vol.
2, p. 290.
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i Berlin, phonograph record, Bauwelt Archiv 1 , 1966.
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Peter Behrens, Feste des Lebens und der Kunst, quoted in
Hoeber, Peter Behrens, p. 223.
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See Krause, "Miirtyrer" und "Prophet." See also Buddensieg,
"Das Wohnhaus als Kultbau." On the axis Nietzsche-Behrens
Le Corbusier, see Fritz Neumeyer, "lm Schatten des mecha
nischen Haines. Versuchsanordnungen zur Metropole," in Karl
Schwarz (ed.), Die Zukunft der Metropolen: Paris, London,
New York, Berlin, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1 984), pp. 273-282.
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Spranger, "Aiois Riehl," points out that Riehl's work on
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ed., Frankfurt, 1 895) that had been published under the title
"Aristokratischer Radicalismus" in the Neue Rundschau, 1 , no.
2 (1890), pp. 52-89. On the importance of Riehl see also
Alfredo Guzzoni (ed.), 90 Jahre philosophische Nietzsche·
Rezeption (Konigstein, 1 979), p. viii.
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Alois Riehl, "Schopenhauer und Nietzsch&-zur Frage des
Pessimismus," in Zur Einfiihrung in die Philosophie der
Gegenwart (Leipzig, 1903; 3d ed., 1908), pp. 234-250,
reprinted in Guzzoni, 90 Jahre philosophische Nietzsche
Rezeption, pp. 16-24. A chapter on Socrates from Riehl's
Philosophie der Gegenwart appeared in Die Zukunft, 9 (1902),
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die Philosophie der Gegenwart. "'
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Jurgen Habermas, Der philosophische Diskurs der Moderne.
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(ed.), Mythos und Moderne (Frankfurt, 1983).
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Riehl's Philosophie der Gegenwart (3d ed., Leipzig, 1 908), in
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Mies." The underlinings, though, show the unmistakable hand
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Mies van der Rohe, unpublished lecture manuscript of March
14, 1927, in the collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago (see Appen
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Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukunstlerischen
Schaffens" (The Preconditions of Architectural Work), unpub
lished lecture manuscript of 1928, in the collection of Dirk
Lohan, Chicago.
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Riehl, Nietzsche afs Kiinstler und Denker, p. 54.
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See Gert Sautermeister, "Zur Grundlegung des Asthetizismus
bei Nietzsche. Dialektik, Metaphysik und Politik in der Geburt
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Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" (Bui ld ing Art and
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311.
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The Ambivalence of Concepts:
Construction or Interpretation of Reality"/
Berlage or Behrens? Hegel or Nietzsche?

"Peter Behrens had a marvelous feeling for form. This was his
main interest, and it is this feeling for form that I learned from
him to know and appreciate." Mies van der Rohe in "Gespri:\ch
mit Peter Carter," Bauen und Wohnen, 16 (1961 ), p. 231.
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Mies van der Rohe, "A Tribute to Frank Lloyd Wright," College
Art Journal, 6, no. 1 (1946), pp. 4 1 , 42. Also compare Mies's
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and commerce, function was the ultimate form-giver and tech
nology furnished the constructive means. Here and not on the
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in Library of Congress; see Appendix VI, 6.)
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Mies van der Rohe, "A Tribute to Frank Lloyd Wright." Also
compare Mies van der Rohe, "Wohin gehen wir nun?" (Where
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of Congress.
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/painting. [Mies had been given a painting by Max Beckmann,
RO )�enakt.) l found it much too valuable. But it certainly has
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problem, namely the mechanical one, albeit in a reckless and
all too homemade way by means of support pillars braced
against the exterior walls and by flying buttresses. However,
it neglects the aesthetic part of the solution. Not only does it
leave the eye dissatisfied at the place where the lateral thrust
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seen earlier to something seen later, but static complements
of an overall impression by a not yet seen or no longer seen
countereffect of masses are not permissible."

Again, your Mies.
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Sergius Ruegenberg, "Ein FOnfzigjahriger," Die Bauwelt, 27
(1936), p. 346. Mies thanked his former co-worker in a letter:

Dear Mr. Ruegenberg,

I found your greetings to me in Die Bauwelt. I want to thank
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makes me particularly happy that my most-valued co-workers
stand so loyally by me.
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Landsberg, Die Welt des Mille/alters und wir (1 925), pp. 12,
7.

6

Compare Mies van der Rohe, "Was ware Beton, was Stahl
ohne Spiegelglas?" (What Would Concrete, What Would Steel
Be without Mirror Glass?), contribution to a prospectus of the
Verein Deutscher Spiegelglas-Fabriken of March 13, 1933,
unpublished (manuscript in the Library of Congress): "The
simplicity of construction, clarity of tectonic means, and purity
of material reflect the luminosity of original beauty" (text ver
sion). "Simplicity of construction, clarity of tectonic means, and
purity of material shall be the bearers of a new beauty" (draft
version).
71•

Ibid.

Ibid., p. 28.

21

Ibid., p. 99.

22

Ibid., p. 15.

24

9

Compare Walter Gropius, "Was ist Baukunst?," pamphlet for
the exhibition "FOr unbekannte Architekten" (For Unknown
Architects) organize� by the Arbeitsrat tor Kunst, April 1919,
,l'epu�hshed 1n Arbettsrat fOr Kunst. Berlin 1918-1921, exhi
bition catalog (Berlin, 1980), p. 90.

H. P. Barlage, Gedanken iiber den Stil , n
i der Baukunst
(Leipzig, 1905), p. 48.

25

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!"

26

Franz Schulze, Mies van der Rohe: A Critical Biography (Chi·
cago and London, 1 985). p. 17.

10

Mies van der Rohe, "BOrohaus."
11

Mies van der Rohe, "Ge\iiste Aufgaben. Eine Forderung an
unser Bauwesen"' (Solved Tasks: A Challenge for Our Building
Industry), Die Bauwelt, 14 ( 1 923), p. 719.
12

Gropius, "Was ist Baukunst?," p. 90.
13

Mies's copy of Formprobleme der Gotik (Munich, 1 920) carries
on the cover the entry "Ludwig Mies." Only in 1 922 did Mies
e�large his name to "Mies van der Rohe" by adding his moth
ers name.
14

Also worth mentioning i n this connection are Hans Detlev
Rtisiger, "Gotik oder Antike,'' Der Neubau, 6 (1 924), pp. 273f.,
as well as Wilhelm Worringer, Griecherflum und Gotik (Munich
•

1928).
15

Peter Carter, "Mies van der Rohe,'' Bauen und Wohnen, 16
(1961), pp. 229f.
16

Miss's two copies o f Die Welt des Mille/alters und wir
belonged to the third edition of 1 925 (the first edition dated
from 1922). Apparently Mies did not own Landsberg's second,
albe1t not quite as well known book Wesen und Bedeutung
der platomschen Akademie (Bonn, 1923). It cannot be ruled
out that Mies also made the personal acquaintance of Lands
berg, who followed Romano Guardini in 1 923 as student to
Berlin, as Hanna-Barbara Gerl reports in Romano Guardini.
1885-1968 (Mainz, 1 985), pp. 1 30f.
17

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" (Building Art and
the Will of the Epoch!), Der Querschnitt, 4, no. 1 ( 1 924) pp.
•
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20

Compare Dagobert Frey, Kunstwissenschaft/iche Grundfra
gen. Prolegomena zu einer Kunstphilosophie (Darmstadt,
1984), pp. 53ft.

8

31-32.

19

Ibid., p. 105.

23

Mies van der Rohe, "BOrohaus."

, translated by

Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture
31.
Frederick Etchells (New York, 1 976), p.

18

Mies van der Rohe, "Bauen."

26.

90

76

1984),
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27

A selection of the titles of Raoul H. France that can be found
in Mies's collection: Das Sinnenleben dar Pflanzen (Stuttgart,
1905); Dar Wert der Wissenschaft (Zurich, 1908); Bilder aus
dem Leben des Waldes (Stuttgart, 1909); Denkmiiler der
Natur (Leipzig, 1910); Die technischen Leistungen der Pflan
ze� (Leipzig 1919); Das Gesetz des Lebens (Leipzig, 1 920);
:
Munchen. Dte Lebensgesetze einer Stadt (Munich, 1 920); Die
Pflanze als Erfinder (Stuttgart, 1920); Bios. Die Gesetze der
Welt (Munich, 1921); Das Leben im Ackerboden (Stuttgart,
1923); D1e Waage des Lebens (Prien, 1 923); Die Welt als
Erleben (Dresden, 1 923); Plasmatik (Stuttgart, 1923); Wege
z�r Natur (Stuttgart, 1 924); Richtiges Leben (Leipzig, 1 924);
Dte Seele der Pflanze (Berlin, ,1 924); · Grundriss der verglei
chenden Biologie (Leipzig, 1 924); Das Uebesleben der Pflan
zen (Stuttgart, 1926); Harmonie in der Natur (Stuttgart, 1 926);
Welt, Erde und Menschheit (Berlin, 1928); Der Organismus
.
(Mumch,
1 928); _faturgesetze der Heimat (Vienna and
Le1pz1g, 1 928)� �muss/ d� Ieben (Dresden, 1 930); Lebender
BraunkohlenwaTf:f. Eme Retse durch die heutige Urwelt (Stutt
gart, 1 932); Von der Arbeit zum Erfolg (Dresden, 1934).
In this connection the works of other authors that followed a
nature-philosophical-biological conviction and that were rep
resented in Miss's library need to be mentioned: Hans Andre,

Der Wesensunterschied von Pflanze, Tier und Mensch
(Habelschwerdt, 1 924); Leopold Bauke, Werkzeuge dar Tiere
(Letpztg, 1 924) and StreifzOge durch die Tierwelt (Stuttgart,
1 926); Fredenck Jacobus Johannes Buytendijk, Die Weisheit
der Ameisen (Habelschwerdt, 1 925) and Ober das Verstehen
der Lebenserscheinungen (Habelschwerdt, 1925); Heinrich
Fnehng, Harmonie und Rhythmus in Natur und Kunst (Munich,
1 937); Friedrich Harig, Menschenhand und Kulturwerden
(Weimar, 1 929); Hermann Kranichfeld, Das teleologische Prin
ztp m der biologischen Forschung (Habelschwerdt, 1925);
Paul Krannhals, Das organische Weltbild (Munich, 1936);
.
Maunce Maeterlinck, Die lntelligenz der Blumen ( Jena, 1921 );
Eugene Nielien Marais, Die Seele der weissen Ameise (Berlin,
1 939); Mart1n Philipson, Die Sinne der Pflanzen (Stuttgart,
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1912); Helmuth Plessner, Die Einheit der Sinne (Bonn, 1923);
Remigius Stolzle, Der Ursprung des Lebens (Habelschwerdt,
1925) and Die Finalitat in der Natur (Habelschwerdt, n.d.);
Johann Jakob von UexkOII, Theoretische Biologie (Berlin,
1 920), Umweit und lnnenwelt der Tiere (Berlin, 1921), and
Der unsterbliche Geist in der Natur (Hamburg, 1 938); Albert
Wigand, Der lndividua/ismus in der Natur (Habelschwerdt,
1925).
28

Order form, in the Mies van der Rohe Collection, Special
Collections, University of Illinois at Chicago.
29

"Die letzten zwei Jahre eines Bauhauslers. AuszOge aus Brie
fen des Bauhauslers Hans Kessler," in Peter Hahn and Chris
tian Wolsdorf (eds.), Bauhaus Berlin: Auflosung Dessau 1932.
Schliessung Berlin 1933. Bauhiiusler and Drittes Reich (Wein
garten and Berlin, 1985), p. 179. The author France apparently
was on the reading list in the early phase of the Bauhaus, in
which anthroposophy and cosmology exercised a strong influ
ence. In a letter of May 12, 1933, Kessler reports of a boat
excursion to Paretz that had been organized by Mies for his
students in order to show them the manor and farmhouse
complex erected by David Gilly in 1 796. Apparently Mies did
not think it superfluous to introduce Bauhaus students to the
tradition of classicism. Kessler characterized the Gilly building
as "from the outside a very attractive building due to its serene,
severe form." Similar qualities also speak from Mies's
architecture.
30

R. H. France, Der Wert der Wissenschaft. Aphorismen zu einer
Natur- und Lebensphilosophie (Zurich and Leipzig, 1908). pp.
98, 1 0 1 , 100, 1 1 9. Mies owned Goethes morphologische
Schriften, edited with an introduction by Wilhelm Troll ( Jena,
1926).
31

The following works of Nietzsche are among Mies's books:
Jenseits von Gut und Bose. Zur Genealogie der Moral, in
Nietzsche's Werke, First Part, vol. 7 (Leipzig, 1 905). (The
name Otto Werner on the title page implies that the book was
acquired second-hand. Like no other book in Mies's library, it
shows many underlinings done by a ruler, a practice that did
not correspond to Mies's reading habits, indicating that these
markings were from the previous owner. The handwritten
remarks in the margin, too, do not appear to be by Mies's
hand.) Friedrich Nietzsches Briefwechsel mit Erwin Rhode,
ed. Elisabeth Ftirster-Nietzsche and Fritz SchOll (Leipzig,
1902). (According to the name entry on the cover, the owner
of this book was Wolfgang Bruhn, presumably a close relative
of Ada Bruhn whom Mies married in 1913.) Gedichte und
Spriiche von Friedrich Nietzsche (Leipzig, 1919). Mies also
owned a copy of Friedrich Muckle's Friedrich Nietzsche und
der Zusammenbruch der Kultur (Munich and Leipzig, 1921),
as well as Richard Edmund Benz's Die Renaissance. Das
Verh!ingnis der deutschen Kultur ( Jena, 1915).
32

France, Der Wert der Wissenschaft, pp. 1 1 9f.

33

Frederick Jacobus Johannes Buytendijk, Erziehung zur Demut
(Leipzig, 1 928). This profusely underlined book that concerns
itself with pedagogical questions gave Mies important guide
lines for his concept of Bauhaus methods. In his later "Leit·
gedanken zur Erziehung in der Baukunst" (Principles for
Education in the Building Art), too, one can find Buytendijk's
principles.

34

43

France, Richtiges Leben, p. 8.

Oswald Spengler, Der Untergang des Abendlandes (Munich,
1920-1922), val. 2, Welthistorische Perspekliven, p. 26.

35

Ibid., p. 10.

44

Hugo Haring, "kunst und strukturprobleme des bauens," Zen
tralblatt der Bauverwaltung, no. 29 (July 15, 1931), quoted
from JOrgen Joedicke (ed.), das andere bauen (Stuttgart,
1982), p. 22.

36

Ibid., p. 20.

37

Ibid., p. 73; compare pp. 69ft.

45

Compare Mies's "Geltiste Aufgaben," and his lecture of 1926
(see Appendix I, 5 and 1 1 ) .

38

Compare v. W., "Hinweis. Henri Bergson," Frankfurter Allge
meine Zeitung, no. 177 (August 3, 1 985), p. 6.

46

Hliring, "kunst und strukturprobleme des bauens," p. 22.

39

The following books owned by Mies can be listed in this con
nection: Max Scheler, Vom Ewigen im fr1enschen (Leipzig,
1921), Vom Umsturz der Werte (Leipzig, 1923), Der Formal
ismus in der Ethik und die materiale Wertethik (Halle, 1927),
Mensch und Geschichte (Zurich, 1 929); Henri Bergson,
SchOpferische Entwicklung (Jena, 1921); Dietrich Heinrich
Kerler, Henri Bergson und das Problem des Vwhiiltnisses
zwischen Leib und Seale (Uim, 1917); Helmuth·Piessner, Die
Einheit der Sinne (Bonn, 1923), Die Stufen des Organischen
und der Mensch (Berlin and Leipzig, 1 928); Fritz Dreuermann,
Naturerkenntnis, Oas Weltbild, val. 6, ed. �ans Prinzhorn
(Potsdam, 1 928); Nicolai Hartmann, Grundzilge einer Meta
physik der Erkenntnis (Berlin and Leipzig, 1 925). Ethik (Berlin,
1926), Oas Problem des geistigen Seins (Berlin, 1933); A. S.
Eddington, Die Naturwissenschaft auf neuen Bahnen (Bruns
wick, 1935); Ernst Mossel, Vom Geheimnis der Form und der
Urform des Seins (Stuttgart, 1 938); and later y�cques Maritain,
The Rights of Man and Natural Law (1943j, Philosophy of
Nature (New York, 1951), The Range of Reason (New York,
:
1 953).
40

See the following books in Mies's library: Nils Bohr, Atomic
Physics and Human Knowledge (New Yo\k. 1958); Erwin
Schrodinger, Meine Weltansicht (Frankfurt, J963), Die Natur
und die Griechen (Hamburg, 1 956), Science and Humanism:
Physics in Our Time (Cambridge, Mass., 1 952), What Is Ute?
and Other Scientific Essays (1956), Mind ani!J Matter (Cam
bridge, Mass., 1958); Werner Heisenberg, Oat; Naturbild der
heutigen Physik (Hamburg, 1955), Physics .;nd Philosophy
(New York, 1958), Physik und Philosophie (Frankfurt, 1959);
Karl Jaspers, Die geistige Situation der Zeit (Berlin, 1 932),
Die Atombombe und die Zukunft des Menschen (Munich,
1958); Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, The History of Nature
(Chicago, 1 949), The World View of Physics (Chicago, 1952),
Zum Weltbild der Physik (Stuttgart, 1 963), Die Tragweite der
Wissenschaft (Stuttgart, 1 966); Reginald 0. Kapp, Towards a
Unified Cosmology (New York, 1960); A. I. Oparin, The Origin
of Life (New York, 1 938).
41

47

7
Mies van der Rohe, [Skyscrapers], p. 122.
8

48

9

Heinrich Lauterbach and JOrgen Joedicke, Hugo Haring,
Schriften, Entwiirfe, Bauten (Stuttgart and Bern, 1965), p. 10.

Lux, lngenieur-Asthetik, pp. 12, 30.

10

49

Friedrich Nietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantages of His
tory," in Untimely Meditations, translated by R. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge, 1983), p. 84.

50

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!" (Building Art and
the Will of the Epoch!), manuscript of February 7, 1 924, in the
collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago.

, 51

Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner, "Das Realistische Manifest,
Moskau, 5. August 1920," in Tendenzen der ZwanzigerJahre,
exhibition catalog (Berlin, 1977), pp. 1 197-100.

�ugo· Haring, "geometrie und organik. eine studie zur genesis
des neuen bauens" (1951 ), in Joedicke, das andere bauen,
p. 90.
Mies van der Rohe, inaugural address as Director of Architec
ture at Armour Institute of Technology, 1 938, manuscript in the
Library of Congress (see Appendix Ill, 14).
•

Mies to Walter Jakstein, Hamburg, November 14, 1 923, in
Library of Congress, General Correspondence.

52

Mies van der Rohe, lecture, 1924 (place, date, and occasion
unknown), manuscript dated Berlin, June 19, 1924, in the
collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago (see Appendix I, 8).
53

Mies to Walter Jakstein, September 13, 1923, in Library of
Congress, General Correspondence.
54

Walter Jakstein to Mies, September 21 , 1923, in Library of
Congress, General Correspondence.

2 Construction as Promise of Art:
Building Art In the Raw

Mies van der Rohe, [Skyscrapers], untitled article in Fruh/icht,

42

3

358

6

Scheffler, Madame Baukunst, p. 16.

Van de Velda, Die Renaissance im modernen Kunstgewerbe,
p. 1 1 3.

Norbert Huse, Neues Bauen. 1918 bis 1933 (Munich, 1975).
p. 42.

1921).

5

Compare Josef August Lux, lngenieur-Asthetik (Munich,
1 9 1 0), p. 5.

Hugo Haring to Mies, January 22, 1 925, in Library of Con
gress, General Correspondence.

Eduard Spranger, "Lebensformen," in Festschrift fUr Alo/s
Riehl, von Freunden und Schii/ern zu seinem 70. Geburtstag
dargebracht (Halle, 1914), pp. 492f. Mies owned Spranger's
books Lebensformen (Halle, 1 922) and Gedanken zur Da
seinsgestaltung (Munich, 1954).
Rudolf Leinen, Der Wille zum Ganzen (Leipzig, 1 922); Hans
Adolf Eduard Driesch, Philosophie des Organischen (Leipzig,
1921); Max Scheler, Vom Ewigen im Menschen (Leipzig,

4

Karl Scheffler, Moderne Baukunst (Leipzig, 1908), p. 1 6 .
Scheffler's work is not among the books left by Mies. Mies
might have found out about this book, a significant one for the
prewar period that exercised a sharp critique of nineteenth
century architecture, while still with Peter Behrens.

1 , no. 4 ( 1 922). p. 122.
2

Hermann Obrist, Neue Mog/ichkeiten in der bildenden Kunst
(Munich, 1903); Henry van de Velde, Die Renaissance im
modernen Kunstgewerbe (Leipzig, 1901) and Vom Neuen Stil
(Leipzig, 1907); Hermann Muthesius, Stilcharakter und Bau
kunst (MOhlheim and Ruhr, 1 902).

I Notes to Pages 102- 1 1 4

11

12

13

De Stijl, 6 , nos. 6-7 (1 924), i n front of p . 72 (compare note 3 1
of chapter I , above).
14

Mies t o Walter jakstein, Septemt)er 1 � . 1 923 (in Library of
Congress): "On my last visit to fi<�mburg I did not find you at
home. I would have liked to discuss important questions with
you; also in respect to impressions I received in Weimar. The
entire situation, in spite of everything, is so confused that I
find it imperative that a clear-cut separation of viewpoints be
established. 0{1�
ifnday, September 16, important discussions
on matters of pr
fficiple are being held by the G people here in
Berlin. I will take advantage of this occasion to find out where
each one stands and I will announce my own point of view
quite clearly and unambiguously and we will soon find out who
can stick with us and who not. Those we can count on will
then take part in further discussions that will serve to establish
a precise program of actions. Particularly the atrocious con
structivist formalism, that (illegible] in Weimar and the artistic
confusion reigning there, have prompted me to reformulate my
point of view in G, particularly as part of what I had written
had been erroneously left out of the first issue. In the new
issue it will say: 'We know no forms, only building problems.
The form is not the aim. . . . "' Compare Peter Blake, "A Con
versation with Mies," in Four Great Makers of Modern Archi·
lecture (New York, 1 963), p. 1 02. Blake: "What about the
constructivists-the Russian Constructivists? Were you inter
ested in their work?" Mies: "No, I was never interested in
formalistic ideas. I was very strongly opposed even to Mal
evich, you know. Very constructivistic. I was interested in con
structions, but not in play with forms."
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15

Mies to Theo van Doesburg, August 27, 1 923, i n Library of
Congress.
16

Theo van Doesburg to Mies, September 3 , 1923, i n Library of
Congress.
17

"The skeleton nature of iron construction permits a reduction
of wall components and leaves mainly empty spaces. This
predominance of variously decorated or draped windows does
not go well with artful architecture." Max Dessoir, Asthetik und
allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft (1906), quoted in Herman Stir
gel, Theorie der Baukunst (Munich, 1921 ) , p. 521.
18

Curt Gravenkamp, "Mies van der Rohe: Glashaus in Berlin
(Projekt Adam 1 928)," Das Kunstblatt, 1 4 (1 930), p. 1 1 1 .
19

Compare the analysis of Norbert Huse, Neues Bauen, p. 42.
20

Scheffler, Moderne Baukunst, p. 1 5 .

21

Ibid., p. 19. Paul Fechter, Die TragOdie der Architektur (Wei
mar, 1922), p. 208, emphasizes in a comparable argumenta
tion the "strong impression of modern apartment buildings
under construction" in which "the base plan of the new life with
its ordered multiplicity" announces itself "before it disappears
under the rigid enclosure of an inherited but now meaningless
decor architecture." Compare in this context also Gropius's
1 9 1 1 lecture "Monumentale Kunst und lndustriebau," reprinted
in Karin Wilhelm, Walter Gropius. lndustriearchitekt (Bruns
wick, 1983), pp. 1 16ft.; and Walter Curt Behrendt, "Das Pathos
der Monumentalen," Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration, 34
(1914), pp. 219ft., as well as "Uber die Deutsche Baukunst
der Gegenwart," Kunst und Ki.instler, 1 2 ( 1 9 1 4), pp. 373ft.

would have offered itself on occasion of the Stijl exhibition in
Paris in the fall of 1 923, in which Mies also exhibited. This
publication might also have alerted Mies to the publication G.
Vers une architecture is represented in Mies's library by a
copy of the second edition (Paris, 1924), as well as the Ger
man version Kommende Baukunst, translated and edited by
Hans Hildebrandt (Berlin and Leipzig, 1926), also a second
edition. Mies also owned copies of Le Corbusier's SUi.dtebau
(Berlin and Leipzig, 1929); Une Maison-Un Palais. A Ia
recherche d'une unite architecturale (Paris, 1928), with a ded
ication by the author: ·� Mies van der Rohe Ires sympathique
ment, 1 928"; and Aircraft (1 935).

24

Walter Gropius, "Welche Forderungen muss man von Seiten
des Privatarchitekten und Schaffenden KOnstlers an eine
Reform der Technischen Hochschule stellen?," quoted in Wil
helm, Walter Gropius, p. 89.
25

See Reyner Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine
Age (London, 1960), p. 97.
27

Ludwig Hilberseimer, Berliner Architektur der 20er Jahre
(Mainz, 1967), p. 20: "One of my friends had the good luck to
be able to travel and he brought back from Paris Le Corbu
sier's book Vers une architecture. It was something special to
own this book instead of merely hear about it." Possibly it was
Mies who brought this book back from Paris. Opportunity

Behrendt, "Uber die deutsche Baukunst der Gegenwart," p.

29

38

Compare ibid., the chapter "Regulating Lines" with two illus
trations on pp. 66, 67 of a "primitive temple." In The City of
Tomorrow (Cambridge, Mass., 1971) Le Corbusier also refers
to "the native hut," under the heading "Order" (p. 24). Refer
also to Joseph Rykwert, On Adam's House in Paradise: The
Idea of the Primitive Hut in Architectural History (New York,
1972).

f

30

An impression of the one-sided interpretation of Le Corbusier
in Germany in the twenties, which turned mainly on the phrase
·machine for living," can be gained from the discussion
between Roger Ginsburg and Walter Riezler on the theme of
purpose and spiritual attitude, occasioned by the debates
about Mies's Tugendhat House and published_in Die Form, 6,
no. 1 1 (1931).
31

32

Adolf Behne, "Kritik des Werkbundes," Die Tat, 9, no. 1 (1917) ,
quoted i n Werkbund-Archiv, Jahrbuch, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1972),
p. 1 20.

36

37
Lux, lngenieur-Asthetik, p. 4.

26

23

Mies van der Rohe, lecture manuscript (Chicago, occasion
and date unknown), pp. 3, 4 (see Appendix IV, 5).

Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, translated by
Frederick Etchells (New York, 1976), pp. 83, 4 1 .

Mies van der Rohe, "GeiCiste Aufgaben. Eine Forderung an
das Bauwesen" (Solved Tasks: A Challenge for Our Building
Industry), Die Bauwelt, 14 (1 923), p. 719.

Caption to the Friedrichstrasse skyscraper in G, no. 4 (March
1926), p. 7.

35

373.

28

Carl Einstein, "An die Geistigen!," Die Pleite, no. 1 (Berlin,
1919) quoted from Carl Einstein, Werke Band 2, 1919-1928
edited by Marion Schmid (Berlin, 1981), p. 16: "An aim that is
too essential to permit intellectuals to dismem�er it. Decorative
glibness covers up for true decisions. We stand by the masses,
we are on the march with the simple, uncompromising ones,
to a nearby, necessary task. Your complex nuances do not sit
well with us. Simple man is fanatical, we reject those second
thoughts of the multilateral, hovering intellect./We reject alle
gory and exaggerated metaphors. Aim and attion have long
since exceeded the historically burdened, all-too-differentiated
Ideology of the conditioned bourgeois and his fools. Individu
alism is finished. . . . The relative is gone. . 1• ." Walter Gropius
formulated his abdication from the old order in quite similar
terms: "The intellectual bourgeois of the old kingdom-luke
warm, listless, of sluggish thinking, pompous, and misedu
cated-has proven his inability to become the bearer of a new
German culture. . . . New layers of the populace, not yet spir
itually unleashed, are pushing up from the depth. They are the
target of our hopes." (Gropius, "Baukunst im freien Volksstaat,"
in E. Drahn and E. Friedberg, Deutscher Revolutionsalmanac�
fi.ir das Jahr 1919, p. 134.)

22

definite sensations; there is no need of a key in order to
understand them. Brutality. intensity, the utmost sweetness,
delicacy and great strength. And who discovered the combi
nation of these elements? An inventor of genius. These stones
lay inert in the quarries of Pentelicus. unshaped. To group
them thus needed not an engineer, but a great sculptor."

Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwille!"

33

Ludwig Hilberseimer, "Konstruktion und Form," G, no. 3 (June
1924), p. 14.

34

Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 195, caption to
an illustration: "The Parthenon-Here is something to arouse
emotion. We are in the inexorable realm of the mechanical.
There are no symbols attached to these forms: they provoke
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Mies van der Rohe, miscellaneous notes to lectures, manu
script in Litlrary of Congress (see Appendix IV, 6).

yourself were not convinced by my works. I nevertheless
suggest them once more to you for publication as I know of
no other works that are so elementarily grasped as buildings
and that are so far removed from all that dusty magic without
falling into the mistake of artistry.
47

Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten, pp. 1 1 , 87.
48

Ibid., pp. 1 0 , 12.

49

Mies gave a lecture in Bremen on November 27, 1925, under
the title "The Spirit of the New Building Art" (manuscript lost).
The citation quoted here is derived from a paraphrase of the
theme of the lecture in a thank-you letter from the pupils of
the Bremen Kunstgewerbeschule, December 1 1 , 1925, in the
Library of Congress. (On Mies's lecture in Bremen, see part I,
note 43, above.)
50

39

Werner Graff, "lngenieurbauten," G, no. 2 (September 1923),
p. 4.

'40 '

Werner Graff, "Es kommt der neue lngenieur," G, no. 1 ( July
1923), p. 4.
41

Werner Lindner (in cooperation with Georg Steinmetz), Die
lngenieurbauten in ihrer guten Gestaltung (Berlin, 1923), pub
lished by the Deutscher Bund Heimatschutz and Deutscher
Werkbund in cooperation with the Verein Deutscher lngenieure
and the Deutsche Gesellschaft tor Bauingenieurwesen. Lind
ner later resumed this resonant theme with his Bauten der
Technik. lhre Form und Wirkung (Berlin, 1 927), published by
the Bund Deutscher Heimatschutz and Verein Deutscher
lngenieure.

Piet Mondrian, "Die neue Gestaltung in der Malerei" (19171918), quoted in Hagen Bachler and Herbert Letsch (eds.),
De Stijl. Schriften und Manifests (Leipzig and Weimar, 1984),
pp. 671.
51

Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten, pp. 1 1 , 12.

52

Erich Mendelsohn, Amerika. Bilderbuch eines Architekten
(Berlin, 1 926), p. 22.

53

Walter Riezler, "Die Baukunst am Scheidewege," in Paul Tillich
(ed.), Kairos. Zur Geisteslage und Geisteswendung (Darm
stadt, 1926), p. 266.
54

42

Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten, p. 8.

Victor Wallerstein, "Negerplastik," Das Kunstblatt, February
1917, quoted in Rolf-Peter Baake (ed.), Carl Einstein, Werke,
vol. 1 (Berlin, 1980), p. 508.

43

55

Compare Mies's 1938 inaugural address at the Armour Insti
tute of Technology as well as "Leitgedanken zur Erziehung in
der Baukunst" (Principles for Education in the Building Art) of
1965 (see Appendix Ill, 14, and IV, 17).
44

Lindner, Die lngenieurbauten, p. 87.
45

Ibid., p. 54.

46

Mies van der Rohe to Hermann von Wedderkop (publisher of

Der Querschnitt), January

18, 1 924:

Dear Mr. von Wedderkop. I have in the meantime surveyed
all obtainable illustrations of new structures and must admit
that the engineer buildings are, almost exclusively, the only
structures that reveal the spirit of our time. I therefore suggest
including 3 salient illustrations from lngenieurbauten, pub
lished by Wasmuth. After consulting with the publisher, I have
been able to obtain 3 plates at the normal borrowing fee. In
case you also want to include one or another of my works, I
would be glad to supply you with plates. It would certainly
be interesting and sensational to show in this context the
architectonic possibilities of our time and demonstrate that
the identity of construction and form is an absolute precon
dition for architectural work. I have the impression that you
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Carl Einstein had studied art Aistory under Heinrich WCilfflin
and philosophy under Alois Riehl between 1904 and 1908 and
wrote in the early twenties for the internationally renowned art
journals Der Querschnitt and Das Kunstblatt, in which Mies,
too, published tW!' of his pronouncements. Einstein's Neger
plastik was PIJ!ti!Shed in 1 g15 (2d ed., Munich, 1920). The
duality of orientations that anchored itself in both the primitive
and the modern was also in evidence in Einstein's work. One
can view Europa Almanach (Potsdam, 1925), published by
Paul Westheim and Carl Einstein, as a pendant to this work.
It practically delivered an anthology of the European avant
garde. Le Corbusier, J. J. P. Oud, Kasimir Malevich, and others
were here represented. For the influence of primitivism on the
art of the twentieth century, see the exhibition catalog Primi
tivism in 20th Century Art (Museum of Modern Art, New York,
1984), and compare the review of the German-language ver
sion by Werner Spies, "Das verlorene Paradies-Anstoss der
Erkenntnis," Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, no. 255 (Novem
ber 1 o, 1 984), p. 25.
56

Sergius Ruegenberg, "Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 1886-1969,"
Deutsche Bauzeitung, 103 (1969), p. 660, suggests that Mies
took samples from the book of Frobenius for the "only slide
lecture in Berlin." Ruegenberg, former co-worker of Mies
between 1925 and 1931, further mentions a "book on the
prehistory of mankind," Alteuropa, to which Mies owed con-
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siderable stimulation. This perhaps referred to A. H. France's
Die Kultur von Aft-Europa (Berlin, 1923), which can be found
among Mies's books in Chicago. Ruegenberg furthermore has
recounted that Hugo Haring called Mies's attention to Carl
Schluchardt's Alteuropa in seiner Kultur- und Stilentwicklung
(Berlin, 1 9 1 9). I n this context the following titles from Mies's
library are worth mentioning: Edgar Dacque, Urwelt, Sage und
Menschheit (Munich, 1 924); Moritz Hoernes, Urgeschichte
der bildenden Kunst in Europa (Vienna, 1925); Richard
Uhden, Erdteile und Kulturen (Leipzig, 1925); Friedrich Harig,
Menschenhand und Kulturwerden (Weimar, 1 929). Ruegen
berg carries Mies's assimilation of primitive building (the Afri
can mud hut) to the point that he sees it as the model for the
Barcelona Pavilion: "He [Mies] showed the heavy African mud
roof on narrow wood supports; it was a model for Barcelona
the construction of the pavilion. The onyx wall in the pavilion
corresponded to the freestanding cult wall that, detached from
the ceiling, was the focal point of the African room." Ruegen
berg also pointed to the designs by Schinkel displayed in
Mies's oftice (the volume Sommerresidenz des russischen
Zaren in Orlanda auf der Krim, drafted in 1 838, published In
1878 in four editions: it "lay there forever and was never
removed," recounts Ruegenberg). See also Wolf Tegethoff,
Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte (Krefeld
and Essen, 1981), p. 107, as well as his "Orianda-Berlin. Das
Vorbild Schinkels lm Werk Mies van der Rohes," Zeitschrih
des Deutschen Vereins fiir Kulturwissenschaft, 35 (1981), pp.
1 74-184.
57
Compare Hans Sedlmayr, Gefahr und Hoffnung des Tech
nischen Zeitalters (Salzburg, 1 970), p. 42.
58
See Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani, "Die abwesende Sprache
der Technik. Eine Kritlk des Mythos der positivistlschen Archl
tektur," In Freibeuter, Vierteljahresschrift fiir Kultur und Politik,
no. 1 1 (Berlin, 1982), p. 36. Lampugnani refers to the Barce
lona Pavilion of Mles as "In this context emblematic." "Instead
of setting up a futuristic lightweight building of glued-together
short-lived materials or from disassemblable elements, some
thing that would have corresponded to the task, the former co
worker of Behrens built a composition of chrome supports,
onyx and glass panels, as well as a wall dressed in travertine,
on a heavy travertine base that calls to mind Schinkel, and all
beneath a flat ferroconcrete roof-a composition that was as
luxurious as it was technically uninteresting. If one were to
measure its quality against its degree of constructive innova
tion, the Barcelona Pavilion would never be included in any
architectural history books-something that applies to all great
works of the architectural avant-garde of the twenties."
59
William H. Jordy, American Buildings and Their Architects
(New York, 1972), pp. 2211.
60
Friedrich Nietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantages of His
tory," in Untimely Meditations, translated by A. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge, 1 983), p. 93.
61
Herman Sbrgel, Theorie der Baukunst (1918), vol. 1 , Archl·
tektur-Asthetik (Munich, 1921 ), pp. 256f.
62
Ibid., pp. 1 74, 175, 176.
63
Lux, lngenieur-Asthetik, p. 8.

64
Ibid., p. 45.
65
Sorgel, Theorie der Baukunst, p. 257.
66
Hilberseimer, Berliner Architektur der 20er Jahre, p. 6 1 . For
the discussion of Nietzsche in Mles's circle of friends, Hilber
seimer appears especially revealing. In his Grosstadt·Archi·
tektur (Stuttgart, 1 927), Hilberseimer gives the last word to
Nietzsche. The last sentence of the concluding chapter "Das
allgemeine Gesetz" reads: ''To form large masses by sup
pressing multiplicity is what Nietzsche understood as style: the
general, the law, is respected and emphasized, the exception
is pushed aside, the nuance wiped out, law becomes master,
chaos Is forced to take on form; logical, unambiguous, math
ematics, law" (ibid., p. 103).
67
In the Bauhaus, too, there were many admirers of Nietzsche.
JOrgen Krause, "Martyrer" und "Prophet." Stud/en zum
Nietzsche-Kult in der bildenden Kunst der Jahrhundertwende
(Berlin and New York, 1984), p. 216, points particularly to
Oskar Schlemmer, who called Nietzsche the p'hilosopher of
his youth. It is quite conceivable that Schlemmer's Bauhaus
emblem of 1 923 was intended to symbolize the'phrase "right·
angled in body and soul."

3 The Building Master of Today

Mies van der Rohe, Lecture (1924), manuscript of June 19,
1924, in the collection of Dirk Lohan (see Appendix I, 8).
2
Compare Mies van der Rohe, "Uber Sinn und Aufgabe der
Kritik" (On the Meaning and Task of Crltici�m), 1 930 (see
Appendix Ill, 6). Mies stood all his life by his conviction that
the building art and the civilization of his century were a
"chaos" to which one first had to bring order. Compare Peter
Blake, "A Conversation with Mies," in Four Grflat Makers of
Modern Architecture (New York, 1963), and e>J:erpts from an
"Interview des Bayrischen Rundfunks anla�lich des 80.
'
Geburtstages von Mies,'' Der Architekt, 15, no. 1 0 (1966), p.
324.
3
Walter Gropius, lnternationale Architektur, the First Bauhaus
buch (Munich, 1925), pp. 6ft.
4
Th. van Doesburg, H. Richter, El Lissitzky, K. Maes, and M.
Burchartz, "Konstruktivistische lnternationale schOpferische
Arbeitsgemeinschaft" (manifesto), Weimar, September 1 922,
in Hagen Bachler and Herbert Letsch (eds.), De Stijl. Schriften
und Manifeste zu einem theoretischen Konzept asthetischer
Umweltgestaltung (Leipzig and Weimar, 1984), p. 52. Com
pare also "Manifesto I" of De Stijl, 1918 (ibid., p. 49): "The
artists of today, driven by the same awareness, have partici
pated in the spiritual realm in the world war against the indi·
vidual, the arbitrary. They sympathize with all who fight,
spiritually or materially, for the formation of an international
unity in life, art, and culture."
5
"Neues Bauen" (review of Mies's lecture "Die Voraussetzun
gen baukOnstlerischen Schaftens"), Berliner B6rsenkurier,
March 1 , 1 928 (see Appendix Ill, 1 , addendum).
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6
Compare the review by Christian Wolsdorff of Wolf Tegethoft 's
Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte, in Die
Kunstchronik, 31 ( 1 984), pp. 407f.
7
See Der Neubau, 6, no. 1 1 (1924), p. 128.
8
Mies van der Rohe, "Uber die Form in der Architektur· (On
Form in Architecture). Die Form, 2, no. 2 (1927), p. 59.
9
Mies van der Rohe, manuscript of June 19, 1924 (see Appen
dix I, 8).
'

10
Adolf Behne, Neues Wohnen-Neues Bauen (Leipzig, 1927),
pp. 15, 17. Compare the entry in Mies's notebook, page 6,
that apparently refers to the publication of Walter Curt Beh
rendt's Dei Sieg des neuen Baustils (Stuttgart, 1 927): "One
speaks of the victory of the new building art. I must say that
this is entirely out of the question. We have barely begun. In
only a few places is the new land visible. What is victorious is
perhaps a new formalism. We can only talk of a new building
•art when [the battle-crossed out] new life forms have been
formed." (See Appendix II.)
11
This passage reveals the typical fashion i n which Mies van
der Rohe gradually attempted to objectify his ideas. In a lecture
of 1926 (see Appendix I, 1 1 ) is a passage speaking of the
"chaos of conflicting forces" that is nearly identical to a pas
sage in a lecture of 1924 (see Appendix I , 8); but the later text
is made more specific by the addition of a phrase: "One will
have to understand that building art as spatial expression is
spiritually connected to its times" {1924); "One will have to
understand that building art is always the spatial execution of
spiritual decisions" ( 1 926).
12
Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner, "Das Realistische Manifest,
Moskau, 5 August 1920," quoted from Tendenzen der Zwan
zlger Jahre, exhibition catalog (Berlin, 1977). p. 1/100.
13
Louis Henry Sullivan, Kindergarten Chats and Other Writings
(New York, 1918), p. 46. Compare also August Endell, Die
Sch6nheit der grossen Stadt (Stuttgart, 1908), pp. 13ft., chap
ter "Die Liebe zum Haute und Hier."
14
Mies van der Rohe, "Wohin gehen wir nun?" (Where D o We
Go from Here?), Bauen und Wohnen, 1 5 (1960), p. 391.
15
Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst und Zeitwillel" (Building Art and
the Will of the EpochI), manuscript of February 7, 1924, in the
collection of Dirk Lohan (see Appendix I, 6). The following
three paragraphs also draw on this text.
16
Mies van der Rohe, notebook of 1928 (Museum of Modern
Art, Manuscripts Folder 1), p. 7 (see Appendix II).
17
Mies van der Rohe, lecture manuscript of March 1 7 , 1 926, in
the collection of Dirk Lohan, Chicago (see Appendix I, 11 ).
18
Ibid.
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19
For this paragraph, see Mies van der Aohe, "Baukunst und
Zeitwillel," manuscript of February 7, 1924.
20
J. J. P. Oud, "Uber die zukOnftige Baukunst und ihre architek
tonischen Meglichkeiten," Friihficht, 1 , no. 4 ( 1 922), p. 199.
21
G, no. 516 (1926), unpaginated: "The reality of history is not
spelled out by 'the facts' but is-constructed. What matters
here is consequentiality.-Art History!? What is its point of
view, what does it say? Justice toward the individual! Good
but the establishment of a unified view of the world, of a larger
context-in order that 'history' can render a world, a world
essence the will and expression of which is art-that would
be art history-and one, furthermore, that would do justice to
living art . . . . You who make art history, listen to this advice:
Destroy your manuscripts! Write manifestos for us! Live for
the cause of today!-insofar as you can see it. Learn to see
reality-insofar as you even want it, and learn to want reality."
22
Compare in this context Josef August Lux, lngenieur-Asthetik
(Munich, 1910), p. 32.
23
Eduard Spanger, Lebensformen (3d ed., Halle, 1922), p. 289.
24
Friedrich Nietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantages of His
tory," in Untimely Meditations, translated by R. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge, 1 983), p. 75.
25
Mies van der Rohe, draft of a letter (presumably around 1927),
in Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 2 (see Appendix
I, 17).
26
Mies van der Rohe, lecture at the lmmermannbund, Dussel
dorf, manuscript of March 14, 1927, in the collection of Dirk
Lohan, Chicago (see Appendix I, H?l27
Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols, in The Works of
Friedrich Nietzsche, translated by Thomas Common (New
York, 1 896), vol 1 1 , p. 1 7 1 . See also The Antichrist, In ibid.,
pp. 343-44.
28
See Nietzsche's commentary on the Twilight of the Idols in
Ecce Homo (translated by Clifton P. Fadiman in the Modern
Library Philosophy of Nietzsche [New York, 1 954], p. 868).
29
Hans Richter, "Der neue Baumeister," Quafittit, 4, no. 1/2
( 1 925), pp. 7ft. Compare in this context Otto Wagner, Die
Baukunst unsere Zeit (1896; 4th ed., Vienna, 1914) , pp. 33,
137: "The task of art, however, including modern art, has
remained the same as it has always been. The art of our time
must bring us modern forms created by ourselves, correspond
ing to our abilities, our doings and nondoings . . . . The art
apostles that struggle toward the aims set out here will become
what architects of all epochs have always been, children of
their time; their works will carry their own characteristics . . . .
In their works, the world will glimpse its own reflection and
they will be characterized by self-confidence, individuality, and
conviction, the trademarks of the artists of all epochs."
30
Mies van der Rohe, "lndustrielles Bauen• ( Industrial Building),
G, no. 3 ( June 1 924), pp. 8ft.
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26

Mies van der Rohe, "Burohaus" (Office Building), G, no. 1
(July 1 923), p. 1 .
27

For example, the dentil-like line adjacent to the glass sky
scraper ·an the polygonal ground plan (see above, p. 8).
28

In the rendering of the skyscrapers, the formal interest evi
dently prevailed, for Mies did not show the support system
that, with its stenciled regularity, would have schematized the
poetic form. He did not publish a plan study in which he
attempted to include the supports in the rounded contour of
the floor-level plans. This shows the contradictions that pre
sented themselves between free form and regularity of
construction.
29

In the lecture manuscript of June 19, 1924 (Appendix I, 8),
Mies responds to a criticism that his skyscraper "is not formed,
but remains restricted to the schematic treatmenl." Mies
attempts to deal with this reproach, but halfway through his
defense he interrupts his argument and, as was his practice
at that time, allows the circumstances to speak for themselves:
"This reproach is typical. II arises out of another manner of
thinking in which one still, even if with modern architectonic
concepts . . . (sentence incomplete]. What is overlooked is that
the schematic is implied by the task and therefore finds its
expression in the form-giving."
30

Leon Battista Alberti, De re aedificatoria, book IX, chap. V.
31

Mies van der Rohe, ("Hochhauser"] (Skyscrapers), Friihlicht,
1 , no. 4 (1922), pp. 122-124.
32

Mies van der Rohe, foreword to Bau und Wohnung, published
by the Deutsche Werkbund (Stuttgart, 1927), p. 7. (See Appen
dix I, 14.)
33

Mies van der Rohe, "Zu meinem Block" (Concerning My
Block), in ibid., p. 77.

34

Mies van der Rohe, foreword to Bau und Wohnung, p. 7.

35

Mies van der Rohe, "lndustrielles Bauen" (Industrial Building),

G, no. 3 (June 1 924), pp. 8-13.
36

Mies van der Rohe, introductory remarks to the special issue
·werkbundausstellung: Die Wohnung," Die Form, 2, no. 9
(1927), p. 257. (See Appendix I, 15.)
37

Wohnung der Neuzeit. Denkschrih des Deutschen Werk
bundes (Stuttgart, 1926). quoted from Jurgen Joedicke and
Christian Plath, Die Weissenhofsiedlung (Stuttgart, 1968; 2d

enl. ed., 1 977), pp. 10, 1 1 .

38

Mies van der Rohe, foreword to the official catalog of the
Werkbund exhibition "Die Wohnung" (Stuttgart, 1927), p. 5
(see Apptlndix I, 13).
39

Mies van der Rohe, foreword to Bau und Wohnung, p. 7.

2

41

Paul Bonatz already used the comparison "suburb of Jerusa
lem" in 1929. See Joedicke and Plath, Die Weissenhofsied
lung, p. 63. On the Weissenhof project see Edgar Wedepohl,
"Die Weissenhof-Siedlung der Werkbundausstellung 'Die
Wohnung,' Stuttgart 1 927," Wasmuths Monatsheft fiir Bau
kunst, 1 1 ( 1 927), pp. 391-402. See also Norbert Huse, Neues
Bauen 1918 bis 1933, Moderne Architektur in der Weimarer
Republik (Munich, 1 975), pp. 73-77.
42

There was a full-page illustration, with plans, of Behrens's
Project for a Terrace House in Bau und Wohnung, p. 18.
Besides Oud, Behrens, and Taut, Mies in his work at Weis
senhof made use of Le Corbusier, Ludwig Hilberseimer, Waller
Gropius, Mart Stam, Josef Frank, Richard DOCker, Victor Bour
geois, Adolf G. Schneck, Adolf Rading, Hans Poelzig, Hans
'
Scharoun, and Max Taut.
43

Mies van der Rohe, lecture, 1926, occasion and location
unknown, manuscript of March 1 7 , 1 926, in the collection of
Dirk Lehan, Chicago (see Appendix I, 1 1 ).
•·

'

44

Mies van der Rohe, "Uber die Form in der Architektur" (On
Form in Architecture), Die Form, 2, no. 2 ( 1 9�'7) , p. 59 (see
Appendix I, 12).
45

Dietrich Heinrich Kerler, Weltw/1/e und Wertwille. Unien des
Systems der Philosophie (Leipzig, 1925), pp. 44, 461., 42.
46

Ibid., pp. 47-49.

47

Mies presumably meant the French philosopher Henri Berg
son, whose book Schopterische Entwicklung (Jena, 1921) he
owned. Bergson, philosopher of life associated with the term
"elan vital," was popular in Germany around 1920. Compare
Max Scheler, Versuche einer Philosophie des Lebens
Nietzsche-Dilthey-Bergson, in his Gesammelte Werke, vol.
3 (Bern, 1 955), pp. 323ft. In order to arrive at a "philosophy of
the organic," Bergson expounded a philosophy � � life empha
sizing the perceptive function of feeling and inll� lion in oppo
sition to the prevailing overemphasis on the 1ntellec1. The
extraordinary position Mies assigned to the term "life" as orig
inal, comprehensive quantity and value may also be due to
Bergson's influence. Possibly this also accounts for the rela
tionship to Max Scheler, who occupied himself intensively with
the philosophy of life. On the reception of Bergson, see Kon
stantinos P. Romanos, "Bergson zu seiner Zeit," in Henri Berg
son, Denken und sch6pferisches Werden (1 948; Frankfurt,
1985), pp. 280-286.
48

Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 28.

49

Mies van der Rohe, "Die neue Zeit" (The New Time), Die Form,
5 (1 930), p. 406.

50

J. J. P. Oud, Ho/Uindische Architektur, p. 9.

1926: Stimuli, Critique, and Orientation

1

The Eichstadt House ( 1 920), Kempner House (1921), Feld
mann House (1921-1922), and Mosier House (1 924-1925).
Alteration of the Urban House, Berlin-Westend, Ulmenallee
32, that had been erected 1 9 1 1-1912 by the architect Paul
Renner; not listed in the index of Mies's work at the Museum
of Modern Art, New York, but mentioned in lrmgard Wirth, Die
Bauwerke und Kunstdenkmaler von Berlin, Stadt und Bezirk
Charlottenburg (Berlin, 1961), p. 413.
2

The respective correspondence is in the Library of Congress.
3

First attempts at industrialization were made by Walter Gropius
in the Dessau-Torten settlement {1926-1928) and by Ernst
May in the Praunheim settlement ( 1 926-1930). A survey of
the housing settlements of the twenties is given by Liselotte
Unger, Die Suche nach einer neuen Wohnform. Siedlungen
der zwanziger Jahre damals und haute (Stuttgart, 1983). On
the question of industrialization, see Annemarie Jaeggi, "Das
Gross-laboratorium fur die Volkswohnung. Wagner. Taul. May.
Gropius. 1924/25," in Norbert Huse (ed.), Siedlungen der
zwanziger Jahre-haute. Vier Berliner Grossiedlungen 19241984 (Berlin, 1984), pp. 27tf. That Mies's skepticism and

guardedness were not unjustified is proven by the example of
Praunheim. May's experiment with a concrete slab method
that was supposed to result in savings turned out more expen
sive than the traditional methods of raising walls. Compare the
Reichsforschungsgesellschaft tor Wirtschaftlichkeit im Bau
und Wohnungswesen, Barich/ iiber die Versuchssiedlung im
Frankfurt a.M.-Praunheim, special issue 4 (April 1 929), p.
1 0 1 . I owe this information to Richard Pommer, whose "Mies
van der nohe and the Political Ideology of the Modern Move
ment in Architecture," in Franz Schulze (ed.), Mies van der
Rohe: Critical Essays (New York, 1990), deals intensively with
the relationship of the twenties to technology and with attempts
in this context to investigate Mies's political position.
4

See Rayner Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine
Age (London, 1 960), p. 273. Banham calls Mies's blocks on
the Afrikanische Strasse "by far the most distinguished of all
such buildings architecturally." In this tenor also Julius Pose
ner, "Waller Gropius, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier.
Drei Meisterarchitekten des 20. Jahrhunderts," in Die Grossen
der Weltgeschichte, vol. 1 0 (Zurich, 1978), p. 812: "These
houses, buill by means of the construction methods and mate
rials . . . employed for all apartment buildings at that time,
demonstrate the effect of Mies's discipline. Their proportions
are immaculate, they radiate a tranquility and harmony that
set them apart from all other apartment buildings of that time."
On the Afrikanische Strasse, see my essay "Neues Bauen im
Wedding," in Der Wedding im Wandel der Zeit (Berlin, 1985),
pp. 26-34.
5

Bruno Taut, "Russlands architektonische Situation," manu
script of November 2, 1929, in El Lissilzky, Russ/and: Archi
tektur fiir eine Wei/revolution (Vienna, 1930; rpl., Berlin, 1965),
p. 147.
6

Ibid.

Mies van der Rohe, foreword to the catalog of the Rudolf
Schwarz memorial exhibition at Cologne, 1963 (see Appendix
IV, 13). Rudolf Schwarz (1897-1961) studied at the Tech
nische Hochschule Berlin, was a graduate student of Hans
Poelzig from 1 9 1 9 to 1 923 in the Staatliche Kunstakademie
Berlin, and in 1 927 became director of the Kunstgewerbe-
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Peter Behrens, Uber die Beziehungen der kiinstlerischen und
technischen Problema (Berlin, 1 9 1 7), p. 10.
51

52

40

Ibid.

schule Aachen. Schwarz joined the directorate of the Deutsche
Werkbund, to which Mies also belonged. The relationship
between Mies and Schwarz has not yet received scholarly
evaluation. The Schwarz papers, in private hands, have not
been made accessible to me. Mies also wrote a foreword for
Schwarz's The Church Incarnate (Chicago, 1958); see Appen
dix IV, 9.
7

See Schwarz's congratulatory address on Mies's seventy-fifth
birthday in 1961, "An Mies van der Rohe," in the catalog of
the Rudolf Schwarz memorial exhibition (Cologne, 1963), pp.
7-1 0; rpt. in Maria Schwarz and Ulrich Conrads (ads.), Rudolf
Schwarz. Wegweisung der Technik und andere Schrihen zum
Neuen Bauen 1926-1961 (Brunswick and Wiesbaden, 1979),

pp. 190-192. Mies is further mentioned on pp. 1 1 7, 179, 1 831.
8

Mies van der Rohe, notes for acceptance speech on receiving
the gold medal of the Royal Institute of British Architects
(1 959), p. 5, manuscript in Library of Congress (see Appendix
IV, 10). To what extent the writings of Max Scheler and Alfred
North Whitehead were of significance to Mies by 1 926 remains
unclear. Preserved in Mies's library are: Max Scheler, Vom
Ewigen im Menschen (Leipzig, 1921), Vom Umsturz der Werle
(Leipzig, 1923), Die Wissensformen und die Gese/lschaft
(Leipzig, 1926), Der Formalismus in der Ethik und die mate
riel/a Wertethik (Halle, 1927), Menschen und Geschichte
(Zurich, 1929); Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education
and Other Essays (New York, 1949 (first published 1929]). As
far as I know, no writings of Whitehead existed in German
translation in 1926.
9

Mies van der Rohe, "Haus H., Magdeburg," Die Schildgenos
sen, 1 4 (1935), p. 514 (see Appendix Ill, 13). Rudolf Schwarz

had attempted to publish Mies earlier, as can be concluded
from a letter dated June 1 , 1929, to Werner Becker (Archive
Burg Rothenfels). published in Hanna-Barbara Gerl, Romano
Guardini 1885-1968. Leben und Werk (Mainz, 1 985), p. 195:
"I for my part suggest asking Mies von der Rohe to furnish a
contribution to one of our next issues. He can express himself
on the metropolis, for which purpose he can show photos in
his possession or he can 'draw up something new. I could
visualize doing this in a generous formal with many ground
plans and pictures. That man is one of our most valuable
acquaintances and like all good Catholics practically unknown
in Catholic c�les, while others think highly of him." On the
relationshipiflt Schwarz and Guardini, see Gerl's book, which
has a full chapter on Rudolf Schwarz, pp. 21 6-223.
10

Compare Rudolf Schwarz, "Die Form ohne Ornament," Die
Schi/dgenossen, 6, no. 2 (1 926), pp. 83tf.; "Grosstadt als
Tatsache und Aufgabe," Die Schildgenossen, 7, no. 4 ( 1 92627), pp. 284tf.; and "Vom Sterben der Anmut," Die Schi/dge
nossen, 8, no. 3 (1 927-28), pp. 284ft. Mies owned these
issues of Die Schi/dgenossen as well as 8, no. 6 ( 1927-28);
9, no. 2 ( 1 928-29); 1 1 , no. 4 (1 930-31). Also of significance
were the articles "Neues Bauen?," 9 (1 928-29), pp. 207-217,
and "Baustelle Deutschland," 12 (1 932-33), pp. 1-16. The
following writings of Schwarz were in Mies's library: Wegwei
sung der Technik (Potsdam, 1929); Uber die Verfassung einer
Werkschule (Aachen, 1 930, published by the Kunstgewerbe
schule Aachen): Gottesdienst (Wurzburg, 1937); Von der
Bebauung der Erda (Heidelberg, 1949); Baukunsf der Gegen
wart (special ed., Dusseldorf, 1959); Kirchenbau, Welt vor der
Schwelle (Heidelberg, 1960); Denken und Bauen (Heidelberg,
1 963). See also the list of the writings of Rudolf Schwarz in
the catalog of the 1963 memorial exhibition (cited in Appendix
IV, 13), pp. 1 09tf.
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11
Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Widerstand gegen die Gewalt," lecture
given at Castle Rothenfels in 1927, in Manfred Sunderman et
al. (eds.), Rudolf Schwarz (Dusseldorf, 1981) pp. 99-103.
12
See Mies's foreword t o the official catalog of the Werkbund
exhibition Die Wohnung (Stuttgart, 1 927; see Appendix I, 13),
as well as his draft of a letter of about 1927 ("calculating
natures work off their excess energies by rationalizing";
Appendix I, 17). and his 1 928 notebook, pp. 8, 2 (see Appendix
II).

13
Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Widerstand gegen die Gewalt," p . 103.
14
Ibid.
15
Rudolf Schwarz, Wegweisung der Technik, quoted from
Schwarz and Conrads, Rudolf Schwarz, p. 24.
16
Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Sterben der Anmut," pp. 2861.: "Does
not man, if he fills his narrow and unexpandable historical
capacity with [materialistic things). throw away the crown of
his spiritual profession? Is there any room left over for the
dangerous vision of spiritual insights and for the glowing fervor
of works penetrated by spirit? Does not a world arise here
that, worse than chaos, is the invention of raw elementary
forces and full of naked brutality? This is no anxious fantasy,
no mere literary excitement: the ugly slums of the eastern
fringes of our large cities are visible facts, and the experience
of the great war is not yet forgotten. . . . That poses a task for
us more difficult than the tasks of our ancestors . . . the con
quest of force."
17
Rudolf Schwarz, "Neues Bauen?," p . 208: "Nothing would be
more wrong than to assume that we stand today beyond all
historicism. Quite the opposite: we stand right in the middle of
it, more than ever before, except that our historicism is fed by
true love and has deep roots. History lives more profoundly in
us, and thus an immanent historicism has replaced a merely
copying type. It still holds the past for real and holds that the
past lives in the present For this reason it supposes that the
past could revive at each moment, just as the future could be
prefigured. Sometimes it believes that history is simply the
expression of an eternal possibility."
18
Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Sterben dar Anmut," pp. 2971.: "Today
the humanistic method is no longer as naive as it was thirty
years ago . . . . Today humanists have learned to do without
embellishments and thus hone closer to their own best tradi
tion. Today one applies decoration with more taste and sophis
tication: one decorates the intrinsic by covering one's own self
with a humanist skin. The crypto-humanist Behrens has 'spir
itualized' the light switches of the AEG by freeing them of
ornament and giving them a pleasing form, and in Dessau it
is being done similarly. The light switch, of course, remains
what it was, but it has found a humanist sideline as art work."
19
Mies van der Rohe, foreword to Bau und Wohnung (Stuttgart,
1927; see Appendix I, 14).
20
"I beg you, get this text ready and publish it, it is high time,"
Romano Guardini wrote to Rudolf Schwarz on December 1 ,

32
Edgar Wedepohl, "Die Weissenhof-Siedlung der Werkbund
ausstellung 'Die Wohnung,' Stuttgart 1927," Wasmuths Mo
natshefte filr Baukunst, 1 1 (1 927), p. 401: "In the February
issue of the Werkbund journal, Mies van der Rohe has spoken
out expressly against form as aim, as it always ends in for
malism.-ls it not possible that the cause of this fear of form
since we don't want to see in it a confession of inability lo
create form-arises from the misunderstanding that the pur
posefu(. the technical-constructive and the practical-necessary
could even be shaped without form?"

from Potsdam. Quoted in Schwarz and Conrads, Rudolf

Schwarz, p. 7.

21
Ibid., preface by Ulrich Conrads.
22
Ibid.
23
See Mies's 1 928 notebook, p. 14 (Appendix II); and his lecture
of about 1 950, p. 1 1 (Appendix IV, 5), where the question "Is
the world as it presents itself bearable for man?" and the
following sentences are partially verbatim from the preface of
Schwarz's Wegweisung der Technik.

33
Presumably Mies and Oud became acquainted and learned
to appreciate each other by way of the Novembergruppe, to
�hich Oud belonged as a foreign member. In 1925 and 1 926
he participated in its exhibitions with his own work. How much
Mies valued Oud can be seen from a letter to Oud written in
September 1 930 by Philip Johnson, who was in Europe to
prepare the New York exhibition "The International Style": "He
talks of you very enthusiastically as of one of his best acquain
tances. And Mies rarely is enthusiastic over other architects.
Indeed, only you and Le Corbusier were praised by him . . . .
He told funny stories about Gropius's respect for technology.
,He adores it because he understands so little of it Mies hates
1
that function-mindedness that was carried on at the Bauhaus
to such extremes before he arrived. He says it is even more
subjective than the purely aesthetic." Quoted from Gunther
Stamm� J. J. P. Dud. Bauten und Projekte 1906 bis 1963
(Mainz and Berlin, 1 984). p. 1 1 0.

In the same lecture, p. 1 5 ("Only 30 lifespans separate us from
the Acropolis"), Mies quotes Schwarz's "Bavstelle Deutsch
land," Die Schildgenossen, 12, no. 1 (1932-33), according to
Maria Schwarz in Schwarz and Conrads, Rudolf Schwarz, p.
145. Mies follows the latter essay very closely after 1950 with
his main thesis that a mature technology develops of itself into
building art. See Mies van der Rohe, "Architecture anet T.ech
nology," Arts and Architecture, 67, no. 1 0 (1950). p. 30: "Wher
ever technology reaches its real fulfillment, it transcends into
architecture." Compare also the concluding sentence of Mies's
miscellaneous lecture notes of around 1 950 (Appe�dix IV, 6)
"We have every reason to assume that, when • technology
develops into building art, great things will come about"-with
Schwarz, "Baustelle Deutschland," p. 145: "The technical
becomes beautiful
it dissolves into a higher order and
becomes building art. By that we mean the immanent
redemption."
24
Theo van Doesburg, "Die Neue Architektur und ihre Folgen,"
Wasmuths Monatshefte filr Baukunst, 9 (1925), p. 514.
25
Theo van Doesburg, "Von der Neuen Asthetic zllf materiellen
Verwirklichung" (lecture, Weimar, 1 922), quoted from Hagen
Bachler and Herbert Letsch, De Stijl. Schriften und Manifeste
zu einem theoretischen Konzept asthetischer Umweltgestal
tung (Leipzig and Weimar, 1 984), p. 180.
26
Mies van der Rohe, "Bauen" (Building), G, no. 2 r'September
1 923), p. 1 .
27
Theo van Doesburg, "Der Wille zum Stil" (lecture, given in
Jena, Weimar, and Berlin, 1 922), quoted from Bachler and
Letsch, De Stijl. Schriften und Manifeste, p. 167.
28
Van Doesburg, "Die Neue Architektur und ihre Folgen,'' p. 514.
29
Thea van Doesburg, "Farben in Raum und Zeit," quoted from
Bachler and Letsch, De Stijl. Schriften und Maniteste, p. 221.
30
Adolf Behne, Dar Moderne Zweckbau (Munich, 1 926; new
ed., Berlin, 1964), p. 68. In a similar vein Rudolf Schwarz
wrote against that "stupid and purpose-happy materialism" in
"Neues Bauen?" (1 929), p. 126: "The national characteristic
of the Germans to exaggerate everything and to spoil every
thing with their melancholic pondering has turned a useful
kitchen into an unusable ideology."
31
Behne, Der Moderne Zweckbau, p. 6.
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34
J. J. P. Oud, "Ja und Nein: Bekenntnisse eines Architekten,"
Wasmuths Monatshefte filr Baukunst, 9 (1 925), pp. 140-146.
Simultaneously appeared in Paul Westheim and Carl Einstein
(eds.), Europa-Aimanach (Potsdam, 1 925), p. 8.
35
Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, translated by
Frederick Etchells (New York, 1 976), p. 23, translation slightly
modified.
36
Ibid., pp. 102-103.
37
J. J. P. Oud, Hollandische Architektur.(Munich, 1926; new ed.,
Mainz and Berlin, 1976), pp. 22, 57. ' Compare Peter Behrens,
"Kunst und Technik" (1910): "Technology cannot always
merely be viewed as purpose, but gains its ultimate value and
meaning when it is recognized as the noblest avenue to cul
ture. But a mature culture speaks the language of art."
(Reprinted in Tilmann Buddensieg and Henning Rogge, lndus
triekultur: Peter Behrens and the AEG, trans. lain Boyd Whyte
[Cambridge, Mass., 1984], pp. 212-219.) Stamm, J. J. P. Oud,
p. 29, reports that Oud "admired" Behrens.
38
J. J. P. Oud, Hollandische Architektur, pp. 22, 25. The rela
tionship of Oud and Barlage was considerably chilled when
the long-revered father figure Barlage, as member of the com
petition jury for the building of the Rotterdam Stock Exchange
in 1 926, rejected Oud's design "and supported the obviously
mediocre design of Staal, who in the final version even 'bor
rowed' elements from Oud's project" (according to Stamm,
J. J. P. Dud, p. 84). Oud characterized Barlage, as related by
Helene Kroller-Muller, as an "arrogant aloof Protestant" (ibid.).
One should note here that Mies's criticism of Behrens later
on, although with a reversed thrust, contained quite similar
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reproaches to those of Oud against Barlage. It seemed as if
Mies and Oud in their rebellion against the father figure
switched roles for awhile. Barlage's student admired Behrens,
and Behrens's student admired Barlage.
39
Heinrich de Fries, Frank Lloyd Wright. Aus dem Lebenswerk
eines Architekten (Berlin, 1 926). (Not listed among Mies's
books.) The circumstance that this book is not so much a
monograph on Wright but a critique of contemporary architec
ture is excused by the author, who claims that the "extreme
contrast in the basic understanding of building . . . practically
necessitated constant comparisons." According to him, "this
book does not want to improve, it wants to change, from the
bottom on up" (p. 33). De Fries carried on his attack with the
same radical energy: "All that nonsense about will to style,
about the reform of function, about the spirit of the absolute
idea, must come to a stop. All this stupid chitchat does not
serve to improve human achievement, and above all it does
not make it any warmer. . . . When will this building art of the
five o'clock teas, of horn-rimmed glasses, and that entire air
bag silliness of an alleged cultural caste come to an end? This
architecture of the cold hand and the sober heart has nothing
to do any more with building art. Any old hearty 'kitsch' is
better than that!" (Ibid., pp. 311.) On the reception of Wright in
Europe see also J. J. P. Oud, "Der Einfluss von Frank Lloyd
Wright auf die Architektur Europas," in Hollandische Architek
tur, pp. 77-83.
40
Mies van der Rohe, "No Dogma,'' interview in lnterbuild, 6, no.
6 (1959), p. 10.
41
Ibid., p. 1 1 : "In my interview with the BBC I talked of the three
people in Europe who, although I didn't know them, were
thinking in 1926 what I was thinking. Their business was to
get this thing clear in their minds and to write their books about
it" Mies's BBC interview could not be found in its original
version. The published excerpts do not mention the three
names Mies refers to. If one assumes that he meant respective
representatives of three countries, he might have had Le Cor
busier, Adolf Behne, and J. J. P. Oud in mind.
42
Sergius Ruegenberg, personal communication. Ruegenberg
recalls that this was "in the period of the Stuttgart negotiations"
and that Mies asked him, before he left for one of his frequent
consultation triJLs1to throw away the piled-up roll!; oi drawings.
3

Space for the Unfolding of the Spirit

In 1924 Ebeling had already published a special Bauhaus
"Young People" issue with the title "Kosmologe Raumzelle"
(for this information I thank Mrs. Droste of the Bauhausarchiv
Berlin). The book Der Raum a/s Membran (Dessau, 1926) can
be viewed as a synchronic expansion of these cosmological
ideas for the Bauhaus. The new themes of the Bauhaus after
1924, technology and space, are being viewed from the per
spective of the old Bauhaus. For this reason the author might
not have wished to publish it as a Bauhaus publication. The
frontispiece decoration, recalling Kandinsky, may have been
intended to suggest a connection to the Bauhaus.
2
Thus the interpretation of the "spiritual in man," in which the
alliance of Nietzsche and France is also executed semantically
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(p. 19): "The divine-alogical-intoxicatod in everything alive that

in each moment succumbs to tho causality of matter as guar

antor of the form-world and simultaneously derides it!"
3

Ebeling, Der Raum als Membran, pp. 8, 22.

4

See Joseph Rykwert. On Adam's House in Paradise: The Idea

of the Primitive Hut in Architectural Htsloty (New York, 1972).

5

Ebeling, Der Aaum als Membran, p. 8.

6

lbtd. • p. 1 1 .

7

Ibid., p. 12, with further quolations from Nielzsche. Ebeling

calls Nietzsch e's •overemphasis on the body" a "triumphant

of this house, I have abandoned the usual concept of enclosed

rooms and striven for a series ol spatial effects rather than a

row of individual rooms. The wall loses Its enclosing character
..
and serves only to articulate the house organism.
21
Mies van der Aohe, "Saukuns1 und Zeltwlllot• (Building An and

the Will of the Epoch!), manuscript of Februaty 7, 1924, in the
colleotion of Dirk Lehan (see Appendix I, 6): "Skyscrapers,
offiCe buildings, and commercial structures practically call forth
clear, comprehensive solutions, and these can only be crippled
because one repeatedly attempts 10 adapt these build1ngs to
ou1dated attitudes and forms. The same applies to residential
building. Here, too, oenain house and room concepts lead to
impossible results. Instead of simply developing a residence
to suit its purpose, name ly organizing the activity of living, . . ."

22
Mies van der Rohe, 'Die Voraussetzungon baukunstlerischen

new truth because precisely through lhis exaggeration we as

Schaffens• (The Preconditions of Architectural Work), lecture

individuals can obtain access to the profoundest secret that

(1928), manuscript in the collection of D1rk Lohan. Soe Mies's

33
Werner Grilli, "Zur Stu ltgarter Weisse nhofslodlung." in Bau
und Wohnung, pp. 8-9. Aeprln1ed with slight altorations under
the title "Werkbund·Ausstollung 'Die Wohnung,' " In Die Form,
2 (1927), pp. 249-250. Grllff points ou1 that 1ho changes of
liles1ylo 1hat call for now types of livi ng arrangements are no1
oontined to an elite but "already incipient ly concern the masses
(especiall y the younger generation)." Compare In 1his oontext
Mies's remarks on the •masses• in the letter draft ol 1927, in
Museum of Modern Art, Manuscfipls Folder 2, p. 2 (see
Appendix I, 17): "The masses are by no means as character
ibss as lhe mass-production clothiers ma1nta1n, but we feel
particularly in them the strongest impulses for hvmg.•
\
34
The"tollowin9 explanations of Womer Graff. "Zur Stuttgarter
Weissenhofsiedlung." p. 8, are obviously a far cry from the
radical utopian changes the modern movement Is often

36
Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, translated by Marla
Jolas (Boston. 1964), p. 184. Regarding the tendency to
reduce the limit-setting function of the wall, one could say w1th
Bachetard: "The walls are on vacation' (p. 52). See chap. 2,
'House and Universe"; chap. B. "Intimate Immensity"; chap. 9,

"The Dialectics o1 Outside and Inside."
37

H. P. Barlage, Schoonheidin Samenleving (Rotterdam, 1919),
p. 31, quoted in Manfred Bock, ·vom Monument z.ur Stadte
planung: Das Neue Bauen," in Tendenzen dar Zwanzlger
Jahre. exhibition catalog (Berl1n, 1977), pp 1-32.
38

Herman SOrgel, Theori
a der Bsukunst, vol. 1 . Architeklur·

A.sthetik (Munich, 1921 ). p. 196. Compare also Leo Adlor, Vom
Wesen der Baukunst. Die Baukunst als t:ralgnls und t:rschol

accused of; quite to the contrary, one strove lor carefully aimed

nung. Versuch einer Grundlegung der Architekturwlssen·

but necessaryupdating:

of an idea of space in its visible form.'

schafl (Leipzig, 1926), p. 5: " Building art Is lhe transposition

exults in us Dionysiacalty: For above us nothing is enthroned:
where anything is, it is the whole: and tho whole is what it is:
that is its fullness and ils nature."

notebook or 1928. p. 12 (Museum of Modern Art, Manuscr ipts

However. a clear understanding of the now rype of l1ving

nology, for serving. Technology as moans to freedom."

changes are still under way. For the new generation the stan·

See Dagobert Frey, Kunstwissenschafllicho Grundfragen.

8

23

c�rLcut understanding of its wishes or an even approximate

Darmstadt. 1984), esp. "Wesensbes1immung dar Architoktur."

Frederick Etchells (New York. 1976), p. 85.

gelglas?'' (What Would Concrete, What Would Stool �e without

Le Corbusier, Towards a Now Architecture, translated by

9

Ebeling. Der Raum als Membran, pp. 13, 24, 25.

10

Ibid., pp. 25, 26, underlinings by Mies.
11

Ibid., pp. 1 1 , 14.

12

Ibid.• p. t 1.

13

Folder 1 ; see Appendix II): "Against the dominance pj tech·

Mies van der Rohe, •was ware Beton, was Stahl ?hno Spie

Mirror Glass?), manuscript or March 13, 1933. In the Library
of Congress.
24

Heinrich de Fries, Frank Uoyd Wright. Aus dem Lobonswork

eines Architekten (Berlin, 1926), p. 14: "Architecture today, II

it is an art at all, is that of a plastic fabric, woven Into a beautiful
garment, for a room full of rooms:
25

See the reviews of "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlenschen
Schaffens· reprinted in AppendiX lit, 1 .
26

14

Museum of Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 6 (see Appendix
'· 12).

Benjamin, "Oie Wiederkehr des Flanours" (1929), in Gesam

me/te Schriflen, vol. 3 (Frankfurt, 1980), p. 1961.: "Giedion,

Mendelsohn, Corbusler mako human space above all a space

of passage of all imaginable loroes and waves of light and air.

What takes place stands under t he s ign of transparence. . . ."
15

See Doesburg's remark quoted In the preceding chapter, at

note 24.

16
Ebeling, Das Aaum als Membran, p. 1 1 .
17

Ibid., p. 31.

16

Ibid.
19

Ibid.
20

Mies van der Aohe. lecture (1924 ), manuscript of June 19,

1924. in the collection of Dirk Lehan (see Appendix I, 8): "This

house, to be executed In bricl<, shows you the d11ect opposite
of the previous Illustration (of the Concrete Country Housel as
to the Influence or matenal 1n form-g1v1ng. In the ground plan

Mies van der Aohe, manuscript of a letter to Waltor Aiezler, in

27
Ibid. I n regard to the dispute with Walter A1ezter, see the
1oltowing chapter.

28
Mies

van

der Rohe. foreword 10 the official calalog of the

Werkbund exhibition "Die Wohnung" (Stuttgart. 1927). p. 5
(see Append ixI, 13).

29
Adolf Behne, Neues Wohnen-neues Bauen (Leipzig, 1927),
p. 109.
30

Compare Mies, notebook, p. 34 (see Appendix II).
31

Paul Wes1heim, "Mies van der Aohe. Entwlcklung olnesArchl·

tekten." Das Kunstblatt, 1 1 , no. 2 (1927), pp. 57-58; reprinted
as "Mies van der Rohe: Charaktervoll bauen," In Paul West·
heim, Heiden und Abenteuer (Ber11n, 1931).
32

Compare Mies van der Rohe, ·zu moinem Block" (Concerning

My Block), in Bau und Wohnung (Stuttgart, 1927), p. 77 (see

Appendix I, 14).
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39

dard dwelling is unbearably unsuitable, but neither Is there a

Prolegomena

understanding of its desires. Wl1at Is worse, it also has not

yet been understood by most of tho arcllitocts. Only vety few

possess an adequate measure of oponnoss, freedom, and

•vjsionaty anergy-the rest of them aro at tho present, crucial
moment only a rype of follower. . . . t:von the avant-gardo in

Ibid., p. 30.

For a similar charactenzation of modern build1ng see Walter

space has so far not yet emerged: of course not. as these

Germany sees thst they still need to exercise patlonco. . . .

Self-understood: s dwelling culture cannot bo enforced. But

•

even though the general populace does not yet have a clear

IJI;Iderstanding of its dwelling preferences, one can still raise
consciousness, untie prejudices, awaken Instincts-andcare·

fully observe new sensibilities.

Perhaps the new generation fa•ls to understand its prefer·
ences because it has no mkling ofthe posstbilitias. One needs
to show them the new technological advances, 0110 should
acquaint them with functional equipment and mac/lines. and
one should introduce them to what tho loadmg erchltocts n
i
the world desire-�wen if they are only fontastc
i plans. And
as to giving practical examples for living, at thi
s tm
i e it Is
probably best not to overdetermino; on tho contrary. to dem
onstrate that everything can still bo formed. It will bo formed
n
i usa (for that reason the variable floor plans). In that way
one serves to enlighten domestic lifo. And that s
I tho meaning

of the Weissenhofsiediung In Stuttgart.

See also Mies van der Roho. "Zum Thema: Ausstellungen"

zu

ainer Kunstphilosophla

(Vienna.

1946;

pp. 9311.
40

Sorgel, Architel<tur-JI..sthetik, pp. 225, 193.

41

Nicolas M. Rubio Tuduri, "Le Pavilion de I'AIIemagne ll !'Ex
position de Barcelona par Mies van der Aohe," Cahlers d'Art,
4 (1929), p. 410.
42

01 the writings mentioned, only H. P. Barlage, Grundlagan

und t:ntwicklung dar Baukunst (Berlin, 1908) is to be found

among Mies's books.

43
Aside from the formula ·spatially apprehended will of the
epoch," Me
i s made pnty a lew short remarks on space In the
following places: his remarks on the design for a Brick Country
House, in his lecture of 1924 (see Appendix I, 8); in ·zu
meinem Block,• 1927 ("the skeleton struclure . . . makes a
rational production possible and yet permits total lroedom of
disposition in the interior'"); in 'Was wAre Beton, was Stahl
1933; il) "Museum lor a Small City,"
ohne Spiegelglas?•
1943; and in his il
t'l
ure of around 1950, p. 2 (see Appendix

:9f

IV, 5: "Building. where it became great, was almost always

(On the Theme: Exhibitions). Die Form, 3, no. 4 (1928), p.

indebted to construction. and construction was almost always

35

August Endell (1871-1 925) moved to Berlin in 1901 and
obtained a number of building commissions thore. See August
t:nde/1. Der Archilelct des Photoatellers t:lvlra, 1871-1925,
exhibition catalog (Museum Villa Stuck, Munich, 1977). Fun·

121. Also: "Programm zur Berliner Bauausstellung" (Program
for the Berlin Building Exposition), Die Form, 6. no. 7 (1931),
p. 241.
On the inlerpretation of spatiality and the difficulties of an

adequate conceptualization of the characterlsllcs of Mies's

space, see Juan Pablo Bonta, Ober Interpretation von Arch!·
tektur (Berlin, 1 982). who deals with the history of the reception

of the Barcelona Pavilion and its various interpretations up to
the present time. Furthermore, Wolf Tegethoff, Mies van der
Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landheusprojelcte (Krefeld and Essen,
1981), whose nuanced analysis brings the dialectics ol space
best into locus. On a concept of modern space see Bruno
Zevi, Architecture as Space (1954; reprint, New York, 1974),
and Comelis van de Ven, Space n
i Architecture: The evolution
ofa New Idea in the Theoty and H1st0ty of the Modem Move·
ments (Assen, Netherlands. 1980).
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the conveyor of its spatial form").
44

damenlal on this subject: Tllmann Buddensieg. ·zur Fr\ihzoit
von August Endell. Seine MOnchner Briefe an Kurt Broyslg."
1n Festschrift fur Eduard Trier zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Justus
MOIIer·Holstede and Werner Spies (Berlin, 1981), pp. 223-

250, with a list of Endell's writings. In this context: August
Endell, "Uber Konstruktion und SchOnhelt. Vortrag vor dar

Freien Studentengemeinschaft der Chartottenburger Tech·
nischen Hochschule," Der Kunstwarr, 23 (1909-10), pp. 199-

200; E.ndell, "Architektur-Theorlen,· Neudautsche Beuzeitung,
10 (1914), pp. 37-39, 53-56; Endell, "Raum und KOrper,"
Kunst und Kunstler, 23 (1925), pp. 301-306; Endell, Zsuber·
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land des Sichtbaren, vol. 4 of Der We/tgarten, edited after his

death by Anna Endell (Berlin, 1928).

45
August Endell, Die Schlinheit der grossen Stadt (Stuttgart,
1908), is not among the books of Mies. See below for the
indications that Mies was familiar with this book. The impor
tance of this book is indicated by its reprinting In the exhibition
catalog August Ende/1, pp. 87-120, as well as its having been
published in pamphlet form in the "architextbook" series (no.
4); there is also a translation into Italian in Massimo Cacciari,
Metropolis, Saggi sui/a granda citta di Sombart, Ende/1,
Scheffler e Simmel, Collana di Architettura, 7 (Rome, 1 973),

pp. 121-164.

46
August Endell, Die Schlinheit der grossen Stadt, p. 77.
47
Ibid., p. 14: "There is only one healthy foundation for all of
culture and that is a passionate love for the here and now, for
our time. . . ."
48
Ibid., pp. 1 1 , 12: "One escapes into the past! Not that one
understands it or really respects it. From sparse school knowl
edge and diligent theater visits one dreams up a strangely
distorted world. . . . One does not know that the ruins of the
past only come to life if one understands the present and that
there is no period that we can understand as well as our own."
49
Ibid., pp. 8, 13: "We are ashamed of our own desires and
needs. But strangely enough this is exactly the fault of those
who rave so loudly against our age and who preach that we
should turn our back to it: the romantics of all types who
announce that the escape into nature, the escape Into art, the
escape into the past is the only way out. . . . Romanticism is
the archenemy of all that is alive."
50
Ibid., p. 78, "Arbeiter im Rohbau."
51
Ibid., pp. 59f. It is in this sense that one may have to under
stand Mies's remark that the "building site" has influenced the
design, much as a genius loci. See his article on skyscrapers
in Fruhlicht, 1 , no. 4 (1922), p. 123.
52
Sergei, Architektur-Asthetik, pp. 256f.
53
Endell, Die Schlinheit der grossen Stadt, p. 50.
54
Ibid., p. 63.
55
Thea van Doesburg, Grundbegriffe der neuen gestaltenden
Kunst, BauhausbOcher, 6 (Munich, 1925), p. 7.
56
Piet Mondrian, "Die neue Gestaltung In der Malerei" (1918),
quoted from Hagen Bachler and Herbert Letsch, De Stijl.
Schriften und Manifeste zu einem theoretischen Konzept
asthetischer Umweltgestaltung (Leipzig and Weimar, 1984),
p. 83.
57
Mies van der Rohe, "Museum for a Small City," Architectural
Forum, 76, no. 5 (1 943), pp. 84f.

58
Walter Riezler, "Das Haus Tugendhat i n BrOnn," Die Form, 6
(1931), p. 328. On the Tugendhat House, see Tegethoff, Mies
van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte, pp. 90-98.
59
In his analysis of spatial delimitation, Tegethoff describes the
glass wall as a membrane, without, however, knowing of Ebel
ing's thesis of "space as membrane": "This transparent mem
brane cannot simply be interpreted as the end of a room that
would continue to exist if there were no wall; it is it that creates
the room that is circumscribed but not exactly defined by the
overhanging roof " (ibid., p. 109, referring to the design for the
Golf Club in Krefeld, 1930).
60
See Grete and Fritz Tugendhat, "Die Bewohner des Hauses
Tugendhat !!ussern sich," Die Form, 6 (19�1), p. 438: (Grete
Tugendhat) "As important as the interconnectedness between
inside and outside is, the room is nevertheless closed and
reposes in itself-the glass wall functions in that respect truly
as delimitation. If it were otherwise, one would experience a
feeling of unrest and a lack of privacy. This way, hoWever, the
room has, particularly through its rhythm, an especially tranquil
air, much more than a totally enclosed room wollld have."
61
Ebeling, Das Raum als Membran, p. 3 1 .
62
Grete and Fritz Tugendhat, "Die Bewohner des Hauses Tu
gendhat," p. 438: (Grete Tugendhat) "We enjoy very much
living in this house, so much, in fact, that we find it difficult to
decide on a trip and we feel liberated when ,we come back
from narrow rooms into our wide, tranquil spaces." See Grete
Tugendhat, "Zum Bau des Hauses Tugendhat," Die Bauwelt,
60 (1 969), pp. 1 246f.
63
Bachelard, The Poetics of Space ; see the chapter "House and
Universe," pp. 3811., with numerous images that Bachelard
takes over from Baudelaire's "Curiosites esthetiques" and that
seem to me illuminating in regard to Miesian space. See for
example p. 62: "Housed everywhere but nowhelj9 shut in, this
is the motto of the dreamer of dwellings. I� the last house as
in the actual house, the daydream of _�nhab1t1ng .t s thwarted. A
daydream of elsewhere should be left open tHerefore, at all
times."
64
Grete and Fritz Tugendhat, "Die Bewohner des Hauses Tu
gendhat," p. 437: (Grete Tugendhat) "This severity does not
forbid a simple 'relaxation' and a letting-oneself-go type of
spending the time--and It is especially this urge to something
else that man, left exhausted and empty from the exercise of
his profession, needs today and experiences as a liberation."
65
See Grete Tugendhat, ·zum Bau des Hauses Tugendhat," p.'
1247: "In the dining room we had 24 easy chairs, now called
'Brno chairs,' that were spanned with white parchment; in front
of the onyx wall stood two chairs, now so-called 'Tugendhat
chairs,' covered by a silver-gray Rodier material, and two Bar
celona chairs, spanned with emerald-green leather. In front of
the large glass wall stood a reclining chair the upholstery of
which was ruby-red velvet. All these color combinations were
tried out by Mies together with Mrs. Lilly Reich right on location.

wool. . . . The black color of the Shantung curtain in front of
the winter garden was also very much in tune with the black
velvet curtain next to it and the silver-gray Shantung silk of
the front wall. Between entryway and library hung a white
velvet curtain. . . . "
66
Ludwig Hilberseimer as reported by Grete Tugendhat, ·zum
Bau des Hauses Tugendhat," p. 1247.
67
1 Riezler, "Das Haus Tugendhat in BrOnn," pp. 332, 328.
68
Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen
S(jlaffens" (see Appendix Ill, 1 ).
69
Mies van der Rohe, "Die neue Zeit" (The New Time), Die Form,
5 (1930), p. 406.
70
Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen
Schaffens."
71
�ies van der Rohe, speech on the occasion of the anniversary
meeting of the Deutsche Werkbund (October 1932, in Berlin),
manuscript in the collection of Dirk Lohan (see Appendix Ill,
10).
72
Mies van der Rohe, "Die neue Zeit," p. 406.

VI

Architecture for the Search for Knowledge:
The Double Way to Order

Paul Fechter, An der Wende der Zeit. Menschen und Begeg
nungen (GOtersloh, 1 949), pp. 1 6 1 , 1 631. Ibid., p. 1 64, on Mies:

"One of the finest and most talented of the younger generation,
a man of such sure instinct for space and proportion that his
departure for America has to be viewed as one of the most
painful losses the country has experienced through
emigration."

2
Walter Riezler, "Das Haus Tugendhat in BrOnn," Die Form, 6
(1931), p. 332.
3
Mies van der Rohe, notebook of 1 928, p. 35 (Museum of
Modern Art, Manuscripts Folder 1 ; see Appendix II).
4
On Mies's lecture in Bremen on November 27, 1925, see
chapter I, note 43. In another sense, also, the chances for an
encounter with Guardini were, quite literally, nearby. Besides
his faculty work, Guardini also held evening lectures at the
Berlin Lessing-Hochschule on philosophical-literary subjects
that were open to the public and were frequented by the upper
class public. Mies's office (Am Karlsbad, no. 24) was only a
few feet away from the Lyceum-Kiub on LOtzowplatz where
the lectures of the Lessing-Hochschule took place.

"Belonging to all of this were of course curtains and rugs. In
front of the onyx wall was a handwoven rug of light natural

Fechter, An der Wende der Zeit, p. 160f., on Guardini: "The
lecture hall on LOtzowplatz . . . was packed, the front rows for
the most part with older and younger ladies from whose direc
tion a wave of dreamy veneration wafted upward to the
speaker. He had at that time some unprofessorial man-
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ners. . . . When he talked of a subject that was still not yet
resolved in his mind, that was still beset by questions, he used
to smile slightly in embarrassment. It was such a charming,
winning smile that one could well understand the wave of
blissful veneration that arose, almost visibly, from the ranks of
the public, just as one could understand that serious Berlin
lawyers fell under his spell."
That Mies stood in personal contact with Guardini can be seen
from a letter Mies received in 1935 from the art historian Alfred
Neumeyer, a pupil of Heinrich Wolfflln and Adolf Goldschmidt.
Neumeyer, who had been teaching as a privatdozent in Berlin,
had emigrated in 1934 to California and had hoped to have
Mies attend one of his summer courses at Mills College. In
his letter he reminds Mies of the "evenings at the Glasers' or
at Mrs. Kempner's or at Guardini's." See letter, Fred Neu
meyer, Mills College, School of Fine Arts, California, of Decem
ber 15, 1 935, in the Library of Congress. Mies could not accept
the offer because he could not meet the prerequisite knowl
edge of the English language. The legacy of Romano Guardini
at the Catholic Academy at Munich is not yet researched
enough to reveal a possible correspondence with Mies. There
is no evidence of such a correspondence among Mies's
papers. Aside from Paul Fechter, among those who have writ
ten on Guardlni only Hanna-Barbara Gerl names Mies
(Romano Guardini 1685-1968. Leben und Werk [Mainz,
1985], pp. 1 95, 223f. , 279).
5
Mies van der Rohe, draft of a letter to Walter Riezler, in
Museum of Modern Art, Manuscript Folder 6; published ver
sion as "Uber die Form in der Architektur" (On Form in Archi
tecture). Die Form, 2, no. 1 (1927), p. 59. (See Appendix I,
12.)
6
Theo van Doesburg, "Der Wille zum Stil" (lecture held in Jena,
Weimar, and Berlin, 1922), quoted in Hagen Bachler and Her
bert Letsch, De Stijl. Schriften und Manifeste zu einem theo
retischen Konzept listhetischer Umweltgestaltung (Leipzig
and Weimar, 1984), pp. 164, 1 65, 1 6811.
7
See Peter Blake, "A Conversation with Mies,• in Four Great
Makers of Modern Architecture (New York, 1963), p. 1 0 1 .
Blake: " A lot of art critics claim that your work i s very much
influenced by De Stijl, by van Doesburg." Mies: "No, that is
absolute nonsense. you know." Blake: "Why don't you explain
,
why?" Mies: "Va�oesburg saw these drawings of the office
building. I explained it to him, and I said, 'This is skin-and
bones architecture.' After that he called me an anatomical
architect. I liked van Doesburg, but not as though he knew
very much about architecture."
8
Romano Guardini, Der Gegensatz. Versuche zu einer Philos
ophie des Lebendig-Konkreten (Mainz, 1925), pp. 31, 40, with
numerous markings by Mies.
9
Ibid., pp. 44f. The two sentences last quoted were additionally
emphasized by Mies by underlining.
10
O n this, see Gerl, Romano Guardini, pp. 250-266, chapter
titled "Die Entdeckung der eigenen Methode: Der Gegensatz
und die Weltanschauung."
11
Ibid., p. 255.
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13
Mies van der Rohe, notebook of 1 928, p . 26.

urnented for the summer of 1928, first design suggestions
were ready at the end of that year, and in June 1929 construc
tion was started. See Wolf Tegethofl, Mies van der Rohe. Die
Vi/len und Landhausprojekte (Krefeld and Essen, 1981), pp.
73f., 901.

14
Guardini, Der Gegensatz, p . 48.

22
Guardini, Uturgische Bildung, pp. 7211.

15
Mies van der Rohe, speech on the occasion o f the anniversary
meeting of the Deutsche Werkbund (October 1932 in Berlin),
manuscript in the collection of Dirk Lohan (see Appendix Ill,
10).

23
Mies van der Rohe, notebook in Museum of Modern Art, Manu·
scripts Folder 7, D.1.15.

12
Mies van der Rohe, "Uber die Form in der Architektur," p. 59.

16
Guardini, Die Gegensatz, p. 74.
17
Gerl, Romano Guardini, p . 185. On the relationship of Guardini
to Nietzsche see ibid., pp. 61, 312, 338, 370. Also compare
Romano Guardini, Uturgische Bildung (Rothenfels, 1923), p.
23: "Only now one understands Nietzsche." The bipolarity of
Guardini's thinking was also evident in his lectures, attended
by ·members of all classes" (Gerl, Romano Guardini, p. 291 ).
Guardini lectured in the winter semester of 1926-27 on "The
Religious in Plato," in the winter semester of 1931-32 on "The
Finite and the Eternal. Attempt at an Interpretation of
Nietzsche's Zarathustra." The "similarity of inclination" that
Hanna-Barbara Gerl sees with Nietzsche may also have been
due to the circumstance that Guardini, much like Nietzsche,
counted Blaise Pascal and Friedrich Holderlin as his favorite
poets. Guardini may have been in agreement with Nietzsche's
opinion that "the most serious Christians were always favor
ably inclined to me.•
18
Guardini, Der Gegensatz, p . 14.
19
O n this see Gerl, Romano Guardini, pp. 1 26, 262ff. (chapter
titled "Offene Haltung und bejahte Grenze"). Also compare the
preface by Walter Dirks to the new edition of Romano Guar
dini's Briefe itom Comer See that appeared under the title Die
Technik und der Mensch (Mainz, 1981 ). The following recent
publications attest the importance of Guardini: lngeborg Klim
mer (ed.), "Angefochtene Zuversicht". Romano Guardini Le
sebuch (Mainz, 1 985); Walter Seidel (ed.), Christliche
Weltanschauung. Wiederbegegnung mit Romano Guardini

(WOrzburg, 1985). See also the review of Mathias Schreiber,
"Ermutigung zum Blick auf das Ganze, Hanna-Barbara Gerl
Ober Leben und Werk Romano Guardinis," Frankfurter Allge
meine Zeitung, no. 131 ( June 10, 1985), pp. 1 1 .
20
The following titles by Romano Guardini were among Mies's
books: Aus einem Jugendreich (Mainz, 1921); Uturgische Bit
dung (Rothenfels, 1 923); Gottes Werkleute (Rothenfels,
1925); Der Gegensatz (Mainz, 1 925); Der Kreuzweg des
Herrn und Heilandes (Mainz, 1926); Briefe vom Comer See
(Mainz, 1 927); Ober Wilhelm Raabes 'Stopfkuchen' (Mainz,
1932); Freiheit, Gnade, Schicksal (Munich, 1948); Welt und
Person (WOrzburg, 1 950); Des Ende der Neuzeit (WOrzburg,
1 950); Die Macht (WOrzburg, 1951); Der Tod des Sokrates
(Hamburg, 1956).
21
Mies was nominated leading architect for the artistic organi
zation and for the building of presentation space at Barcelona
before July 1 928; the design work was started September
1928. On May 19, 1929, the opening ceremonies took place.
First contact with the clients of the Tugendhat House is doc-

24
Guardini, Uturgische Bi/dung, p. 70.
25
Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen
Schaffens" (The Preconditions of ArchilecMat Work), lecture
of February 1 928, undated manuscript, in the collection of Dirk
Lohan. The following Mies quotations are also from this source
unless otherwise identified. A totally unrepresentative, drasti
cally abbreviated excerpt from this widely noted lect�re was
published under the title "Wir stehen in der WendS''derZe1t.
Baukunst als Ausdruck geistiger Entscheidung" ih lnnende
koration, 39 (1928), p. 262. This excerpt, publishtld outside of
its proper context, creates a totally one-sided vi�w of Mies's
lecture.

!

26
Werner Jaeger, "Piatos Stellung im Aufbau der griechischen
Blldung, 1. Kulturidee und Griechenturn," Die Antike, 4, no. 1
(1 928), pp. 1-13; "II. Der Wandel des Platobildes im neun
zehnten Jahrhundert," Die Antike, 4, no. 2 (19�!)), pp. 85-98
(also note pp. 99-102 in this issue: Hugo von Hofmannsthal,
"Das vermachtnis der Antike"); "Ill. Die platonische Philoso
phie als Paideia," Die Antike, 4, no. 3 (1 928), pp. 161-176.
Also among the books of Mies: Werner Jaeger, "Die geistige
Gegenwart der Antike," offprint from Die Antike, 5 (1929). Mies
owned copies of Plato, Die Verteidigung des Sokrates Kriton
(Leipzig, 1922); Five Dialogues of Plato Beadng on Poetic
Inspiration (London and New York, 1931); and The Republic
of Plato (New York, 1945).
I

27
d und wir, 3d
Paul Ludwig Landsberg, Die Welt des Mittelalter
4
ed. (Bonn, 1925), p. 49, underlined by Mies.
28
See ibid., pp. 50, 51, also underlined by Mies:l"With the world
of his ideas Plato has given orientation to Augustine and
thereby to the entire Middle Ages. . . . Leaning on Neoplatonic
ideas, especially on Neoplatonic imagery, Augustine has philo·
sophically represented the basic idea of the medieval world
view. The spirit, here transposed into entirely novel dimen
sions, has to be viewed as the most noble legacy of antiquity,
whose unsurpassable plasticity derives from it. Much as the
church has handed down the most noble practices of antiquity,
ecclesiastical philosophy of the Middle Ages has, by way of
Augustine, mediated the noblest thoughts of antique philoso
phy. A sentence such as Augustine's 'Nihil enim est ordinatum,
quod non sit pulchrum,' everything well ordered is beautiful,
still breathes the noble Greek spirit."
29
Mies could have been pointed to Landsberg by Guardini's
Uturgische Bildung, p. 84. Vice versa, Landsberg, Die Welt
des Mittelalters und wir, p. 30, points to Guardini; there are
markings by Mies of that passage in which Guardini is men
tioned and quoted. The obviously renewed interest in Lands
berg is also possibly explained by the circumstance that this
book is represented in Mles's library by two copies.
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30
Mies van der Rohe: "In the victory of nominalism the victory
of,a spirit announces itself that is turned toward reality, long
before it expresses itself in this reality. This spirit was anti
medieval." Landsberg, Die Welt des Mitte/alters und wir, p. 78
(tlnderlined by Mies): "In the victory of nominalism the victory
of a spirit turned toward a so-called 'reality' announces itself,
long before it expresses itself in reality itself. But this spirit is
antimedleval and antireligious, much as it is antiplatonic and
antimetaphysical. . . . The disintegration of the idea of order
so already partially expressed itself with Duns Scotus." But
t:andsberg introduces Scotus and Occam in a totally diflerent
�ns� than Mies. With Landsberg they are examples of
"excessive authority and divine will, . . . much as all despotism
has t�e tendency to lead to the gradual death of monarchy.
Scotus and 'Occam, not Luther and Calvin, are the . . . effective
destroyers of the medieval religious system. . . . Reason is
abased as it never was with Augustine or Thomas." The many
reviews of Mies�s lecture, some quite exhaustive (see Appen
dix Ill, 1 , addendum), in which the names quoted by Mies are
relayed without Guardini, Landsberg, or Dessauer being men
iioned, invites the assumption that Mies attempted to leave
his public in the dark as to the author of these thoughts, or
evE1P wa�ted to be himself viewed as such.

�

31
Mies van der Rohe, notebook of 1928, p. 67 (see Appendix
ltl ·
31
See Mies's notebook, p. 70. Also see Mies's excerpts of Leo
pold Ziegler's Zwischen Menschen und Wirtschaft (Darm
s-tadt, 1 927) in notebook pp. 71-75, in which Mies pays special
attention to the "formation of an organic economy" between
capitalism and socialism and traces with great interest the
ideas of Emil Rathenau and Karl Marx (pp. 72, 73, ·sentence
of Marx, very good . . .").
33
Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen
Schaffens," manuscript in the collection of Dirk Lohan.

paning of which we talked. It belongs to that new level on
which the battle with the invading forces will be conducted.
And there it will be victorious. It is from this depth and from
this image that the new epoch will be created [underlined by
Mies]. We see its messengers. Most expressly in architecture.
. . . I see buildings in which the technical configuration has
been subdued into true form. This form has not been brought
from the outside but [beginning of underlining by Mies)
derives from the same origin as the technical configuration
itself, just as true, genuine, and self-evident, so much so that
one could think the properly constructed machine and a
totally functional house are already on this account also
formed artistically-which is of course a fallacy, for the tech·
nically correct is by no means yet artistic "form. " In that, of
course, something greater has occurred insofar as the tech
nical apparatus has been brought in relationship to our living
sensibilities [end of Mies's underlining]. . . . And recently 1
saw in Wasmuths Monatsheft a design for a future city that
has greatly impressed me. The entire form had the transpar
ency of a technical calculation, but it was so austere and so
forceful that I felt this belongs to us, as Memphis, Thebes,
i e.
Nineveh, and Babylon may have belonged to their tm

Presumably Guardini refers here to Le Corbusier's impressive
views of the Cite Contemporaine of 1 922.
41
Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, pp. 50ff. with underlining by
Mies.
42
To this passage from Mies's lecture, compare Guardini, Briefe
vom Comer See, pp. 95f.: "By way of authentic work we must
penetrate the new to dominate it. We must become master
over the unchained forces and build them into a new order
that relates to man." (Double markings by Mies in the margin):
"What we need is not less technology but more. Better
expressed: A stronger, more informed, 'more humane' tech
nology. More science, but more spiritualized, more
formed . . . ."

34
Compare Mies's notebook, pp. 52-57, with largely verbatim
borrowing of those passages underlined by Mies in Guardini's
Briefe vom Comer See, pp. 33-41.

43
See Guardini, Briefe �om Comer See, p. 98, with correspond
ing markings by Mies: "It must be possible to let go of illusions,
to see our existence sharply delineated and yet gain a new
dimension, a dimension that arises out of the spirit. . . ."

35
These headings are set over pp. 25, 35, 46, 56, and 75.
respectively, of Mies's copy of Briefe vom Comer See.

44
�
Riezler, "Das Hau&, \
ugendhat in'BrOnn," p. 332; see the dis
cussion of the Tugendhat House in the preceding chapter.

36
See Mies's notebook, p. 39.

45
Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, p. 98, underlined by Mies.

37
Ibid., pp. 39-50.

46
See Mies's notebook, p. 55: "Increased awareness of the body
by rhythmical culture. Psychoanalysis has brought a new
realm of the living soul into our field of view and revealed deep
connections. How the soul has become conscious thereby. . . .
There are no more unobserved events. We perceive this as
normal." See also Mies van der Rohe, "Wir stehen in der
Wende der Zeit. Baukunst als Ausdruck geistiger Entschei
dung" (We Stand at the Turning Point of Time: Building Art as
the Expression of Spiritual Decisions), lnnendekoration, 39
(1928), p. 262: "Traffic increases. The world shrinks more and
more, it comes more and more into view right into the remotest
recesses. World consciousness and consciousness of man
kind are the results."

38
Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, p. 92.
39
Except where otherwise noted, the following paragraphs draw
on Mies's "Die Voraussetzungen baukOnstlerischen Schaf
fens" (see Appendix Ill, 1 ).
40
See Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, pp. 102-107:
I have a belief in a new image that is in the process of arising.
Different from that of antiquity, different from that of the Middle
Ages. And thoroughly different above all from that of human
ism, classicism, and romanticism. It belongs to that new hap-
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47
See Mies's notebook. pp. 14, 24.
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48
Ibid., p. 50: "Culture presupposes a distance from immediate
reality. Only from the realm of consciousness can the creative
and form-giving hold on the world be set free."
49
Ibid., pp. 46-48.
50
Werner Jaeger, "Die geistige Gegenwart der Antike" (speech
given at the first public meeting of the Gesellschaft fur antike
Kultur), Die Antike, 5 (1929), pp. 177, 181ff.
51
See Guardini,

Uturgische Bildung,

p. 80.

52
Guardini, Briefe vom Comer See, p. 51: "The direction of the
work turns toward the intensive. From the particulars to con
nectedness, from expanse and survey to profundity" (marked
by Mies).

514 and 515. For a comparative interpretation of the sky
scraper designs, see Franz Schulze, Mies van der Rohe: A
Cfitical Biography (Chicago, 1985), pp. 1921.

foreword to Werner Blaser, Mies van der Rohe. Die Kunst der
Struktur (Zurich and Stuttgart, 1965), p. 6.
64
Wilhelm Lotz, "Die Halle II auf der Bauausstellung," Die Form,
6 (1931 ), p. 247. Under the motto "This is how I live everyday,"
the publisher Mosse organized on Reichkanzlerplatz a type of
counterexposition to the Berlin Building Exposition, for which
Mies, in cooperation with Otto Bartning, Otto Haesler, Ludwig
Hilberseimer, and Lilly Reich, directed a department of his own
under the motto "The apartment of our time."

71
Written by Friedrich Gilly in the margin of a sketchbook page,
according to Alfred Rietdorf, Gilly. Wiedergeburt der Architek
tur (Berlin, 1940), p. 52. For the Friedrich Holderlin quotation,
see ibid., p. 6. Among the books of Mies: Gedichte von Fried
rich HOlder/in (Leipzig, 1913).

�

the basis of documentation submitted by Hahn and Wols
oorf (eds.), Bauhaus Berlin, justified doubts arise as to the
desc�iption of the closing of the Bauhaus given by Mies in
interviews. (See Mies van der Rohe, "The End of the Bau
haus," in Nbrth Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engi
neering, School of Design Student Publication, vol. 3, no. 3
(1953), pp. 16-18, and also Mies in Berlin, phonograph record,
Bauwelt Archiv-1, 1966.)

65
Mies van der Rohe to Herbert Gericke, November 3, 1932,
letter in Museum of Modern Art; quoted in Tegethoff, Die Vi/len
und Landhausprojekte, p. 1 19.

'
66
Adolf Loos, Von einem armen, reichen Manne (1900), in Adolf
Loos, Ins Leere gesprochen 1897-1900 (Vienna, 1921, rpt.
1981), pp. 198-203, with the now famous sentence flung
triumphantly by the architect at the client who wants to with
53
draw from the totalist form of the house: "Try to haag a.new
Ibid., pp. 60, 79f.
picture." Justus Bier had posed the question similarly in "Kann
man in Haus Tugendhat wohnen?," Die Form, 6'(1931), pp.
54
r
See Tegethoff, Mies van der Rohe. Die Vi/len und Landhaus 392ft., and compared Mies to such a dictatoraf form-sette
these
into
ne�f.
or
old
piece,
any
bring
to
dare
not
did
one
"that
projekte, p. 88: "Mies laid the building across the axis much
of
like a barricade, without, however, interrupting it entirely." See 'finished' rooms, with walls that do not permit the hanging
of the
further the valuable analysis differentiating between the axis pictures because the pattern of the marble, the grainreply
of
of movement and the axis of sight in the spatial disposition, woods have replaced art." On this issue, see also the
348.
p.
ibid.,
Tugendhat,
Fritz
ibid., pp. 85-89.
55
Guardini, Uturgische Bildung, p. 80.
56
Tegethoff, Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte, p. 89, concludes
the description of the passage through the pavilion: "Only after
several changes of direction can one leave the pavilion again
on the garden side, and even a previously disinterested visitor
will have difficulty ignoring the charm of its architecture."
57
Guardini,

Uturgische Bildung,

p. 23.

58
Compare Mies's notebook, pp. 61-63, with Romano Guardini,
Von heiligen Zeichen (Wurzburg, 1922), pp. 12, 13. Also see
my editorial preface to the notebook, in Appendix II.
59
On the irregularities and the significance of this grid, see the
analysis of Tegethoff (Die Vi/len und Landhausprojekte, pp.
771.).

73

67
w.

OE., "Mies van der Rohe entwickelt dem MM'seine Plane,"
October 1932, quoted in Peter Hahn and
Christian Wolsdorf (eds.), Bauhrws Berlin: Aufl6sung Dessau
Montag Morgen,

•

1932. Schliessung Berlin 1933. BauhtJusler und Orittes Reich

(Weingarten and Berlin, 1 985), p. 94. This publication also
contains the most comprehensive documentation of material
for the activities of Mies in the early thirties. \
68
Mies van der Rohe, speech on the occasion of the anniversary
meeting of the Deutsche Werkbund (see Appendix1111, 10). The
intellectual morass out of which the attack against�he modem
was staged can be seen from a caption under Mi .s's block of
the Weissenhof housing project printed in Deutschen Bau
hiitte, Zeitschrift der deutschen Architektenschaft, 36, no. 9
(1932), p. 1 10: "Apartment Block. Mies van dar Rohe (Des
sau). Collective type for barracks for supervised Russian
Soviet employees."

69
Mies van dar Rohe, "Was ware Beton, was Stahl ohne Spie
gelglas?" (What Would Concrete, What Would Steel Be without
60
Mies van der Rohe, miscellaneous notes to lectures, undated Mirror Glass?), contribution to a prospectus of the Verein
manuscript, around 1950, in Library of Congress (see Appen Deutscher Spiegelglas-Fabriken of March 13, 1933; also the
following exchange of letters: Mies to the Verein Deutscher
dix IV, 6).
Spiegelglas-Fabriken on November 5, 1932: "I would gladly
61
contribute a short article with photos to the pamphlet planned
See Mies's notebook, p. 63: "The creative. The nature of the by you. Besides the points stipulated by you, however, I would
thing outside and the answer of man on the inside . . . . "
like to introduce some additional points in order to enrich the
theme." The "article" promised by Mies for February 15, barely
62
page, was sent on March 13, 1933, in response to
Mies van der Rohe, "Die Voraussetzungen baukunstlerischen one typed and was accompanied by a cover letter: "II is
reminders,
Schaffens" (see Appendix Ill, 1 ).
shorter than you expected bul l only wanted to stimulate build·
ing. Everything else will follow."
63
Mies van der Rohe, "Baukunst unserer Zeit. Meine berufliche
Laufbahn" (Building Art of Our Time. My Professional Career), 70 van der Rohe, "Haus H., Magdeburg" (The H. House,
Mies
Magdeburg ), Die Schildgenossen, 14 (1935), between pages
376

'Replica of the "letter of devotion" in Hahn and Wolsdorf (eds.),
Bauhaus Berlin, pp. 147f. Ibid. also a letter on this subject,
not m�iled, from Alfred Rosenberg to Goebbels: "Prof. Mies
va'h dar flohe, the designer of the Liebknecht and Rosa Lux
emburg Memorial, has finally consented, but right away apol
ogized to his friends. . . . Now and then, it is depressing to
�g for signatures among those against whom we have been
fighting, in a cultural-political sense, for years." The restraint
Mies imposed on himself must be seen in this light, as he
presumably attempted to salvage work possibilities. The neg
ative critique leveled against his work at the Brussels World's
Fl}ir of 1935 might have been another reason why he did not
want to step in front of the public. See the letter of Mies van
der Rohe to George Nelson of July 20, 1935, in the Library of
Congress (Nelson wanted to publish an article by Mies in the
American architectural journal Pencil Points and had asked
for some illustrations): "As I already let you know through one
of my gentlemen, I do not want to publish in foreign journals
at the present time. My stand is firm on that. There is therefore
no sense in giving out the requested photos." Of the same
order is Mies's refusal to Wilhelm Wagenfeld of October 29,
1935 (Wagenfeld wanted him to deliver a speech on the theme
"Glass and Architecture" at the Berlin meeting of the Deutsche
Glastechnische Gesellschaft in 1936): "I must beg you to de
sist, for I can give no time to speeches right now. You will
understand this." By contrast, a letter of Lilly Reich of 1935 to
J. J. P. Oud offers an insight into the work situation in Mies's
office: "At Mies's we have been working on a project for a
smaller residence; whether it will be built is unclear . . . such
a situation is not nice but we do not know how we can alter
it. How sad that it is not much different in your place. What
a difficult time we are born in." Quoted in Gunther Stafl'lm,
J. J. P. Oud. Bauten und Projekte 1906 bis 1963 (Mainz and
Berlin, 1 984), pp. 85f.
74
Mies van der Rohe, inaugural address as Director of Architec
ture at Armour Institute of Technology, held on occasion of the
testimonial dinner in Palmer House, Chicago, November 20,
1938; manuscript in the Library of Congress (see Appendix Ill,
14).
75
Ibid.; the following quotations are from the same source unless
otherwise specified. For a differentiation between value and
purpose, see the following underlinings by Mies in Alois Riehl,
Zur Einfiihrung in die Philosophie der Gegenwart (Leipzig,
1908), which seem to stand for Mies's attitude also. Riehl, p.

I Notes to Pages 209--222

9: "But there is another perspective than the purely scientific
one, and only this second glance that discovers values pen
etrates to the realm of the spirit. But to discover values means
simultaneously to experience values, to create new values."
Ibid., p. 183f. (marked by a double line): "Our life grows from
values, rests on values. . . . All values are spiritual values. . . .
The problems of an ideology are value problems." Ibid., p.
187f.: "All creation is at the same time a destruction and he
who erects new tablets must break old ones, we could say
with Nietzsche. But the 'good ones' are called the destroyers
of old values-criminals. It has never been different in history;
he who created new ideals and new norms transgressed
established morals, injuring them. It is the tragedy in the life
of great leaders and of heroes of the spirit that they must face
the sacred convictions, beliefs, and morals of their time in
inner conflict. 'The noble one wants to create the new and a
new virtue; the good one wants the old and the preservation
of the old.' To create values does not mean to invent values
or to define them deliberately. Values are not arrived at like
scientific insights; one does not invent them, they are revealed.
As the stars, those distant suns, shine forth from the dark of
the night one after the other, so values enter into the human
field of vision, and he who saw them first, experienced them
first, lived them first, he is their creator. He points to a higher
form of life and pours new spirit into old value concepts. [Dou
ble lines:] For in order to be effective he, too, must tie the
productive to the historical."
76
See Mies van dar Rohe, "Geloste Aufgaben. Eine Forderung
an unser Bauwesen" (Solved Tasks: A Challenge for Our
Building Industry), Die Bauwelt, 14 (1923). p. 719.
77
See markings by Mies in Eduard Spranger,

Lebensformen.
Geisteswissenschaftliche Psychologie und Ethik der Pers6n
lichkeit (Halle, 1922), pp. 325f.: "The great question that char

acterizes the cultural fatigue from Rousseau to now, the
question of for what purpose this entire effort of forces is set
into motion, derives from the technization of life, the leftovers
of authentic culture. Indeed most things today are merely tech
nical in nature, that is, efforts to a purpose on the legitimacy
and value of which one does not devote any thought. . . .
Technology is a brilliant achievement of the human intelli
gence, persistence, and application. But as long as one fails
to establish the purpose of this wonderful instrument, it is
nothing but a force of nature that screams for evaluation.
Before we can deternil'
- ne how we have to live, we must estab
lish to what purpos��e want to live."
78
See excerpts from the Bavarian Radio interview on the occa
sion of Mies's eightieth birthday, in Dar Archltekt, 15 (1966),
p. 324: "The problem of the building art has really always been
the same. The qualitative is achieved through proportions in
the building, and proportions do not cost anything. For the
most part these are proportions between things. . . . It is of
course much work for the architect to articulate the in-between
spaces. The artistic is almost always a question of propor
tions." See Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, trans
lated by Frederick Etchells (New York, 1976), p. 223: "As to
beauty, this is always present when you have proportion; and
proportion costs the landlord nothing, it is the charge of the
architect!" See also Mies van der Rohe, "SchOn und praktisch
bauen! Schluss mit der kalten Zweckmassigkeit" (Build Beau
tifully and Practically! Stop This Cold Functionality), Duisbur·
ger Generalanzeiger, 49 ( January 26, 1930), p. 2: "And what
finally is beauty? Certainly nothing that can be calculated or
measured. It is always something imponderable, something

377

that lies in between things.· M1es van der Roho, radio address,

t93t, manuscript of August t7, t93t , in the colloction of Dirk
Lohan: 'The artistic expresses itse lf in tho proportions of

90
'If we talk of structure. we think philosophically. Structure is

them do not know it even today) and coziness was trump in

the castle. I had lo take a thorough thrashing on account of

the entire, from top to bottom. down to the last detail-every·

�y empty chapel."

tially it is something immaterial, something spiritual. And thus

from Peter Carter. "Mies van der Rohe," p. 23t.

107

that even a matenally poor period need not renounce, indeed

91

occasion of a visit to Germany, told mo that he spent an entire

things, often even In the proportions between things. Essen·

independent of the matenal condlt1ons ofa period. It is a wealth
must not renounce."

thing subject to the same ldoa." Mies van der Rohe, quoted

l)frich Conrads, who met M1es in Cologne tn the Sixties on the

Mles van dar Rohe, 'lch macho niemals ein Bild," Die Bauwelt,

53 (1962). p. 804: "Languag e in everyday usage Is spoken as

79

See Mies van der Rohe, 'Architecture and Technology," Ms
and Architecture, 67, no. 10 (t950). p. 30; also published in

prose. If one Is very adept, one can speak a wonderful prose.

And if one masters it. one can become a poet But it is still

Throe Addresses at the Blackstone Hotel, April 17, 1950 on

1/Je Occasion of the Celebration of the Addition of the Institute

the same language, the nature of which is to harbor all pos·
sibilities in itself. The physiCist Schroedinger says: 'The crea·
live power of a general principia is due to its universality.' That

of Design to the Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago,

Is exactly what I mean when I speak ol structure in architec·

t950), pp. 2-3. See also Mies's lecture in Chicago, undated

turo. Structure is not a specific solution but a general idea."

with the remark on the cover sheet: "Manuscript of one impor·

92

(see Append1x IV, 5), manuscript in the Ubrary of Congress

tant address Mles gave h ere in German.• For Mies's hand·

written notes, see the selection In Appendix IV, 6, chosen from

the loose-leaf collection of about 130 pages in Ubrary of Con·
grass, Dralts and Speeches

Mles van der Rohe, undated lecture (AppendiX IV, 5), p. 7,

See the works cited in the notes to chapter V.2. Mios presum
ably obtained his knowledge of Thomas Aquinas and Augus
tine from the already mentioned writings of Landsberg and
Guardini and from Die Schildgenossen. Franz Schulze's spec

Mios van dor Rohe, miscellaneous notes to lectures. undated

manuscript In the Ubrary of Congress (seo Appendix IV, 6).
Ibid.; likewise 1n the undated lecture manuscript (Appendix IV,

Only later can we find in Mies's library books with these titles:

96

1930 (Mi
es van der Rohe, p. t72) cannot be documented.

Anton C. Pegls (ed.), The Basic Writings of Thomas Aquinas
(New York, 1945); Saint Augustine, Divino Providence and
the Problem of Evil (New York, 1942).
81

Friedrich Oessauer, Philosoph/a dar TacfJnik (Bonn, 1927). p.
136.

82
See Mies's notebook of 1928 (Appendix

Friedrich Nietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantages ol His·
tory," in Untimely Meditations, translated by R. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge, t983), p. 94.

97
Mies van der Rohe, "Geschaftshaus Adam• (The Adam Build·

ing), draft of a letter, July 2, 1928, in Museum of Modern Art,

Later Ger man Projects (see Appendix Ill, 4).

IQ, p

34.

83

II, note 10.

sen, 8 (1927-28), pp. 28411.

B4

Georg Simmel, "Zur Philosophie der Kuftur. Dor Begriff und
die Tragodie dar Kultur," in Georg Simmel, Philosophische
Ku/tur. Gesammelte Essals (3d ed., Potsdam, 1923), a book

owned by Mles; quoted from the new edition, Ph1losophi
scho

On this project see Schulze, Mies van derRohtJ, p. 231.
Mios van d ar Rohe, 'Architecture and Technology."

Forum, 78, no. 5 (1943), p. 84.

85
Mies van der Rohe, "Architeclure and Technology."
86
Mies van dor Rohe, lecture, Chicago, undated, pp. 17, 18 (see

Appendix IV, 5).
87

Mies van dor Rohe, quoted from Peter Car1er, 'Mies van der

Rohe," Baucn und Wohnen, 16 (t96t), p. 239.
88

Mies van der Rohe, undated lecture (Appendix IV, 5), p. 2.
89

i Berltn, phonograph reoord, Bauweft Archiv 1 , 1966.
Mies n

quoted from Maria Schwarz and Ulrich Conrads (eds.), Rudo/1

111
RWfoll ,Schwarz, "Nouos Bauen?,' Die Schildgenossen, 9
(1929). pp. 207ff.. quoted from Schwarz and Conrads (eds.),

.112

Mies van der Rohe, •tch mache niemals e1n Bild," pp. 8841.

113

.Walter Genzmer, "Dar Deutsche Aeichspavillon auf der Inter·
f'lationalen

Ausstellung Barcelona," Dlo Baugilde, 1 1 (1929).
� 1655: "It was mainly intended to invito passing visitors to
the exhibition to a shorter or longer contemplative lingering.·
114
Mies van dor Rohe, quoted in Christian Norberg-Schutz, "Ein

115
Simmel, Philosophischo Kultur, p . 207.
116
Kaufmann (New Yorl<, 1974), pp. 226f.
11 7
Guardlnl, Briefe vom Comer See. p. 1 1 0 .

101

gen Habermas (Berlin, 1983). pp. 203, 187.

110

Rudolf Schwarz, Wegweisung der Techmk (Potsdam. 1929),

Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, translated by Walter

100

102

dar Modeme. Gesamme/te Esseis, with an afterword by JOr·

I

<fildgenos·

Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Sterben der Anmut," Ole S

Kultur. Ober das Abenteuer, d1a Geschlechter und die Krisa

Schwarz, "Vom Sterbon dor Anmut," p. 289.

11 (1958), p. 615.

See Dessauer, Philosophie dar Technik, p. 169.
99

sage marked by Mies in Ibid., pp. 148f., quoted in Appendix

no.

Gespr!ich mit Mies van dor Rohe," Baukunst und Workform,

98

Oessauer. Philosoph/a der Technik, p. 103. See also the pas·

�
-3 (1936-37), p. t30.
\o9

Rudolf Scttwarz, p. 128.

95

5), p. 14.

floma
no Guardini, ·Das Leere," Die Schildgenossen, 16,

Neuon Boucn 1926-1961 (Brunswick and Wiesbaden. 1 979),
.p. 45.

Georg Simmol, Pllilosophiscllo Kultur, pp. 2041.

ulation as to the readings of Mies for the period of around

Rudolf Schwarz.

108

Schwor.t. Wegweisung dor Tcchnlk und andere Schrifton zum

93

94

80

day with Mles, at tho latter's request, visiting the churches of

Mies van der Rohe, 'Museum for a Small City," Architectural

118

Mies van dar Rohe, miscellaneous notes to lectures (see
Appendix IV, 6).

103

Romano Guardlnl, "Die Gef3hrdung der lebendigen Pers6n·

hchkeit." DifJ Schildgenossen, 6, no. 3 (t926), p. 43.
104

Mies van der Rolle, "Museum for a Small City," p. 84.
105

Rudolf Schwarz, "Vom Sterben der Anmut,• p. 289.

tOO
Rudolf Schwarz in a letter to Romano Guardini, January 15,
t928, quoted In Gerl, Romano Guardini, p. 222: "Once more,
in a very modest way, I remark that the idea of tho castle as

a series of large, pure, and almost amply rooms was my very

own at a time when architects
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were

not aware of it (most of
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Of related interest
Mles van der Rohe

Critical Essays

Mies van der Rohe on the Building Art

edited by Franz Schulze
essays by Wolf Tegethoff, Richard Pommer,
and Fritz Neumeyer
Interview with James lngo Freed
Mies van der Rohe: Critical Essays presents four
provocative new writings on Mies augmented by
150 illustrations from the Museum of Modern Art's
Mies van der Rohe Archive and other sources.
Distributed for the Museum of Modern Art,
New York
Mles van der Rohe

The VIllas and Country Houses

Wolf Tegethoff
Tegethoff provides penetrating discussions,
augmented by nearly 300 illustrations, of Mies's
villas and country houes. These include both the
Concrete and the Brick Country House projects,
two of the famous Five Projects of the 1920s that
made Mies's early reputation; the Lange and

Berlage Institute Library
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72.091 -0040

Esters houses of 1927-30; the Barcelona Pavilion
and Tugendhat house of 1 928-30; and, in
America, plans for the Stanley Rasor house in
Wyoming and the Farnsworth house of 1946-51
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Fritz

Neumeye

St. Thomas Aquinas, and he points to the ways in

which the thinking of other architects, such as
Peter Behrens and Hendrik Petrus Barlage,

affected Mies's development.

Neumeyer also asserts that while Mies fervently·

believed in technology, in the notion that a

building's form had to emerge from the nature of
its materials, this view later shifted to include
personal ordering of what Mies regarded as

spiritual determinants, resulting in a new u nity of
spirit and fact that was best exemplified in the

Barcelona Pavilion. And he argues, in opposition

to Bruno Zevi, that the conflict between

proclassical and anticlassical concepts and ideas
is always present in Mies's work, including his

country houses and villas of the 1 920s

An extensive appendix presents all of the essential

texts by Mies, published and unpublished,
The Artless Word

including some that have not previously appeared

Fritz Neumeyer

notebook from the Mies van der Rohe Archivein

Mies van der Rohe on the Building Art

translated by Mark Jarzombek

"Fritz Neumeyer has done such comprehensive

and meticulous research and synthesized it with
such splendid leaps of intelligence that the

resultant picture of Mies is riveting. We will not be

able to think about Mies any more without filtering

him and his work through the screen of

Neumeyer's thought." - Franz Schulze, Hollender
Professor of Art, Lake Forest College

Mies van der Rohe's architecture has been well

documented, yet his writings that contain the key

to his thought and to understanding his work have
been largely unexplored. From Mies's library 

including his marginal notes- and from a body of
writing that is surprisingly large for the self

described "unwilling author," Fritz Neumeyer

reconstructs the metaphysical and philosophical
inquiry on which Mies based his modernism.

A complex and powerfully integrated view of
Mies's philosophy of building, including his

American career, emerges from Neumeyer's

investigation. He proposes, for instance, that the
Catholic church architect and writer Rudolf

Schwarz, the Bauhaus thinker Siegfried Ebeling,
and the Catholic scholar Romano Guardini may

have exerted an even greater influence on Mies

than the frequently cited Plato, St. Augustine, and

in English. Of special interest is the manuscript

the Museum of Modern Art, New York, dating from
the crucial years 1 927-28 and published for the
first time in this book.

Fritz Neumeyer is Professor of Architectural

Theory at the Technical University, Berlin.

